


Picture thE. Presentation-quality bar charts. tine 
graphs, and pie charts. In black and whi12 or color. On hard 
copy or a CRT. In seconds. 

Thats PFS: GRAPH.The fastest, easiest, most econom· 
ical computer graphics software package you can buy. 
Fqr the first time evei; compu•graphics
without computer progranmung. 

With GRAPH:all you ao is enter your information and 
specify the kind of chart or graph you want GRAPH does 
the rest. So instead of making a lot of complicated calcuJa. 
tions, you can make graph~ 

GRAPH is SP straightfotward, you can begin 
creating gra}its and charts· ~most immediately. 
But it also has powerful capability you can stay 
with for years to come. 

For example, you can mix and match line and 
bar graphs, stack or compare up to four bar graphs 
simultaneously, even display as many as four 
graphs on the same set of axes. 
Software that pays for the system. 

CompaJed to hand-drawn graphics, G 
can sav~ you enough money on your first. se · 
overlays to pay for itself. And over the course of a · 

"' 

aw months. it ~ .ve m. •wdt.txf ilf. 
Apple19 computer s_ystem.if·workS on; Arid ~ 
Hewlett·Packard 7470.A color plotter. 
It even works withVisiCalc® files. 

GRAPH is so flexible it ellows you to work • 
data, other members of the PFS Series, or even • 

No other cpmputer graphics package gives y()U 
capability. Combine it with the beautiful simplicity of; 
for infonnation maµ.agement, and PFS: REfiORT f! 
mation analysis, and you have a software famDy that 

hard without being hard towor}<;. . · 
So if you're thinlcing abollt malQng it i 

tures, go $ee PFS: GRAPH. It's at YOW" 
dwer now. And if they don't have it; asf(: 
contact Software Publishing 'CofP()ratiol\, 
Landings Drive, Mountain View, CA 
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Famous Apples in History 

Luisa Puig, the computer operator who 5. "So this is the Apple that fell on 

plays Queen Elizabeth I in the Renais· Isaac's head. No wonder he's been so 
sance Pleasure Faire in California, sug down to earth lately." 
gested recently that if Queen Bess had 
been told about microcomputers, "The 6. To boot or not to boot: that is the 
first thing she would have asked is how question: 
much does it cost and what does it do? She Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to 
was a very executive woman. If some· suffer 
one could prove that computers would be The slings and arrows of syntax error, 
much more cost effective for the royal Or to take reset against a break in IS12 
scribes and mathematicians, she would And by opposing crash them. 
have wanted at least three-two for the 
palace and one for Lord Burley, the trea· 7. He lit a cigarette. 
surer. The thing would not boot. Its time of 

"Elizabeth would have done just fine in booting was over. He remembered the 
a corporate job in this century." times before. They were happy times. 

Now, if Puig had quoted Liz instead of It had booted everything he had. It had 
telling a bout her, and if she'd thrown in been young and strong and its chips 
an Elizabethan dialect and maybe put it were clean and they worked quietly 
all in iambic pentameter, she'd have an and well, with no smoke. It was old 
ideal entry for this month's So/talk con· now. Those times were past. "I am 
test. sorry, machine," he said. "Tomorrow 

Famous Apples in History challenges I must trade you. It is all that is left." 
you to imagine an encounter between The machine said nothing. A light rain 
some famous person in history and an was falling. It began to rust. 
Apple, where the Apple and its accouter· 
ments (software, for example) are the Entries will be judged by historical 
only anachronisms in the situation. Write ring of truth, probability, wit, and gener· 
down what the famous person would al quality of method of meeting require
have said in your imaginary situation, ments. 
and try to make the quotation appropri Include the name of the famous person 
ate to the era and circumstance; finally, you're quoting on your entry in case 
try to make it possible to guess from the we're dense. 
quote who's speaking. $100 worth of So/talk advertisers' prod· 

Length is up to you, so long as it's no ucts is the first-place prize. Two runners
more than a page, double-spaced. One up will win $25 gift certificates at their 
line is plenty, if it fills all the require local computer stores. 
ments. Fill out the entry form or a facsimile 

Here are some examples; who they and send it with your entry on a separate 
represent is printed upside down at the but-attached piece of paper to Softalk His· 
bottom of this page. tory, 11021 Magnolia Boulevard, North Hal· 

lywood, CA 91601. Deadline is July 16, 1982. 
1. 	"Contrary to what I have proclaimed, Every entry must have the entry form in· 

I see the Almighty has made a set of formation on it or with it and there may be 
men that do all the eating and none of no more than ten entries per envelope. 
the work, and has made them with JI 
mouths only and no hands !" 

Name: 
2. 	 COMMAND? IGNITE ROMA Address: ____________~ 

YOU DON'T HAVE ANY MATCHES 
City / State/Zip: _________COMMAND? ACQUiRETE IGNIUM 


OK 
 Telephone : _____________ 
COMMAND? IGNITE ROMA Prize you'd like: ___________ 
OH WHY DON'T YOU GO PLAY Your dealer: ____________
YOUR VIOLIN? 

Your autograph :--------- 

3. 	 "Boot up my campaign again and see Mail with your entry to Softalk History, 
what happens if the second army 11021 Magnolia Boulevard, North Holly· 
takes the left flank, the third the rear, wood, CA 91601, no later than July 16, 
and .. . " 1982. 

. Al!M.liUJWaH l6au.I:t[ (L) 
4. 	 Heard during a nineteenth-century '.a.n1adilal{114S (9) '..ia4lOW 6,UOµ\aN ;)1!1!SJ: (ll) 

game of Computer Bismarck: "Damn '.uo61aN 111.i1wpv (t) '.uoa1od11N {R) '.o.iaN (<:) 
'.u1o;:iun w11411.iqv (t) :6a1dw116 Ol 6.JaMsuythe torpedos ! Full speed ahead!" 



Amdek's new Color-II monitor with DVM interface board 

No video monitor has ever combined Apple II compati 
bility with exceptional performance like the new 13" 
Color-II monitor from Amdek. 

Color-II features our optional new DVM peripheral board 
for easy interfacing with your Apple II. And look at the 
other top-of-the-line features Color-II offers: 

• RGB, TTL input for high resolution graphics. 
• 	80 x 24 character display capability (with expansion 

card by Vydec). 
• 560 (H) x 260 (V) resolution. 
• Molded-in carrying handle for easier portability. 
• Front-mounted controls for faster fine-tuning. 

So if you want to get the most from your Apple 11 
system, get the "most" monitor. Ask your dealer about 
Amdek's new Color-II monitor with the optional DVM 
interface board. 

What is DVM? The DVM, or "Digital Video Multiplexor," 
is a low cost interface that allows the Apple 11 com puter 
to be used with an RGB monitor, such as our Color-II. 

Amdek's DVM is software programmable to allow trans
parent operation, and is parallel with existing Apple 
text and graphic modes. Three of its channels are used to 
multiplex the existing Apple text, low resolution and high 
resolution graphics. The 4th channel allows the use of an 
80 character line video board . 

Our DVM is also color channel software programmable, 
enabling you to turn the three color channels on or off 
by software control. For example, the red and blue 
channel can be turned off when the 80 character 
channel is turned on, resulting in a green phosphor 
video presentation. 

For convenient operation, the DVM board may occupy 
any slot in the Apple II. The DVM also features low-power 
consumption and low-power schottky logic. 

Amdek Corporation, 2420 E. Oakton Street, Suite "E" Arlington Heights, Ill inois 60005 (312) 364-1180 TLX: 25-4786 
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Ben Lonterman's spocey Way Out took first prize in the still picture category of 
Penguin's guest ort contest. First piece for font design went to Elizebeth Riggle far 
her font, "Laughs." 

Oracle, Part 2. There's a brand new 
winner in the Oracle arena, Part 2 was 
tough: the number of days on which snow 
would fall on Manhattan Island after 
Groundhog Day and before the first day 
of spring 1982. Meteorologist Warren 
Hatch of the National Climatic Center re
ported that the measurable snow rate for 
that time period at the Central Park 
weather station was twelve days. From 
the eight people tied for first place, 
the random number generator chose 
Todd Harris of New Athens, Illinois. Har

won Parts 2 and 5 of Oracle '81); Rick 
Jones, Spokane, Washington, -4.3; and 
Jean Armour, Liverpool, New York, with 
a score of -5.9. Anything can happen in 
the Oracle. 

The Art Gallery Finals. "Pardon me 
while I collapse." 

Poor Ben Lanterman, The aeronautics 
engineer of Bridgeton, Missouri, was 
peacefully watching television on an un
eventful Friday night when So/talk 
phoned to announce that he was a con
test winner not once, not twice, but three 

animation category, Lanterman's The 
Present was Pelczarski 's choice for sec
ond place. 

After his "collapse," Lanterman de
cided he was "floating to the ceiling" in
stead. Art (oil and acrylic painting) has 
been his hobby from way back, but when 
Lanterman acquired his Apple a year 
and a half ago, he started getting inter
ested in computer-generated graphics. 
His painting style was always fairly rigid 
and structured, "I guess I tried to paint 
too realistically," he says, "but with the 

"The Cascade Express" took first piece far animat10 '1 in the Penguin contest . It cor appears, being pumped toward the tunnel's exit. A moment after the hand 
portroys on aid steam engine troin entering a railroad tunnel . Then o hond · car hos entered the tunnel , it comes out lickety split, followed by the chugger. 

Cartoon is by Margaret Park . 

ris plans to spend his $100 on Time Zone, 
at his local store, Kappel Computer. 

The field is still wide open in the 
Oracle for the grand prize of the disk 
drive. Charles Lewis of Richmond, Vir
ginia, leads the race with a score of - .5. 
His wife Elizabeth was the Oracle 
Part 1 winner, but lier score in the over
all contest is -5, trailing behind her hus
band. Douglas Stewart , Cape Elizabeth, 
Maine, is in second place with -1.8 ; 
Martha Wright of Oceanport, New Jer
sey, isn't far behind with a score of -3.1; 
Paul Shanberg with -4.0 (watch him, he 

times. 
Lanterman isn't just lucky-he is im

mensely talented. Specter, his entry in 
Softalk's Art Gallery contest (November 
1981), brought him a first place win in the 
computer-generated design category. 
Lanterman had also entered Penguin 
Software's guest contest in the January 
issue. Prizes were awarded for the best 
computer-generated still, best three-min
ute animation, and best font . Penguin's 
Mark Pelczarski independently chose 
Lanterman's Way Out for first place in 
the picture portion of that contest. In the 

computer I became impressionistic. The 
computer forces you to be freer." 

As for the eerie hooded figure of Spec
ter, Lanterman says that idea has been in 
his head for about ten years. He made a 
pencil drawing of it once, but it wasn't so 
frightening. However, the bright lights of 
the computer screen really brought the 
apparition to life and scared the majori
ty of Softalk's readers into sending in 
their votes for it. 

Lanterman will pick up his loot at 
Computer Station: $100 worth of goods 

GOTO 212 



IFYOUBUY 

MICRO-COURIER. 


BEFORE JULYI,

YOUGETA 

100SUBSCRIPTION

TOTHE SOURCE® 


FREE. 

Micro-Courier is the electronic mail You can access one of the largest data bases 

software for Apple™ computers. It lets you in the world, including news, travel service, 
send anything in your Apple computer to any commodity updates, educational programs, 
other Apple, in any other office, anywhere electronic games and more. 
in the world. It's fast, 100% And if you act now, you can .

d 
. 

get a free $100 subscription to 
You can send and receive charts, 
error-free, an mexpens1ve. 

THE SOURCE with your 
graphs, VisiCalc 'M reports and Micro-Courier package. 
entire programs. See your Apple dealer for 

Micro-Courier also takes complete details. 
you right to THE SOURCE. 

leachyourlittle
AppJebig-time 
electronic mail. 

MICROCOM 
We makelittle computers talk big. 

1400A Providence Highway 
Norwood, MA 02062 

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc. Vi siCalc is a trademark of Vi siCorp .. Inc. THE SOUHCE is a servicemark of Source Telecomputing Corporation, a 
subsidiary of The Header's Digest Association, Inc. 





INTRODUCING 

MICROBUFFER. 


NOW YOU CAN USE YOUR PRINTER 

WITHOUT WASTING COMPUTER TIME. 


Your computer is capable of 
sending data at thousands of 
characters per second. But the 
average printer goes no faster 
than 80 characters per second. 

This means your computer is 
forced to wait for the printer to 
finish one line before it can 
send the next. 

A waste of valuable time. 

THE NEW MICROBUFFER™ 
INCREASES YOUR EFFICIENCY. 

Microbuffer allows you to print 
and process simultaneously. 
No waiting! 

MICROBUFFER 

ACCEPTS PRINTING DATA 


AS FAST AS YOUR 

COMPUTER CAN SEND IT. 


Microbuffer first stores the data 
in its own memory buffer and 
then takes control of your printer. 
This frees the computer for more 
productive functions. 

Additional output may be 
dumped to the buffer at any time 
and it will be printed in turn. 

Microbuffer - a must for any 
program that requires printed 
output. 

PARALLEL, SERIAL OR APPLE II. 

MICROBUFFER MODEL MBP·16K'M 
is a Centronics-compatible 
parallel interface for your Epson 
printer with 16,384 bytes of on
board RAM for data buffering. 

'8! 

MODEL MBS-8K™ is a full-featured 
RS-232C serial interface for your 
Epson printer with both hard
ware and software (x-on/x-off) 
handshaking, baud rates from 
300 to 19,200 and a 8,192-byte 
RAM buffer. 

MICROBUFFER II™(pictured on the 
left-hand page) is a Centronics
com pati ble parallel interface for 
the Apple II computer with up to 
32K of on-board RAM for data 
buffering as well as on-board 
firmware for text formatting and 
advanced graphics dump 
routines. 

SIMPLE TO INSTALL. 
Microbuffer MBP-16K and 
MBS-8K mount easily in the 
existing auxiliary slot directly 
inside the Epson printer. 

Microbuffer 11, being slot
independent, will fit into any slot 
directly inside the Apple 
except zero. 

MICROBUFFER FROM 
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS. 

When you think of how much 
time Microbuffer will save, can 
you afford not to have one? 

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, INC. 
31245 LA BAYA DRIVE 
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362 
(213) 991-8200 
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Fastalk is your quick guide to popu· 

lar , specia lized, or classic software. Pro
gram s a ppearing in F astalk must meet 
one or more of the following criteria: (1) 
equal or sur pass in sales the least-selling 
program to appear on any of the current 
bestseller lists; (2) relate to a spe
cialized subject area and be in general 
distribution (more specialized packages 
a nd areas will be included as Fastalk ma
tures ) ; (3) be new and of professional 
qua lity (such programs will be carried 
for one month only-after that, they must 
meet other criteria for inclusion; (4) 
stand out as extraordinary. 

Designation as a classic is deter
mined by Softalk's editors, based on a 
program's ability to stand up over time; 
on significance for its time (breaking 
new ground or introducing a new genre) ; 
or on its archetypal qualities. A classic is 
identified by a bullet preceding its title. 

Where opinion is expressed, So/talk 
has seen the software in question; when 
listing software that has been reviewed, 
the capsule is based on the review, and 
the month and year of the issue in which 
the review appeared is given at the end of 
the item. 

If you wish to refer to the original re
view, remember that not all reviews ap
pear in Marketalk; look for overview 
articles and reviews within columns such 
as Mind Your Business, Buttonwood Ap
ples, and Ventures with VisiCalc. 

So/talk may arbitrarily omit any 
package from Fastalk, whether or not it 
meets the foregoing criteria. 

Adventure 
• Adventur e . Crowther/Woods . The original 

text adventure , created on mainframes, con
tributed to by m a ny over a long time. Very 
logical within fantasy framewor k, excellent 
puzzles , m a ps ; complex, convoluted, and 
great . Solving problems takes precedence 
over life/ death peril. Several publishers: Mi
crosoft , 10800 NE Eighth, Suite 819, Belle
vue, WA 98004. $28.95 . Apple Computer , 10260 
Bandley Dr ., Cupertino , CA 95014. $35. Fron
tier Computing, Box 402, 666 N. Main, Lo
gan, UT 84321. $10. 

Creatur e Venture. Hi-res search of the depths 
of an old mansion to find a treasure. Some 
animation. Highlands Computer, 14422 S.E. 
132nd St. , Renton, WA 98056. $24 .95. 

Cyborg. 	Berlyn. Text adventure with brief ac
tion s kill game hidden in plot . As a futuristic 
cyborg-half human , ha lf computer-you're 
lost in a strange fore st, desperately needing 
food and power; find the m while seeking 
clues to your location and purpose-not un
like r eal life. None of the happenings a re ran
dom; the game contains the pleasures of a 
good book. In its realism a nd use of true plot, 
it represents one of the most significant ad

vances in adventuring since the original Ad
venture bega n the genre. Sentient, Box 4929 , 
Aspen, CO 81612. $32.95. 11/ 81. 

Deadline. BlankjLebling. Episode one in a 
projected series of murder mysteries by the 
authors of Zork. Interrogate, accuse, make 
transcripts. Includes inspector's casebook, 
lab report. Infocom, 55 Wheeler St., Cam
bridge, MA 02138. $49 .95 . 

HI-Res Adventure #0: Mission Asteroid. Blast 
off to save Earth from destruction. Twenty
one color graphics; for beginning adven
turers. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., 
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $19.95. 

Hi-Res Adventure #2: The Wizard and the 
Princess. Williams/Williams. Attempt to 
rescue princess from vengeful wizard fea
tures 250 illustrations in full color. On-Line, 
36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 
93614. $32.95 

HI-Res Adventure #3: Cranston Manor. De
Witz/Williams. More full-color adventuring 
involving the redistribution of wealth. Long 
on great riddles, short on plot. On-Line, 36575 
Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. 
$34 .95 

HI-Res Adventure #i : Ulysses and the Golden 
Fleece. Davis/Williams. Re-creation of the 
Greek legend, featuring graphics advances 
and ability to communicate with the charac
ters. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., 
Coarsegold, CA 93614. $34 .95 

Kabul Spy. Wilson. Cold war espionage ad
venture in which you must slip into Afghani
stan to rescue a physicist before the com
mies make him talk. Sirius Software, 10364 
Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. 
$34 .95. R eviewed this issue. 

Mummy's Curse. Adventure places you in the 
desert with nothing but greed and a few 
dozen ways to die . Good puzzle with amus
ing hi-res graphics. Highlands, 1422 S.E. 
132nd St ., Renton, WA 98056. $30. 

The Prisoner. Mullich. Superb TV series cap
tured in computer game. Escape from an is
land requires player to solve logical puzzles, 
overcome obstacles, and answer riddles. Ex
cellent computer fare; nothing else like it. 
Edu-Ware, Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301 . 
$29.95. 8/ 81. 

Space Adventure. Dziabczenko. Hi-res adven
ture to solve from spaceship cockpit. On
board computer has six memories to save 
messages and clues. Animated 3-D color 
graphics. Sierra, 536 E. Sahara Ave., Las Ve
gas , NV 89102. $29 .95. 1/82. 

Time Zone. Williams/Williams. "Microepic" 
hi-res adventure featuring ten periods from 
past and future history all over world and 
universe on eight double-sided disks. Good 
puzzles, many dangers. On-Line, 36575 
Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614 . 
$99.95. 1/ 82. 

Zork. Lebling/ Blank. Part one of main frame 
adventure; understands complete com
pound sentences and questions . Simultane
ous manipulation of objects . Text. lnfocom, 
55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA02138 . $39 .95 . 
6/ 81. 

Zork II. Lebling/ Blank. Zork comes into its 
own in sequence. Great text adventure tech' 
nique and communication. lnfocom, 55 
Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138. $39.95. 
3/ 82. 

Business 
Accounting Plus II. Software Dimensions. In

tegrated package : general ledger, accounts 
receivable and payable, and inventory/ pur
chasing modules. Basic and machine lan
guage . Menu driven; prompting. Systems 
Plus, 3975 East Bayshore Dr., Palo Alto, CA 
94303. $995. 

Alpha Plot. Kersey/ Cassidy. Hi-res graphics 
text utility; type text on color drawings, 
charts. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San 
Diego, CA 92103. $39.50. 

BPI Accounts Receivable. Ferguson. Operates 
as open item or balance forward system for 
statement preparation, aging reports, and 
extensive credit analysis. Apple Computer, 
10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014 . $395. 

BPI General Ledger. Accounting system for 
small businesses automates posting of 
ledgers, financial statements preparation, 
and closing of books. Includes integrated ac
counts receivable and payable and all subsi
diary ledgers for payroll accounting. Cus
tomized set of books can be constructed from 
available journals and ledgers. Apple Com
puter, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 
95014. $395. 

Datadex. General purpose database manager 
able to perform specific applications. File 
generation and report utilities allow defini
tion of file structure and appearance of re
ports. Information Unlimited Software, 281 
Arlington Ave., Berkeley, CA 94707. $150. 

The Data Factory. Passauer. Database man
agement system allows listing files, getting 
file statistics, selecting another file , trans
ferring records to new database, and adding 
fields to update forms. Disk swapping re
quired; excellent product overall . Several 
compatible products available. Micro Lab, 
3218 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park, IL 
60035. $150. 8/ 81. 

Data Reporter. Allows plotting of data in var
ious charts and graphs; stores data seg
mented by up to thirty-five fields. Machine 
language search and sort. Synergistic Soft
ware, 5221 120th Ave. S.E., Bellevue, WA 
98006 . $220. 

DB Master. Comprehensive database man
agement system with password protection, 
extensive report creation options. Up to 1,020 
characters per record. Stoneware, 50 Belve
dere St., San Rafael, CA 94901. $189 . MYB, 
10/81. 

Dow Jones News and Quotes Reporter. With 
modem, checks latest financial news and 
stock quotes for more than 6,000 securities 
from local Dow Jones databank. Apple Com
puter, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 
95014. $95. 2/82. 

Information Master. Database managment 
program that can keep records sorted in five 
separate orders simultaneously. High Tech
nology, Box S-14665, Oklahoma City, OK 
73113. $150. 

Personal Filing System. User controls data in 
totally unstructured database. Up to thirty
two pages (screens) of information in each 
record. Software Publishing Corp., 1901 
Landings Dr., Mountain View, CA 94043. $95. 
10/ 80. 

PFS:Report. Powerful report generator de
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signed for use with PFS. Sorts, calculates, to
tals, formats, prints presentation-quality 
columnar reports. Software Publishing 
Corp., 1901 Landings Dr., Mountain View, 
CA 94043. $95. 10/81. 

VC-Manager. Chapman. VisiCalc utility en
abling performance of arithmetic opera
tions on up to fifteen models at once and ad
dition of one model to another. Micro De
cision Systems, Box 1392, Pittsburgh, PA 
15219. $65. 

• VisiCalc. Bricklin, Frankston. Electronic 
worksheet for any problem involving num
bers, rows, and columns. No programming 
necessary. VisiCorp, 1330 Bordeaux Dr., 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086. $250. 

VislFile. Creative Computer/ Jameson/Her
man. Database management system for or
ganization and retrieval of information, al
lowing sort and modification of records. Visi-
Corp, 1330 Bordeaux Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 
94086. $250. 

VisiPlot. 	Kapor. Hi-res plotting and graphics 
package. VisiCorp, 1330 Bordeaux Dr., Sun
nyvale, CA 94086. $179.95. 7/ 81. 

it's an emotional tradeoff. Automated Simu
lations, Box 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040. 
$29.95. 

Empire I; World Builders. Mulllch. Thinking 
person's adventure of galactic colonization; 
characters require food and drink and even
tually die of old age-if not before. Inter
active Fantasies, EduWare, Box 22222, 
Agoura, CA 91301. $32.95. 2/ 82. 

Hellfire Warrior. Freeman/ Johnson. Part two 
of Temple of Apshai; faster, with more op
tions and specific goal. Automated Simu
lations, 1901 Old Middlefield, Mountain View, 
CA 94043. $29.95. 12/ 80. 

Knight of Diamonds. Second scenario of Wiz
ardry, requiring thirteenth-level characters 
from the original. Individual quests on each 
of six dungeon levels. Sir-tech, 6 Main St., 
Ogdensburg, NY 13669. $34.95. 

Odyssey: The Compleat Apventure. Clardy. 
Fantasy adventure far beyond one place and 
one setting. Castles, catacombs, an ocean 
voyage, and the orb of power. Synergistic, 
5221 120th Ave., S.E., Bellevue, WA 98006. 
$30. 10/ 80. 

VislTrend/VlsiPlot. Kapor. Combines Visi- •Temple of Apshai. Lead title in Dunjonquest 
Plot graphics with time-series manipula
tion, trend forecasting, and descriptive sta
tistics. VisiCorp, 1330 Bordeaux Dr., Sunny
vale, CA 94086. $259.95. 7/ 81. 

Communications 
ASCII Express. Blue . Modem software pro

vides automatic redial, individual macro 
files, and improved file transfer capabili 
ties. Sends any DOS file; uploads one char
acter or one line at a time. Included utilities 

series, winner 1981 Academy of Adventure 
Gaming Arts and Design "Computer Game 
of the Year" award. Automated Simu
lations, Box 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040. 
$39.95. . 

Ultlma. British. Hi-res color adventure, pro
gressing from Middle Ages to beyond the 
space age . A masterpiece. California Paci
fie, 1615 Fifth St., Davis, CA 95616. $39.95. 

Upper Reaches of Apshal. The next four levels 
of the Temple of Apshai. Automated Simu
lations, Box 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040. 
$19.95. 

convert Integer Basic, Applesoft, or binary •Wilderness Campaign. Clardy. First fantasy 
programs into text files. Southwestern Data, 
Box 582-S, Santee, CA 92071. $60. 9/ 81. 

Data Capture 4.0. Copiable/ modifiable smart 
terminal program; compatible with Apple 
III and most lower-case adapters . South
eastern Software, 6414 Derbyshire Dr., New 
Orleans, LA 70126. $65. 

VlsiTerm. Well-planned, comprehensive. Hi
res sixty-character display; wide range of 
protocols for sending text. VisiCorp, 1330 
Bordeaux Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. $129. 
9/ 81. 

Z-Term. Blue. Flexible, customizable com
munications software written specifically for 
the IP/M Apple. A quality package. South
western Data Systems, Box 582-S, Santee, 
CA 92071. $99.95. 5/ 81. 

Fantasy 
Akalabeth. Lord British. Dungeon game of 

considerable depth and challenge . No save 
function. California Pacific, 7700 Edgewater 
Dr., Oakland, CA 94621. $34.95. 1/81. 

Apventure to Atlantis. Clardy. The sequel and 
worthy successor to Odyssey. Many refine
ments, including recruitable entourage of 
wizards with individual attributes. Included 
cheat sheet is invaluable. Synergistic, 830 N. 
Riverside Dr., Renton, WA 98055. $40. 

•Beneath 	Apple Manor. Worth. The original 
dungeon game for the Apple, created in 1978. 
Even in lo-res, it still stands up. Quality, 6660 
Reseda Blvd., #105, Reseda, CA 91335. $19.95. 

Crush, 	Crumble and Chomp. Freeman/ Con
nelley/ Farren. Choose your persona from 
among six made-in-Japan-type monsters or 
grow your own, place It in one of world's ma
jor cities, and select game objective. Losing 
is odd sensation; since you're the monster, 

game to leave the dungeon for the great out
doors; first in hi-res; first to bargain with 
merchants; and more. Synergistic, 5221 
120th Ave., S.E., Bellevue, WA 98006. $17.50. 

Wizardry. Greenberg/Woodhead. Ultimate 
role-playing fantasy; ten-level maze in hi
res . Generate twenty characters, six at a 
time on expeditions. Gripping game superb
ly produced. Sir-tech, 6 Main St., Ogdens
burg, NY 13669. $49.95. 8/ 81. 

Graphics 
Apple World. Projects and rotates 3-D color 

images on screen in true perspective, draw
ing up to 65,000 points per side . Includes 
screen-oriented text editor for image for
mation. United Software of America, 750 
Third Ave., New York, NY 10017. $59.95. 

Bill Budge's 3-D Gmphics System. Budge. In
teractive graphics system allowing game 
programmers to add 2-D or 3-D animation to 
their programs. California Pacific, 1615 Fifth 
St . , Davis, CA 95616. $39.95 . 

The Complete Graphics System D. Pelczarski. A 
wealth of graphics tools at a reasonable 
price. Make two-dimensional drawings with 
game paddles, add text in destructive, non
destructive, or reverse modes, create three
dimensional figures with a panel module, 
and shape tables with a shape module. Lacks 
any convenient way to erase; recommended 
you save frequently. Manual features com
plete outline of command structure. Pen
guin, 830 Fourth Ave., Geneva, IL 60134. 
$9.95. 7/ 81. 

E-Z Draw 3.3. Rewrite of original, including 
Higher Text character generator. Any fonts 
and parts of screen can be expanded and 

compressed; flipped, slanted, rotated, or 
mirrored in combination. Twenty type 
styles. Sirius Software, 10364 Rockingham 
Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827 . $49 .95. 

Graphics A2-3Dl. High-speed 3-D animation 
package to guide beginner through scene 
creation, storage, retrieval, movement, and 
advanced applications. SubLogic, 713 Edge
brook Dr., Champaign, IL 61820. $59.95. 

The Graphics Magician. Jochumson/Lubar/ 
Pelczarski. Outstanding animation package 
consisting of a picture editor and shape table 
extender designed to allow programmers to 
design and store graphics files. Comes with 
utility program to transfer binary files. Pen
guin Software, 830 Fourth Ave., Geneva, IL 
60134. $59.95. 5/ 82. 

Zoom Graflx. Holle. Graphics printing utility 
allows display of picture on screen prior to 
print; prints out selected portion at any size. 
Phoenix Software, 64 Lake Zurich Dr., Lake 
Zurich, IL 60047. $39.95. 2/82. 

Home-Arcade 
ABM. Warner . Fast-moving earthbound-in

vader game featuring multiple warhead 
missiles attacking six U.S. cities. Muse, 330 
N. Charles St. , Baltimore, MD 21201. $24.95. 
2/81. 

•Alien Rain (Apple Galaxian). Suzuki. Mon
sters in this home-arcade classic seem to 
take it personally when you gun down one of 
their kind . Broderbund, 1938 Fourth St., San 
Rafael, CA 94901. $24.95. 2/81. 

A2-PB1 Pinball: Night Mission. Artwlck. Fan
tastically realistic and competitive ten-mode 
pinball simulation, allowing user modifica
tion and definition of virtually every aspect 
of play. SubLogic, 713 Edgebrook Dr., Cham
paign, IL 61820. $29.95. 5/ 82. 

Apple Panic. Serki. Rid a five-story building of 
crawling Apples and butterflies by running 
up and down connecting ladders, digging 
traps in floors, then covering critters over 
before they can crawl out, fill in holes, jump 
on your head, and devour you. Extremely 
addictive, excellent hi-res graphics and play. 
Broderbund, 1938 Fourth St., San Rafael, CA 
94901. $29.95 . 9/ 81. 

Asteroid Field. Nitchals. Best and the slickest 
of the asteroid games. Effective use of 
sound. Cavalier, Box 2032, Del Mar, CA 
92014. $24.95 . 

Beer Run. Turmell. Catch falling cans of beer 
as you wend your tortuous way to the thir
tieth floor of the Sirius building, evade guz
zlers and bouncers through savvy use of lad
ders and one-way elevators. At the top, catch 
a blimp to the Olympia Beer building, where· 
in you repeat the process in reverse. Some 
benighted souls are still looking for the Ar
tesians. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., 
Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. 1/82. 

Bez Man. Besnard. Move faster than your ad
versaries in this improvement on classic eat
the-dots games. Three hi-res mazes, speed 
increases with each cleared screen. Bez, 4790 
Irvine Blvd., Box 19633, Irvine, CA 92714. 
$22.95. 10/81. . 

Borg. Thompson and Allen. -Fight your way 
through a castle full of gun-toting dragons to 
find and kill the Grud who controls them. 
Other dragons tend to shoot eacl;l ·other and 
run into electrified walls , but Borg is im
mortal. Amusing hi-res animation and first 
rate maze design. Sirius Software, 10364 
Rockingham Drive, Sacramento, CA 95827. 
$29.95. 

Bug Attack. Nitchals. Sing along with dagger
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wi e lding a nts , blue worms, swarming ware, Box 4929, Aspen, CO 81612. $34.95 R e- with the advantages of instant replay and 
med-flies , a millipede, the 1812 Overture, lots v iewed this issue . slow motion. Four different games . IDSI, 
of bright colors, terrific hi-res animation, Gorgon. Nasir. Fly over planet shooting and Box 1658, Las Cruces, NM 88004. $34.95. 6/ 81. 
and bouncy style. Cava lier, Box 2032, Del dodging invaders and saving kidnapped in- Raster Blaster. Budge. Pinball game as good 
Mar, CA 92014 . $29.95 . 1V 81. habita nts. Outstanding hi-res graphics, cha!- as real ones . Softalk readers' Most Popular 

Ct>illng Zero. Warady. Three kinds of alien lenging refueling sequence, if you can get Program of 1981 . BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave. , 
ships issue from a mothership hovering that far . Sirius Software, 10364 Rockingham Piedmont, CA 94611. $29.95. 5/ 81. 
a bove a lowering micro-deflection beam, Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $39.95. 8/ 81. Russki Duck. Knopp/Merrell. You attempt to 
ge tting smaller a nd faster and bouncing all Guardian. Tom & Jerry. Blast your way out of recover stolen missile plans hidden In a fake 
over the screen. Fast, smooth, and challeng- six levels of mazes surrounded by famous duck while dispatching' enemy agents who 
ing shoot-'em-up with classy hi-res color and hostile-alien types. Normal and expert play. try to stop you. Fairly easy. Gebelll Soft-
sound effects. Turnkey, 13708 Mindanao Continental Software, 11223 S. Hlndry Ave., ware, 1771 Tribute Rd., Suite A, Sacramen-
Way , Suite 314, Marina de! Rey, CA 90291. Los Angeles, CA 90045. $29.95. to, CA 95816. $34.95. 
$29.95. 2182. Horizon V. Nasir. Okay followup to Gorgon Sabotage. Allen. Your gun emplacement must 

Congo. Berlyn/Wilker. River search and res- with superb animation, though not much shoot down enemy bombers and hell-
cue, with funky graphics, and emphasis on challenge. Gebelli, 1771 Tribute Rd., Suite A, copters; parachuting saboteurs can amass 
avoidance of obstacles. Sentient Software, Sacramento, CA 95815. $34.95. on the ground and knock out your battle sta-
Box 4929, Aspen, CO 81612. $34 .95. 5182. Jawbreaker. Lubeck. Candy store oriented tion. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Road, 

Crlcketeer. Nelsen. Help mister cricket safely eat-the-dots game with automatically esca- Coarsegold, CA 93614. $24.95. 7/ 81. 
across the highway and over the river to his lated skill levels . A courtroom favorite . On· Snack Attack. Illowsky. A three-maze eat-'em
home. Be chivalrous to lady crickets; Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, up; starts at any of five speed levels. Non· 
hazards of hungry birds and unstable float· CA 93614. $29.95. fattening. DataMost, 9748 Cozycroft Ave., 
ing popsickle sticks. Software Farm, 3901 S. Jellyfish. Burek. You attempt to retrieve Chatsworth, CA 91311. $29.95. 1/82. 
Elkhart St., Aurora, CO 80014. $29.95 deadly nuclear waste from the ocean floor, Snake Byte. Arcade action featuring fruit and 

Crossfire . Sullivan. Aliens come at you from torpedoing all marine life that gets in your serpents. Sirius Software, 10364 Rocking-
three directions on a grid laid out like city way. Sirius Software , 10364 Rockingham Dr., ham Dr., Sacramento, CA $29.95. 
blocks. You can move four directions, shoot Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. Sneakers. Turmell . Many-layered shoot-'em· 
in four directions independent of moving. Juggler. Nice little circus game requiring up, one of the best. Stomping sneakers and 
Each alien has four lives and metamorpho· Pong-type skills. IDSI, Box 1658, Las Cruces, swarm of other creatures add to the fun. 
ses into its next one when shot. Strategy and NM 88004. $29.95. 5/ 82. Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, 
intense concentration required to monitor Labyrinth. Schram. Eat-the-dots, Crossfire- CA 95827 . $29.95. 9/ 81. 
continuous action on entire screen and ma- style, in a constantly shifting maze pattern. Space Eggs. Nasir. Invader-type game. Crack 
neuver through alien hordes to bonuses and Broderbund, 1938 4th St., San Rafael, CA floating eggs to get at monsters Inside. Then 
an ammunition supply. Superb, smooth ani- 94901. $29.95. R eviewed this issue. face spiders, fuzz balls, spacewolves, and 
mation of a dozen pieces simultaneously. Laf pak. Chuckles . Four-game variety disk by lips (lips?). One of Nasir's best. Sirius, 10364 
One of the great ones. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Lord Brltish's roommate: Creepy Corridors, Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. 
Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $29.95. Apple Zap, Space Race , and Mine Sweep. $29.95. 4/ 81. 
1/82. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarse- Star Blazer. Suzuki. Bomb-run game with five 

Cyclod. Hancock. Snakes versus eyeballs, gold, CA 93614. $34.95. levels, minutely exact animation, and style 
using bricks for weaponry. Sirius, 10364 Lemmings. Thompson. Round up and detain to burn: A joy. Broderbund, 1938 Fourth St., 
Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. mass-reproducing rodents, detaining non- San Rafael, CA 94901. $31.95. 4/ 82. 
$29.95. breeding pairs, before they migrate Into the •Super Invader. Hata. The daddy of home-ar

Davld's Midnight Magic. Snider. Pinball cha!· sea. Sirius Software, 10364 Rockingham Dr., cades. Still good hi-res, still a challenge. Sof
lenger to Raster Blas ter. Excellent hi-res Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. Reviewed this talk readers' Most Popular Program of 1978· 
graphics and animation. Provision for earn- issue. 1980. Astar International through California 
ing extra balls. Broderbund, 1938 Fourth St.,• Meteoroids (Asteroids) in Space. Wallace. Pacific, 1615 Fifth St., Davis, CA 95616, and 
San Rafael, CA 94901. $34.95. 2/ 82. Making little asteroids out of big ones, plus Creative Computing, 39 E. Hanover Ave ., 

Dogfight. Basham. Elaborate sixteen-level air occasional hostile alien ships. Hyperspace, Morris Plains, NJ 07950. $19.95. 
battle against up to seven jets and heli· autobrake, autofire. Quality Software, 6660 Swashbuckler. Stephenson. HI-res sword· 
copters. Up to eight players . Micro Lab, 2310 Reseda Blvd., Suite 105, Reseda, CA 91335. fighting with realistic pirates, snakes, rats, 
Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park, IL 60035. $19.95. and other scum. DataMost, 9748 Cozycroft 
$29.95. V81. Microwave. Nitchals. Brightly colored, highly Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311. $34.95. 

The Elimina tor. Anderson. Pitting your hi-res addictive maze game featuring continuous Thief. Flanagan. Shoot robots before they 
space fighter against numerous adver- looney-tunes musical 'accompaniment. shoot you in hi-res scrolling rooms. Baune· 
saries. Adventure International, Box 3435, Cavalier Computer, Box 2032, Del Mar, CA ing ball with evil grin adds more problems. 
Longwood, FL 32750. $29.95. 9?.014. $34.95. 5/ 82. DataMost, 9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth, 

Epoch. Miller. Straightforward space battle Minotaur. Miller. Incorporates adventure ele· CA 91311. $29.95. 11/81 . 
with refueling bases and time warps. Speed ments and thirty-two four-level mazes. Sur· Threshold. Schwader/ Wllliams . Another 
and steering response controls. Sirius Soft· prises. Sirius Software, 10364 Rockingham shoot-'em-up. Hi-res graphics, animation, 
ware, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $34.95 5/82. and accurate collisions. Targets Include 
CA 95827. $34.95. 10/ 81. Olympic Decathlon. Smith. Ten standard de- everything from flying maple trees to Yolks· 

Falcons. Varsanyi/Ball. A hypnotically good cathlon events. Hi-res animated athletes, wagen Bugs, at every speed and flight pat· 
shoot- 'em-up with several levels of complex· muscle-stirring music; you provide the tern. Frustratingly small fuel supply. On· 
ity. Piccadilly Software, 89 Summit Ave., sweat. Microsoft, 10700 Northup Way, Belle- Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, 
Summit, NJ 07901. $29.95. 10/ 81. vue, WA 98004. $24 .95. 6/ 81. CA 93614. $39.95. 12/ 81. 

Flreblrd. Nasir. Put out the fires set by the Peeping Tom. Livesay. Difficult, blind-firing Track Attack. Jochumson. Three-level train 
firebird before the apartment building burns shoot·'em-up requiring estimation of foe's robbery chase game requiring considerable 
to the ground while simultaneously catching position behind shuttered windows. Micro dexterity. Broderbund, 1938 Fourth St., San 
leaping victims and escorting them to a res- Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Rd., Highland Park, Rafael, CA 94901. $29.95. 4/ 82. 
cue helicopter. Hi-res. Gebelli Software, 1771 IL 60035. $34.95. 5/ 82. Tumble Bugs. Bishop. Very silly, enjoyably 
Tribute Rd., Suite A, Sacramento, CA 95815. Pigpen. TMQ. Latest wrinkle in drop-the-dots, frustrating eating game with excellent 
$29.95. 2/ 81 . featuring hi-res swine and instant hams. graphics and animation. Magnifying glass 

Gold Rush. Berlyn/Wilker. Transport the gold DataMost, 9748 Cozycroft Ave ., Chatsworth, enlarges where you are, blocks part around 
from the train through the forest to waiting CA 91311. $29.95. Reviewed this issue. you. Datasoft, 19519 Business Center Dr., 
hoppers; avoiding bears, Indians, bandits, Pool 1.5. Hoffman/ St. Germain/ Morock. Northridge, CA 91324. $29 .95. 5/ 82. 
and random troublemakers. Sentient Soft· Makes most shots you could on a real table, Twerps. Thompson. Home-arcade game with 



' ., ~ ~~· . ~- .t:~~~l---~~:~,;~--.. _, .Twelve hourS ,~ . ". : 
to findthe mwderer. 

One false move, and 
hekills again. 
You are about to investigate one of the dead
liest plots in the annals of crime. A locked 
door. A dead man. And 12 hours to solve the 
murder. That's where you begin. Ahead of you, 
a treacherous web of motives and suspicion. And 
only by bringing your utmost skills of logic and in
tuition into play can you successfully solve the case. 

Working from a complete dossier on the crime and 
the myriad clues along the trail, you'll find yourself be
coming totally immersed in the investigation. Every 
scrap of evidence, every lead, every tum of events is far - too realistic for 
DEADLINE to be considered a 4':· "game" or "fantasy." And its degree of inter
activeness is so highly advanced ,1,, · that, for the first time in the genre, the 
characters actually possess in- ,, ' dependent, flesh-and-blood personalities. 
In fact, they're so free of I& your control that should you make the 
wrong move,/ . one of them may do you in. Your next great 
adventure /~flf·d is neither under ground nor out in space. The real chal
lenge is here. Just try and beat DEADLINE. You'll find the case awaiting 
investi- gation at fine computer stores everywhere. 

DEADLINE-First of the INTERLOGICTMMystery Series r------------from Infocom, makers of ZORKTM I and ZORK IL Open the casewithS2Now available for Apple® II , ATARI® 400/800, IBM 
Personal Computer, NEC PC-8000, CP/M~ and PDPn '-11. I front money from Infocom. 

I To gel your $2 DEADLii\'E rebate by mail, iust send Infocom this coupon with your 
completed warranty card and sales shp from DEADLINE m their onglnal form. i\'o lnFDCDlft reproduct ions will be accepted Li_mit 1 rebate per household, address o_r orgamza· 

55 Wheeler St., Cambridge, MA 02138 l10n. Offer good only in U.S.A. Void where prohibited, taxed or otherwise res tricted . 
Rebate request must be postmarked before midnight 7/31/82 Infocom 1s not responI


Apple is a registe red trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. ATARI is a registered trade sible for lost, late or misdirected mai l. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for deb very 
i;nark of Atari, Inc. CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc. P DP 1s a I Infoco m , 5 5 Wheeler St. , Cambridge, M A 02138 
trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. OFFER EX PIRESJULY 3 1, 1982 C2 

I 
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plot. elaborate animation and audio, and 
severe fuel shortage. Links several different 
style games together. Sirius, 10364 Rocking
ham Dr., Sacramento, CA 95827. $29.95. 

Home/Hobby 
The Accountant. Forman. Double-entry fi

nance system features seven integrated files 
and a set of automatic transactions. Deci
sion Support, 1438 Ironwood Dr., McLean, 
VA 22101 . $89.95. 

Apple Speller. Spell-checking program sports 
listable 31,000 words, extensible up to 5,000 
words plus additional volumes. Recognizes 
contractions, gives file word counts, inci
dence of a single word, and number of unique 
words. High marks for clear, logically or
ganized documentation, user friendliness, 
and simplicity of operation. Sensible, 6619 
Perham Dr., West Bloomfield, MI 48033. $75. 
1/ 82. 

Apple Spice. Kaak/ Fox. Powerful Applesoft 
expansion utility using & and usr functions. 
Easily incorporated programming routines. 
Adventure International, Box 3435, Long
wood, FL 32750. $29.95. 5/82. 

Bag of Tricks. Worth/Lechner. Four utility 
programs for dumping and examining a raw 
track, sector editing, reformatting tracks, 
and repairing damaged disk catalogs. 
Quality Software, 6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 
105, Reseda, CA 91335. $39.95. Reviewed this 
issue . 

Cashbook 2.0. Very friendly personal and 
small business single-entry accounting 
system. Zofarry Enterprises, 35 Northcote 
St., Haberfield, N.S.W., Australia. $149. 5/ 82. 

Data Perfect. Assembly language database 
companion to Letter Perfect; supports lower 
case in forty-column. Searches, sorts, gen
erates reports. LJK, Box 10827, St. Louis, MO 
63129. $99.95. 

Dietician. Assembles dietary menus from diet 
formula you decide on, using foods of your 
own choice in developing nutritional pro
gram. Daily menu variation . Dietware, Box 
503, Spring, Texas 77373. $59.95. 

DOS 3.3. Increases disk storage capacity more 
than 20 percent over 3.2 . Apple Computer, 
10260 Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $60. 

DOS Boss. Kersey. Utility to change/ shorten 
DOS commands, customize catalog. Good 
ideas and witty presentation. Beagle Bros, 
4315 Sierra Vista, San Diego, CA 92103. $24. 
10/81. 

DOS Tool Kit. Excellent utility package; Ap
ple II Assembler/ Editor System and Apple
soft Toolkit. Edit, assemble machine lan
guage programs; write, edit Basic pro
grams. Simplifies graphics, includes char
acter generator. Apple Computer, 10260 
Bandley Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $75. 10/81. 

Expediter Il. Einstein/ Goodrow. Applesoft 
compiler translates Basic programs into ma
chine language. Will display or print a run
ning list of source program lines and com
piled addresses; memory compression op
tion reduces compiled program size up to 50 
percent. No stop on fatal errors. On-Line, 
36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 
93614. $99.95. 9/ 81. 

File Whiz. Goss . Quickly-learned database 
management program with six command 

modes. Files generated are accessible from 
Basic programs. Fast, easy, and convenient 
for home uses and users. SoftHouse, Box 
6383, Rochester, MN 55903. $59. 12/ 81. 

Financial Management System II. Home fi
nance management; maintains multiple ac
counts, generates complete audit reports, 
and stores unlimited files. Computerized 
Management Systems, 1039-S Cadiz Dr., 
Simi, CA 93065. $64.95. 

Graphtrlx. Matrix graphics system designed 
to add graphics, footnotes, and chapter ca
pabilities to Apple Writer text editing 
system. Data Transforms, 906 E. Fifth Ave., 
Denver, CO 80218. $65. 

Home Accountant. Schoenburg. Thorough and 
powerful home finance program. Monitors 
five checking accounts against a common 
budget, plus credit cards and cash; one-step 
record of transfer of funds. Continental, 
16724 Hawthorne Blvd., Lawndale, CA 90260. 
$74.95. 4/ 82. 

Home Money Minder. Schoenburg. Original of 
Home Accountant; bank reconciliation, 
transactions by month by budget category. 
Continental, 16724 Hawthorne Blvd., Lawn
dale, CA 90260. $34.95. 4/81. 

The Inspector. Sefton. Fast, flexible utility for 
examination of disk sectors, directory, and 
track/ sector lists. Salvage blown disks, 
change data, delete DOS. Omega, 222 S. 
Riverside Plaza, Chicago, IL 60606 . $49.95. 
11/81 . 

LISA 2.5. Hyde . Long-time popular assembler 
with extended mnemonics and more than 
thirty op-codes. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch 
Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. $79.95. 

Mastertype. Zweig. Learn to type by playing a 
game ; simple and ingenious. Lightning, Box 
11725, Palo Alto, CA 94306. $34.95. 4/81 . 

Menu Generator. Compiles inputs and writes 
menu programs in Basic . Involves filling in 
several forms on screen. Excellent docu
mentation. Crane Software, 16835 Algon
quin, Suite 611, Huntington Beach, CA 92649. 
$39.95. 1/ 82. 

Multi-Disk Catalog III. Very fast machine lan
guage database program for reading and 
storing file names, types, and sizes. Fast, 
powerful sort and search feature. Sensible, 
6619 Perham Dr., West Bloomfield, MI 48033. 
$25 . 10/81. 

Personal Finance Manager. Gold/ Software 
Dimensions. Handles up to 200 entries a 
month from maximum of fourteen separate 
accounts. Search / sort / edit routine. 
Apple/ Special Delivery, 10260 Bandley Dr., 
Cupertino, CA 95014. $75. 11/81. 

Program Line Editor. Program development 
and modification program with more than 
eleven editing commands, listing control, 
lower case, and programmable cursor con
trol. Synergistic Software, 5221 Bellevue, WA 
98006. $40. 

Psort. Long. Pascal utility for programmers 
permitting (slow) alphabetic sorting and 
merging of files. Source codes can be re
compiled and usually must be for program to 
run. Apple / Special Delivery, 10260 Bandley 
Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014. $85. 5/28. 

Super Disk Copy III. Hartley. Easy-to-use 
menu-driven software library utility; trans
fers all types of DOS files. Sensible, 6619 Per
ham Dr., Dept. M, West Bloomfield, MI 
48033. $30. 10/ 81. 

TASC. Peak/Howard. Applesoft compiler. 

User controls locations of three memory 
compartments . Microsoft, 10700 Northup 
Way, Bellevue, WA 98004. $150. 9/81 . 

Tax Beater. Lennard/Lennard. Easy-to-use 
tax software. Adjusts deductions to conform 
to regulations. Tells whether deductions are 
high, low, or average for your income. Data
Most, 9748 Cozycroft Ave., Chatsworth, CA 
91311. $129.95 . 4/82. 

Tax Manager. Taso. Modularizes data and 
saves each module . Complete documented 
results . Micro Lab, 2310 Skokie Valley Rd., 
Highland Park, IL 60035. $150. 4/ 82. 

Tax Preparer. Howard. For accountants and 
those knowledgeable about tax. Contains 
eleven IRS forms and ten schedules; can do 
everything your accountant can . Howard
soft, 8008 Girard Ave., #310, La Jolla, CA 
92037. $99. 3/81. 

Typing Tutor. Ainsworth/Baker. Four levels 
of proficiency; individualized drills created 
with time response monitoring. Microsoft , 
10700 Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98004. 
$24.95 . 

Utility City. Kersey. Twenty-one utilities on 
one disk. Beagle Bros, 4315 Sierra Vista, San 
Diego, CA 92103 . $29 .50. 

Vis!Dex. Jennings. Electronic index and file / 
agenda program for spontaneous or struc
tured information entry. VisiCorp, 2895 Zen
ker Rd., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. $199.95. 

World's Greatest Blackjack Program. Irwin/ 
Cooper/Humble. Teaches basic strategy 

card-counting technique for advantage over 
house. Play mode takes up to six hands. Ap
ple / Special Delivery, 10260 Bandley Dr., Cu
pertino, CA 95014. $50. 11/82. 

Strategy 
Castle Wolfenstein. Warner. First game to 

fuse successfully best elements of home-ar
cade and adventure . With naught but a 
smuggled pistol, you must escape from Nazi 
stronghold, finding and taking secret plans If 
you can. Saving game will not help keep you 
alive, but the pleasures outweigh this minor 
inconvenience. Room layout changes with 
each new game. Enemy speaks, in German. 
Muse, 330 N. Charles St., Baltimore, MD 
21201. $29.95. 10/81. 

Computer Baseball. Merrow/ Avery. Re
markable programming feat, simulating In
dividual player abilities from the teams of 
thirteen famous World Series. Can enter and 
play teams of your own creation. Strategic 
Simulations Inc., 465 Fairchild Dr., Moun
tain View, CA 94043. $39.95. 9/ 81. 

Dark Forest. Jewell/Mornini. In cartoony 
combination of war gaming and fantasy, up 
to six players try to overcome ubiquitous 
Gruds to locate treasures in castles. Begins 
slowly but picks up fast; territorial battle 
strategies are frequently interrupted by a 
hungry serpent, a random wizard, and trolls. 
Sirius, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento, 
CA 95827 . $29 .95. 

Gin Rummy. Carpet. Play against computer. 
Hi-res cards can change position In hand; 
your entire hand visible. Space bar allows 
you to change your mind when discarding. 
DataMost, 19273 Kenya St., Northridge, CA 
91326 . $29.95 . R eviewed this issue. 

IIl-Res Computer Golf. Aronoff. A master



''The Professional'' Series from sos 
NEW Apple II terminal software 

• 	Z-Term "The Professional"™ by Bill Blue, for 
Apple CP/M* 

• 	 P-Term "The Professional"™ by Joel Kunin and 
Bill Blue, for Apple Pascal*• 

• 	 ASCII Express "The Professional"™ by Mark 
Robbins and Bill Blue, for Apple DOS*• 

Businessmen 
Q. 	 Do you have difficulty operating your printer when 

connected to a time-sharing computer? Are files 
you're trying to download too large for your system 
buffer? Does your host computer lose data when you 
send files to it? 

A. 	 "The Professionals" incorporate printer ring buffers 
which allow slower printers to accept data at their 
own rates. Very large files are easily received by 
periodically saving the buffer to disk. Unlike some 
software which can lose data during disk saves, 
"The Professionals" not only direct the host to stop, 
but actually wait for it to respond before performing 
the save. After a successful save, the host is 
automatically directed to continue. This process 
may be repeated indefinitely. Lost data during send 
is virtually eliminated by the widest variety of send 
options available in any communications software. 
"The Professionals" ensure fast, reliable data trans
fer of any valuable business information. 

Authors 
Q. 	 Does your line of work involve sending written 

material to others? Are you a program author who 
would like to send work in progress to a partner or 
client and know that it arrived intact? What would 
the ability to instantly send material or programs to 
anyone at any time be worth to you? 

A. 	 "The Professionals" provide the ideal way to send 
your articles, manuscripts, reports, programs and 
technical documents to another computer with 
phone line access. Now you can work WHEREVER 
you want, and be assured that your data is sent to its 
destination quickly and error-free. In fact, compared 
to the fastest mail services, "The Professionals" of
fer immediate delivery and will save you the pur· 
chase price in just a few uses. 

Students 
a. 	 Are you bothered by limited access to your school's 

existing terminals? Would you like to be able to do 
your school assignments at home at your own con
venience? 

A. 	 "The Professionals" allow you to access virtually 
any dial-up school or college computer system over 
standard telephone lines. This means no more 
waiting in line for an available terminal or hassles 
with malfunctioning school equipment. You can 
even prepare term papers or reports while off-line 
and send the completed work to the school com
puter for final printing. Best of all, you can work from 
home at the times most convenient for you . 

Time Share Users 
a. 	 Are you tired of wasting time and money sending or 

receiving files with inadequate, poorly designed 
software? Do you find yourself manually performing 
the same lengthy log-in procedures over and over 
again? Would you like to automate these procedures 
for yourself and others? 

A. 	 "The Professionals" allow you to send files which 
have been prepared in advance. They may then be 
transferred at any time, as quickly as possible 
even to several different systems. No time is 
wasted reviewing information while on line; data may 
be captured by your computer or printer (or both) to 
be evaluated later at your convenience. These fea
tures assure minimum on-line time and therefore 
minimum on-line cost. 

"The Professionals" introduce macros that are more 
sophisticated than anything previously seen in com· 
munications software. These "hand-shaking" mac
ros allow you to perform complete multi-stage log-on 
sequences automatically; all you do is specify the 
system to be called. This eliminates sign-on errors 
and greatly simplifies operation of the entire system, 
not only for you, but for other less skilled operators. 

Bulletin Boards 
Q. 	 Would you like to be able to take advantage of the in

formation featured on local bulletin boards and infor
mation services such as The Source, CompuServe, 
Dow Jones, and others? 

A. 	 "The Professionals" open the world of modem com
munication networks to you. There are already 
thousands of these systems and networks in use na
tionwide. "The Professionals" provide an ideal way 
of accessing these systems. All 80 column boards, 
external terminals (even the 40 column screen), and 
currently available communications devices are fully 
supported, including the Hayes Micromodem II and 
Novation Apple CAT. All standard baud rates - 110, 
300, 1200 and others - are fully supported; BAU DOT 
too, if your computer is equipped with the Apple CAT 
modem. 

Clubs 
a. 	Are there other Apple owners with whom you would 

like to exchange programs or files, but have been 
unable to do so because of limitations imposed by 
the software you now use? 

A. 	 Any two Apples equipped with "The Professionals" 

can transfer ANY type or size file with complete error 

checking and correction. All of "The Professional" 

packages are fully conversant with each other and 

operate almost identically. For the first time ever, 

you can transfer compatible files to an operating 

system different from yours - error free! 


"The Professional" Series - Excellence in Apple 

Communications Software 


D souttlwesteRn 
data systems'M 

"CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research. P.O. Box 582-S Santee, CA 92071 714-562-3670 
··Apple is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. 



Apple-Cat II is a superb 
direct modem. 

But it's a good deal more than 
that. It's a full personal communica
tion system that opens up the out
side world to your computer. 

You can access data banks. 
Swap programs. Work with your 
office computer from home. All in 
the simplest, easiest, most 
logical way. 

Programmed, 
ready-to-use. 
All functions are fully pro

grammed. Insert the Novation 
Apple II diskette and you're ready 
to start talking with the world. It's 
self-prompting. No homework 
needed . 

Set it on automatic 
Your Apple can run on its own 

with automatic dial, answer and 
disconnect. The system uses your 
computer memory to hold mes
sages, so you can send and receive 
automatically any time-including 
the late hours of the night when 
line charges are lowest. 

And the variety of speeds 
available lets you save even more. 
Switch from the standard 110 or 300 
baud to 1200 baud (it's 202 compat
ible) and suddenly you're moving 
data four times faster. 

New full duplex 
212 option 
Now for the quickest, most 
convenient communication, 

212 full duplex is available. An ad
ditional card just slips into your 
Apple. It comes with a complete 

212 Comware II compatible software 
package which includes current 
upgrades for the entire system. This 
can be added to existing Apple-Cat 
II cards so you can start with a 212 
or start with the basic Apple-Cat II 
and upgrade later. 



activated whenever you want. 

It's a phone. 	 Important "built-ins" 
With automatic dial, it's a The Serial RS-232 port to run 

handy intelligent phone for regular your printer is built-in. No need 
use. But also, you can switch from for the expense and trouble of a 
voice to data at any time without separate card. 
losing the connection. A BSR controller is also built

in. Along with a conventional BSR 
system, it lets you control electric 

appliances, lights, 
whatever through 
your computer

even by phone. Add a 
real time clock and you 
can program it to be 

Now to find other 
Apple-Cat II owners 
It couldn't be easier. We have 

them in our Novation computer sys
tem. With your own Apple-Cat II 
you can simply reach in, pull them 
up, pick one and give their Apple 
a call. Our computer number: (213) 
881-6880. 

. " 	 ode"'~ 
. "'"' •be"'a•i"'" What's new since 

minute-is in our Novation com
puter system. Same number -just 
call (213) 881-6880 and take a look. 

You grow into it, 
not out of it. 
We've designed the Apple

Cat II system to let you start with 
what you want right now, then add 
features as your needs grow and 
change. You can keep your invest
ment down, yet always have the 
option to go to the full system. 

It's the most advanced modem 
you can put into your computer. 

Your computer store has them. 
Take a close look. 

More features 

than any other 

modem. 

1. Full range of c:ommunic:ation 


baud rates-up to 1200 (Bell 

System 100, 202 or 212 series 

compatible). 


2. 	Full or half duplex operation. 
3. 	Complete c:ommunic:ations 

program on a single diskette. 
4. All automatic: functions-auto 

dial (pulse or Touch Tone), 
redial, auto answer and 
disc:onnec:t. 

5. 	Conventional telephone 

operation. 


6. 	Touch Tone receiver. 
7. 	Built-in BSR X-10 Controllei 
8. 	Remote c:ontrol for external 


cassette tape recorder. 

9. 	Works with other Apple paral

lel or serial printer interface 
c:ards. 

10. 	Constant status display 

on screen. 


11. 	Binary or text modes. 
12. 	Single c:ard installation for 


Apple Cat II and an additional 

c:ard for the 212 upgrade. 


13. 	FCC certified built-in phone 

line interface (PU) Module. 


NEW FULL DUPLEX 

2l20PTION 


Ask your dealer for details of the 
Apple-Cat II free option program. 

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple 
Computer Inc. 

"'Cat is a trademark of Novation, Inc. which 
does not manufacture Apple computers. 
BSR is a trademark of BSR Corporation 
Touch Tone is a trademark of AT&:T 
Z-80 Softcard is a trademark of Microsoft 

In California (213) 996-5060 • Novation, Inc., 18664 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356 Consumer Products. 

Toll free: (800) 423-5410 

this ad went to press? 
Things are happening fast. 

New features are being added, new 
software is becoming available. All 
of "what's new"-right up to the 
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piece of s kill testing, judgment, stra tegy , ta pe , 10432 Burbank Blvd., North Holly lations, 465 Fairchild Dr ., Suite 108, Moun
and \'isua l acuity . One of the few computer wood, CA 91602 . $19 .95 . tain View, CA 94043. $59 .95 . 7/ 81. 
sports s imula tions that itse lf r equires Robot Wa r. Wa rner. Strategy game with bat
athletic dexterity . Avant-Garde , Box 30160, 
E ugene , OR 97403. $29.95. 

Hi-Rt's Crlbbagt>. Schwader. One-peg type; 
discarding to cri b and playing to peg. Spiral 
boar d , skunking , automatic counting. Solid, 
cha llenging ga me. On-Line , 36575 Mudge 
Ra nch Rd ., Coa rsegold, CA 93614. $24.95 . 
4. SJ. 

Hi-Res Footba ll. Sullivan/Williams. Make 
play decisions in coa ch and quarterback po
sitions. Players and field in hi-res animated 
gra phics. On-Line, 36575 Mudge Ranch Rd., 
Coarsegold, CA 93614 . $39.95. 

Mkrogammon II. Competition program for 
lea rning, practice, and improvement of 
backgammon skills. Tournament play. Sof

tling robots is teaching device for program
ming. Muse, 330 N. Charles St., Baltimore, 
MD 21201. $39.95. 1/81. 

Sa rgon II. Spracklen/ Spracklen. Computer 
chess ga m e with seven levels of play. Hay
den, 50 Essex St., Rochelle Park , NJ 07662. 
$34.95. 

Southern Command. Keating. Battalion-level 
Arab/ Israeli war game in hi-res color. Stra
tegic Simulations, 465 Fairchild Dr., #108, 
Mountain View, CA 94043 . $59.95 . 

Wa rp Factor. Space war game featuring 
twelve starship designs representing five 
galactic empires, with possible scenarios 
ranging from skirmishes to galactic war . 
Extremely challenging. Strategic Simu· 

Two-Voice MusicSynthesizer 
The only two-voice music synthesizer 
for the Apple computer that does not 

require additonal hardware. 
OnlYS29.95 

... Apple rs a regi stered trademark of Apple Computer . Inc 

91:Usoft~o175 Barbur Blvd . I Suite 202B I Portland, Or 97219 I (503) 244-4181 

Word Processing 

Apple Writer. The most popular word proc

essing program in town. Type, erase, move 
words around, save and insert segments 
from disk, and print out. Easy to use. Apple, 
10260 Bandley Dr ., Cupertino, CA 95014. $75. 

Apple Writer II. Lutus/ Finstead. Written in 
word processing language. Additional ed
iting features and functions menu; continu
ous rea dout of character count and file 
length. Apple / Special Delivery, 10260 Band
le y Dr. , Cupertino , CA 95014. $150. 

Easy Writer. Word processor; choose 40 or 80
column version. Information Unlimited, 281 
Arlington Ave., Berkeley, CA 94707. $99.95. 

Format II. Single-drive machine code pro
gram; incorporate and edit files from other 
programs, create DOS text files for any com
munications program, any printer. Kens
ington Microware, 300 E. 54th St., New York, 
NY 10022. $375. 

Gutenberg. Wagner. User definable char
acter set, split-screen hi and lo-res text edit
ing for text and program files. Performs text 
block moves and deletes; paint program pro
duces large illustrations integrated with text. 
Micromation, Yorkdale Place, 1 Yorkdale Rd., 
Suite 406, Toronto, Ont., Canada M6A 3Al. $315. 

Letter Perfect. Format-flexible word proces
sor with ability to send control codes within 
body of program. Works with database files 
from DataPerfect . WK, Box 10827, St. Louis, 
MO 63129 . $149.95 . 

Magic Window. Word processing program 
simulates standard typewriter; 80-column 
text scrolls across 40-column screen. Three 
modes of disk file storage . Softape, 10432 
Burbank Blvd., North Hollywood, CA 91601. 
$99.95 . 

Screenwriter II. Kidwell/ Schmoyer . Former
ly Superscribe II. No extra hardware for up
per-lower case, 70-column display, printer 
spooling. Edits Basic, text, and binary files ; 
complete search and replace . On-Line, 36575 
Mudge Ranch Rd., Coarsegold, CA 93614. 
$129.95 . 

Super-Text II. Zaron. Basics of text editing 
plus split screen. Character-oriented, float
ing cursor edit with add, change, math, 
print, and preview modes. Muse, 330 N. 
Charles St., Baltimore, MD 21201. $150. 

Super-Text III. Zaron. 40/ 80 column. ,Latest 
Super-Text update; letter documentation, 
footnotes and headers, expandable math 
mode. Muse, 330 N. Charles St., Baltimore, 
MD 21201. $175. 

Word Handler. Elekman. Wonderfully simple 
program with straightforward documenta
tion. Allows folded paper printout for two
sided printing. Silicon Valley Software, 652 
Bair Island Rd., Redwood City, CA 94063. 
$249 . 10/ 81. 

WordStar. Screen-oriented, integrated word 
processing system in CP/M. Requires Z-80 
card. MicroPro, 1299 Fourth St., San Rafa
el. CA 94901. $495. 

Zardax. Philips. Highly recommended. Single 
program includes all standard word proces
sing features with considerable extras in
cluding communication by modem. Com
puter Solutions, Box 397, Mount Gravatt, 
Queensland, Australia. Available in the U.S. 
through Action-Research Northwest, 11442 
Marine View Drive S.W., Seattle, WA 98146. 
$295. 5/ 82. JI 

http:OnlYS29.95


Special 
Introductory 
Price: 
$335.00 

®Apple 1s a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc. 
t Siemens is a trademark of Siemens Corporation. 
•Apple-Mate is a trademark of Quentin Research , Inc .. 
which does not manufacture Apple computers . 



USERS VOTE DB MASTER THEIR OVERWHELMING 

CHOICE AMONG BUSINESS PROGRAMS 

We're proud to IN SOFTALK'S SECOND ANNUAL 
be selected as the 
Number One busi "MOST POPULAR SOFTWARE" POLL. 
ness program introduced in 1981. Especially 
because we were chosen by the people best suited 
to know. People who use business programs. We're 
proud, but the truth is ... we're not surprised. 

Since our introduction a little over a year ago, 
DB MASTER has remained the top selling data 
base manager for the Apple II. And for good 
reason. We've continually provided our users with 
added power through a series of Utility Paks, and 
we've backed up our products with a support staff 

1982 Sto neware In rn rr o rated 
·\ppk 11 1 ~ a regi-,tcrcd trad~·marl-. of i\ppk Compu te r . J>ll :'v1AST ER j , a reg l;, rercd trademark 
of DB \ V\STER A'\o~ ociat c' Vi ,., iCak j, a rcgi.., tcrcd trademar k of Vi ~iCorp , 

second to none. This commitment to our users 
makes DB MASTER everything you need in a data 
base management program. And more. 

If you're not using DB MASTER, you're pro
bably not getting all you could from your data base 
management program. But don't take our word for 
it. Just ask someone who uses one. Softalk did. 

50 Belvedere Street, San Rafael, CA 94901 (415) 454-6500 

TELEX II: 910·384-2016 STONEWARE SRFL 
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Testimonial of a Compulsive Buyer 
I am a compulsive software buyer when 
it involves programs that I can use. The 
problem is that I keep buying different 
programs for the same purpose, as each 
seems better and promises to do more 
than the one I have. It is very helpful to 
come to a decision when So/talk does ar
ticles and comparisons of these pro
grams. On occasion I purchase a pro
gram on my own after reading an article 
or advertisement in So/talk. 

About a year ago I read in So/talk 
about the PEAR System, a program for 
investors and stock brokers. I bought the 
program even though I had other similar 
programs and have never been happier. 
It does everything they claimed it would. 

Now the compulsive buyer (me) 
reads the full page advertisement about 
Zardax the word processor in your mag
azine. I have two already. Who needs an
other one? Well, I'm not too happy with 
the two I have. Perhaps it is because I 
really need simple programs with 
manuals that don't require a degree in 
computer science to understand. I still 
haven't passed chapter three in Visi
Calc. Back to Zardax. After an unsuc
cessful search to find Zardax (what's 
that?), my local, friendly Computerland 
special-ordered it for me. After one week
end with the program I am looking for 
anyone to write to, even testimonials. It's 
that great. 

It really would help all Apple owners 
if the readers of So/talk would write to 
tell when they are pleased, and at the 
same time it would show their apprecia
tion to the developers of good software. 
Jack Appel, Palm Beach, FL 

Mooning for Sllpshod's IH-Res Cows 
About your magazine, I enjoy the col
umns on Assembler, the contests, and the 
top thirty list. How about expanding the 
top thirty to a top one hundred list, since 
it seems that quite a few of your readers 
like reading the list? You might also in
clude a reader poll of software, much like 
Consumer R eports has a reader poll on 
movies. 

Speaking of reviews, I really think they 
should be a little bit more critical than 
they are. What about saying whether or 
not the game is worth the price? For in
stance, Suicide! is an interesting diver
sion, but it isn't worth $29.95 to me. 

About software pricing and piracy, I 
don't think manufacturers of software 
will be able to lower their price for one 
disk unless they deal in much greater 
volume; they have to make it worth 
everybody's while to produce/ distrib
ute/ stock the product, and if the price for 
a piece of software goes much below 
what it is , there won't be enough of the 
pie for everybody to have a piece. So 
what can they do? Well, instead of just 
having one game on a disk, why not do 
the following : Include on the disk with 
the main attraction two or three older 
games that may not be advanced enough 

D I ( u· 

for today's competitive market, sort of 
like the old double feature at the movies 
that also included newsreels and such. 

While leaving a local computer store 
last week, a large man smelling of fried 
corn stepped up to me and asked me if I 
could be trusted to send a letter to So/
talk for him. I asked him why he couldn't 
send it himself, and he muttered briefly 
about a lawsuit using up his spare 
change, then walked away. Here is the 
letter he handed me to deliver, and I 
think it speaks for itself. 
Brent Iverson, Boca Raton, FL 

The Mysterious Letter 
I was generally pleased with your re
view of Cropduster , but there are a few 
things that I think I should say about the 
game. 

You mentioned that running into power 
lines at 3000 feet was annoying, raising 
the possibility that a few bugs had found 
their way into the program. Rest assured 
that we dust each disk for bugs before we 
send it out. These are not bugs that you 
mention, but rather they are f eatures. 
Uriah has asked me to note that he wrote 
Cropduster not only in COBOL=13, but 
also in such languages as Fortran, Basic, 
APL, Pascal, and Forth. In fact, every 
single one of Cropduster's two hundred 
interlocking programs is written in a dif
ferent language. This was the result of a 
bet that eventually turned out to be very 
costly for Uriah's brother, Irving M. 
Stukk. After the 183rd program, Uriah 
ran out of programming languages to 
use . So he invented a few of his own, and 
took it upon himself to write interpreters 
and compilers for each one of them. Qne 
of these languages is CDSEL, an acro
nym for Crop Duster Spraying Effects 
Language. This language is primarily of 
value for determining the effects of 
chemical spraying on crops in the 
Midwest. Possible uses for this language 
include a hi-res arcade-like business sim
ulation , a businesslike hi-res arcade sim
ulation , a simulation of a hi-res arcade 
business , and an example of a special
ized programming language. 

YAPL is an acronym for Yet Another 
Programming Language. This may be 
the ultimate language for people who 
don't like structured languages. It does 
nearly everything tiny Basic does, ex
cept more slowly. Examples of state
ments peculiar to this language are the 
If/Then/Maybe statement for program
mers who don't like their programs to be 
too predictable , and the forg et state
ment, which is obviously the opposite of 
the rem statement. Actually, we haven't 
found a ,use for either of these constructs 
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yet, but Uriah is rather proud of the fact 
that no other language has them. 

The lawsuit against our company has 
made our operations difficult and has 
caused us to delay our plan of opening 
Cropdusterland , a theme amusement 
park (to be located in Summit, SD) for at 
least a few decades. We have, however, a 
plan that we hope will recoup much of the 
losses we may suffer from this lawsuit. 
We are suing ourselves, claiming that 
our game, Cropdus ter, is a direct steal 
from our game, Cropduster. In case the 
opposition hires a lawyer who has taken 
some law courses, or in the event that our 
plan fails for any other reason, we have 
made other plans . As long as we are be
ing sued, Uriah suggested, why not make 
it worth the opposition's while. (We won't 
deign to mention the name of this belliger
ent arcade game manufacturer. ) To this 
end, we are planning to release, over the 
next few months , Battle-area, Meteor
oids, Missile Commander, Blue Baron, 
Warring Lords, and Centipede Wars. All 
of these feature, if only briefly, hi-res 
cows. To induce a few other arcade man
ufacturers to join in the fun, we are also 

SOFTWARE PROTECTION 
DSR Inc. now offers 2 new protec
tion systems with back-up capabil
ity. 

Protect·O·Disktm 
Complete protection, boot and du
plication system. Makes copies in 
20 seconds. Copies boot 48K pro
gram in 9 seconds. Advanced RAM 
protection routines included. 

Protect·O·Track1m 
Adds uncopyable tracks to stan
dard DOS or PASCAL disks. You 
add a READER routine to your pro
gram to verify the presence of 
these tracks. User can still modify 
and transfer programs to other 
disks (even to a hard disk). 

License either system for $1500 
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developing Pac-Person, Cosmic Star
gate Defender, Galacticans, and Spaced
out Invaders. 

Also in the works are a few games that 
we feel incorporate revolutionary new 
concepts in computer gaming. One of the 
ones we will be proudest to release is 
Software Pirate. This game is similar, at 
least in appearance, to several games 
put out by Automated Simulations a few 
years back. The player starts out by buy
ing an Apple computer. With this com
puter and his few remaining dollars, he 
ventures into the dungeons of Realworld. 
There he meets other Apple owners who, 
he hopes, he can persuade to exchange 
software with him, he then searches for 
the various bit and nibble copy pro
grams hidden around the dungeon. He 
must also beware of the agents of Kilo
baud the Green, who seek to turn him in 
for Kilobaud's Reward. The eventual ob
ject of the game is to get out of the dun
geon with as much pirated software as 
possible. However, the real game on the 
disk is the disk itself. The owner of the 
disk is challenged to produce a working 
copy of the disk using any method he de
sires. The first person to mail a pirated, 
working copy of Software Pirate to us 
will win one hundred dollars, and a full
time job as Slipshod's software protec
tion specialist. 

Thank you for your time. May your 
harvest be bug-free and your programs 
the same. 
George Spelvin and Uriah R. Stukk, Slip
shod Software, SD 

In a Spin To Win 
I am writing to you to respond to a letter 
written by Adam Behrens about Wizard
ry. I received my copy one week ago and 
have only stopped playing to eat. Mr. 
Behrens stated in his letter that he had 
trouble with bugs in Wizardry, especial
ly in the Training Grounds and the Utili
ty Options. I have not tried every Utility 
Option, but every one I tried worked fine. 
My version of Wizardry is the January 
2.1 version. The only example Mr. Behr
ens gives is when his Wizardry disk spins 
indefinitely. This is almost always not a 
software problem, but a case of a mis
aligned disk drive. What you do is go 
down to your local Apple Computer 
dealer and have your disk drives tuned 
up. Wizardry is an excellent game and a 
good example of what an Apple can do 
when it has the right software . See you in 
the second screnario: Knight of Dia
monds. 
Mike Cameron, Castro Valley, CA 

Murderous Mansion Still on Rampage 
Today I received your April issue of So/
talk and was reading through it when I 
<:ame across a letter from Reed Hubbard 
of Jackson, Mississippi, regarding Crans
ton Manor. To be sure, this game does 
not deserve the bad rating that he gave it. 
You see, I am the person that he talked to 
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at On-Line Systems. While Mr. Crans
ton's spirit is never seen, his influence is 
felt in the fact that there are strange 
forces in the house, i.e . a suit of armour 
that won't let you get items, and some
thing controlling the computer in the 
labyrinth downstairs. 

I'm glad to see that Mr. Hubbard was 
able to solve the game so quickly and 
with such little help. There are others out 
there who can't. Not every game is 
meant for everyone. Apparently Reed 
found a game that was not a challenge to 
him. That hardly makes his scathing re
marks justifiable. 

Not an hour after I read his letter, a 
mother called me for some clues on 
Cranston Manor for her son. She had 
nothing but the highest praise for the 
game. Considering that she called long 
distance, she obviously felt that it wasn't 
the easiest thing in the world. In fact, I 
receive many questions each day con
cerning this adventure from people who 
are stumped and in need of help. 

Perhaps Reed was a little over
zealous in writing his letter and refer
ring to twenty-five rooms in the manor. 
You see, I count over thirty rooms in the 
house, over thirty rooms in the labyrinth 
in the basement, and over thirty rooms 
outside. That hardly adds up to only 
twenty-five rooms. This totals to about a 
hundred rooms in the game, which gives 
a more accurate picture of what is really 
contained on the Cranston Manor disk
ette. 

In checking the April issue of So/talk 
we find that Cranston Manor has ranked 
fourth consecutively for at least two 
months. That kind of popularity is not 
achieved through false advertising. 
Games that achieve this status do so 
through word of mouth of satisfied cus
tomers. My purpose in writing this is not 
to harass Mr. Hubbard but rather to set 
the record straight. 

Reed brought up an interesting 
thought, that of rating the games by 
levels of difficulty; an idea of that nature 
could have merit. Unfortunately, we do 
not all experience game difficulty in the 
same manner. Perhaps a large number 
of players could independently rate each 
game and then take an average, or have 
companies list the difficulty level of each 
of their own games, giving them in order 
from easiest to the most challenging. It's 
something to think about. 

If there are people out there who are 
finding it difficult to locate a challenging 
game, I'm certain that Time Zone will 
challenge their creative imagination. It 
can't be solved in just a few hours. I've 
played it twice, the first time with Ro
berta Williams, its creator. This game 
took over a year and a half to develop and 
has over 1200 pictures. Since then I've de
veloped a glossary consisting of twenty 
pages of definitions for Time Zone, along 
with refined maps for the thirty-nine time 
zones that you can visit. Beginning May 
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1, I'll be available to answer questions for 
this, the ultimate adventure. 
Howard Luthy, On-Line Customer 
Support, Coarsegold, CA 

Helpfully One Step Beyond 
I just received the April issue of Softalk 
and wanted to relay to you a compliment 
of the fine article with the explanation of 
the Dow Jones Market Analyzer pro- · 
gram. I was able to see a demonstration 
of this new program at an investment 
seminar on its introduction and agree 
with you that it is an excellent "value" 
package. However, rather than pur
chase this program, I decided to go one 
step further and I purchased the On Bal
ance Volume Charting program by Stock 
Market Software Inc. that uses Joseph 
Granville's On-Balance Volume concept. 
For the past year I have been running a 
similar program called Stock Tracker by 
H&H Trading Company, and now I have 
the two programs running in parallel, 
along with tracking other technical data 
and indicators. If I can be of any assist
ance in providing information on docu
mentation or problem solving of these 
programs, I would be happy to do so. 
Merle Zmak, Clayton, CA 

Personal Investing with Options 
To Ken Landis: I have enjoyed your 
column in Softalk as I am scheduled to 
teach an adult education class about 
home computers and their use in person
al investing programs. 

In preparation for this eight-week 
class, I have written to companies that 
offer software for this application. Some 
have sold me demo disks, other have re
fused any assistance, and one (Options
80) loaned me their unlocked program. I 
urge you to include this program in your 
schedule for review. My limited exper
ience with it is very positive. It is design
ed to do the messy math associated with 
options but leaves the decisions to the 
user. It considers dividends, commis
sions, the prime rate; it can also plot the 
results, such as annualized percent gain 
versus annualized percent growth in 
share value for six different strategies in 
both puts and calls. The graphs can also 
be printed via any printer with graphics 
capability. Two negative comments I 
have so far are that only one disk drive is 
supported and the graphs cannot be la
beled to identify the company or identify 
the three different plots. Since the origi
nal program is in Applesoft, these short
comings would be corrected. 

I look forward to your continuing 
series. There is a definite need for your 
thoughts. 
Stuart Meibuhr, Birmingham, MI 

Utopia Calling Earth 
Not to prolong a controversy that does 
not exist, I feel I should offer some infor
mation regarding The Utopia Graphics 
Tablet System and Special Delivery Soft
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ware as the latter pertains to the former. 
There is really no argument with the 

assertion that the manual is inadequate. 
The system's method of operation is 
based on a paintbox program developed 
on a mainframe at the New York Insti
tute of Technology by Alvy Ray Smith 
and others. If a manual exists for this 
system, I have not seen it. Ampex Cor
poration manufactures a unit that is 
based on the NVIT model and no fin
ished manual exists for this either. These 
systems, as well as the Utopia system, 
are menu driven and the user, particu
larly the inexperienced user, is encour
aged to spend the time normally applied 
leafing through a manual to experiment 
with the system until an understanding of 
its scope and operation is acquired. This 
is not meant to excuse the inadequacies 
of the manual but to point out the fact 
that one does not learn to use these sys
tems by reading the manual, but by 
hands-on experience. 

Secondly, Special Delivery Software, 
though marketed by Apple, is not devel
oped in-house and retains a second class 
status with regard to quality controls. Al
though many shortcomings of the line 
have been or are intended to be over
come, at the time that the Utopia system 
was released certain shortcuts com
promised the quality of the manual, to 
wit: poor print quality, cheap materials 
and binding, styleless and thoughtless 

typesetting (note the absence of the little 
stop signs and pointing fingers charac
teristic of Apple's front line manuals), 
and inadequate proofreading which, in 
the case of our manual, caused one chap
ter to be tacked onto the end of another 
with no heading and no indication of the 
shortcut in the table of contents. 

I do not know a programmer brash 
enough to claim that he has written a pro
gram of any substance that is com
pletely bug free. There is no practical 
way to prove this claim as there will 
always be a user that can find a way to 
use the program that will expose some 
unforeseen weakne1:1s . The Special Deliv
ery version of the Utopia system is ac
tually 9 major programs and several util
ity modules which, because of memory 
constraints, must sometimes alter 
pointers on the fly . Under normal condi
tions, a delicate balance will cause the 
system to operate with the appearance of 
normalcy. 

Apple released and then recalled ap
proximately 1000 copies of the program 
for the following reason: Apple's copy 
protection scheme does not allow the 
usage of "exec" files, upon which the sys
tem's memory management depended. 
Although Apple tested and approved the 
system as submitted, they neglected to 
test a copy protected version, resulting in 
the recall . Rather than inform Utopia 
Software of the problem, someone at Ap-

Now you can use computer technology to search the Bible on any subject. With 
THE WORD processor (including a disk copy of the complete KJV Bible text) you 
can create indexes on keywords. Or phrases . Even on concepts. 

A full spectrum of text search functions allows detailed analysis for the real stu
dent of the Bible. 
Print or display selected verses and/or 
references for personal study or Bible THE WORD 
classes. Build your own computerized processor 

library of research material. $159.95 

" 


Bible Research Systems• 8804 Wildridge Drive• Austin, Texas 78759 • (512) 346-2181 

or call Your Local Dealer 
Requires 48K, Dos 3.3 with 1 disk drive •Plus $2.50 postage/handling 
APPLE is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc 



NEW UTILITIE 
INTEGER BASIC IS NOT DEAD- IT'SJUSTTOO FAST TO BES 

l.B.C. -	 THE INTEGER BASIC COMPILER Is here to help serious progra tn 
Integer BASIC program to run faster than any complied Applesoft• program 

less memory at the same time.** You no longer need assembly language for re 
flexibility. Even novice programmers can take advantage of the advanced f8 

system, such as .High-Res/Color graphics, extended· string handling, and ti 
arithmetic. Integer BASIC is superior for many applications, and the l.B.C. compiles 

Integer to compact high speed machine code. Just compare these bench mark 
results: 

1rsFAST" 

lrSSHORT"' 

*1The l.B.C. can increase your proGAME ...120gram speed and use less memory. 	 100 102..ANIMATION 

PACKAGE 


*ApplHoll and Apple II are 
·.J.....-~,..,,.._,_.-#'t-r-. Trademark• of Apple Computer, Inc. 

830 N. RIVERSIDE DR. SUITE 201 , RENTON, WA 55 e 206) 22&-3218 



SERIOUS PROGRAMMERS 
EPROGRAMEVERYPROGRAMMERSHOULDHAVE 

OGRAM LINE EDITOR 
GONE GLOBAL- Bringing you more power with less effort than before. 

nd easier programming. 

GPLE INCLUDES THESE FEATURES: (v- = New Feature) 

edit 
• 	 Line Editing, including character insert/delete, pack, find, insert control 

characters, and more. 
~ System enhancement with type ahead buffer and DOS MOVER 
• 	 Escape Functions allowing you to assign any command sequence 

to any key on the Apple keyboard. Invoke the command thereafter 
b· 	 ressin onl ESC then that keY.-~-----~ 


"5lf111,works on Apple 11 a)1(1 


NOW, IN JUST 
SOFTWARE, 

YOU CAN HAVE 
BOTH A 70 COLUMN 

~-~--DJSP- AYAND 
ERANDLOWER 

CASE 

See these and other fine 

programs at your 

Local De111ler, or 


order from 

Synergistic Software 


830 N. RIVERSIDE DR.• SUITE 201 . RENTON. WA 98055 e 12061 226-3218 
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Best-looking Apple 
UPPER/lowercase
you've ever seen! 

And for just $49.95 

PowerCase from Beaman Porter. 
Chip and software give you complete 


UPPER/ lowercase capability. 

Try it at our risk for a full 30 days! 


An actual photograph
of' our Character set 

! II #$Y.& I () *+.. _0 / 

0~23456789:;(=)?
@ABCDEFGHIJKLMHO 
PQRSTUVWXVZC'J~
'abcdef'ghijlo<lmno
pqrstuvwxyz{:)Na 

•Full 96-character ASCII set. 
•Graphics judged best by experts. Clear, crisp 

characters, with true lowercase descenders. 

•Superb readabilitv. Provides new clarity for Visicalc .* 
(*TM Personal Software, Inc.) 
•Software diskette (included) assures full typewriter 
functions with shift key plus shift lock. 
e Supports Apple PASCAL and DDS 3.3 or 3.2 
•Comprehensive manual makes PowerCase simple to 
install, a snap to operate. 

• 	No soldering required. You need only a screwdriver. 
Installation will not invalidate your Apple Warranty. 
•For all Apple II and Apple II+ systems at revision 
level 7 or greater, with at least 48K of memory. 
• 	 Instant response to your order. We ship prepaid at 
once. 

• 	30-day trial at our risk! Money back by return 
mail- without quibble-if you 're not pleased. Just 
return the undamaged PowerCase system. 

~~ BEAMAN PORTER, INC. 
~~ High Performance Computer Products 

, Pleasant Ridge Road . Ha rr ison , NY 10528 
(914) 967-3504 

r--------------------------------~ 
BEAMAN PORTER, INC. 

Pleasant Ridge Road, Harrison, NY 10528 


D Send__complete PowerCase system(s) (i1 $49 95 

(prepaid) 


D Send 2-sided d1skette(s) for PASCAL and DOS 3 3 wilh my 
system(s). 

D Send disketle(s) for DOS 3.2 with my system(s) 

(NY. residentsadd appropriate sales tax) 


D My check or money order for $___enclosed. 

Or bill $ to my: 


D Maslercard D Visa 

(Mastercard only. list 4 digitsabove your name: ____ 

Card No ________Exp Date___ 


Signatcre __________Oale ___ 

Name ______________ 

Streel ______________ 

C'IY. Stale. ZIP ____________ 

I undersland I musl be pleased or Beaman Porter. Inc will relund my 
paymenl 1nlull. when I retu rn my undamaged PowerCa se syslem(s) anylime 
with n 30 days ol purchase 

~--------------------------------~ 
Also available through selected dealers. 
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pie altered the code to make it opera
tional and the system was rereleased. 
Any subsequent problems with the soft
ware may, at least in part, be attributed 
to these more or less kluged modifica
tions which may or may not have been 
field tested with the same efficiency as 
the original version. Such changes will 
affect the animation program in particu
lar since it operates from a different part 
of memory than most of the other pro
grams . 

Regarding Mr. Blum's contention that 
"sketch" and "line" are incompatible 
when tracing: Line mode, as well as 
every other function except for sketch, 
operates within a fixed scale. Sketch is 
the only function intended for tracing. Al
though Mr. Blum may consider this a de
sign flaw, it is not a bug. Anyone who is 
satisfied with the five drawing functions 
available with the original tablet soft
ware does not have to deal with this triv
iality in trading off for a broader range of 
artist oriented functions. There are not 
enough little boxes on the tablet overlay 
to define the options available . This is 
why the system is screen oriented and 
why there is little consideration paid to 
tracing. 

I do not intend for this to appear as an 
indictment of Apple Special Delivery 
Software, nor as an alibi for any flaws 
that may exist as a result of program
ming iniquities. I have faith that Apple, 
being the best small computer manufac
turer in the business, will not let any
thing with the Apple name on it remain in 
question for long. Quite frankly, I have 
not kept up with the progress of my pro
gram for two basic reasons . Firstly, I am 
in the midst of an extensive rewrite of the 
entire system including extensions and 
improvements too numerous to detail 
here. Secondly, Special Delivery Soft
ware's license to the system is being 
mutually terminated in the near future, 
not because of a lack of faith in Apple's 
ability to rectify any problems, but be
cause individual programs in the cata
log, particularly specialized ones such as 
this one, can not get the attention they 
need (customer servicing, advertising, 
etc.). Roger Powell and I are founding 
Utopia Software Distribution to deal with 
this problem and by the end of 1982 hope 
to have an initial release of graphic, 
music and utility programs including the 
revised graphic system in tablet and joy
stick versions, all of which will be exten
sively documented and copyable. 

Finally, I would like to thank Saul 
Bernstein for his support of the system 
and Brooke Boering for coming to our de
fense. In composing this letter, lam test
ing for the first time Brooke's documen
tation editor, Arthur, and must say that 
he is the friendliest little typesetter I 
have had the pleasure to work with 
(Arthur, not Brooke). 
Todd Rundgren, Bearsville, NY 
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A Good Paddling 
Upon receiving our April So/talk, we 
were very unhappy to see our product 
misrepresented in Hardtalk. Our former 
distributor failed to submit the proper 
photos and thus the product shown in the 
inset is not the current Pro Paddle de
sign. The design was changed as shown 
in the accompanying photo. This was 
done primarily to accomodate people 

with larger hands and still keep Pro Pad
dles as compact as possible. This change 
was made in November 1981. 

In general nothing was said about the 
obvious qualities of the Pro Paddle . The 
approach of the review seemed swift at 
best. Pro Paddles have always had the 
switch numbers hot stamped on the 
switch buttons so users won't have to 
guess, decode colors, or perhaps biblical 
names to find out which paddle they are 
holding. The switch we use is of the high
est quality and rated at one million cy
cles. The play in the switch button is off
set by the fact that the switch will fire 
with light pressure from almost any point 
on the one-half inch square button with
out binding. This may take getting used 
to for those who enjoy a night of comput
er games with gritting teeth and stiff 
shoulders. 

Pro Paddle knobs are high quality 
brass-collet type mounted on a long life 
mini pot. We make the only game 
paddles with a three-wire shielded cable, 
epoxied into an extra-heavy-duty dip plug 
for flexibility, noise/ interference pro
tection and long life. The cables exit from 
the rear of the unit, away from the action 
of the hands. Each set comes with four 
adhesive rubber feet for placement on a 
flat surface or on the computer. 

Although it is not our intention to turn 
this rebuttal into an ad for Pro Paddles, 
we feel the article was somewhat mis
leading, Considering Mr. Mazur's in
volvement with the highest-rated paddles, 
one cannot be sure of the authenticity of 
the review. This is especially evident 
when we consider the review in Softalk's 
Marketalk column, September 1981; 
'' ... Their speed and accuracy are out
standing and a plastic square finger-sized 
button means total comfort....", " ... 
Albeit the trial lasted only a few weeks, 
Pro Paddles showed no sign of weaken
ing." 

We thank Mr. Mazur for his prompt 
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and pleasant response to our calls and 
would like to thank him for reviewing our 
product. In the future we hope we will be 
contacted for reviews or any inquiries di
rectly. This way we can provide the 
proper information at the proper time. 
Phil Crescenzo, Computerworks, 
San Rafael, CA 

Switch Without a Difference 
To Jeff Mazur: I am employed by The 
Keyboard Company in Garden Grove, 
CA, and I thought you might be interest
ed in a market study we did regarding 
the Hand Controller II for the Apple II. In 
your article you stated, "The placement 
of this switch was the only shortcoming 
found in these paddles and if you were 
left-handed or if you didn't mind oper
ating the switch with your fingers, these 
paddles had a lot to offer." Prior to prod
uct introduction we did a market sur
vey of two separate prototypes with the 
switch on the right and the left side. We 
found that initially the position of the 
switch did make a difference, however, 
the preference had no correlation on 
whether you were right or left-handed, 
then, after the people used it for awhile, it 
made little or no difference as to what 
side the button was on. 

Also, you mentioned our Joystick II 
and talked about the toggle switch that 
controls input number one. We are plan
ning on a new design that will eliminate 
the rocker switch and use two fire but

tons . This should make playing Raster 
Blaster a lot easier. 
Cheryl D. Thurlby, Garden Grove, CA 

Buttons Up, Thumbs Down 
To Jeff Mazur: The A2D Company was 
pleased to see your review of its joystick 
and game paddles in your April issue of 
So/talk. We do use high quality compo
nents as indicated in your review. Unfor
tunately, after reading the review, your 
readers may be left with an erroneous 
impression concerning the placement of 
buttons on our products. As shown in 
our brochures, our products are de
signed to be hand held with the fingers 
activating the buttons. Thus, the buttons 
are in the front of the case not in the rear 
as stated in your article. Trying to acti
vate the buttons with the thumb as was 
apparently done in your evaluation would 
be quite awkward as you stated, since the 
product was not designed for use in this 
manner. We at A2D have enjoyed read
ing So/talk and watching your magazine 
improve in its breadth and quality. 
Hayden Porter, President of A2D 
Company, Greenville, SC. 

A Case of "Finesse" Elbow 
I read with great interest Craig Stinson's 
"Home Finance Roundup" (April '82). I 
also read with great interest his articles 
a year ago on the same subject and was 
disappointed with the outcome. The prob
lem is that I don't know who I am disap

pointed with: Craig Stinson for his evalu
ation, Spectrum Software for their prod
uct, or myself for expecting more from 
commercially purchased software. 

For many years I have been keeping 
track of my monthly bills in a small 
ledger. I eventually wanted to use the Ap
ple for this purpose but didn't want to 
take time to write the program. That's 
when I read your April and May '81 arti
cles on home finance packages. It 
seemed Spectrum Software's Home Fi
nance Pak I was what I'd been looking 
for! I purchased the software and took it 
home ready to automate my monthly bill 
keeping. I'll admit that the program did 
everything your evaluation and Spec
trum said it would, however, it lacked 
class. There were also some basic crite
ria I feel should be followed should one 
sell software. Let me explain. 

My first purchased software was 
from an Apple users club. It consisted of 
three programs: a programming utility, 
a text editor, and a mailing list. They 
were filled with error handling routines 
onerr goto and user messages, were easy 
to use, and the displays were pleasing to 
the eye. The best part was the cost of 
each program, about twenty dollars. 

The Spectrum package had no error 
handling and few messages to tell the 
user what it was doing. There were mis
spelled words ("menue" for menu, "en
per" for enter), gotos that went nowhere 
(fortunately the lines are not called), no 

]OYPORT~ 
Where Apple Meets Atari For A 
The Sirius Joyport is the most s1gnif1cant input 
device for the Apple computer since the key
board. Features include 

•Easily accessible sockets for 4 Apple-compati
ble game paddles or 2 Apple-compatible 
joysticks 

•2 sockets for Atari-type 1oyst1cks, the ideal game 
controller for many games. 

•A switch that selects between Apple game pad
dles or joysticks and Atan-type joysticks with no 
re-wiring reqwred. 

•completely compatible with BASIC, Pascal and 
machine language programs and games 

•Atari joysticks require a special software driver. 

•Just a few 	of the games presently compatible 
include All of the new Sirius products , "Destiny" 
from Continental Software , "Mouskattack" from 
On/me, "Dogfight" from Micro Lab and "Honzon 
5" from Gebell1 Inc . 

•tncludes a complete user's manual and a FREE 
copy of Computer Foosball, a hot new game for 
1 to 4 players . 

Slfius and Joyport are trademarks of Sirius Software, Inc 
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc Atari is a trade 
mark of Alan Inc Sinus 1s not aff1 l1ated with Alan Inc 

Sirius Software, Inc. 10364 Rockingham Dnve 
Sacramento, CA 95827 (916)366-1195 
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If your 

statistics package 

is hard to use, 

you aren't using 

HSD software! 

M
-

HUMAN 
SYSTEMS 
DYNAMICS 

HSD statistics software is menu driven, written 

with professional research in mind. You con 

easily do biomedical or ogriculturol statistics 

with HSD programs. 

HSD ANOVA $74.95 

Analysis of Variance 

I to 8 Independent Factors 

Bolonced D esigns 

Accepts repeated m easures 

Up ta 1400 Dato Paints with 48K Memory 

Anava Table Output 

Treatment Means and Standard Deviations 

Keybaord ar Disk Data Input 

Video ar Hord Copy Output 

Doto File Creation 


HSD STATS $99.95 

Analysis af 8 samples of 250 

Descriptive Statistics 

IO Doto Tronsfarmotions 

Frequency Distribution. Borgraph 

Chi Square. Scatte rgrom 

Correlation Matrix 

Linear Regression 

3 T Tests 

Keyboard ar Disk Doto Input 

Video ar Hord Copy Output 

Doto File Creation 


HSD REGRESS $99.95 

Complete Multiple R egression Analysis 

Up ta 25 Voriobles 

Up to 300 Cases/ Vorioble 

Descriptive Statistics 

Correlation Matric es 

Regressio n a n Any Subset of Variables 

Regression an Any Order af Variables 

Hi-Res Scotterplat & Residual Plat 

Keyboard or Disk Doto Input 

Cose x Cose or Variable x Variable Input 

Doto File Creation 

Predicted & R es idual Scares File Creation 


Apple II, 48K 1 or 2 Disk Drives 
3.3 DOS, Applesoft 

Call (2 13) 993-8536 to Order 

o r Writ e : 
HUMAN SYSTEMS DYNAMI CS 

9249 Reseda Blvd.. Suite 107 
Northridg e. CA 91324 

trailing zeros on reports, and an over
abundance of flashing and inverse video. 
The Hello program asks for the printer 
slot and RAM size and then hardcodes 
slot 5 and 48K into its system parame· 
ters display. It does, however, use the 
printer slot variable in the actual pro
gram. The RAM size is never used. The 
Home Finance Pak I cost more than 
twice any of the other mentioned pro
grams and had less than half the class 
(or finesse as Craig Stinson calls it). 

So you see my dilemma. Should I be 
disappointed with you for not being more 
in-depth with your reviews, with Spec
trum Software for not cleaning up their 
product, or with myself for expecting a 
fifty dollar program to exceed a twenty 
dollar one? One positive note did come 
out of this learning experience. I wrote 
my own bill-keeping program. It was up 
and running in a short time. Since then I 
have been giving it "finesse ." Who 
knows, maybe I'll sell it for twenty dol
lars. 
George L. Cox, Jr., Colorado Springs, CO 

Double Entry Oversight 
A year ago you published a review of 
home finance packages. For some rea
son, you decided to review only "single 
entry" systems. This past January, you 
reviewed accounting packages in the 
Mind Your Business section. In that re
view, Peter Olivieri included The Ac
countant Finance Data Base System, a 
double entry system intended primarily 
for use in the home or a small business. 
The review praised The Accountant and 
concluded that "For the home user (and 
perhaps in some less complex small busi
nesses), the best package we evaluated 
was The Accountant by Decision Support 
Software. The documentation was very 
well done, programs were easy to use, 
and design was thorough and complete." 

DSS was delighted that Softalk had 
recognized that a home finance package 
need not be just a limited single entry 
system. However, your April issue in
cluded another "Home Finance Round
up," which claimed to review home fin
ance programs-single-entry account
ing systems intended primarily for use in 
the home or in small businesses." We will 
not argue with the results of the review, 
but do have great difficulty with your im
plication that a home finance package 
must be single-entry. The Accountant 
was designed to provide the full capabili
ties of a double entry system to users who 
do not know a debit from a credit. 

Many users of The Accountant had pre
viously tried single-entry systems and 
found them to be too limiting. Most users 
of The Accountant do not know how to 
debit or credit but, nevertheless, find the 
double entry process easy to use because 
of the special prompting provided by The 
Accountant. A double entry system is 
uniform in its approach to every type of 
transaction. Uniformity is an important 

characteristic that makes systems easi
er to learn and easier to use . Single entry 
systems usually have different proce
dures for entering checks, cash, and 
credit card transactions. Transactions 
that do not involve one of these three 
categories (such as recording wages 
withheld for federal taxes) may not even 
be permitted at all. Inconsistencies and 
errors can arise easily in single entry 
systems. A double entry system has 
enough redundancy to prevent inconsis
tencies and thwart errors. Your review
ers and readers should be concerned with 
the sacrifices in ease of use and perform
ance that a double entry system requires 
in order to provide the increased flexibil
ity and consistency. We have purposely 
not designed The Accountant as an auto
mated version of a manual double entry 
system. Such a system would clearly not 
be suitable for home use. Instead, we 
have used the capabilities of the micro
computer to make the double entry pro
cess straightforward to the layperson. 
We leave it to the reviewers and users to 
judge the success of our approach. All we 
ask is that you not dismiss The Account
ant from consideration for a home fi. 
nance package on the basis of it not be· 
ing a single entry system. 
Ernest H. Forman, Decision Support 
Software, McLean, VA 

Crystal Clarifies 
In response to Mr. Davis's letter, I would 
like to make the following comments: 

1. We believe our current versions of 
Apple and Atari software to be free of 
major program errors. 

2. Consumers may replace any 
program purchased within the last thirty 
days through an authorized dealer. 

3. All sales and service are now be
ing handled by our over 3,000 dealers 
throughout the world. If you would like 
the name of your local dealer call (408) 
778-2966. 

4. Crystalware is a corporation and 
employs many individuals in many coun
tries. Hollywood Marketing will be set· 
ting up a factory for Crystalware in On
tario next month. 

5. It is usually policy to ignore small 
independent (less than 40,000) publica
tion's editorial comments. The products 
speak for themselves in originality, con
cept, and design. 
John Bell, President, 
Crystalware Inc., Morgan Hill, CA 

Softalk received word recently from 
John Bell that Crystalware may be going 
out of business. Fans of Crystalware 
products may take heart, however; at 
the Applefest held in mid-May, some of 
John Bell's programs were being distrib
uted under the U.F.0. label. 

File Falls Faithful Fan 
First let me say that I enjoy my (free, no 
less) copies of Softalk more than any 





It's all in 
the way you 

present it. 

r 

INTRODUCING: Target IIDage Maker™ 

Now, no matter how you plan to 

present them, you can get the 

graphics you need from your 

Apple II computer. 


Target Image Maker™ makes it 

easy to produce charts and graphs 

quickly and economically in your 

choice of presentation mediums: 


• color slides 
• color overheads 
• color paper copies 

Simply create your chart or 

graph with your Apple Plot or 

Apple II Business Graphics* soft

ware, then transmit your image, 

via phone modem, to our produc

•The names Apple II, Apple II Business Graphics. and Apple Plot, and the Apple symbol are registered 

trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 


Presentation-quality graphics-color slides, paper copies 
and overheads from your Apple II computer. © 1982 Comshare Target Software 

The graplucs on the scr een are actaally 
color enhanced and the reso /utwn improved 
before beinR shipped from Comshare's produc
tion center. 

I 
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other computer magazine and I've tried 
just about all of them. I won't say that I 
like all the articles, as sometimes I disa
gree with what is said, but do enjoy them 
nonetheless. I will be continuing my sub
scription (paid) when the time arrives. 

My main reason for writing, how
ever, is in hopes that you will publish this 
letter so that others will be aware mainly 
of incomplete advertising and poor pub
lisher response. 

I wrote a letter to Personal Software 
Inc., now VisiCorp. 

I have as yet not received my re
placement disks, the delay was unneces
sary as noted in my second letter. 

VisiCorp did not really answer any of 
my questions nor offer any assistance 
with my problems except that the Visi
File program will not support a multi 
disk file. The fact that a program will or 
will not support multidisk files is a key 
factor in determining whether or not to 
buy that program. Visicorp did not re
veal this important shortcoming in their 
VisiFi le ads, nor in their letter directly to 
me announcing the program, nor did 
they reveal any of the other shortcom
ings I am having problems with. 

There are a few things I feel are im
portant that other prospective buyers be 
made aware of. Space between printed 
fields must be 2 or more, and the pro
gram will single space only. If extra 
spaces are forced via printer control, 
then the header and total lines also have 
extra spaces . Reports always print a 
page number on its own line, a heading 
line (blank or otherwise), a solid line 
across the page, for a total of three lines, 
like it or not. Files can only be appended 
in a roundabout, time consuming proce
dure. When printing files, the disk drive 
is in continuous operation. This is a lot of 
wear on the disk and the drive, some
times exceeding one hour on a full disk of 
one line in sequence records. 

There is no way to catalog a disk with
out leaving the program. There is also no 
way to check disk space without leaving 
the program. This can be critical on long 
files. The program is extremely slow in 
internal change of functions, often read
ing and writing unknown data three or 
four times for unknown reasons. For ex
ample, fifty-six seconds elapsed between 
selections print and the notice appearing 
on the screen that one can now print. 
Fifty-six seconds is a long time at Apple 
speed. 

When maintaining files, if an error is 
made in entering the record number and 
an attempt is made to correct the error, 
the program will accept only the first dig
it of the correction. The program also 
automatically searches for a four digit 
record number upon entry of the fourth 
digit. No correction is possible. 

VisiFi le is my third program pur
chased from VisiCorp, the other two be
ing CCA Data Management and Visi
Calc. VisiCorp is well aware of these pur· 
chases but put forth almost no effort to 

help me with my problems. It is this a tti
tude that I have often read about but 
never expected from such a well-known 
and respected company, or am I wrong 
about the respected part? It is fortunate 
for me that I purchased a backup set of 
program disks when I first purchased 
VisiFile, otherwise, I would still be un
able to process my files . 

All in all, the input portion of VisiFile 
is outstanding and extremely flexible, 
however, the output is slow and rather in
flexible as far as page formatting is con
cerned. Report formatting is flexible 
enough but not the printing thereof. A 
data management program as expensive 
as VisiFile and designed to handle only a 
one-disk file is to me a fraud, that it fur
ther is so inflexible as to spacing, head· 
ing, and column control is to add insult to 
injury. VisiFile is a great improvement 
over CCA Data M anagement but does not 
compare to the usability of VisiCalc . I 
feel VisiCorp so sophisticated the pro
gram that they didn't leave any room for 
simple procedures which are always a 
part of any data processing function. One 
of the best ways to check data entry is a 
double spaced printout just as the data 
exists on the disk, no spaces, and this 
simple procedure cannot be done via 
VisiFile. 

I think that as a reader service on fu
ture program evaluations it would be a 
good thing to make a list of those things 
that this type of program would nor

mally be expected to perform, but does 
not. This would also be a good thing for 
hardware evaluations. F or example , I or
dered the P rometheus Versacard and 
upon reading the instructions found out 
that the next two lower slots had to be va
cant . I wanted this four-function ca rd 
mainly to save slots and the ads seemed 
to indicate this was possible, but it is not. 
I exchanged it for Mountain Computer's 

MFC, but it a rrived minus the installa

tion and operation instructions so I'm still 

not sure if it needs empty slots or not. 

This has taken nearly four months and 

still I do not have a time card in opera

tion. 

George L. Smith, Austin, TX 


Holy Toledo 

At last the whistle has been blown on Bert 

Kersey. Our neighborhood has known for 

years that the driving force behind 

Beagle Brothers, at least since Uncle 

Louie retired, has been Sophie . Well 

known to us, for example, is that while 

Bert designs most of the graphics used in 

those cramped Beagle ads, it is Sophie 

who makes up the programs, using the 

special pad-sensitive raised-letter key

board created (I believe) out of used tiles 

from Tecate. No doubt Bert himself was 

responsible for the recent DOStalk but, 

alas , it is full of errors as no doubt other 

readers have told you. The most obvious 

is that "DOS" does not rhyme with 

"Boss" but rather with "Toledo", and 


TWO PROGRAMS TO ACCENT YOUR APPLE 

ACCU-SHAPES 

The One-of-a-Kind, Ultimate Shape Builder 
• 	 Create shapes m lo-res with magnified detail 
• 	 View them in tu-res and color 
• 	 Transfer them back to lo-res fo r further editing 
• 	 "Page" through a table as 1f thumbing through 

a book 
• 	 Add. de lete, combine shapes from several 

tables to fo rm new tables 
For the advanced programmer or the begin

ner. to design a library of character sets, special 
graphic symbols and shapes fo r animation. 

Fast Assembly Language, 48k 
ROM Apple soft, DOS 3. 3 $49 · 95 

See your dealer today 

SOFT-STEP 
The easy-to-use de bugger fo r your Applesoft 

BASIC programs. Helps experts find bugs and 
begmners learn BASIC. 
• 	 Single-step through your BASIC program 
• 	 Set breakpoint at any lme 
• 	 List the next lme to be exccut cd 
• 	 Trace all or only chosen Imes 
• 	 Examine values of variables & memory 
• 	 De!lnc values of vanables & memory 

All of tlus and more , without mod1fymg your 
source code! Uses only 2 Hk Requires 32k, 
DOS :u Fast Assembly Language $49 · 95 

ACCENT softw.11t 
37:->tJ \Vnght l'b rf: Palo Alt11 , CA !J J:)Oti ( l l S) K:iti-6:1();) 
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AIRSIM'\':1 

Flight Simulator 
?K Close to th e ulti1m1te ?K 


in a irplan e simulation for 

th e Apple II compute r. 


PLICK l ·: l{ -FREE :1-IJ SCF. F.RY. 
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AEROrl ATIC - I.OOPS. STAl.l.S. 

IWLI.S. INVERTEO Fl.IC H T 

IMMELMAN TURN. A 0 MORE. 


I STR l JMENT Fl.YI C: EQlTIPMENT 

ARTI PICI A I. I IOR IZON. VOR'S AT 

.J PIEi.OS. C. l. IOE-SI.< l l'E IN DICATOR. 

IIOR IZO TAl.-SITlTATION 

I DICATOR (HSI). RAOAR. 

BALL-BA K IN OICATOR. 


OPTIO A l. INSTR l TME :T Pl.Y ING 

MODE - CLOUD CEi i.I G 500 FEET. 


WRITTE IN MACI-llN E I.A c;UAC.E. 


POI{ A PPLE If OR ll W JTI I 4BK RAM. 

1 DISK . APPLESOFT ROM OJ{ 

F.QIJ IVALE. T. 


• $40.00 
for diske tt e 
and manua l. 

Mass . rrs icipnfs add 51!41 
($2 .00) sa !1 :s lax .VISA* 
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anyway if the good Lord wanted us to 
mess around with DOS commands he 
wouldn't have written them in machine 
language. But the most glaring error lies 
in line 10 of Bert's public domain pro
gram : GOTO 20 SCRN (+> COLOR= 
OR AT READ THEN INT 
COLOR=THEN>INT NEW (sic) . Here 
is not only illogical reasoning but there 
are also unpardonable errors in syntax; 
running this will only produce thirteen of 
the sixteen-lo-res colors on my Zenith 
twelve inch green-screen monitor when 
put in hi-res mode . Certainly this sort of 
misleading programming can only do 
harm to Apple buffs and dog lovers the 
world round. 
Bob Engberg, San Diego, CA 

Actuate the Positlve 
I've been receiving So/talk since its be
ginning and believe that it's a great mag
azine and getting even better! I enjoyed 
DOStalk in the April issue and thought I'd 
share with your readers a change I made 
to Bert Kersey's D ecim al D isassembler 
program. The following program lines , 
when added to the original program will 
convert negative numbers (such as 
-16384) to positive before conversion to 
hex. 

LIST 135: LIST 154, 170 
135 IF LEFT$ (ST$, 1) = " - " THEN 155 
154 REM CONVERTS NEGATIVE DECIMAL 

LOCATIONS TO EQUIVALENT POSITIVE 
VALUE 

155 A$= "": FOR A= 2 to LEN (STS): AS= AS+ 
MIDS (ST$,A, 1 ): NEXT A . 

160 ST = 65535 - VAL (A$) 
170 VTAB 24: CALL - 868: PRINT AS;" IS THE 

SAME AS" ;ST;: FOR A= 1TO1200: NEXT A: 
GOTO 50 

Keep up the good work. 
Mark A. Taylor, Fort Wayne, IN 

Designing Talking Tool 

A comprehensive statistical analysis 

package which is completely conversa

tional in operation would be a valuable 

tool for researchers and others with lim

ited access to large computers. I am in 

the process of creating such a package 

and would like to hear from others with 

the interest in, and competence for, co

authoring such a program in Applesoft . 

Anyone interested should contact Mr. 

Charles F. Cicciarella at the Division of 

Physical Education, UNC-Greensboro, 

Greensboro, NC, at their earliest con

venience. 

Charles F. Cicciarella, Greensboro, NC 


Kitchen Help 

Help ! Since programs along these lines 

are virtually nonexistent in my locale, I 

would appreciate hearing from anyone 

who utilzies the Apple for any food or diet 

program, especially diabetic programs; 

and also for recipe storage, or any 

kitchen related program. 


I am also interested in learning if 
there is a simple way to get Apple's SDS 
D iet A nalysis to give a printout. How 
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about adding foods to the compositioni 
disk? Any input from So/talk readers 
would be greatly appreciated. 
Mrs. Ray Gada Jr ., Modesto, CA 

Colors and Clubs 
I would like to ask if you have any infor· · 
mation on the Apple II in regard to the 
color kill on text and also, how to receive 
the additional four hi-res colors which 
are available on newer models. I have 
heard that there is an Apple bulletin 
available concerning this problem. 
have not been able to locate a copy of the 
document. I would appreciate it if you 
have any information which might solve 
the problem. Also, if you have any infor
mation regarding an Apple club in my 
area, I would like their name and ad· 
dress . 
Michael L . Lue, San Jose, CA 

A Taxing Situation 
To Peter Olivieri : HELP! I have an 
Apple . I purchased it the summer of 1979, 
nearly three years ago. Last month I 
started a business, called Skysoft Enter
prises , in conjunction with a software 
package I am marketing; I do consult
ing work, and muster any revenue I can 
from writing articles . I now use my Ap
ple strictly for business, mainly because 
I don't have time for anything else. 

How can I depreciate my Apple as a 
business expense? What will the IRS ac
cept? I figure the fair way to do it is es
tablish the fair market value for the 
Apple in 1982 through ads for used equip· 
ment and depreciate from there, but fair
ness has never been one of the virtues of 
our beloved bureaucracy. 
Michael Schuyler, Kingston, WA 

A Soft Appeal for Basic Charity 

I am interested in translating some In· 

teger Basic program listings I have into 

Applesoft. I need to know what the com· 

mand " MOD" and the symbol "#" mean. 

I appeal to any charitable editor or read

er knowledgeable in Integer Basic for the 

answers. 

Tim Klein, Wilmington, NC 


Ill's Good Company 

I have been receiving So/talk since you 

started publishing it and mailing it free to 

Apple owners. I would like to commend 

you for your decision in having articles 

and columns a bout the Apple III in your 

magazine . I am a former Apple II owner 

and I am also one of those who bought an 

Apple III when things with it were not so 

good. Fortunately those days are gone, 

and I find the Apple III now even more 

reliable than my old Apple II. 


The article in your April issue by John 
Jeppson about the character sets in the 
Apple III is very informative . It is also 
useful, and it works. I hope you will con
tinue to have more like this as well as all 
the good information and routines in your 
regular column by Mr. Pohlman. 
Richard Ferrandiz, Garden Grove , CA 

http:11.uh�m.1d
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~icro @-op 
Information about Apple software 
Over a thousand Apple owners already belong to the largest software-co-operative in the world. In Micro Co-op's 
bi-monthly newsletter our experts review and compare the latest software packages available for the Apple, keeping 
you up to date on the·newest developments in applications, simulations, utilities, education, and gaming. In addition to 
our opinions, compilations of member surveys let you know how others rate software AFTE.R they've purchased and 
used it; information that will help you save money. You can also buy almost all your software through the co-op at 
special member prices;because we purchase in quantity as a group. The co·oP has also just installed a toll-free ordering 
number for members. Some of the publishers whose products we regularly keep in stock for immediate service are 
Adventure International, Aurora Systems, Automated Simulations, Avalon Hill, Brillig Systems, Broderbund, Budgeco, 
California Pacific, Cavalier, CE Software, Continental, DataTransforms, Datamost, Datasoft, Delta, Denver, Edu-Ware, 
Gebelli, Hayden, Highlands, Howard, Infocom, Innovative Designs, Information Unlimited, Interactive microware, 
Lazer Systems, Link, UK, Masterworks, Micro Lab, Micro Pro, Microsoft, MUSE, Nikrom, On-Line Systems, Penguin, 
Personal, Picadilly, Phoenix, Progressive, Quality, Riverbank, Sensible, Sentient, Sierra, Sirius, Sir-Tech, Softape, 
Software Publishing, Southeastern, Southwestern Data, Stoneware, Strategic Simulations, Sub Logic, Synergistic, TG 
Products, United, and Voyager. 

To join Micro Co-op, we charge only a $3 membership fee; we support our services primarily through the 
software that members buy through the co-op. Our goal is to get you the information you need to make soft
ware decisions you won't regret . Call or write for a free copy of the Co-op Newsletter and more information, 
or send your $3 membership fee with your name, address, and type of computer. Your comments and 

····~suggestions are always appreciated. 

Visa and Master Card acceptedPost Office Box 432, West Chicago, IL 60185 
800-323-0116 fer new membership and credit card orders only. 

312-232-1777for information and from lllinois, Alaska, and Hawaii. 

Low Riding a High Horse 

While I'm sure that neither you nor Mr. 

Brown wants an argument within the 

pages of Softalk, I cannot resist the im

pulse to comment on his letter in the 

April issue. 


I will be brief. First, it seems likely to 
me, although I do not know it for a fact 
that the expenses and markups affecting 
the price of software are not entirely dis
similar from those in the book publishing 
industry. Certainly the author of a book 
spends an equal if not greater period in 
laboring over the work. Yet book prices 
are generally five or ten dollars less than 
the prices charged for entertainment 
software. Nor does the author feel en
titled in suing the purchaser who loans 
his book to a friend. 

Mr. Brown also seems to be saying 
that the motive impelling software au
thors is not the hope of profit, but pride in 
seeing their efforts used and enjoyed. 
While I've no doubt that this is true in Mr. 
Brown's case, I very greatly doubt that it 
is typical. It seems to me in fact that the 
very nature of the microcomputer mar
ket at present is one which would tend to 
encourage entrepreneurism and the 
hunger to make a quick buck. The fact 
that there is so little shoddy product and 
dishonest dealing in this market is a trib
ute to those in business in it. Not that it is, 
any more than anyone, lily-white. Much 
of the game market is filled with prod
ucts which, if not shoddy, are imitative, 

basically unimaginative and which do 
nothing to further the cause, if I can call 
it that, of personal computing. 
Bob Crafts, Edgartown, MA 

Advancing in Pascal 
To Jim Merritt: Thank you for your 
many fine articles on Apple Pascal. They 
are consistently interesting and helpful. 

Could you suggest references to help 
understand the Apple Pascal Operating 
System? I am moving out of the begin
ners' ranks and would like to understand 
and explore the Pascal features more 
thoroughly than they are explained in the 
manuals. Examples of things which are 
not explained well include the (*$U-*) 
option; what protocols should be ob
served in pushing and pulling param
eters on/off the stack in external assem
bly language routines; how can the filer 
be dated directly (i.e., during SYSTEM 
STARTUP). I would value your sugges
tions for helpful reading. Thanks again 
for your interesting articles in So/talk. 
John P. Stokes, Kettering, OH 

Teacher's Pet? 

To Roger Wagner: I read and study your 

articles in each issue of Softalk and I at 

tribute my meager knowledge of assem

bly language programming to you and 

Assembly Lines. Your descriptions of the 

different commands plus the many ex

amples are superinstructive. I've even 


gone off and written (with much pride) a 
couple of my own programs. This is quite 
an achievement for me and you should 
consider it a gold star for yourself. 

In addition to the ten thousand ar
ticles you have lined up to make me even 
smarter, please consider presenting a 
couple on how to structure a program be
fore beginning to write the code. What 
should be a JMP, what should be a JSR? 
How do you set up your EQU table at the 
start? Since these questions apply to 
other than assembly language, if there 
already exist some good articles that con
tain the answer could you please refer 
your readers to them? 
Ed Worst, Westmont, IL 

Truth Hurts 
I still can't believe it! Separate Top Five 
listings for Adventure and Fantasy, but 
none for Arcade Games? What gives? 
Randi J. Rost, Davis, CA 

More than ten arcade games have 
consistently made the top thirty; to break 
them out would be mere repetition. 

Dr. Fixit, Bug Exterminator 
In those halcyon days when Apple Com
puter Inc. was trying to establish its po
sition in the home computer market a 
number of valuable programs were of
fered free of charge to Apple users. I was 
fortunate enough to obtain some of these 
at that time. One of the better ones was a 
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dnt n management program File Cabi
net, a progra m which st ill seems to be 
wide ly used. 

have employed this flexible pro
gram for maintaining a variety of rec
ords . Data are entered into an index 
file for each database that is estab
lished. A header file contains the labels 
for the various categories of each data
base . The system is useful, but on a num
ber of occasions I have been deeply dis
tressed to have the data from one of the 
index files unaccountably replaced on the 
disk by headings. This has resulted, of 
course, in irr etrievable loss of data. 
Fortunately , even though this bug is very 
sporadic in its occurrence, I have been 
a ble to find its source and to design a 
very simple fix. 

In writing to the disk (steps 4280-4430 
in my version of the program) a flag reg
ister, FF, is set with the statement: IF F$ 
<> "INDEX " then FF=l. If FF has a 
value of 1 then the contents of the R(*) 
array containing the headings are writ 
ten to the disk. Under ordinary circum
stances FF has a value of 0 and then the 
N$(J,1) array is written to the disk. The 
difficulty apparently arises when the pro
gram tries to write the index to the disk, 
so that F$= "INDEX" but FF already is 
equal to 1. The conditional statement is 
not executed, but since FF=l the R$(*) 

array is written to the disk. Although the 
FF register is set to O when exiting from 
the subroutines which write to or read 
from the disk, this may fail to occur if an 
exit from one of these subroutines occurs 
through execution of one of the many 
onerrgoto routines with which this pro
gram is replete. The difficulty is easily 
overcome by inserting the statement 
FF=O just before IF F$ <> "INDEX" 
then FF=l on line 4290, and, to avoid a 
possible problem in reading files, on line 
4120 (in my version of the program). 

Since making these minor alterations 
I have not encountered this difficulty 
with my program, and feel that my data 
files are much more secure. I hope others 
find this change to be useful. 
Ernest Buetler, M.D., San Diego, CA 

New Info on Old Subject 

First, I'd like to say your magazine is en

joyed and used a lot in this household 

both by me and my 141/2-year-old son, 

who is the real programmer in the fami

ly. These are my responses to some Open 

Discussion letters . 


1. I agree with M. Lee and C. Graham 
about Apple 's new policy. Not every one 
has a good dealer with good support near
by. I do, namely Computer Forum in 
Santa Fe Springs, CA. I also have dealt 
with Huntington Computing in Corcoran, 

Put your
business forms 

on an Apple 11™ 
An innovative software system that speeds the processing and analysis of 

common business forms on a pe rsonal computer. VersaForm 

applications include: 


• Invoicing • Order processing Approved
• Purchase orders • Sales analysis Corvus• Client billing • Personnel records 
• Mailing lists • Inventory records Versions 

VersaForm 
Business Form Processor 

[~·· . - 41 ' Applied . 15985 Green;wood Rd. 
!'·;~.,,_-_~ . SoftwarE~ Monte Sereno, California 95030 
t>1.1~~~~ \ ;:. .'Technology (408) 395-1541 

CA, and they were most helpful when I : 
had a problem. If Apple had dealers ev
erywhere I could understand their pol
icy. Can Apple dealers mail order? 

2. George Anderson's letter illus
trates the need for making backup · 
copies. If he could and didn't he lost a 
program unnecessarily. In this regard I 
applaud Penguin! 

3. I agree with D. Doumakes and ob
ject to sexist ads. 

4. In answer to R. Arnold's letter, I 
stated in the letter you printed of mine 
that the list of entry addresses I sent had 
not been tested and might be inaccurate. 
I didn't have the Apple Orchard article 
then. I now have a copy and I know 
Crossley's addresses are more accurate, 
so use them, Mr. Arnold. One of your 
readers contacted me with information 
and I am grateful your readers some
times answer and share their knowl
edge. (Even Crossley states, "This list is 
believed to be correct, but be warned that 
it was a spare time project.") Concrete 
examples of how to use these routines are 
discussed in ''Apple Machine Lan
guage'' by Inman and Inman (for in
stance, page 73 shows how to plot a point 
on a screen). Closer at hand, Mr. Arnold 
should read Assembly Lines by Roger 
Wagner (the early articles are in book 
form if he doesn't have all the back is
sues of Softrilk) but, more important, he 
should look at pages 155-158 of the March 
issue in which his letter appeared and 
also part 17 in the February issue, which 
might answer his question about basic in
formative examples of the uses of sub
routines. 
C. Colter, Whittier, CA 

An Army Travels on Its Software 
I had expected you to start charging for 
your excellent magazine sooner. I'm 
happy to send a check because you give 
value for your efforts. I'm sorry that your 
staff is underpaid; as a member of the 
Armed Services I can appreciate the 
thankless position. 

I'd like to thank Mark Pelczarski of 
Penguin Software for his making modifi
able programs available. I enjoyed his 
tenure with Softside and his programs 
with Co-Op. Though I usually set about to 
break uncopiable programs, it is with the 
intent to personalize them . No, I won't 
rip-off the efforts of authors considerate 
enough of my integrity and abilities to 
leave their wares unprotected. I do re
serve the right to modify and improve the 
product for my personal use. And, if a 
dealer will give me a discount, I'll ex
ploit that avenue, too. If ever I should im
prove a product sufficiently that I feel 
others would benefit, then I'll inform the 
author of my changes. Perhaps we could 
work something out? 

I'd like to condemn the Goldcoast 
Computer Club which is based in Florida 
now. It used to be in Kentucky. They 
have dealt unfairly with me and have 
failed to answer my letters or even 
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NOW THAT'S USING YOUR APPLE! 

In-depth stock analysis has always been time con
suming and expensive. Until now. DOW JONES 
NEWS/RETRIEVAL® brings you three uniRue soft
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Introducing...The Dow Jones Market Analyzer"'. 
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acknowledge tha t I've sent them. I even 
sent them certified mail with no re
sponse. I would recommend that all com
puter owners avoid them and thus avoid 
m y frustrating experiences. They owe 
me a good sum of money and when I re
turn to the states I'll seek legal redress. 

Your magazine merits all the kudos 
lauded upon it. I'd like to see a column 
dealing with hi-res graphics routines if 
possible. Perhaps a discussion of DOS and 
its "mysteries" would be of interest to 
your readers, too . I really enjoy As
sembly Lines, Ventures with VisiCalc, 
The Pascal Path, SoftCard Symposium 
and your Open Discussion. Of course the 
News, Reviews and Ratings are tops, too. 
I wish continued success to you and 
"our" magazine. Thank you! 
David Lee Powell, Somewhere 
in Germany 

Gender Bender 
As my husband and I were reading the 
latest issue of Softalk, we came across 
the letter from the Media Associates 
group which we both found very offen
sive. Since I am a woman (not just a 
"person"), and am very proud of my fe
male status, I was moved to write this in 
rebuttal, something I have never done 
before. 

May I first say that we have been the 
recipients of your fine publication now 
for several months, and believe it to be 
the finest of its kind. I feel that the writer 
of the above letter expressed a very nar

row-minded viewpoint in "its" ex
tremely undeserved remarks towards 
your publication (no gender used, since 
apparently the writer wants to be neither 
male nor female)! 

In reference to the remarks about ads 
utilizing women, I would assume that 
those women who appear in magazine 
ads have been paid for their participa
tion in the ads, or the picture would not 
have been printed. Therefore", one could 
not say they have been exploited. Also, 
many magazine ads use a man "as an en· 
ticement to sell a product totally unre
lated to his presence." So why not a 
woman? 

As to the Howard Software Services 
ad, I agree that there is no connection be
tween the photo and the product, but I do 
not feel that it is sexist or degrading since 
obviously the model was paid for her par
ticipation. 

In answer to "its" last comment, 
please do not assume all women want to 
be down at "its" level, (with no identity 
of gender). Some of us are proud to be 
feminine! 
Viola Corp, Lompoc, CA 

Goodness Has Nothing To Do with It 
It is rare indeed that I take the time to 
write to magazines, but the current com
plaints concerning the pornographic na
ture of Softalk seem to me to be about the 
dumbest things I have seen in print in a 
long while. How an advertisement show
ing three ladies, up to their clavicles in 
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Software Houses 

For Low Prices 
on Diskettes 

CALL COMARK! 
This month's special: Verbatim Datalife™ ~erbati·m~- ,.
diskettes at special LOW PRICES. Available . , 
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envelopes. Ask about our Quantity 
Discounts! 
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FAST deliveries on your orders - and ve'ry 
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fastest-growing distributor around. Introduce 
yourself today: 

Toll-Free Order Hotline 

(800) 323-6135 
In lllinors . call collect (312) 834-5000 

_ _ Q_OM_ARf<.INC. 
481 W. Fullerton Avenue, Elmhurst, Illinois 60126 

water, can be construed as to be so erotic 
that it can be called pornography is diffi
cult to understand. The word "porn" that 
appears in the title of the program also 
hardly seems to me to be shocking. Also 
the ads for The Dirty Book and Street 
Life do not cause me to recoil in horror. 
What do they think of such words as thief, 
avenger, raider, and invader in program 
titles? Do they protest adventure game 
commands such as kill, hit, shoot, stab, 
destroy? If the puritans are so con· 
cerned about what appears in a maga
zine ad, I suggest they sell their Apples 
and use the money to hire private tutors 
for their children lest they be exposed to 
dirty words and ideas at school as they 
most surely will by the time they reach 
junior high. 

The biggest laugher was a hot letter 
from a man protesting the adverse influ
ence Softalk's "pornography" was hav
ing on his teenager. His address was 
listed as New York City. Goodness , what 
is this man going to do, chain the kid to 
the door of the apartment? He had best 
devise some form of restraint or the 
youngster may break away and wander 
into Times Square. 
Tom Hunt, Kansas City, MO 

I agree with G. Anderson's letter about 
software problems. One of the worst for 
me is a program that after completion 
leaves the computer hanging and it will 
not even accept a reset. 

Then there is Don Doumakes. Sexist 
views are taught in the home, and in 
school, not in magazine ads. I guess no 
products should be promoted with real 
people, maybe we could use dummies . 
Don made no mention of the Corona ad in 
page 5 (March). Are they trying to say 
that only men work computers and wear 
business suits? On page 54, is Sirius say
ing that only men are bad guys? Why not 
quit trying to read between the lines, and 
accept ads for what they are-ads. If you 
look for trouble, you will find it. I do not 
see sexism, I see pictures of people and 
never stop to worry about suits, aprons, 
or hardhats. 

Darrell Hunsaker reminds me of a lot 
of people on welfare or the food stamp 
program. They soon forget that it is not a 
constitutional right, nor a God-given 
right. It is a handout, something free to 
the recipient. They also forget that noth
ing is completely free, somebody pays 
for it, and I will gladly pay for Softalk. 
Evaluation and backup of all advertised 
items hardly deserves an answer. If I 
want Consumer Reports, I will go buy 
one. I feel sorry for any sailing or auto
motive magazine that Darrell buys if he 
wants evaluation and backup from them 
too. The best you can do is deal with a 
good computer store who lets you try out 
software before you take it home. Let's 
come down on the software companies 
who don't back up their products, and 
leave Softalk alone. 
Alan Ratzburg, San Jose, CA JI 



"THE SPOKEN WORD" 


Mans Most Powerful Means 

of Communication 


Comes to Your .Computer 

Until recently, talking computers existed only in the 
fantasy of science fiction, or at a great cost in industrial 
and university laboratories. Since then, speech units 
have appeared commercially in the $250 to $350 price 
range, but with little sophistication and potentially low 
speech quality. Voice Tech Industries has a unique new 
manual for the Apple and TRS 80* personal computers. 
Utilizing our methods and commercially available com
ponents, your personal computer can actually speak. 
This product is unique in several ways. Our technology 
is the newest in the industry, the speech quality is su
perb, and you can build it yourself for under $50.00. 

The Voice Tech 30 page manual is both educational 
and informative. It describes how complex speech wave
forms are produced from the human vocal cavity and 
how these wave forms are electronically modeled. You 
will learn how advances in LSI semiconductor technol
ogy have enabled designers to put a digital model of the 
human vocal tract, a controller, and speech data on 
silicon. Complete, detailed instructions on interfacing 
speech hardware to the Apple and TRS 80* computers 
are given. (The manual contains a coupon through 
which you can order the hardware components speci
fied at a 50% discount). Also, professionally written 
software examples are provided that illustrate the fun
damental principles and techniques. 

Because speech is truly synthesized, the vocabulary 
is actually limitless. A common software interface can 
be shared among many different applications. Business 
reports can now be delivered verbally, educational pro
grams can communicate via sight and sound, message 
centers can audibly report, and the potential for game 
applications is boundless. 

Voice Tech has been in the speech synthesis field 

since its inception. Because of our unique background, 
we have produced a clear, concise, and interesting doc
ument that we are now making available to the personal 
computer market. After reading the manual, the hard
ware can be added to your system as easily as any other 
standard peripheral. Voice Tech stresses that all prod
ucts offered carry a full money-back guarantee. 

To order, just fill out the coupon below and send it 
with your check or money order for $9.95 to: Voice Tech 
Industries, P.O. Box 499, Fort Hamilton Station, 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 112090499. 

And keep your ears open. What you'll be 
hearing is the voice of the future. 
*Apple is a trade mark ofApple Computer Corp. 
TRS 80 is a trade mark ofTandy Corp. 
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At the end of last month we started using one of the most 
powerful commands in Applesoft, the for .. . next loop. Since 
we have also had a rather fleeting exposure to some other po
tent commands, this month we're going to eschew new vocab
ulary in favor of exploring more thoroughly what we already 
know. After all, you didn't learn English by trying each word 
just once either. 

Let's begin by looking at the for . .. next loop again. As a 
limbering up exercise, let's try to develop an easy way to draw 
a line of equals signs all the way across the screen. Of course, 
we could be very simple-minded and do it like this: 

10 PRINT"======================== 
======~=========" 

This is popularly known as the brute force method and wins no 
kudos for grace or style. Instead, let's try to come up with a 
technique that uses a loop. In fact, why don't you go ahead and 
do it yourself before continuing-after all, what's the point in 
owning an Apple if you 're going to spend all day sitting around 
reading magazines? 

We've got two different kinds of loops available to us now. 
Traditionalists will prefer: 

10 PRINT"=";: X = X + l: IF X < 40 THEN 10 

However, the for . .. next loop is equally effective: 

10 FOR X = l TO 40: PRINT "=";: NEXT X 

If you find that really .exciting, you might want to fill the en
tire screen with equals signs. Since there are twenty-four lines, 
with forty characters in each line, we could get this effect by 
changing the 40 in line 10 to 40 x 24 (anybody have a calcula
tor?), but if we wanted to leave line 10 strictly alone, we could 
get the same effect by looping through it twenty-four times: 

5 FOR Y = l TO 24 
10 FOR X = l TO 40: PRINT"=";: NEXT X 
20 NEXT Y 

These are called nested loops, which has a nice domestic 
ring to it. The X loop is wholly contained within the Y loop. You 
can nest as many loops within one another as you like within 
reason (moderation is the key word). Good loops will look like 
this: 

FOR X . . . 
FOR Y .. . 

FOR Z . . . 
NEXT Z 

NEXT Y 
FOR A . .. 
NEXT A 

NEXT X 

Get the picture? Always avoid crossed loops. Think of it this 
way. Imagine that you have a sink full of dishes, each labeled 
with a letter of the alphabet. Each time you come to a for ... 
statement, you will pull out the appropriately labeled dish and 
place it in a stack. Then, when you come to a next statement, 
you will want to take a plate off this stack. If you write your 
code properly , when you come to a next X statement, the top 
plate left on the stack will be the one marked with the X. There 

are rumors that the inventor of the for . . . next loop was once 
a busboy in the undergraduate cafeteria at Dartmouth, which 
may explain how this particular concept leaked into current 
computer lore. · 

Let's try one more example that uses nested loops and also 
resurrects the subroutine: · 

5 HOME: GOTO 100 

10 FOR X = l TO 40: PRINT"=";: NEXT X 

15 RETURN 

20 FOR Z = l TO 3 

25 FOR A = l TO 6
.30 PRINT"! ; 


35 NEXT A: PRINT "!" 

40 NEXT Z: RETURN 

99 REM ***** MAIN PROGRAM 
 ***** 
100 FOR Y = l TO 5 
110 GOSUB 10: GOSUB 20 
120 NEXT Y 
130 GOSUB 10 
140 GOTO 140 

Here's an example of triply nested loops. The A is inside the Z, 
and the Z is inside the Y. Run the program. Now you can fill the 
screen with lots of little boxes, which has to be good for some
thing. 

Before we move on, one caveat. Don't ever leave a 
for . .. next loop other than by the exit. Here's an example of 
terrible code that does just that: 

l 0 FOR X = l TO l 0 
20 GOTO 50 
30 NEXT X 
50 

The same stricture applies to subroutines, incidentally. Sneak
ing off into the code without exiting via the return statement 
leaves unwashed dishes on the stack. Try the following pro
gram if you want to see what happens if you violate this rule to 
an immoderate extent: 

10 GOSUB 20 
20 GOSUB 10 

Let's move on to more esoteric matters now, specifically 
two commands that complement one another, however little 
we may think of them. They are ASC(n) and CHR$(n). As you 
may recall, the Apple thinks only in numbers and will convert 
any alphabetic information you may give it into a number be
fore processing. For example, the letter A is changed into the 
number 65 by your computer-Z becomes 90 . These numbers, 
called ASCII codes, can be used in the C~(n) command to 
generate any character in the Apple's repertoire (which ac
tually contains a few characters that aren't even found on the 
keyboard). 

To see the full range of characters available to your Apple, 
enter the following line in immediate mode: 

FOR X = l TO 128: PRINT CHRS(X}: NEXT X 

You knew those for . .. next loops had to be good for some
thing, didn't you? With any luck at all, you heard a beep and 
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then the Apple character set appeared. The beep, in case 
you're curious was CHR$(7) being printed. That's the same as 
control-G, which is marked on the keyboard as "bell." The 
first thirty-two characters in the character set are control 
characters and are invisible (and mostly inaudible too). 

If you would like to know what number to use in the 
CHR$(n) command to create a particular character, you can 
use ASC(n) to find out. Type in the following short program 
(after new): 

10 GET A$: PRINT A$;" ";ASC(A$): GOTO 10 

When you run this, you can read the ASCII value of all the 
keys. Even keys like reUJ,rn and the arrow keys have ASCII 
values. The escape key is the same as CHR$ (27). You may no
tice that control-His the same as the left arrow and that con
trol-Mis the same as return. In fact, if you try to use the con
trol keys in place of left arrow and return, you will find that 
they work perfectly well (the next time we write an Applesoft 
program, try ending each line with a control-M). 

The ability to convert characters to a numerical format can 
be very valuable, since the Apple is mostly a number crunch
er, and there are many occasions when it can perform its tasks 
more easily if you speak to it in its own language. Perhaps an 
example is in order. Type new and try this: 

5 FOR X = 5000 TO 5026: POKE X,O: NEXT X 
10 HOME: PRINT "TYPE IN A SENTENCE" 
20 PRINT "AND PRESS (ri WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED ..." 
30 GET A$: IF AS <> "@"THEN PRINT A$; 
40 A = ASC(A$) - 64 
50 POKE 5000 + A, PEEK (5000 + A) + 
60 IF A$ <> "@" THEN 30 
70 PRINT: PRINT: FOR X = 1 TO 26 
BO PRINT CHR$(X + 64);" ";PEEK(5000 + X), 
90 NEXT X 

All this little program will do is give you a count of the num
ber of times each letter of the alphabet appeared in whatever 
you typed. Let's look at how it works. 

Line 5 will clear a little area of the Apple's RAM to zero. 
The area chosen (5000 to 5026) is, if you remember your mem
ory map, somewhere in the region where the Apple stores Ap
plesoft programs. Since it starts storing programs at 2048 and 
since our program is pretty short, 5000 seems a good bet to be 
free (if we were wrong, we would certainly find out very 
quickly). 

Lines 10 and 20 put the instructions on the screen. The in
teresting part is the loop from lines 30 to 60. Line 30 grabs the 
first character you type, stores it in the variable A$, and prints 
it to the screen unless it is a @ (the < > symbol stands for 
"not equal to"). 

Line 40 then sets the numerical variable A equal to the 
ASCII value of A$ less 64. Why? Well, hark back to the ASCII 
character set that we printed on the screen not too long ago. 
Then hark right on back here and consider that, since the 
ASCII value of the letter A is 65, line 40 would take 65 and sub
tract 64 from it if you typed the letter A, leaving a value of 1 
(and 2 for B and so forth). The variable A (not to be confused 
with the letter A which we may or may not have just typed on 
the keyboard) is set equal to this value. 

Line 50 is a single command, a poke command. First, it fig
ures out which byte in memory to poke by adding A to l'iOOO. If 
we just typed the letter Z, then A is equal to 26 and so we are 
going to poke address 5026 in RAM. Next, the poke command 
figures out what number to poke into this address (the comma 
separates the two parts of the poke command). As you can see, 
first the Apple peeks into location 5026 to see what's already 
there (there should be a zero to start out, thanks to line 5). 
Then it adds one to this number and pokes it back into the same 
location. 

In this way we set up twenty-six separate counters in mem
ory to keep track of each of the twenty-six different letters of 
the alphabet. Line 60 keeps us looping back to get another char

for . .. next loop in lines 70 and 80 will print a little table show
ing the frequency with which we used each of the letters of the 
alphabet. Line 80 uses the CHR$(n) command to print each let
ter of the alphabet, followed by the number peeked out of the 
appropriate location. 

Peeking and poking can be quite dangerous, especially if 
you start poking into areas you know little about. As a little ex
periment, try poking a few random numbers into the address
es between 2048 and, say, 2100. Then try to list your program. 
Hope you saved it first. 

A far safer way to store this table of information would be in 
an array. We used an array briefly when we were designing 
our word processor. Any array with more than ten elements 
has to be predefined early in your program, however, so the 
Apple can set adequate space aside to handle it. Therefore, we 
start the program off with a dimension statement that re
serves adequate space for our variables: 

5 DIM ARRAY(26) 

50 ARRAY(A) = ARRAY(A) +1 

BO PRINT CHR$(X + 64);" ";ARRAY(X) 


There! With those three changes we have set up an array that 
keeps all of our values intact. We don't need to fear the conse
quences if our program gets too large. There is another ad
vantage, too. A byte of memory can only store values up to 255. 
This array can handle numbers of any size. Of course, we had 
to sneak a new vocabulary word in, but that's a small price to 
pay. 

CHR$(n) has many uses. One of the most valuable is to in
sert control characters into your program. You can enter con
trol characters directly, of course. Try new and then type this: 
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10 PRINT " " [h i! con!rol-G oboul !en times between the quales] 

When you run this, the Apple bell routine will sound ten times. 
In fact, if you want to make an unholy nuisance of yourself, you 
can add a goto 10 command right afterward and probably 
drive your entire family out of doors. However, if you try to 
edit line 10 by copying it over with the right arrow, the control 
keys will disappear. And if you try to read your listing five 
years from now, it may not be entirely clear that was sup
posed to be between the quotes either. 

Here's another way to handle it: 

10 A$ = CHR$(7): FOR X = 1 TO l 0: PRINT A$;: NEXT X 

There's another use important to those of you who have 
disk drives. DOS commands like catalog are usually typed di· 
rectly without line numbers . Since DOS checks whatever you 
type before the Applesoft interpreter can get its hands on it, 
you don't ordinarily have to worry about what Applesoft thinks 
of a DOS command. What if you want to use a DOS command 
in your Applesoft program, though? There has to be some way 
to warn DOS to pay attention to what's going on. 

The way this is handled is by having the Applesoft pro
gram print the DOS command preceded by a control-D which 
warns DOS that this isn't a normal print statement coming up. 
Look at this example: 

10 PRINT''THE PROGRAMS ON THIS DISK ARE,'' 
20 A$ = CHR$(.4) : PRINT A$;"CATALOG" 

CHR$(4) is the same as control-D, of course. We could have 
typed an invisible control-D before the C in catalog, which 
would have worked just as well, but if we had ever edited the 
line, the control-D would have disappeared, in which case line 
20 would have printed the word catalog on the screen instead of 
doing a catalog of the disk. 

Another use of the CHR$(n) commands comes into play if 
you have a printer. Type in the following: 

FOR X = 1 TO 128: PRINT CHR$(X); : NEXT X 

You should see a lot of punctuation, then the entire alphabet, 
then more punctuation. Now try a little experiment. Using the 
edit keys, move the cursor up to the beginning of the character 
set and then pass over the set with the right arrow. 

What happened to all that punctuation at the end of the 
character set? The truth of the matter is that that wasn't punc
tuation at all; that was Applesoft 's effort to print lowercase let
ters. Only since the Apple's character generator doesn't have 
lower-case letters, all that came out was garbage. And when 
you edited over these characters, your obliging Apple convert· 
ed them into upper-case letters so you could read them. 

If you wanted to use your printer to print letters, you might 
want to use lower-case as well as upper-case. Here's an exam
ple showing how you might handle that: 

10 PR#l [used to direc! oulput lo o printer in slat 1] 
20 GET A$: X = ASC (A$) 
30 IF X > 6.4 AND X < 91 THEN X = X + 32 [if A$ is a capitol letter, then con

vert it to lower-cose J 

.40 IF A$ = " @"THEN FLAG = 1: GOTO 20 (if A$ is @, it means that we want 
!he following le!!er lo be upper case) 

50 IF FLAG = l THEN X = X - 32: FLAG = 0 (converl the letter back ta upper
case ond reset the flog) 

60 PRINT CHR$(X); : GOTO 20 

By adding thirty-two to the ASCII value of whatever letter we 
type, we get the lower-case equivalent of the same letter. 

Incidentally, if you don't have a printer, just delete line 10 
and run the program anyway. Lines of garbage will appear on 
the screen as you type, but if you interrupt the program by 
pressing reset (remembering that control-C doesn't work 
when you are using the get$ command) and then edit over the 
garbage, your actual meaning will appear like magic. 

Well, we didn't get very far along on our word processor 
this time, but we should make some progress on it next month. 
Promises, promises. JI 
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BY ~~N LANDI\ . 

In this installment of Buttonwood Apples, we'll discuss a 
family of programs known as decision generators. 

A decision generator is a program that performs calcula
tions on input data-such as stock price highs, lows, closes, and 
stock volume-and provides recommendation as to whether 
the security in question should be bought, sold, or held. 

The results of the analysis done by these programs may be 
depicted graphically or may be presented in a report that indi· 
cates the strategy to be followed. 

Most of these packages have a facility that allows them to 
make use of such electronic databases as Dow Jones, the 
Source, or Compuserve for their input data. siflce most pro
grams of this class rely on technical analysis techniques for 
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their decision criteria, it's important that investors under
stand the theoretical foundations of technical analysis. 

One of the dominant themes in financi11l and academic 
literature since the 1960s has been the concept that capital 
markets are efficient. Efficiency in this sense means that 
security prices reflect all available information. There have 
been numerous studies of the efficient market hypothesis. The 
results have varied, but all seem to show strong evidence that 
past price information and public information are quickly in
corporated into security prices. 

The traditional argument against technical analysis is that 
if all past information has been incorporated into the price of 
the security, then analysis of the data will not yield any indica
tions of future performance. 

A technician would argue that if all past information were 
reflected in the price of the security, then analysis of the data 
would reveal the security's response to varying market condi
tions and events. Technical analysis will also highlight move
ments that may otherwise be ambiguous. The patterns dis
tilled from the data identify movement or actions in the mar
ket we might not be aware of otherwise. 

Now that we have established the theoretical framework 
for examining decision generators, let's look at this class of 
software en masse, rather than at specific packages. 

If you have ever looked at a chart of past security prices or 
at a market index, a pattern must have become apparent to 
you. Perhaps prices appeared to have increased every fourth 
week in each third month on the second Monday. Presto! A 
decision rule is born! It's possible that you noticed that securi
ty prices increase every fourth ·month of the second year from 
the start of the cycle; here again, you created a decision rule 
based on a perceived pattern. 

There was a famous decision rule that related the behavior 
of the market to the length of women's skirts; as skirts rose, it 
was reasoned, so would the market! In essence, the human 
mind looks for order and, in the absence of order, creates 
order. 

The decision generators presently marketed for the Apple 
are normally based on technical analysis of price and volume 
information. Some authors of these packages refuse to discuss 
the analytic technique they've incorporated in the software. 

There are problems inherent in this type of software and in 
the attitude just mentioned. If the author refuses to discuss or 
publish the technique being used in the package, how can the 
investor have faith in the recommendations generated by the 
package? The package may perform well under a specific set 
of market conditions and then cause disastrous results when 
these certain specifications are not met. 

When students in a graduate business school were given a 
series of pure random numbers and told that these numbers 
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Introducing 
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represented rela tive price movements of securities, they be
gan to for mula te decision rules based on the patterns they per
ceived in the data , even though, by definition, no pattern exists 
in a random number series. If the authors of decision genera
tors begin to see patterns that are illusionary but base their 
packages on these rules, what's to become of the capital of the 
investor who follows the recommendations of the package? In 
a ll probability his money will also become illusionary. 

The second problem with this genre of program is how to 
evaluate it . If the execution of the package is poor, but you can 
earn a profit using it, at what point does the inconvenience of 
running a poorly executed package outweigh the financial re
wards of using it? This decision is a highly subjective judg
ment, one that should be left to the individual investor. 

Rather than convey to you the results we have obtained 
from using and testing these packages, here's a set of criteria 
investors should use in determining which packages to pur
chase for their particular applications. 

Ask the publisher or your dealer to supply you with the 
hardware specifications of the package. Does it use a modem? 
If so, which type of modem does it require? How many disk 
drives are required? Is a printer a necessity? 

Once you have determined if the software is compatible 
with your system, you're ready to evaluate the package's 
value to you in carrying out your investment objectives. 

Ask the dealer or manufacturer to supply you with any de
scriptive literature on the software. What is its track record? 
In what types of markets has it performed best? What are the 
credentials of its authors? Request to be referred to investors 
who have used the program. Contact these people and get their 
impressions of the software's reliability , execution, and per
formance. 

If after gathering this information you are satisfied that the 
program may benefit you, call the authors of the program. Ask 
them what type of support they will give you when you pur
chase the program . Will they be available for telephone con

sultations and, if so, on what basis? What about disk back-up 
policy or, in the case of a hardware protection key, what is the 
replacement policy? 

You should also ask what analysis technique is being used 
by the program. Make it clear to the person to whom you're 
speaking that you won't consider purchasing a program of this 
nature without being aware of the analysis technique em
ployed. Don't settle for esoteric, cloudy answers. It's your right 
as a purchaser to know what you're buying. If the authors are 
unwilling to supply you with this information, then you should 
be suspicious. Buying a protected program in which you can 
not examine the algorithm to determine what analysis is tak
ing place is analogous to purchasing a used car when the own
er will not allow you to test-drive it. 

If you do decide to purchase the software, press for a mon
ey-back guarantee for a period of thirty to sixty days. This 
may seem an unreasonable request, but when the consumer 
purchases a piece of investment software that promises to 
deliver profitable investment decisions, the publisher should 
warranty the product to that effect. This is not to say that if you 
Jose money in the short run when using a package you should 
return it and demand your money back. But if the package 
does not meet the specifications set forth by the manufacturer 
for reliability and profit performance, and is not supported as 
promised, the investor should have the remedy of returning 
the product for a full refund. 

Decision generator software differs from other types of 
software for microcomputers; users not only invest their mon
ey in the software but, by following its recommendations, 
they risk more money. In essence, we are describing an auto
mated securities analyst / advisor . Human securities 
analysts/ advisors are registered and disciplined by the Securi
ties and Exchange Commission, the various exchanges, and 
trade associations, but there is no agency charged to protect 
the public interest concerning decision generator software. In 
essence, caveat emptor, let the buyer beware. JI 
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CHEQUEMATE is the complete home financial package for the Apple. All aspects of home money 
management are addressed including checks, charge cards, cash control, automated teller transactions, 
"checkless" bill paying, and budgeting. You can even split checks into two categories (i .e. to keep track 
of interest and principal separately for house payments). A complete set of reports allows you to make 
hard copy printouts or review them on the screen. In addition the contents of the screen can be printed at 
any time. Standard abbreviations may be defined so recurring entries can be generated with minimal 
keystrokes. 

FEATURES 
• Budgeting with actuals 
• Charge cards and accounts 
• Multiple categories per check 
• Automatic teller transactions 
• 	 Standard entries by abbrevia 

tion 
• Multiple checking accounts 
• 	 Video display printed at any 

time with CTRL-Y 
• 	 Comprehensive documenta 

tion 
• Graphic budget analysis 
• 	 Unpaid bills display in check 

entry 
• 	 No monthly or annual cutoffs 

necessary 
• All data accessable for change 

REPORTS 
• Check list 
• Standard entry list 
• Budget list 
• Budget comparisons 
• Charge list 
• Graph budget/actual 

25834 Narbonne Ave. 
Lomita, California 90717 

(213) 539-7486 
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The Interactive Structures staff, Iran! raw, Rich Denver, Jameela Walker, Michelle Kindt, and Jean Hayden; back row, Adam Sherman, 

Jae Willson, Dave Turner, and Helean O'Brien. 
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QV JIM \ALMON\ 

Perhaps what is most remarkable about Interactive Struc· 

tures is what is unremarkable. This is not the tale of a compa
ny that has a tiger by the tail. Its corporate goals are not the 
lofty rhetoric of an entrepreneurial egomaniac who sees the fu· 
ture of microcomputing and envisions himself at the indus
try's top. Its strategies have not demanded meteoric growth, 
which too often mask inadequacies of the business plan and 
management team. In what it is not is a lesson to be learned 
for all who may be considering the start of their own high-tech 
companies or who are considering what to look for in the com
pany behind the products they plan to purchase. 

"In what it is not, it is" is an interesting linguistic convolu
tion relevant to the Interactive Structures story. Interactive 
Structures designs, produces, and markets interfaces. Con
sidering the word inter/ace crept into the language barely one 
hundred years ago to describe ''a surface lying between two 
portions of matter or space, and forming their common bound· 
a r y" (Oxford English Dictionary), it is certainly remarkable 
that anyone can make a living selling them. 

A Dozen Donut Holes, Please. As a scientific term, inter
face was a noun describing something that wasn't, a basic con
ception within the body of knowledge which has come to be 
known as General System Theory, a way of thinking that helps 
our understanding of the interrelations of one thing with an
other. As our conceptualizing became more formalized and 
complex reflecting the reality of complexity in real-world sys
tems, elementary ideas were enhanced by our expanded un
derstanding. An interface was not simply a theoretical com
mon boundary, but a vital linkage in the process of transaction 
between two discrete systems or organizational structures. 

Herein lies the conceptual pun of Interactive Structures's 
corporate name. "It is what it isn't." By implication, the struc
tures interact by theoretical necessity through their interface. 
And because a system, which is an information storehouse, 
can become more organized, and by understanding the func· 
tions of its boundaries incorporate them into a new, larger, 
more inclusive system, the systemic territory of the interface 
is elusive. By its corporate name, Interactive Structures has 
demonstrated its recognition of the elusive nature of the realm 
within which it does business. This understanding is funda
mental to the business strategy that will increase its chances of 
survival and growth into a long-term successful company. 

In the microcomputer peripheral products industry, which 
includes interfaces as well as the multitude of add-on special 
purpose expansion boards and hardware devices, today's 
product can become a standard feature of tomorrow's version 
of the system the product enhances. Certainly the market for 
eighty-column cards will suffer slower growth due to this fea
ture's inclusion as standard on many of the newly introduced 
microcomputers. Some flash-in-the-pan peripheral products 
manufacturers find they have merely polished the rough edges 
of a product until the original manufacturer has the time and 
resources to tidy up its own house; the proverbial castle in the 
sand. 

Only Fools Rush In. So what kind of mind would venture in
to such an area looking to build a business where solid founda
tions are few and far between? To answer, we have to take a 
look at Joe Willson, Ph.D., president of Interactive Structures. 
For, if one thing is certain, the current realization of Interac
tive Structures is the result of Willson's creative technical ex
pertise and persistent sound business judgment. 

This is not to detract from the contribution made by those 
who work with and for him. Yet the opportunity for these con
tributions is again the result of Joe's sound business strategy 
and nurturing management skills, which encourage the reali 
zation of his partner's and employees' potential. And most cer
tainly, the future of the corporation will depend on the growing 
contribution made by these significant others, whose personal 
skills are growing to meet the challenge of the evolution of In
teractive Structtires into a healthy medium-sized company. 
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A color graphics printout using Pkoso. Joe Willson, the man behind Interactive Structures. 

The Darwinian analogy raises the question , "Where did it 
all begin?" 

The Dawn of Time for Willson was 1945 in Texas. At age 
five he left the land of rhinestone cowboys for the land of rhine
stone sunglasses: Miami, Florida. As is not uncommon with 
technical whizzes in the micro industry, Willson developed an 
early interest in playing music, the guitar having a special at
traction. The possibility of adding electricity to the instru
ments to amplify and modify the sounds introduced Willson to 
the endless fascination of electronic sound amplification and 
visual special effects. 

A healthy measure of native intelligence and some well-di
rected educational guidance swept Willson from the sun and 
fun capital of the world to the hallowed halls of intellectual in
spiration, Princeton University. As is often the case in a good 
liberal arts academic environment, Willson was challenged 
and stimulated by a first-rate faculty while pursuing his un
dergraduate degree in electrical engineering. 

Among his inspirational teachers, E. J . McClusky and Ken 
Steiglitz opened the world of logic and systematic thinking to 
Willson. Information, soft structures, met the hard structures 
of electronic systems. Having confronted, understood, and in
corporated the relationships between the soft information sys
tems existing within the hard systems of the electronic physi
cal world, Willson had moved the interface outward between 
what he conceived of as the realm of his professional concern 
and what was none of his business. 

The Bride Came C.O.D. Joe Willson was becoming one of a 
new generation of electrical engineers who are as comfortable 
creating software systems as they are creating the physical 
hardware that brings these soft systems to life. This marriage 
of interest in information and electronic systems inevitably led 
to Willson's introduction to the computer, the ultimate elec
tronic information machine. 

Yet his introduction was at arm's length. The Princeton 
computers were noninteractive mainframes which were only 
accessible to electronics students for use in their class assign
ments . Willson diligently punched cards and delivered them to 
a work-study student who informed him, "The results of your 
run will be ready Tuesday. Next?" 

Upon his 1967 graduation, seeking a more intense exposure 
to the combined application of electronic and information sys
ems, Willson headed straight to graduate school at the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania. He went to the source, the Moore 
School of Electronics, where the first full-scale electronic com
puter, the ENIAC, had been built some twenty-two years 
earlier. While soaking up vast amounts of technical knowl
edge relevant to his professional training, Willson was again 
allowed to express himself in the areas that had originally at
tracted him to electronics as a towheaded beach boy back in 
Miami: music and visual effects , concepts he began profes

sionally thinking of as signal generation and image processing. 
Morris Rubinoff, another formative instructor, invited Will

son to become involved in an educational film production. 
Choosing no ordinary educational film, Willson's program
ming skills were challenged by the objective of using comput
er graphics to visualize the propagation of electromagnetic 
waves through space; electric field begetting orthogonal mag
netic field begetting orthogonal electric field out of theoretical 
textbook and into the student's eye. 

He was in electronic computer heaven. During the film 
project and throughout his studies, he was at last within the 
realm, the interface, between hard and soft systems; the realm 
of interactive computers. Willson began hands-on/ mind-into 
interaction with accessible computers, Interdata 7/16s, 2901 
processors, LSI-lls and a host of mini and emerging micro 
technological componentry. 

And the Bands Drooled On. Bringing a research and teach
ing specialization in computer-generated music, the timely ad
dition of Steven Smoliar to the university's faculty provided a 
unique opportunity for Joe to combine intimately his long-time 
interest in music with his highly technical studies in electrical 
engineering. The result of Joe's work with Smoliar could make 
the members of the state-of-the-art German micro-assisted 
synthesizer band, Kraftwerk , collectively drool. Joe's music 
system would boggle the minds of the English techno-pop 
punkers, The Human League. 

Joe built a multiprocessor music synthesizer. This unique 
system used a 2901 processor for signal generation to produce 
the sound and an Interdata 716 served as a controller/ manag
er, a kind of cybernetic Arthur Fiedler. This two-machine 
"performer and conductor" system provided fertile ground for 
the development of Joe's doctoral dissertation on advanced ap
plications in signal processing with a focus on the man-ma
chine-machine interfaces. 

With so complex a topic, it took Joe the better part of ten 
years to complete the dissertation that, in 1979, ea rned him a 
doctorate in electrical engineering. But don't let this ten-year 
time span frighten those of you who might be considering ad
vanced studies in electrical engineering, for Willson was busy 
accomplishing many things concurrent with work on his de
gree. Aside from his growing involvement in independent con
sulting, Willson met, married and started a family with Mi
chelle Kindt, a psychiatric nurse destined for a career 
change. 

In April of 1974, Joe and two colleagues from school incor
porated as a systems house to give an identity to their consult
ing activities. Interactive Structures was born a think tank and 
would evolve into a manufacturer in an industry which wasn't 
itself yet born. Along the way Joe and his original partners 
found exciting opportunities for the release of the creative pr o
fessional skills. Among the list of impressive projects , mostly 
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sophisticated business graphics and management information 
systems, one stands out as a singular achievement: Design 
/0 1· Fun. 

Booting Up the Stars and Bars. AB a part of the bicenten
nial celebration, the city of Philadelphia decided to showcase 
the history of American leisure and entertainment activities. 
In addition to displays of how folks have had good times in the 
past and present, Philadelphia wanted to include a specula
tive exhibit on good times in the future. In response to a re
quest for proposal, Interactive Structures outlined a massive 
undertaking, the creation of a futuristic amusement park-an 
electronic playground. 

It was no contest. Interactive Structures won the contract 
and began an eighteen-month effort in the design and con
struction of the exhibit. Though his original partners were still 
intimately involved and contributed significantly to the proj
ect, it was the ultimate realization of Willson's lifelong fasci
nation with music and visual special effects. 

Since video games were little more than a Pongish gleam in 
Atari's eye, the exhibit featured many large-scale interactive 
displays that dazzled visitors' eyes and ears. It is fascinating to 
think how much different the focus of the exhibit might have 
been had the micro industry started a little sooner or had our 
Founding Fathers taken a bit longer to ratify the Constitution, 
thereby postponing the two hundredth birthday party until af
ter the advent of Raster Blaster and Castle Wolfenstein. 

But what Interactive Structures delivered kept Philadel
phians fascinated for more than two years, that is, until so 
many visitors had interacted with the displays that they suf
fered physical deterioration. An entire generation of Philadel
phia schoolchildren will tell their grandchildren, "I saw this 
kind of stuff at the Design for Fun exhibit back in 1976 ! " 

And what they saw, heard, and touched was a sight and 
sound extravaganza. Imagine thirty first and second graders 
jumping around on a gigantic rubber daisy where each petal 
was connected to an input channel of a computer which fed 
back musical sounds and colorful special lighting effects. 
Imagine a three-thousand-bulb, nine-foot-square panel con
nected to a video camera by a computer image digitizer that 
produced full-color images of the visitors in a way they had 
never seen themselves before. Imagine a platform to stand on 
where each visitor was treated to a "reflection" of themselves 
in the format of a colorful laser light display with synthesized 
musical accompaniment, each display unique as a finger
print. Imagine a translucent tunnel where each step created a 
light and sound environment that followed the visitor from one 
end to the other. Where we have to imagine these things, Phil
adelphians experienced it. 

Your Horror Show of Shows. Interactive Structures had 
created a cybernetic fun house where visitors' reflections were 
a far cry from traditional warped mirrors. Underpinning 
this dramatic display was a complex system of computers, 
digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital converters, signal gen
erators, loudspeakers, video cameras, lasers, switches, and 
miles of wires. It was an "interface nightmare." Not only did 
the visitor/display interface have to be considered, but each 
electronic component had to be interfaced to other com
ponents within the entire system. The fact that the exhibit was 
able to remain functional long after the scheduled close was a 
testimony to the quality of the work Interactive Structures had 
done. 

Changes in the professional directions of Willson's original 
partners created a transition period for Interactive Structures 
in 1977. With his original partners gone, Willson began to focus 
his attentions on the emerging generation of microprocessors. 
On a visit to one of the first microcomputer retailers, Willson 
saw his first Apple. 

It was an Apple I and was little more than a box of compo
nent parts, as micros were still in the hobbyist kit stage of de
velopment. Since no one else knew what to do with it, the re
tailer lent the kit to Willson. It was soon together and working. 
Impressed with what he had done, the retailer was happy to 
sell the system to Joe. 

Soon after he completed the Apple I kit, Willson saw an ad
vertisement for the Apple II. He couldn't believe what he read. 
Someone was actually thinking ahead and had designed a 
micro with full-scale applications and hardware expansion po
tential. The sophistication of the input/output features, the 
memory expansion capability, and the provision of slots for pe
ripheral devices created a vision for Willson. Interactive Struc
tures would develop and market a full range of Apple periph
eral products. 

So, Willson now relates with mixed emotions, he traded in 
his Apple I for a II and began design work in earnest. The re
sult is a full range of interface devices that enable scientific 
and industrial applications. 

"I didn't want to try to do everything at once," Willson ex
plained. "Knowing how volatile the peripherals market is, I 
knew it would be difficult to raise the capital to develop and 
distribute products across the full spectrum of the market. So I 
decided to stick to what I knew best." 

Count Pennies, Count Friends. And Willson knows best the 
needs of scientists in academic and industrial laboratories. 
"With limited department budgets and grant-funding ceil
ings, most academic researchers are very cost conscious. The 
same is increasingly true for industrial researchers who want 
to demonstrate a new idea without having to spend a lot of 
money on equipment," Willson said. "So our strategy has al
ways been modular design; the customers buy what they need. 
Some of our competitors try to bundle an entire lab-support 
system in one package and make an all-or-nothing sale. At In
teractive, we would rather service each need individually. You 
do a good job on one, and they come back for more." 

And what an increasing number of scientists from all over 
the world kept coming back for was a solid product line of so
phisticated interface devices. It started with the Al02 Analog 
Input device, the first sixteen-channel analog-to-digital con
verter to hit the Apple market. The full DAISI product line now 
covers a multitude of data acquisition and signal generation 
applications. The A003 is a two, four, or eight channel digital
to-analog converter. The Dl09 is a thirty-two-line digital inter
face with timers, which can be expanded by the addition of a 
UI16 universal isolated interface to control and monitor vari
ous types of circuits. The SC14 Signal Conditioner is a one, four, 
or sixteen channel device to amplify and filter very low voltage 
analog signals. And, after collecting and crunching so much 
data, a researcher may purchase a PL12 plotting system with 
interface to make visual displays of experimental results. 

With a growing product line and a solid niche in a special in
terest market, Interactive Structures had made the transition 
from systems house to product design and marketing. So 
strong was Interactive's growing reputation in the laboratory 
systems market, that when University of Pennsylvania biolo· 
gist Allan Brown needed a special experimental controller, he 
came to Willson. 

"Allan had been studying circumnutation," explained Joe. 
"It's a process whereby a growing sprout will take a helical 
path upward rather than just shooting straight up. There's 
been speculation about why plants do this and some of the ex
planations make a connection between the process as it re
lates to the strength of the sprout growing against the force of 
gravity. 

''The experimental controller we developed used a stan· 
dard Apple II Plus motherboard and a variety of our off-the
shelf interface modules to control and gather data from a num
ber of environmental sensors and video cameras," Joe con
tinued. "The entire system is not really an unusual Apple
based laboratory installation-putting aside the special 
preparations.'' 

Where the Enemy Is Orange Julee. Preparations, that is, 
for space flight. Early next year, Interactive Structures's ex
perimental controller will blast off aboard the Space Shuttle 
with a payload of sunflower seeds to perform Dr. Brown's ex
periment in the weightless conditions of space. The extraordi· 
nary packaging requirements to withstand the rigors of space 
flight were demanding. Every connector and plug had to be se



What 's a Cyclod? 1. In Ophid 
ian legend , the name of three 
bug-eyed bri ck fighters known 
as Mascara, Glaucoma, and 
Cornea; 2. In Myopian legend, 
a cross between a clumsy 
mason and a one-eyed snake 
charmer: 3. In Smus legend . 
the video game wherein an 
eyeball fights snakes with 
bricks The craziest game yet 
from the masters of crazies at 
Sirius. 

"The game that'll steal your 
heart" Bandits 1s the hottest 
fast-action game to come 
along in many moons I Protect 
your lunar supply base by 
blasting a variety of greedy 
galactic pickpockets to bits! 
They come after your supplies 
with a non-stop barrage of 
heat-seeking bullets , napalm 
bombs and nerve gas bal
loons. Be prepared for hours 
of intense video action 

Band.its, Fly Wars, Lemmings and 
Cycled , copyright 1982 by Sirius. 
Sirius is a trademark of Sirius 
Software, Inc Apple II is a trade
mark of Apple Computer Inc . 

Sirius Software, Inc. 
10364 Rockingham Drive 
Sacramento, CA 95827 
(916) 366-1195 

Four For Fun -Games For The Apple II 

By Sirius@ 
Long long ago, in a garage far, 

far away, a brave al liance of 
Spider-Fighters were at war 

with the tyrann ical Ra ygunites. 
Regenerating Fly-Fighte rs, 

Black -Hearted Beet les, or a 
qu ick shot of BS (Bug Spray) 
sent many a Spider-Fighter to 
bug heaven . Fly back 1n ti me 

with us as the last surviving 
Spider fearlessly spins his web 

of purple energy in a val iant 
effort to keep the flame of 

freedom aglow 

"Join the mass migration" 
Forget the whales , save the 

Lemmings' These furry-faced 
rodents are in need of popula

tion control. Catch and lock 
up non-breeding pairs of 

Lemmings or you 'l l be held 
responsible for the ir trag ic 
mass suicide 1ump into the 

sea. Lemm'ings  they 're 
everywhere I 



TWERPS 
NOW! From the company that brought you 
Sneakers. Beer-run and a host of other blockbus
ters: TWERPS! Sirius does it again. Another whim
sical , challenging game with a cast of top-starring 
characters. Meet Captain Twerp! Thrill at the 
shooting Orbiters! Be amazed by the swooping 
Glingas! Gasp in terror at the drooling Gleep
noks! A game you'll want to tell a// your friends 
about. 

Requires an Apple II or II + Computer with 48K and 
Apple disk drive. Twerps is playable with keyboard, 
Apple paddles and Joystick, or with Sirius Software 's 
Joyport and Atari-type JOYSticks. 

SNAKE BYTE 
What has 48K BYTES and is addictive? SNAKE 
BYTE! A game that works like a charm. A tail of 
Perilous Purple Plums that's ahead of its time. A 
game you can sink your teeth into. An antidote 
for boredom. Snake Byte. Fangs alot, Sirius 
Software! 

Requires an Apple II or II+ Computer with 48K and 
Apple disk drive. Snake Byte is playable with keyboard 
or with Sirius Software's Joyport and Atari-type joy
sticks. 

Sirius Software, Inc. 

10364 Rockingham Drive Sacramento, CA 95827 

(916) 366-1195 
Contact your local computer dealer for more information. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

Twerps , Snake Byte, and Joyport are copyrighted products 
of Sirius. Software, Inc. Apple II and II+ are trademarks of 
Apple Computer Inc. Atari is a trademark of Atari Inc. 



BORG 
DERANGED GRUD TERRORIZES COUNTRY
SIDE! Protected by Borg, the invincible Drage
roo, and a notorious band of dragons , the 
infamous Grud has surrounded his hide-out with 
electrified mazes. Can no one crack the code and 
rid us of this menace? -Sirius Press Service , 
Grundonia 

Requires an Apple II or II+ Computer with 48K and 
Apple disk drive. Borg is playable with keyboard , 
Apple paddles and joystick, or with Sirius Software's 
Joyport and Atari-type joysticks. 

KABUL SPY 
TO: KABUL SPY FROM: S S. HO MISSION: 
FIND PROFESSOR PAUL EISENSTADT. Cap
tured in May of 1981, he is being held by the KGB 
somewhere in North Afghanistan . You will be 
given a money belt, 300 Rubles, a small pistol, a 
sharp knife and a cyanide pill. We will help 
you if we can. Caution advised . 

Requires and Apple II or II + Computer with 48K, 
AppleSoft and Apple disk drive. Kabul Spy is playable 
with keyboard . 

Sirius Software, Inc. 

10364 Rockingham Drive Sacramento, CA 95827 

(916) 366-1195 

Contact your local computer dealer for more information. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

Borg, Kabul Spy, and Joyport are copyrighted products of 
Sirius Software, Inc. Apple II and II + are trademark s of Apple 
Computer Inc . Atari is a trademark of Atari Inc . 
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curely mounted to resist vibration during liftoff and re-entry. 
And every exposed circuit required meticulous coating with an 
insulating film to resist the inadvertent damage of a freefloat
ing undissolved particle of Tang or other microscopic shuttle 
debris. 

"It was just the kind of commercially available technology 
NASA was looking for,'' Willson said; ''low-cost applications to 
demonstrate the practicality of the shuttle program." 

Involvement in the development of the shuttle experiment 
controller and a generally healthy growth in the demand for 
Interactive Structures's lab support products necessitated the 
first of two corporate relocations. In 1980, Interactive moved 
from a metropolitan area to outlying Bala Cynwyd, a suburb of 
Philadelphia. 

"While we were at a point where the company did need 
larger facilities," Joe reflected, "Michelle and I were interest
ed in providing a healthy environment for our two sons. Bala 
Cynwyd seemed like a great place to live, and we're finding it a 
great place to do business. Shortly after moving, the pace of 
business picked up so much that I needed help, so I asked Mi· 
chelle to come in and help out." 

"That's when I started my career change," interjected Mi· 
chelle Kindt, who now performs a myriad of functions as a 
fully committed partner in the company. 

Joining the Cause to Grow. "My father was a business
man, and a good one," Kindt explained, "so I guess business is 
in my blood. I don't see myself going back to psychiatric nurs
ing, though sometimes around here it seems like I've never 
left!'' She and Willson laughed along with a few disembodied 
employee chuckles from around the corner. 

"Actually, managing people is a good application of my 
professional skills," Michelle continued more seriously. "I'm 
looking forward to the challenge of developing this company 
into a solid medium-sized business. As corporate treasurer, I 
have taken on the responsibility for cash management and 
have worked increasingly at basic administration and sales or
ganization. I want to free Joe up to design to develop new 
produc~s. 

"We've consistently funneled a significant proportion of our 
profits back into research and development," Michelle ex
plained, donning her management strategist's hat. "We've al
ready experienced the positive impact of research and devel
opment stimulating corporate growth following our develop
ment of the Pkaso product line, growth that allowed us to move 
here from around the corner where we only had about one 
third the space and a smaller staff." 

Kindt was referring to the introduction of Interactive Struc
tures's first entry into the general consumer market. On the 
market since August 1980, Pkaso was officially unveiled at Ap· 
pie Expo '81 and was the first commercially available inter
face board to offer sophisticated graphics capabilities for Ap· 
ple-compatible dot matrix printers. The Pkaso series has ex
panded to include models that support most popular dot ma
trix printers, including the latest model, which allows dra
matic utilization of the graphics capabilities of the IDS full-col
or printer. 

"We've always been committed t o customer support, " Joe 
said. "It was essential in our early support of scientists aa.sist
ing with their technical applications. And it's becoming even 
more important as our products begin attracting the more gen
eral user. Customer support means handling questions after 
the sale, but also means providing the user as close to a turn· 
key system as possible. 

"All our products come with a demonstration disk that in
cludes helpful software utilities to get the user up and running 
without having to become a sophisticated programmer. This 
software support is especially important in bringing full graph
ics capabilities to the general user market." 

Everything but Llck the Stamp. Not only does Interactive 
Structures provide a disk of software with each interface, but 
the label of the disk carries the full corporate mailing address 
and telephone number. Some manufacturers would say that's 

asking for trouble. Joe believes it is part of customer support. 
And who is around to support Joe and Michelle in support of 

their growing customer base? A tour of the new facility re
vealed an able staff. Each team member had a ready alll!wer 
when asked specifically what his or her job was, a rarity in 
fast-growing companies. The old-timers spoke of what jobl!I 
they had held upon joining the company and how they had 
grown into greater responsibility. The recent additions told of 
learning a lot, quickly. All spoke of looking forward to oppor
tunities to grow with the company. 

Buttressing the management team, Morris Rubinoff has re· 
cently joined the company as manager of corporate develop· 
ment. A veteran of high-tech planning and a mentor from Joe 
Willson's Penn days, Morris is managing strategic planning 
with a special emphasis on research and development. Will· 
son expressed ''tremendous respect for his technical and mana
gerial skills. His contribution has been significant not only to 
the company but to my personal development as well." 

Joan Hayden, director of marketing, reflected on her ca
reer at Interactive, "I came here as an office manager after 
having spent most of my life raising six children. Joe and Mi· 
chelle have encouraged me to accept more responsibility. I see 
an exciting job in spreading the good word. We have excellent 
products that I enjoy selling. This coming year, marketing will 
concentrate on increasing our advertising as well as our deal
er support program. And, of course, we'll continue to expand 
our users' support newsletter communications." 

Interactive Structures is probably one of the few manufac
turers that actually does follow through with keeping the user 
informed. Its newsletter, Tips & Techniques, is a superb ex
ample of what can be done on a low budget with a dot matrix 
printer using a Pkaso interface. 

Show Us Your Super-Res Cows. On the technical side, Dave 
Turner is senior engineer. His Interactive roots go back to the 
Design for Fun exhibit. "I get to apply about everything I ever 
learned in computer science, splitting my time about equally 
between hardware and software development. Look what 
we've got the IDS doing," he proclaimed, showing a super-reso
lution full-color picture of a beach ball that took days to print. 
The ball looked as if it would roll off the page. 

In the room next to Dave's development den, Adam Sher
man was busy adjusting an oscilloscope to run quality control 
checks on interfaces being readied for shipment. "Since we 
sell a number of complex products used in precision applica
tions, quality control is extremely important," Adam noted. 
"As an applications engineer, I'm getting to see product devel· 
opment as well as learn the importance of good quality con
trol. I'm currently enrolled in the master's program in electri
cal engineering at Drexel University. This is a great oppor· 
tunity-getting to work with Joe, Dave, and Morris." 

At the opposite end of the technical lab was Rich Denver, 
laboratory assistant, busy unpacking and testing a shipment of 
memory chips. In the area between the lab and the front of· 
fice, Jameela Walker was busy carefully packing interfaces 
for delivery, while manager of shipping and receiving Helean 
O'Brien was hard at work expediting material tlow from sup
pliers to component assembly site to the quality control lab and 
into the product distribution channels. 

Upon returning to the front office, Michelle Kindt noted, 
"We have three new employees starting tomorrow; a recep· 
tionist, a bookkeeper, and another applications engineer. It's 
all a part of our expansion plans to use the new space and meet 
demand for our products." 

What's next for Interactive Structures? "By the end of this 
summer we'll be adding new modular products to our lab sup· 
port line as well as adding to our printer interface models," 
Joe Willson explained. "We have some exciting things in de· 
velopment-which I really can't talk about at this time." A ere· 
ative gleam came to life in his eyes. 

We should probably keep an ear to the ground for advance 
warning of whatever Joe Willson has in store for us. It is doubt
ful anyone would want to miss his next design foi" fun. JI 
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, 	P,ioc!uct.emerg~s that goes beyond im<lgination·, It 
defines new territory. lf·that product is a computer 
simulation, it will leave the crowded field of carbon
copy Sp~<;e Invaders far behind. 

·Rendezvous ... the breakthrough is here. .. 

Rendezvous accurately simulates the orbital 


flight of a space shuttle craft. During the 

·liftoff and orbital rendezvous stages, exact 

systems of ballistics and orbital mechanics 

require you to master Earth's gravitational 

force. Once you achieve orbit, the 

disorientation of a frictionless, 

zero-gravity environment 

complicates your maneuvers. 

Throughout the final stages of 

alignment and docking, you will 

view the rotating, 3-dimensional 

space station as it would appear in a 

space craft's anterior window. 


. . . . . > • ' . . ·. . . . , .. . ' :: . • . <.t~!~f;
from lift;offto '.do~king.; -Rendetvous · testS t fje lirhi:ts ·•·.. « ·' 

of your· technical underst~n~ing, mathematka·I · .: . : 
judgment, and raw perceptual skill . . 

Today, Rendezvous is an Interactive Simulation . . . 

tomorrow it will be realij:y_, 


Rendezvous is the brainchild of Wes 
Huntress, author of Sub Logic's Saturn 
Navigator and a scientist at NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. Huntress created 
Solid-Structure Graphics™, a 3-D animation 
system which brings to life the massive bulk 

ru------.aand solidity of the station 
and docking bay. 

Recommended for individual 
players, 13 and over. 

Appfesoft, 48K, DOS 3.3 

$39.95 
Rendezvous and Solid ·Structure 

Graph ics are Trademarks of 
Edu-Ware Services, Inc. 

Apple is a reg istered trademark 
of Apple Computer Inc. 

Program © Copyright 1982 
by Wesley Huntress 

Interactive Simulations™ 
Edu-Ware Services, Inc. • P.O. Box 22222 • Agoura, CA 91301 • (213) 706-06G1 
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For many businesses-no matter what size-the office of 
the future represents the Promised Land. Computers and au
tomated equipment will theoretically improve productivity in 
administrative and information handling departments. 

The $60 billion a year office equipment market has vital
ized and given birth to many competing computer companies 
all wanting a piece of the pie. But the pie isn't getting sliced as 
fast as predicted. 

Fortune (May 3, 1982) tried to evaluate the problems hold· 
ing up the office of the future. The myth that computers are 
only good for secretaries and word processing is partially to 
blame. No one denies that word processing accounts for a huge 
chunk of that $60 billion each year. But, as Fortune points out, 
office automation has to go beyond secretaries and reach man
agers and professionals, who amass 80 percent of white collar 
salaries. Communicating data, writing documents, storing 
documents, and distributing written work are the four main 
activities of professionals, according to a major office equip
ment manufacturer. 

Some word processing systems make the control room of a 
nuclear power plant seem easy to understand. Professionals, 
like everybody else, can be intimidated by the myth of comput
ers . Resistance to change in these quarters generally centers 
on the notion that learning to use a computer is a long, compli· 
cated procedure, with uncertain benefits. 

Rumbling on through the P.L. Learning to use a micro
computer can be as easy as learning to drive a car. You must 
fo llow signs, be cautious, and never make certain mistakes. 
Several years ago, Steve Jobs came to the conclusion that both 
per sonal computers and cars have a wide range of applica
tions , m ost of which are not apparent at first . 

Equipping 

For 

ThC! 

prorni)czd 

Land 


BY 
DAVID 
~UNT~R 

Apple Computer makes a business of selling microcomput
ers and they use their own machines for much of the daily op
erations of the company. Every employee with their own desk 
has an Apple II Plus or Apple III. Furthermore, Apple gives 
each employee a computer to take home after two months in 
what is known as the "loan to own" program. 

The use of microcomputers in the individual work station, 
along with a superb style of training employees, makes Apple 
a darn good example of the fabled Promised Land. 

Walking through Apple Computer's spacious nest of build· 
ings in Santa Clara Valley, one is strongly tempted to move in
to the garage and start tinkering with old TV sets. Six years 
ago , none of it existed. Now, the sun never sets on the Apple 
empire. Seeing the American Dream work so well is almost 
painful. For the many who fail at business, the dream is filled 
with holes. 

Jealous musing aside, the labor of the moment entails an 
overview of how Apple Computer uses Apple computers. The 
following individuals do not account for all the uses Apple 
makes of their own computers; more articles would be needed 
to paint a complete picture. Nonetheless, we have covered 
many different departments, with the goal of showing as wide 
a spectrum of users and applications as possible. 

For Whom the Type Tolls. Teri Carver is area associate for 
Rob Campbell, product marketing manager. Area associates 
are graded A, B, or C. Carver is a B. She works in the personal 
computer systems division building, otherwise known as Band· 
ley Three. 

Working most on an Apple III using Apple software, Car
ver produces memos, reports, mailing lists, and other paper
work. She is in charge of maintaining the office , scheduling 
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meetings, sorting mail, taking incoming phone calls, and traf
ficking electronic messages through Micro-Courier and Ac
cess III, Apple's time-sharing network. 

"I'm on the Apple III almost 40 percent of the day. It saves 
so much time and it's very easy to use. I'm learning new things 
all the time." 

Before she came to work at Apple eight months ago, Car
ver knew nothing about computers. A native of San Jose, Carver 
had grown weary of secretarial jobs that involve routines and 
procedures that eventually get stale. Apple, with its spectacu
lar growth and energetic pace, is far from dull and routine yet. 

In keeping with a sometime tradition for new employees, 
Carver unpacked and assembled her Apple III the second 
week on the job. Demythologizing the computer is a good train
ing procedure that starts with this preliminary introduction. 

Besides using their own computers, Apple incorporates 
their own software wherever possible. Carver uses Apple Writ
er III, Mail List Manager, and VisiCalc III and is just learning 
Apple III Business Graphics. 

Generally, Carver has had little trouble adapting to the 
technology, but if something is not clear, she doesn't have far 
to go to find help. The combination of Apple's easy-to-use prod
ucts and employee training makes incorporating relatively un
trained newcomers into the company a simple thing. 

"They made me feel like part of the team right from the be
ginning," explains the now veteran Carver. 

Carver's boss, Rob Campbell, is an example of a manager 
using the computer for purposes that normally would have 
been part of a secretary's job. Instead of dictating memos, 
Campbell writes them up on Apple Writer and gives the disk to 
Carver. It saves both the bosses and the associates time. 

Other area associates in the personal computer systems di
vision building praise the Apple. Lynn McCleery, Ken Gil· 
bert's associate, proclaims happily: "No retyping of memos!" 

Where Legal Eagles Dare. The legal department of Apple 
holes up on the second floor of Bandley Six. They use Apples 
for word processing and telecommunications. 

Audrey Keltner is area associate for David Kopf, an asso
ciate counsel. She calls the Apple "a glorified typewriter," but 
admits after a spell, "that's probably an understatement." 
Keltner started working at Apple March 1, this year, and she 
had had no previous experience with microcomputers. "I 
hadn't even seen one." 

Contracts, letters, agreements, guidelines, and manuals 
(procedures for dealers) are all composed on the Apple. The 
bosses probably use them as much as the associates. 

Jackie Johnson, area associate for Dan Wendin, another 
associate counsel, puts it like this: "The computer has really 
broken down the barrier between the chiefs and the Indians." 

Johnson has been at Apple ten months and works exclu
sively on a III. Her boss does all his own typing and "frees me 
to do other things. There is very little of the deadly repetitive 
work usually done by a secretary." 

When a company is growing at a healthy pace, fast and 
painless training of new employees is of paramount impor
tance. The promise of computer technology in the office no 
longer has to raise fears of employees losing their heads out of 
frustration. 

Where the Big Boys Are. Inc. Magazine (May 1982) rated 
Apple Computer number one on their list of the 100 fastest 
growing publicly held companies. In the last five years, Apple 
showed an increase in sales of 43,154 percent. The runner-up, 
Electro-Biology (Fairfield, N.J .) , posted an increase in sales of 
11,184 percent. 

The end of fiscal 1982 may see Apple in the Fortune 500. 
With sales in excess of $450 million expected this year, the pro
duction department has its work cut out. Many business tasks 
cry out for a personal computer, but the bigger the business, 
the bigger the demands. 

Located somewhere in Bandley One are four DEC 1170 
mainframe computers, diligently hauling in the mass of data 
from Apple's manufacturing sites. 

Apple has three main manufacturing plants, two of them 
overseas. The biggest one, in Dallas, with more than 600 em

ployees, makes all the Apple Ils for the domestic and Asian 
markets, Apple Ills, and disk drives. The plant in Singapore 
concentrates on circuit boards, while the plant in Ireland has 
been making Apple Ils and is just starting Ills. 

Keeping track of the production effort is the function of the 
manufacturing and materiel planning department. Manufac
turing systems manager Mike Jamison uses an Apple III, Visi
Calc, and Access III to wrestle the information to the mat. 

"The DEC is too impersonal. A user cannot manipulate 
data in a large system like this because it's not in the right 
format." 

Providing exact information on the overall production is the 
ultimate goal of Jamison's department. Many smaller tasks 
are incorporated within this larger effort. Chief among these is 
the daily production schedule but there is also inventory, bill 
schedules, the purchasing master schedule, traffic, and 
forecasting. 

The production schedule is downloaded to the specific sites 
through the DEC. In the same way, figures on the cost of build· 
ing product, component failures, inventory levels, labor re
ports, and efficiency reports are sent to Cupertino. 

With the up-to-date information coming in on the DEC, 
Jamison and his co-workers can make work in progress re
ports. They generate real time inventories. Labor data and 
yield data help to organize the production schedule. 

The MRP, short for materiel requirement plan, shows how 
much materiel needs to be ordered at the beginning of each 
month. Running all weekend, the DEC handles the actual 
MRP, but the Apple III with VisiCalc offers the opportunity for 
quick and dirty "what if?" calculations. 

Besides VisiCalc, Jamison uses Magic Window for word 
processing, and Apple's Apple III Business Graphics for mak-

Tari Caroar 
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ing charts and diagrams. The latter he says is "really great." 
Jamison, a former materiels manager at Texas Instru

ments, was one of the first eighteen people hired on at Apple's 
Dallas plant. He left two months ago to come to Cupertino. He 
prefers the III over the II because it can act as a terminal in 
addition to being a personal computer. 

Needless to say, Jamison decries the lack of game paddles 
for the III. A big fan of computer games, Jamison often leaves 
the world of materiels and manufacturing far behind when he 
gets home to his own Apple. 

Where Taxes Never Set on the Empire. Combining a large 
computer system with personal computers as work stations i~ 
a good way to outfit large information-handling departments. 
Apple's accounting department uses the DEC system in much 
the same way as materiels and manufacturing. Accounting in
formation from many locations comes to Cupertino, where it is 
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DOGFIGHT II. 
An established 
classic Arcade 
game. Set up a 
game for one to 
eight players 
each piloting a 
jet into combat. 
Play on one 
team, two, or 
against the 
computor. 

PEEPING TOM. 
Another fast

acting arcade 
thriller. Shoot 
various al iens 

you peep at 
through win

dows. It takes 
perception, luck 

and skill to 
defeat the 

invaders. 

In CROWN OF 
ARTHAIN, you , 
and another 
player battle real· 
istic, animated 
monsters for the 
crown. Skill and 
excitement for 
youngsters under 
thirteen. 

* For Apple 11 & 48K 
Apple is a trademark of Apple Computers, Inc 

© 1982 Micro Lab Inc. 

2310 Skokie Valley Road, Highland Park , IL 60035 • 312-433-7550 _ 
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then processed on Apples. 
Making a lot of money means paying a lot of taxes. Prepar

ing taxes for a large corporation usually entails a small army 
of irritable clerks battling a mountain of paperwork. 

The tax department at Apple is barely a year old. Before it 
was set up, taxes were sent to an outside accounting firm. 

Joe Forgy is manager of Tax Compliance and Linda Villar
real is a tax accountant. Together they work with tax director 
Mike Rashkin and a small staff in Bandley One preparing the 
quarterly and yearly tax reports and returns. 

Apple is actually comprised of twenty corporations spread 
out over the world. They are all part of Apple Computer Incor
porated, but for legal purposes, the corporations are treated as 
separate entities. Each corporation has its own taxes and tax 
laws, depending on where it's located. 

Every year state and local taxes have to be filed for each 
Apple company. Then there are the taxes for Apple Computer 
altogether. This is just the beginning; it gets much, much more 
complicated. 

The Apple III and VisiCalc make the labor of tax compli
ance not quite such an uphill battle. It still takes four people 
working full-time, but not fifteen. Forgy's previous job in
volved a tax department with just such a number of 
employees. 

Each quarter's tax provision involves numerous financial 
statements, and when it comes to the closing process, num
bers can change fast and frequently. VisiCalc allows for far 
more.flexibility in this process. You just drop a number in its 
proper spot and the program changes all the other numbers to 
reflect the new one. 

In the old days, if there was a last minute change in the con
solidated profit total, for instance, it would mean manually ad

mikC! Jami)On 
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justing every calculation-a matter of days. Now a change like 
this takes only a matter of hours. 

Last minute changes are not the only thing VisiCalc is good 
for. In the area of forecasting and planning, it allows for a 
much larger degree of decision making. 

"With the analytical functions built into the program you 
find more people using brain power instead of pencil push
ing," explains Forgy. 

Forgy and Villarreal use VisiCalc for forecasting-project
ing what the taxes for next year will be like. They can take in
to account property, sales, payroll, and more subtle factors 
that effect the outcome. 

Time is important to the tax department and electronic 
mail has helped to speed up the process a great deal. Each di
vision of Apple sends its tax information to Cupertino in a fast
er and more reliable fashion than the U.S. Postal Service. 

"When you're trying to figure out the labyrinth of sales tax 
for different states and you have a deadline of a couple of days, 
there is no time to wait for intercompany mail." 

Filing state taxes involves calculations concerning appor
tionment factors, taking into account special increases or de
creases in the tax rate. By the time you get to deductions, the 
whole job seems like a colossal headache. 

A veteran of past tax wars, Forgy is very pleased with how 
the department performs and has nothing but good words for 
the computer. 

"If people would learn to use this tool, with a format that 
never changes like VisiCalc, you would see a lot of tax depart
ments in big companies cut in half." 

Enjoying the Company of Computers. A common charac
teristic of Apple the company and Apple the computer keeps 

Joa Forgv 
manager oF Tax Compliance 

popping up-friendliness. The offices look a little bland, but the 
atmosphere and oft-touted esprit de corps more than make up 
for the landscape. 

If new employees are what Terry Carver defines as "really 
motivated and energetic," they'll discover the environment 
challenging as well as friendly. At Apple the company it's easy 
to get people to listen to new ideas. 

Mark Vermilion started working in Apple's public rela
tions department a little over two months ago. He's never used 
an Apple II, but he's taken to the III fast enough. Before this 
job, Vermilion had only had some brief experience in word 
processing. 

Writer and editor of technical publicity is Vermilion's main 
occupation; he also contributes to Apple's monthly employee 
newspaper. Vermilion has ideas for improving the public rela
tions' clipping department, and interested ears have turned his 
way. 

Apple's public relations agency, Regis McKenna, among 
their other toils, collects all the stories and mentions of Apple 
and competitors printed in newspapers and magazines. A clip
ping service in Arizona was hired by McKenna to do the enor
mous task of flipping through mountains of periodicals, both 
foreign and domestic. 

The clippings are sent to Regis McKenna where they're Xe
roxed and then sent over to Apple. Once they're at Apple, the 
clippings have to be routed to the proper managers, supervi
sors, and executives. The whole process can take up to eight 
weeks and is somewhat inefficient. 

There are already ten to fifteen newspapers available on 
telecommunications networks like the Source and Compu
Serve. Soon there should be hundreds, in addition to maga
zines and even books. An electronic clipping service would pull 
those items relating to Apple Computer and put them in 
storage. 

With an intelligent photocopier it would be possible to digi
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tize articles from magazines and send them over modem to 
any Apple employee who should desire such a thing. A manag
er in Dallas could call up with a request and, in a matter of 
minutes, he would have the whole article, more or less how it 
looked when originally published. 

Vermilion's grand scheme would include a catalog of em
ployees on disk that would indicate what kinds of clippings go 
to each one. When items came in they would be coded and a 
program would automatically send them to all the right 
people. 

None of this has happened yet, but Vermilion is very 

pleased with the response he's gotten from Apple. With 3,100 
employees, some are bound to be unsatisfied. Most are like 
Vermilion, excited and happy. 

The public relations department on the whole uses Apples 
for many things. The process of putting out a press release 
alone is usually complicated enough to warrant a headache or 
two. The PR department writes up the initial copy which is 
sent to the department that it concerns for verification. The 
finished release is sent to Regis McKenna, who'll use it as 
background data for dealing with the media. 

McKenna has recently been outfitted with Apples, modem, 
and Micro-Courier to speed up the process. What could take al
most a week of physically routing paper, now takes a day or 
less. 

Renee Olson, manager of community affairs and internal 
communication, as well as a writer of technical publicity, says 
that without the Apple her work would take twenty times as 
long. 

Olson's boss, manager of consumer programs Phil Roybal, 
uses Apple III Business Graphics and VisiCalc to track bud
gets. Everywhere you look, Apples are lurking. 

Where There Are Sounds of Silence. Building a large com
pany involves a myriad of details, some of which must come 
later than others. Fairly crucial parts of the company orga
nism are often undernourished until the most important parts 
are healthy. 

Information is the major commodity of the new age and Ap
ple exists because it's in the business of information handling. A 
central knowledge-gathering organ for use by all Apple em
ployees will become increasingly important in the hectic years 
ahead. 

About six months ago Apple hired on Monica Ertel as the 
corporate librarian. They gave her an office and told her to 
start putting together a collection of computer books and 
periodicals. Ertel has a masters degree in library science and 
has organized libraries for several large companies, including 
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can make a lot ofpies. 

And charts. And graphs. 

Introducing the New Personal 
Computer Plotter from 
Hewlett-Packard 

Now you can use your Apple® com
puter to generate your own presentation 
charts, graphs, and pie charts. How? 
Simply add on the new high 
quality, low cost HP 7470A 
Personal Computer 
Plotter. 

The 7470A helps you 
save time, save money, and, '-' 
lets you communicate quickly, accu
rately and effectively. 

, 

Count on it. 
The 7470A is built the Hewlett

Packard way. To last. Designed and 
engineered with only a few parts , none 
of which require adjustment. And with 

customized integrated circuits 
that ensure reliability. 

Pen Pals. 
The HP 7470A has 

~ two single-pen stables 
that output multi-color plots in 

your choice of ten coordinated colors. Pens 
are automatically capped and stored. 

-----=-=--~ 
The eye is faster. 
Data, when visualized graphically, becomes informa

tion fast. Charts and bar graphs can make any presenta
tion clearer and more readily understood. But asking your 
staff to produce the graphics 
for your next presentation 
doesn't ensure accuracy or 
artistic talent. And going to 
outside suppliers can be 
costly. Combined with your 
Apple® computer, the new 
HP 7470A plotter does the 
communicating for you. 
Quickly. Logically. And with 
off-the-shelf software. 

Fast and pretty. 
The 7470A gives you high plotting speed with excellent 

line quality ... faster than any competitive small plotter. 
On top of all that, it comes in an attractive design 
package that looks nice on your desk. And it does it 
for only $1,550. (U.S.A. domestic suggested retail price.) 

An option you'll want, too. 
For only $95, you can also get a 17057 Overhead 

Transparency Kit that turns your plots into transpar
encies for overhead projectors. For "I need it tomorrow 
at 9:00 A.Ml" meetings, it's a necessity. 

Start plotting your next presentation today. 
Clip and mail the coupon below. Now. 

Mail the coupon below and we'll send you-absolutely 
free-a sample plot, a more detailed brochure, and a 
sample overhead transparency. 

Then ... stop in at your nearest Hewlett-Packard 
Dealer. See the HP 7470A in action. Once you see it 
demonstrated you'll find a hundred ways to make your 
own Apple® pies. And charts. And graphs. 

When performance must be measured by results 

F//pi HEWLETT 
a:J.:a PACKARD 

~------------------------~
I Seeing is believing. Send me a sample plot, an overhead transparency, and more detailed information. I
I I
Name Title 

I Company I 
Address ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

I City, State & Zip I 
1~~, II Send to: Hewlett-Packard, 16399 W. Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127-Attn: Nancy Carter I _________________________... 

• Apple is the registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 11202 ST-6 • 
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Acurex, Memorex, and SRI. 
"At Memorex it was very slow at the beginning. I had to 

shop for customers. At Apple it's been a different thing alto
gether. People here are information oriented. They're already 
familiar with on-line data services and are capable of having a 
dialogue with an information system." 

Apples are used in the library for just about everything but 
putting the books on the shelf. Robotics may fix that in a decade or 
so. 

With the help of Datalog, an electronic card catalog pro
gram, the Apple III hooked up to Profile takes the place of a 
traditional card catalog. Circulation records are kept up-to
date using Datalog as well. 

It takes a matter of seconds to determine who has checked 
out a particular book or periodical, when it is due, and how 

11111111~ 11111111 


monica ErtC!I 
Corporate? Librarian 

much it costs to replace. Lists containing the total amount of 
books circulating and who has them can be generated easily. 

With Access III, Ertel and library technical assistant 
Rosanne Macek make interlibrary loans to and from thou
sands of other libraries. Stanford and Lockheed offer database 
services that include catalogs from many collections across 
the country. Books can be looked for by author, title, subject 

matter, or ISBN number. 
Paper'? Ah, We Don't Need No Stinking Paper. The actual 

exchange of materials with other libraries goes on in the usual 
fashion, by U.S. mail. The day will come, hopefully soon, when 
the complete magazine article or book can be easily obtained 
directly from a remote location. Ertel dreams of the day when 
there will be no paper in the library. Everything will be gotten 
through and stored in the computer. 

Ertel and Macek keep a list on Apple Writer of Apple em
ployees who regularly request certain magazines. When the 
latest issue of, say, Call-A.P.P.L.E. comes in, the list is polled 
for all the requests. The interested employees are then sent a 
Photostated copy of the table of contents. 

Journals are not often circulated out of the library, but a 
phone call or letter to the library garners Photostated copies o( 
specific articles. This whole process could benefit from elec
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tronic mail. With Access III and Micro-Courier there would be 
a lot less phone-calling and photocopying. 

Macek works with Personal Filing System to keep track of 
purchasing and book orders. Libraries have to keep on budget 
like everybody else. It is important to determine how best to 
spend your money before you actually spend it. 

Located temporarily in the building affectionately called 
Big Bub, the library is a mile or so from the main hub of ac· 
tivity at Apple. This means fewer people are dropping by to 
browse in person, but all the other services are booming. 
Sometime soon the library will move over to the Bandley Two; 
Ertel "can't wait to get back to civilization." 

Electronic mail is used for sending short library messages. 
It's a funny thing, but according to Ertel, there is some lazi
ness on the part of some Apple employees. "They forget to 
check their mail boxes." The whole idea is so new that even 
people working in a high-tech company are not used to it yet." 

One thing that Ertel would like to see happen, but she is not 
sure just when that might be, is a collection of software. At this 
point, there isn't even a centralized collection of Apple's own 
software. The employee store offers Apple software at cost, in 
conjunction with the loan-to-own-progTam, but the store is a 
good half hour away by car from Cupertino. 

A software collection and getting actual articles on-line 
from other libraries are the two main improvements that Ertel 
would like to see. For the moment, the library at Apple is gTOW· 
ing, striving to meet the information needs of an gTowing in
formation company. 

Where Beautiful Downtown Cupertino Presents. Every big 
company should have a library and every big company should 
have a newspaper. Apple has its house organ; it's called Apple 
Times. No one has mentioned a radio station yet, but let's not 
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be hasty. 
In the April issue of Apple Times there is an article about 

the personal computer systems (PCS) division publications de
partment. These are the folks that write software manuals and 
they use Apples all through the process. 

According to the article, manuals are written in four stages 
starting with the document design. Project members review 
the first, or "alpha" draft of the manual and their comments 
may affect the product itself as well as the second, or "beta" 
draft of the documentation. 

Selected individuals and outside companies review the be
ta draft. Once again, comments bring about a few changes that 
the writer incorporates into the final draft. This final draft is 
checked thoroughly by an editor in the PCS division publica
tions department. 

Manuals start out as Pascal text files, each containing all or 
part of a chapter. The files are run through Apple's text for
matting program Script. This prints all the files as one contin
uous draft with space for illustrations, page numbers, and cor
rectly positioned section titles. The completed manual is 
printed out on a Qume printer, sent to graphics for paste-up, 
ahd finally to a local printer. 

Try as you might, there's no denying hindsight. Products 
often go through corrections and changes once they're on the 
market. The manual update group uses the Apple III and Ac
cess III to tap the mainframes and produce addenda, errata 
sheets, and other revisions. 

Typesetting is accomplished with a Compugraphic ma
chine that accepts Pascal text files. Formatting commands 
imbedded in the text instruct the Compugraphic's typesetting 
activities. It saves time in proofreading because the process 
uses the author's diskette files rather than re-keyboarded 
copy. 

The Apple Times is produced in this fashion . . Editor Judy 
Ann Christensen uses Apple Writer to compose articles and 
then converts them to Pascal. After that the Compugraphic 
machine does its stuff. 

Christensen works at home one or two days a month and 
works odd hours at Apple, whenever the writing mood strikes. 
"You'd be surprised at the number of people still here at 11 
p .m ." 

Although she really wanted to be a freelance writer, Chris
tensen found Apple "a better deal." Nevertheless, she writes 
an occasional article for an outside magazine and truly appre
ciates the generosity of Apple. Bonuses, in the guise of "au
thor incentive," are given to any employee who is published. 

"What I got from Apple was about four times what the 
magazine paid me ." 

Where the Sphinx Keeps Its Secrets. It's safe to say that Ap
ple's current product line will not dominate the office equip
ment market of the future. That's current product line. 

A perfectly normal-looking building is the home of future 
products. Few people hear about what goes on in there; indus
trial espionage is not a casual threat. 

We haven't delved into hardware and software develop
ment and how Apple uses Apples in these areas. Rest assured, 
they're used, but how and for what purpose must remain a 
mystery. 

Not terribly surprising is the fact that Apple uses Apples all 
throughout the company . It's good advertising to practice what 
you preach. 

The surprising thing is how well the technology works when 
put through such rigorous tests . The Apple III, in particular, is 
depended on for so many things. Apple is a smoothly-run com
pany and their own products are a major reason why. 

The uncertain economic climate of the future makes con
ducting business even more of a gamble than usual. Increas
ing office productivity must occur if American companies are 
going to survive against foreign competition and the high cost 
of survival itself. 

Each company's Promised Land may or may not have an 
Apple computer in it. Nonetheless, there's at least one compa
ny that uses them a lot and has found them reliable tools of the 
information age. JI 

ASSEMBLY LINES: 
THE BOOK 

For months we've been telling you Roger Wogn~r's Assembly Lines: The Book is greot. 
We've been telling you it'll moke your Apple's 6502 jump up, spit in the oir, ond donce 
oround like Jomes Brown. 

But don't toke our word for it. The outhor himself in the introduction soys it more 
eloquently thon we ever could. 

"This book does not ottempt to cover every ospect of mochine longuoge progrom
ming. It does, however, provide the necessory informotion ond guidonce to ollow even 
o somewhot inexperienced person to leorn mochine longuoge in o minimum of time. 
You should find the text ond exomples quite reodoble, without being overwhelmed by 
technicol jorgon or too much moteriol being presented ot once." 

Loops, bronches, COUT, poddles, oddressing modes, the stock, shift operotors, logi
col operotors: Wogner covers them oll in Assembly Lines : The Book. 

$19.95 gets you more thon 270 poges of grophs, listings, ond exercises. Written in o 
style Wogner hod fifteen months to polish in the poges of Softolk, Assembly Lines: The 
Book is o must for onyone serious obout leorning mochine longuoge progromming on 
the Apple II. 

Assembly Lines: The Book is ovoiloble of finer computer stores ocross the country or di
rectly from Softolk. If you order from Softolk, pleose odd $1.50 for shipping ond 
hondling. 

Colifornio residents odd 6 percent soles tox. 

Send order with poyment to: 
·softolk Book 
11021 Mognolio Boulevord 
North Hollywood, CA 91601. 

Deoler inquiries invited . 
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Welcome to the Symposium for June. After your expe
rience with ED.COM last month in the alteration of the source 
file for Digital Research's program DUMP.ASM, you are 
ready to put that work to use by assembling the program with 
ASM.COM, the subject of this month's column. Those of you 
who have not had the opportunity to work in assembly lan
guage may not have a clear grasp of just what these terms 
mean, so we'll take a few paragraphs to cover the basics. 

Most of you know that the heart of a microcomputer is its 
microprocessor. It is this unit that performs most of the work 
in the system. Although there are many such processors, the 
three of concern to us are the 6502, the Apple's primary pro
cessor; the Z-80, the processor used on the SoftCard; and the 
8080, the processor CP/M was written to run on and for which 
the standard CP/M utilities were designed. The fact that the Z· 
80 was designed to execute code written for the 8080 is the rea
son that many CP/M products are still distributed in 8080 form, 
since that way they will be compatible with systems having ei
ther processor. 

Each processor is designed by its manufacturer to recog
nize and respond to a certain set of numeric codes. Each of 
these codes corresponds to a specific instruction or operation; 
consequently, the set of codes for a processor is called its in
struction set. By arranging the instructions in various ways we 
can create programs that cause the processor to perform use
ful functions. Since these programs are made up of the nu
meric instruction codes executed by the machine, the pro
grams are said to be written in machine language and are 
sometimes called machine code or object code. 

Although the processor responds to these numeric codes, 
we humans need something much more descriptive. While it is 
possible for us to program using only numbers, a set of char· 
acter representations or words that sound like the operation 
they describe make life much simpler. Such words in the field 
of assembly language are called mnemonics. The 8080 mne
monics JNZ, for Jump if condition is Non-Zero, and SCF, for Set 
Carry Flag, for example, are far easier to remember and use 
than the hexadecimal numbers C2 and 37. 

Each microprocessor manufacturer publishes a list of in
struction mnemonics corresponding to the processor's in
struction set. Volume I of the SoftCard manual contains a list 
of the Intel 8080 mnemonics, a long with brief descriptions of 
the operations performed. Obviously, though, some method of 
translation is needed to create the numeric machine instruc· 
tions from the mnemonics. This is where the special utility pro
grams called assemblers come in, performing this translation 
in a process called assembly. 

The other primary function of assemblers is to allow the 
substitution of names-called labels or symbols-for actual ad· 
dresses and data during the creation of a source file. This is a 
critical facility, since a great many machine instructions ref· 
erence memory locations in their execution, whether to load or 
store data from or to the address, to jump to an address, or to 
perform some operation on the data at an address. Without this 
substitution fea ture, all of the address references and other in
formation would have to be figured out by hand before typing 
in the program since m any, if not most, are within the pro

gram itself. Also, once completed, a program would have to be 
extensively rewritten if even a single instruction were added or 
if the starting address were changed. 

An assembler source file is said to be completely relocat
able, since when you change the address that tells the assem
bler where to start the program, the assembler will calculate 
the addresses of the various labels and install them wherever 
they are later referenced. In the same way that the instruc· 
tions and features of Basic go together to form the Basic lan
guage, the mnemonics and features of assemblers go together 
to form assembly language. And just as with Basic, which 
comes in many varieties, there are many kinds of assemblers, 
each with greater or fewer features and different ways of han· 
dling the same essential function. 

Nearly all assemblers operate in a similar manner; they 
act on a text file (called the source file) that contains mne
monic instructions, labels, and symbols to produce an object 
code file that is executable by the processor. Different assem
blers carry out this process somewhat differently-some in a 
series of stages that use special linking or loading programs
but the general principles are the same. Although some pseudo 
or mini assemblers require typing in the mnemonics and ac
tual addresses directly into the memory locations at which 
they will run (as with the A option of DDT.COM), suffice it to 
say that a true assembler deals in files and has label and sym
bol substitution capabilities. 

There is one other factor all assemblers share; it is the use 
of pseudo-ops. The term pseudo-op, which is derived from the 
fact that processor instructions are often called op-codes, re· 
fers to mnemonics that are actually directives to the assem· 
bier itself, rather than processor instructions. Pseudo-ops are 
used in cases where something must be done that does not in
volve the processor, such as having the assembler place data 
into a program to be used by the program at run time, or tell
ing the assembler where in memory you wish a program to 
run. Typically, the number of pseudo-ops is in proportion to the 
versatility of the assembler itself. The statements, then, that 
comprise a specific assembler's version of assembly language 
are made up of the processor op-codes and the assembier pseu
do-ops. A description of the allowed ASM pseudo-ops follows: 

ORG xxxx Sets start oddress op-codes or data that follow to xxxx . 
END xxxx lndicotes progrom end. If xxxx present, it indicotes thot the first 

instruction al the progrom is ot xxxx. 
yyyy EQU xxxx Used ta set o label er symbol yyyy to volue xxxx. Once defined, 

yyyy may not be redefined to o new volue. 
yyyy SET xxxx Has same function as EQU but unlike EQU, yyyy moy be rede

fined later in the pragrom with onother SET. 
IF x Begin conditionol ossembly, that is, test volue or expression x. If 

true, assemble the op-codes that fallow until ENDIF encountered. If 
folse, ignore same statements. 

ENDIF End canditianal assembly. 
DB x Define byte(s) x. x may be numbers, symbols er ASCII doto in 

quotes. Volues corresponding to x will be ploced in memory. Any 
number cf volues may follow seporated by commos. 

DW x Define word(s) x. Same as DB, except two byte volues. 
DS x Define x bytes cf space. 

With the exception of the conditional assembly capability, it 
would be hard to find an assembler that did not include the 
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pseudo-ops just described, since they are probably the mini
mum number needed to make the assembler a useful tool. In 
actuality, though, if you're just starting out in assembly lan
guage, a simpler assembler like ASM is best, since it allows 
you to do almost everything without adding the confusion of the 
extra bells and whistles. The discussion of ASM found in Vol
ume I of the SoftCard manual is brief, but gives a good over· 
view of the terminology used in assembly language and of the 
function of ASM under certain stated conditions. It is recom
mended that you familiarize yourself with this section and the 
instruction-set description before proceeding. A tutorial-type 
text on 8080 programming would be of value to you as well. 

ASM.COM is a relocating 8080 assembler that uses Intel 
mnemonics and produces an intermediate file in the Intel hex 
format that is then converted to object code with a loader 
called LOAD.COM. The machine instructions it generates will 
be executable on the SoftCard Z80, but since it is an 8080 as
sembler, it will not be able to take advantage of any of the ex
tra Z80 features. For that reason, you can assume that you are 
dealing with an 8080 environment, and in addition to the 8080 
op-codes, you will be limited to the following registers and in
ternal processor structure. 

To simplify matters, there are only seven discrete parts to 
the processor we will discuss. They are: The accumulator (A]; 
The flag byte [FB] ; The program counter [PC] ; The stack 
pointer (SP]; The HL register pair (HL]; The DE register pair 
(DE]; The BC register pair [BC] . In order, their characteris
tics follow: 

[A] This unit is an eight-bit register . It is where one of the 
operands used in any arithmetic or logical operation must re
side and where the result of that operation will be placed. Free 
movement of eight-bit values may be made between [A] and 
any other general purpose register or memory location, and 
values not exceeding eight bits may be placed into it directly 
(called immediate moves). 

[FB] This unit is an eight-bit register that does not contain 
data per se, but rather consists of eight single-bit flags (only 
five are actually defined) that change based on the operation 
just completed by the processor. Typically, operations per
formed in (A] affect the flags based on the result. The flags are 
sign, zero, aux., carry, parity, and carry. The only two we're 
concerned with are zero and carry. If, after an operation af
fecting it, the result left in [A] is 00, then the zero flag is set to 1; 
if not, then the zero flag is reset to 0. Note that it is not affected 
by load operations. The carry flag is used during arithmetic 
operations to indicate overflow of binary calculations into the 
ninth bit position (borrow and carry). It is also used in rotate 
instructions (where all bits in [A] are shifted left or right) to 
hold the bit that is shifted out and to supply the bit to be shifted 
in. [A] and [FB] from a sixteen-bit unit called the processor 
status word [PSW]. 

[PC] This sixteen-bit unit contains the memory address of 
the next instruction to be fetched and executed by the proces
sor. Based on the length of the instruction (predefined by the 
manufacturer), it is incremented to where the next instruction 
should be each time the current instruction is completed. With 
a few exceptions, it is not directly accessible to the program
mer. 

[SP] This sixteen-bit unit contains the memory address of 
the processor's next stack location. The stack is where regis
ter data, return addresses, and such are stored when there is 
need to preserve them during subsequent operations. [PC] is 
stored there, for example, when calls to subroutines are made, 
so that at the end of the subroutine, a return instruction will 
pull the old [PC] contents out of the stack and place them back 
in [PC] . Execution will then continue where it left off. Although 
[SP] cannot be said to be a general purpose register, its con
tents are under the control of the programmer so the stack can 
be relocated to a different area if desired. All other register 
contents, including those of [PSW], can be placed on the stack 
using PUSH instructions and retrieved using POP instruc
tions. 

[HL] This sixteen-bit unit is a general purpose sixteen-bit 
register which can also be treated as two eight-bit registers

[HJ and [L]. Operations done between registers are much fast
er and shorter than between registers and memory locations, 
and therefore movement of data between registers is prefer
able. Also, since addresses are always sixteen-bit numbers, us
ing the sixteen-bit register instructions is preferable when ad
dresses must be calculated or otherwise manipulated. 

[DE] This sixteen-bit unit is functionally the same as [HL], 
with the exception that it cannot be used for certain kinds of 
load operations. Those are not of interest to us here. 

[BC] This sixteen-bit unit is functionally the same as [DE] . 
For our purposes, the description just given, though incom

lete, is sufficient. Now that we have defined the basics and you 
have familiarized yourself with the ASM documentation, we 
can begin to examine what we did last month in our modifica
tions to DUMP.ASM. We said that we would functionally 
change the program in three ways: we would make it recog
nize whether it was in a forty or an eighty column environ
ment and format its output accordingly; we would cause it to 
separate the address from the data with a colon; and we would 
cause two blank lines to be printed to separate 128-byte rec
ords. 

The first change, forty versus eighty columns, is by far the 
largest and most complex change; we'll examine it first. In 
this and our other changes, refer to the listing shown in figure 
1. Line numbers referenced will be those running down the left 
margin. Note the preceding 0 and trailing H whenever we spec
ify a hexadecimal number in the column. This is the normal 
notation with 8080/ ZSO assemblers to specify hexadecimal 
numbers and it's a good idea to get used to it. Most assemblers 
default to decimal for numeric constants and require an ex
plicit H for hex and B for binary if you wish to input in those 
forms . The preceding o is needed because when he numbers 
have A,B,C,D,E, or Fas the first digit, the assembler needs a 
way to determine whether it is a number or a label. 

DUMP's normal operation is to open the named file, read in 
its contents and then take each numeric byte and translate it 
into two ASCII characters to be output to the screen. DUMP 
also keeps track of the relative address of the byte (beginning at 
OOOOH) and prints this address every sixteen bytes. The prob
lem with DUMP for the Apple is that many SoftCard owners 
still use their forty-column Apple screen, and since sixteen dis
played bytes (32 characters plus spaces plus addresses) ex· 
ceeds forty characters, the output wraps around and gets hard 
to read. 

To correct this problem, we first need to determine wheth
er a terminal or eighty-column board is installed in the Apple. 
This is made easier by the fact that SoftCard CP/M requires 
such devices to be in slot 3 and only slot 3. As discussed in pre
vious columns, SoftCard maintains a slot-type table in the 1/ 0 
Configuration Block. The value of the card in a particular slot 
can be found at OF3B8H +slot number, or OF3BBH for slot 3, 
and will be one greater than the type number found on page 1-2 
of Volume I of the SoftCard manual. Since, for the purposes of 
this program, we can assume that any serial card, com card, 
or newer type-6 firmware card in slot three is an eighty-col
umn device, we really only need to exclude values of 00, (no 
card), or 05 (Apple parallel printer card). Once the presence 
or absence of a card is determined, we need program state
ments to test the environment for the number of columns and 
then, if it is forty, break the output of bytes when that line's 
byte count reaches eight. At that point, we will output a Car
riage Return/Linefeed (CRLF) sequence and also print suffi
cient spaces so that we start the second eight bytes immedi
ately under the first. 

Implementing this first step requires that we examine the 
slot-types table and set up a data location within the program 
(called a flag) that will be set to OOH if forty columns, or OFFH 
if eighty columns when execution begins. It will be easier if we 
can refer to the flags as labels or symbols, so we will define the 
label SLT3 to be equal to OF3BBH using the EQU pseudo-op in 
line 16 and set up the flag location with the label FLAG using 
the DS pseudo-op in line 247. Now we can use SLT3 and FLAG 
in future instructions to reference these addresses . We will do 
this now in lines 52 through 60 where we examine the slot type 
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table a nd set up the FLAG data area. These nine instructions 
perform the following logical sequence of operations. 

1. LDA SLT 3 [A] is loaded from memory location SLT3. 
2. ORA A A logical OR is done between the value in [A] 

a nd itself. This has no effect on that value since any binary 
number OR'd with an equal binary number results in no 
change. It is used here because ORA affects the zero flag in 
[FB]. If the value is 00, then the zero flag will be set. 

3. JZ COIAO This op-code causes a jump to the indicated 
la bel (line 57) if the zero flag is set, i.e. , no card in slot 3. 

4. SUI 5 This instruction subtracts 5 from the value in [A]. 
The result will set or reset the zero bit based on the result. 
Since we wish to do forty-column output only if the value in 
SLT3 is 00 or 05, this instruction tests the remaining case. 

5. JNZ ONWRD This op-code causes a jump to the indi
cated label (line 59 if the zero flag is not set. If the value was 
not 05, the result will be nonzero and the jump will occur. 

6. MVI A,O This instruction, with the label COIAO:, is 
where we go if we have a forty-column environment. Here we 
load [A] with 00, since MVI A,O stands for Mo Ve Immediate 00 
into [A]. 

7. DB 1 This pseudo-op places an OlH into memory at this 
point in the program. Its purpose is to install the numeric op
code for LXI B into the program without defining the two bytes 
which would have to follow if we used the LXI B mnemonic, a 
sixteen-bit load of[BCJ with the two bytes that follow. As such it 
is a programming "trick" and should probably not be used 
here. However, it is a way to save space and is mentioned only 
for that possible value. Its effect in this case is to load the next 
two bytes (which form instruction #8 below) as data into [BC] 
rather than execute them as an instruction. Effectively, this is 
a way to skip over them with a single byte rather than using a 
separate jump instruction that takes three bytes. 

8. MVI A,OFFH This two byte instruction, with the label 
ONWRD:, loads [A] with OFFH, indicating an eighty-column 
device in slot 3. It is this instruction that gets skipped by the 
LXI B above if we were in forty columns and already loaded 
[A] with 00. 

9. STA FLAG This op-code STores the contents of [A] in the 
data location FLAG, and sets our flag location to either 00 for 
forty or OFFH for eighty columns . 

Now that we've set up our flag, we can check it at any time 
during program execution to see what our environment is. We 
now go on to make the modifications to perform forty-column 
output if required. We do this starting at line 76 and proceed
ing for seventeen instructions through line 92. Originally, the 
DUMP program at this point checked the address counter 
([HL]-high-order byte in [HJ, low in [L]) to see if sixteen 
bytes had been printed. If not, a jump to the label NONUM: at 
line 108 was performed and execution continued outputting the 
next byte. If sixteen bytes had been printed (i.e., the low four 
bits of register [L] = OOOOB), then a new address was printed on 
a new line and the process continued. We need to also test for 
eight bits printed, so we 'll continue to test for the low four bits 
being 0, but this time we 'll branch to the new address code if it 
is zero, rather than branching over the new address code if it is 
not. We'll then put our test for the eighth byte printed immedi
ately after that test and if so, perform our own line break. If 
not, we'll simply proceed to NONUM: as normal. The pro
gram flow is as follows. 

1. JZ SKIP The instruction before this leaves the low four 
bits of [L] in [A] and affects the zero flag based on their con
tents. This op-code then causes a jump to SKIP: (line 94) if 
the zero flag is set, meaning we've printed sixteen bytes. 

2. MOV C,A This op-code MOVes the contents of [A] into 
[CJ and is done to save them while we use [A] in the next phase. 

3. LDA FLAG Here we load [A] with our forty /eighty-col
umn flag. 

4. ORA A We now OR it to affect the zero flag. 
5. JNZ NONUM If the zero flag is not set here, then we 

a r e in eighty-column mode and therefore should go on to 
NONUM: (line 108) to continue printing all sixteen bytes on a 
single line . 

6. MOV A,C If we get here, then we are in forty-column 

mode and must apply our eight-bytes-printed test. This op-code1 

moves the contents of [CJ into [A], putting the original value : 
back. 

7. CPI 08H This instruction, meaning ComPare Immedi
ate the contents of [A] with the value following (eight in this 
case), essentially subtracts eight from [A], affecting the zero 
flag; but, unlike SUI, does not store the result in [A], thereby ' 
preserving it. Since [A] still contains the low four bits of [L] and 
is a count of the number of bytes printed, the zero flag will be 
set if we have printed eight. 

8. JNZ NONUM If the zero flag is not set, then we need to 
continue printing, and so should jump to NONUM: (line 108). 

9. CALL CRLF If we are here, then we have printed eight 
bytes and need to output a CRLF sequence. This instruction , 
will cause a jump to the label CRLF: (line 143), but also put the · 
address following it on the stack so that when the CRLF rou
tine finishes, the RETurn instruction will cause us to continue · 
at instruction ten below (line 85). 

10. PUSH H This op-code causes the contents of [HL] to be ' 
placed on the stack, saving the address, while we use [HL]. 

11. MVI L,5 This MoVe Immediate instruction places a , 
value of 5 in [L] as a counter for printing five spaces, to line up 1 

the second eight bytes with the first, i.e., past the address and l 
colon. 

12. MVI A,' ' This instruction at label PRSPC: moves the · 
value of an ASCII space (the character between the quotes) 
into [A] so that we can print it. 

13. CALL PCHAR This instruction calls the PCHAR: sub- · 
routine (line 135) that prints the character in [A] and returns. 

14. DCR L This op-code DeCRements the contents of [L] re
ducing the space counter by one and sets the zero flag if O. 

15. JNZ PRSPC If the counter's nonzero, we jump to 
PRSPC: (line 87) and continue printing spaces. 

16. POP H This op-code retrieves the original contents of 
[HL] now that we are through using [L] as a counter. 

17. JMP NONUM Since we are now ready to continue · 
printing the remainder of the sixteen bytes (having finished 
breaking the line), this instruction causes a jump to NONUM: 
(line 108), skipping the code which prints a new address (at la
bel SKIP:). 

This completes the modifications for our first functional 
change and the program will now deal with a forty-column en
vironment. Our next step will be to install the change that 
prints the colon after the address. This is done with two in· 
structions at lines 106 and 107 as follows: 

1. MVI A,':' This instruction does a Mo Ve Immediate of 
the ASCII value for colon into [A]. 

2. CALL PCHAR This is a call to the print-character sub
routine that prints the value in [A] to the screen. 

These two instructions are inserted at the end of the print 
address code so that each time the address is printed, they too 
will be executed. 

Our final functional change involves printing two blank 
lines after the printing of each 128 bytes. To do this we will 
have to install code to test the address low-order byte to see if it 
is 00 or 80H, since this byte increments from 00 to 7FH for the 
first 128 bytes and from 80H to OFFH for the second. If we are 
at a 128-byte boundary, we will do two CRLF sequences prior 
to printing the normal CRLF and the address. The easiest 
place to implement the test is at the subroutine CRLF: that 
prints the CRLF sequence at the end of each line. The test com
prises five new instructions that are placed ahead of the nor
mal CRLF: code at lines 143 through 147. We will leave the 
CRLF: label in front of the test so that it is executed every time 
the subroutine is called and will create a new label CRLFl: at 
the old code so that we can call it ourselves from within our 
new code. The instructions are as follows : 

1. MOV A,L This op-code MOVes the contents of [L] (the 
low order address byte) into [A] so we can test its value . 

2. ORA A This op-code is performed this time not to set the 
zero flag, but to clear the carry flag to O, which it always does. · 
This is to prepare for the next instruction. 

3. RAL This op-code has the effect of shifting every bit in 
[A] 1 position left. The leftmost bit goes into the carry flag and . 
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the contents of the carry flag go into the rightmost bit of [A] . 
The effect here is that if the value in [A] is either 80H or 00, this 
will produce 00 in [A]. This is due to the fact that since OOH is 
OOOOOOOOB and 80H is lOOOOOOOB, shifting one bit left will pro
duce OOOOOOOOB, providing the carry flag was Owhen the shift 
was done . Now the reason for the ORA earlier to zero the car
ry flag becomes clear. 

4. ORA A This op-code will now set the zero flag if (A] con
tains oo, meaning that [A] was originally 00 or 80H. Any other 
value would have left (1) bits in [A] after the rotate. 

5. JZ P2 This instruction causes a jump to P2: (line 1!'.i6) to 
print the extra CRLFs, if the zero bit is set. If not, execution· 
continues at CRLFl: immediately after this instruction to 
print a single CRLF as it did before. 

This completes the test and the only modification remain
ing is the addition of code to print the extra two CRLFs. Since 
the old CRLF code was a subroutine called by the main pro
gram, the RET op-code at the end of it caused program control 
to return to the main program when the CRLF was printed. 
Now our new test code checks for whether one or three CRLFs 
need to be printed. If one, the old CRLF code is executed just 
like it used to be. If three, then we need to execute this code 
three times. We do this by treating the old CRLF code as a sub
routine of our new code. This is done with three instructions at 
lines 100, 1!'.i7, and 158 by simply calling the old CRLF code 
(now CRLFl: ) twice for the extra CRLFs and then finally do
ing a jump to that same code to print the normal CRLF. The 
last instruction is a jump so that the RET at the end of CRLFl: 
will return to the main program instead of our P2 : subroutine. 
The same thing could have been done by calling the code three 
times 1md putting a RET at the end of P2: , but this would have 
taken an extra byte. 

Now that all modifications have been made, we are ready 
to run the source file through ASM and create our HEX and 
PRN files. The command structure for ASM is very simple and 
easy to use. There are only two forms of the command: 

ASM filename, or 
ASM filename.parms, where parms are the assembly pa

rameters. 

The first form will assemble a file on the logged drive of the 
name filename.ASM and create two files, fi lename.HEX and 
filename.PRN. The .HEX file is the object code in a special 
structure called Intel hex format. It is this file that is later used 
with LOAD to create the actual object code in a .COM file. The 
.PRN file is a listing file containing the source code, the ad
dresses, and object code, as well as error codes for lines that 
generate errors. Note that you cannot assemble a file that does 
not have a .ASM file extension, since any other extension you 
place after the filename will be treated as parameters. 

The parameters allowed with ASM.COM are also very sim
ple. These three characters represent the parameters for the 
source file, the .HEX file, and the .PRN file in that order. They 
can be drive designators (for SoftCard CP/M these are limited 
to A through F), in which case they are the drive to get the 
source file from and the drive to write the .HEX and .PRN files 
to, respectively. In the case of the .HEX file, it can also be the 
letter Z which will cause the .HEX file not to be generated. 
There are two special characters for the .PRN file-Z, which 
suppresses the .PRN file the same as it does for the .HEX file, 
and X which causes the .PRN file to be sent to the terminal 
rather than to a disk file. You should note that the ASM com
mand scanner will read parameters until it encounters a 
space, at which time it will assume it has them all. For this 
reason the parameters AZ will process normally-source file 
taken from A:, .HEX file suppressed, and .PRN file on the 
logged drive. A Z, however, will take the source from A: but 
will not suppress the .PRN file. This is because it never saw the 
Z, due to the space between it and the A. 

Errors during assembly result in a single-letter error code 
and in the line containing the error being printed on the 
screen. These error codes are listed on pages 3-114 and 3-11!'.i of 
the SoftCard manual, with the exception of the error code S, 
which was left out of both Microsoft's documentation and early 
Digital Research ASM manuals as well. The S means syntax 
error and results from misspelled op-codes, MVO instead of 
MOV, for instance, or from bad characters in the source file. 

Once you have assembled the DUMP.ASM program, you 
can now use LOAD.COM to convert the DUMP.HEX file to an 
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64: LXI '· H,O ;START WITH 0000 
executable D UMP.COM file . This is done by simply typing 65: 

LOAD DUMP. Note that there must be a DUMP.HEX file on 66: GLOOP: 


the logged disk or you must preface the name DUMP by the 67: PUSH H ;SAVE LINE POSITION 

68: CALL GNBdri\·e letter that the file is on, as in LOAD B:DUMP. Once 
69: POP H ;RECALL LINE POSITIONLOAD ha s finished saving the new .COM file, try running it. 
70: JC FINIS ;CARRY SET BY GNB IF END FILEThe fo r mat for DUMP is: DUMP filename.ext 71: MOY B,A

If you encounter problems, go back and check your work 72: PRINT HEX VALUES 
against the listing in this column and reassemble. Remember, 73: CHECK FOR LINE FOLD 
just because there are no errors during assembly is no guar 74: MOY A,L 
a ntee the program will do what you want. 75: ANI OFH ;CHECK LOW 4 BITS 

SoftCard snafu: On page 193 of April's SoftCard, in the 76: JZ SKIP ;READY FOR NEW ADDRESS 

fourth line, first paragraph, column two, "SAVE 1 77: MOY C,A ;SAVE ACCUMULATOR 
78: LDA FLAG ;40 OR 80 COLUMNS? BOOT.COM" should have read, "SAVE 2 BOOT.COM." 
79: ORA A ;SET ZERO FLAG IF ZERO 
80: JNZ NONUM ;IF NON-ZERO IT'S 80 

l : FILE DUMP PROGRAM, READS INPUT FILE, PRINTS IN HEX 81 : MOY A,C ;IT'S 40, GET ACCUMULATOR 
2: 	 82: CPI 08H ;IF WE'VE PRINTED 8, WE'RE AT HALF LINE 
3: COPYRIGHT (C) 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978 BY 	 83: JNZ NONUM ;ZERO FLAG TELLS US IF IT IS 08 
4: DIGITAL RESEARCH 	 84: CALL CRLF ;OTHERWISE WE NEED TO GO TO NEXT LIN 
5: BOX 579, PACIFIC GROVE, CA 93950 	 85: PUSH H ;SAVE THE CURRENT LINE ADDRESS 
6: USED WITH PERMISSION 	 86: MVI L,5 ;WE NEED TO PRINT 5 SPACES ( 1-5) 
7: 	 87: PRSPC: MVI A,' ' ;PUT SPACE VALUE IN ACCUMULATOR 
8: ORG lOOH 	 88: CALL PCHAR ;AND GO PRINT IT 
9: BDOS EQU 0005H ;DOS ENTRY POINT 	 89: DCR L ;DECREMENT OUR COUNTER 

10: CONS EQU l ;READ CONSOLE 	 90: JNZ PRSPC ;IF NOT ZERO, WE STILL HAVE SPACES 
11 : TYPEF EQU 2 ;TYPE FUNCTION 	 91: POP H ;WE'RE DONE, GET LINE ADDRESS BACK 
12: PRINTF EQU 9 ;BUFFER PRINT ENTRY 	 92: JMP NONUM ;AND CONTINUE AS BEFORE 
13: 	BRKF EQU 11 ;BREAK KEY FUNCTION (TRUE IF 93: PRINT LINE NUMBER 

CHAR READY) 94: SKIP: CALL CRLF 
14: OPENF EQU 15 ;FILE OPEN 	 95: 
15: READF EQU 20 ;READ FUNCTION 	 96: CHECK FOR BREAK KEY 

16: SLT3: EQU OF3BBH ;SLOT 3 CARD TYPE LOCATION 97: CALL BREAK 
17: 	 98: ACCUM LSB = l IF CHARACTER READY 
18: FCB EQU 5CH ;FILE CONTROL BLOCK ADDRESS 99: RRC ;INTO CARRY 
19: BUFF EQU 80H ;INPUT DISK BUFFER ADDRESS 100: JC FINIS ;DON'T PRINT ANY MORE 
20: 	 101: 
21: NON GRAPHIC CHARACTERS 	 102: MOY A,H 
22: CR EQU ODH ;CARRIAGE RETURN 	 l 03: CALL PHEX 
23: LF EQU OAH ;LINE FEED 	 104: MOY A,L 
24: 	 l 05: CALL PHEX 
25: FILE CONTROL BLOCK DEFINITIONS 	 106: MVI A'-' ;LOAD VALUE FOR : IN ACCUMULATOR 
26: FCBDN EQU FCB+O ;DISK NAME 	 l 07: CALL PC HAR ;AND GO PRINT IT 
27: FCBFN EQU FCB+ l ;FILE NAME 	 108: NONUM: 
28: FCBFT EQU FCB+9 ;DISK FILE TYPE (3 CHARACTERS) 109: INX H ;TO NEXT LINE NUMBER 
29: FCBRL EQU FCB+ 12 ;FILE'S CURRENT REEL NUMBER 110: MVI A,'' 
30: FCBRC EQU FCB+ 15 ;FILE'S RECORD COUNT (0 TO 128) 111 : CALL PC HAR 
31: 	 FCBCR EQU FCB+32 ;CURRENT (NEXT) RECORD NUMBER 112: MOY A,B 

(OTO 127) 113: CALL PHEX 

32: FCBLN EQU FCB+33 ;FCB LENGTH 	 114: JMP GLOOP 

33: 	 115: 

34: SET UP STACK 	 116: FINIS: 

35: LXI H,O 	 117: END OF DUMP, RETURN TO CCP 

36: DAD SP 	 118: (NOTE THAT A JMP TO OOOOH REBOOTS) 

37: ENTRY STACK POINTER IN HL FROM THE CCP 119: CALL CRLF 

38: SHLD OLDSP 	 120: LHLD OLDSP 
39: SET SP TO LOCAL STACK AREA (RESTORED AT FINIS) 121: SPHL 
40: LXI SP,STKTOP 	 122: STACK POINTER CONTAINS CCP'S STACK LOCATION 
41: READ AND PRINT SUCCESSIVE BUFFERS 	 123: RET ;TO THE CCP 
42: CALL SETUP ;SET UP INPUT FILE 	 124: 
43: CPI 255 ;255 IF FILE NOT PRESENT 125: 
44: JNZ OPENOK ;SKIP IF OPEN IS OK 	 126: SUBROUTINES 
45: 	 127: 
46: FILE NOT THERE, GIVE ERROR MESSAGE AND RETURN 128: BREAK: ;CHECK BREAK KEY (ACTUALLY ANY KEY WILL DO) 

47: LXI D,OPNMSG 	 129: PUSH H! PUSH D! PUSH B; ENVIRONMENT SAVED 

48: CALL ERR 	 130: MVI C,BRKF 
49: JMP FINIS 1TO RETURN 	 131: CALL BDOS 
50: ; 	 132: POP B! POP D! POP H; ENVIRONMENT RESTORED 
51: OPENOK: ;OPEN OPERATION OK, SET FOR 40/ 80 COL. OUTPUT 133: RET 
52: LDA SLT3 ;GET SLOT 3 CARD TYPE VALUE 134: 
53: ORA A ;SET ZERO FLAG IF ZERO 135: PCHAR: ;PRINT A CHARACTER 
54: JZ COL40 ;IF ZERO IT'S 40 COLUMN 136: PUSH H! PUSH D! PUSH B; SAVED 
55: SUI 5 ;SET ZERO FLAG IF IT'S 5 137: MVI C,TYPEF 
56: JNZ ONWRD ;IF NOT 5 THEN IT'S 80 COLUMN 138: MOY E,A 
57: COL40: MVI A,0 ;FLAG=O FOR 40 COLUMN 139: CALL BDOS 
58: DB l ;SKIP TWO BYTES WITH LXI B OPCODE 140: POP B! POP D! POP H; RESTORED 
59: ONWRD: MVI A,OFFH ;FLAG NON-ZERO FOR BO COLUMN 141: RET 
60: STA FLAG ;STORE THE VALUE 40 OR BO IN FLAG 142: 
61: MVI A,80H 	 143: CRLF: MOY A,L 'GET ADDRESS IN ACCUMULATOR 

62: STA IBP ;SET BUFFER POINTER TO 80H 144: ORA A ;CLEAR CARRY FOR ROTATE 

63: HL CONTAINS NEXT ADDRESS TO PRINT 	 145: RAL ;ROTATE BITS LEFT, IF ADDRESS IS 

http:BOOT.COM
http:BOOT.COM
http:DUMP.COM
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146: ORA A ;80 OR 00, THIS SETS THE ZERO FLAG 200: ORA A ;ZERO VALUE IF READ OK 
147: JZ P2 ;IF SO, PRINT TWO CRLF'S 201 : JZ GO ;FOR ANOTHER BYTE 
148: 202: END OF DATA, RETURN WITH CARRY SET FOR EOF 
149: CRLFl : MVI A,CR 203: STC 
150: CALL PCHAR 204: RET 
151 : MVI A,LF 205 : 
152: CALL (PCHAR) 206: GO: ;READ THE BYTE AT BUFF+REG A 
153: RET 207: MOV E,A ;LS BYTE OF BUFFER INDEX 
154: 208: MVI D,O ;DOUBLE PRECISION INDEX TO DE 
155: 209: INR A ;INDEX=INDEX+l 
156: P2: CALL CRLFl ;PRINT EXTRA CRLF 210: STA IBP ;BACK TO MEMORY 
157: CALL CRLFl ;PRINT EXTRA CRLF 211 : POINTER IS INCREMENTED 
158: JMP CRLFl ;PRINT ORIGINAL CRLF AND RETURN 212: SAVE THE CURRENT FILE ADDRESS 
159: 213: LXI H,BUFF 
160: 214: DAD D 
161: PNIB: ;PRINT NIBBLE IN REG A 215: ABSOLUTE CHARACTER ADDRESS IS IN HL 
162: ANI OFH ;LOW 4 BITS 216: MOV A,M 
163: CPI 10 217: BYTE IS IN THE ACCUMULATOR 
164: JNC PlO 218: ORA A ;RESET CARRY BIT 
165: LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 9 219: RET 
166: ADI 'O' 220: 
167: JMP PRN 221 : SETUP: ;SET UP FILE 
168: 222: OPEN THE FILE FOR INPUT 
169: GREATER OR EQUAL TO 10 223: XRA A ;ZERO TO AC CUM 
170: PlO: ADI 'A'-10 224: STA FCBCR ;CLEAR CURRENT RECORD 
171: PRN: CALL PCHAR 225: 
172: RET 226: LXI D,FCB 
173: 227: MVI C,OPENF 
174: PHEX: ;PRINT HEX CHAR IN REG A 228 : CALL BOOS 
175: PUSH PSW 229: 255 IN ACCUM IF OPEN ERROR 
176: RRC 230: RET 
177: RRC 231 : 
178: RRC 232 : DISKR: ;READ DISK FILE RECORD 
179: RRC 233: PUSH H! PUSH D! PUSH B 
180: CALL PNIB ;PRINT NIBBLE 234: LXI D,FCB 
181: POP PSW 235: MVI C,READF 
182: CALL PNIB 236: CALL BOOS 
183: RET 237: POP B! POP D! POP H 
184: 238: RET 
185: ERR: ;PRINT ERROR MESSAGE 239: 
186: D,E ADDRESSES MESSAGE ENDING WITH "$" 240: FIXED MESSAGE AREA 
187: MVI C,PRINTF ;PRINT BUFFER FUNCTION 241 : SIGNON: DB 'FILE DUMP VERSION 1.4$' 
188: CALL BOOS 242: OPNMSG: DB CR,LF, 'NO INPUT FILE PRESENT ON DISK$' 
189: RET 243: 
190: 244: VARI ABLE AREA 
191 : 245: IBP: DS 2 ;INPUT BUFFER POINTER 
192: GNB: ;GET NEXT BYTE 246: OLDSP: DS 2 ;ENTRY SP VALUE FROM CCP 
193: LOA IBP 247: FLAG: DS 1 ;40/80 COLUMN FLAG 
194: CPI BOH 248: 
195: JNZ GO 249: STACK AREA 
196: READ ANOTHER BUFFER 250: DS 64 ;RESERVE 32 LEVEL STACK 
197: 251 : STKTOP: 
198: 252: 
199: CALL DISKR 253: END JI 
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computer . .. at your own 
convenience ... with 
this easy-to-use, audio 
mini-course. 

Imagine having a personal tutor 
"talk you through" the practical 
operations of an Apple II Plus 
computer. In just 3 "hands on" 
training sessions of one or two 
hours each, you'll learn how to: 

• Use each special key and 

essential command 


• Load and run programs 
• Save programs and data 
• Copy programs and diskettes 
• Protect programs 
• Modify programs 
• Use your computer as a super 

calculator 
• And much more! 

No Programming Required. You 
don't need to be a programmer to 
operate a computer, any more than 
you need to know how to design a 
car to drive one . 

Our purpose is to put you in the 
driver's seat of your Apple computer 
so that you can confidently use exist· 
ing programs . . . enter your own data 
... organize your files . .. and pro· 
tect them. If you later decide to take 
up programming, you'll have the 
necessary background for doing so. 

Teach Yourself. Train Others. 
How to Operate the Apple If Plus is 
designed for the first-time computer 
user. No technical knowledge is 
assumed. Perfect for training others: 
Staff . . . colleagues . . . clients . . . 
customers ... students ... family . 
Use it again and again. 

Why Audio Instruction? Simple. 
It's human. It's interactive. It's multi
sensory. It's patient. It's inexpensive. 
And it works! 

FlipTrack® Training Tapes deliver 
carefully sequenced instruction in a 
relaxed, conversational manner. You 
concentrate on the screen and key
board, not a book. You learn at your 
own pace, trying every command and 
observing the results. 

The FlipTrack® Difference. Best of 
all, our patented FlipTrack® cassette 

format can adjust 
to a variety of 
special inter
ests and con
figurations. 
Optional in
struction is 
available at a 
flip of the tape 
for users 

"fast" track every step of the way. 

Examine How to Operate the 
Apple II Plus FREE for 15 days. Let 
FlipTrack® Training Tapes speak for 
themselves by dropping by your local 
Apple dealer for an on-the-spot dem
onstration . Or if that's not convenient, 
we'll be happy to send you the com
plete mini-course on a 15-day "right 
of return" basis. You'll receive all 3 
FlipTrack® cassettes in a handy vinyl 
binder, along with an Operator's 
Guide, which will serve as your per
manent reference to the procedures, 
terms and concepts of the course. 

Your only prerequisite is an Apple II 
Plus computer with the System 

Master 3. 3 diskette and a stan
dard audio cassette player. No 
computer hookup is necessary 
for the cassette player. 
Try a lesson or two yourself , or 

share them with others. If you 
are not delighted at how quickly 

and easily you master the opera
tion of your Apple, simply return the 

program in its original condition for a 
full refund. No questions asked. 

with color To order ... See your local Apple 
video , a dealer. Return the coupon below. Or 
printer, a call us toll free. Here's our 24-hour 
second disk toll free number for credit card orders 
drive, or game controllers. only: 

You save time and avoid confusion 
by learning just the procedures that 800/227-1617, Ext. 439 
relate to your system, or listening to In California, call 
just the topics that interest you. With 800/772-3545, Ext. 439. 
Flip Track® Training Tapes, you choose You have nothing to lose, so act 
whether to follow a "full" track or a today. 

YES! Please rush me How to Operate the Apple II Plus . 
I understand that if I'm not delighted, I may return the mini 
course undamaged within 15 days for a full refund . No 
questions asked. ..s12b0 My check is enclosed for $52.45 ($49.95 plus $2.50 

shipping & handling) Illinois customers include sales tax . 
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0 VISA 0 MasterCard Interbank No. ______ Training Tapes 

Card No. Exp. Date ____ 
 Division of Mosaic Media, Inc. 

Dept ST-2, P.O. Box 711 , 
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Signature__________________ ______ _ _____ 
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Apple and Apple II Plus are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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Six months ago we started this column with a detailed look 
at what goes on "under the hood" of an Apple II. For the most 
part, you had to accept this description on faith unless you are 
one of the few who thoroughly understands the Apple's sche
matic diagrams and firmware listings. 

This month we will delve a little deeper into what makes the 
Apple tick. To aid in our investigation, we will present two 
hardware devices that can be used to strip away some of the 
mystery behind the computer. One of these devices is known as 
the Applethrottle. The complete schematic is included here for 
those who may wish to build their own. 

The Applethrottle can be used to slow down or stop the oper
ation of the cpu. This makes it possible to watch the computer 
work in slow motion. What normally takes place in the wink of 
an eye can now be examined in all of its detail. 

To enable us to watch even closer, we can add a display 
board such as the one available from John Bell Engineering. 
This board contains a series of lamps that constantly monitor 
the address and data buses. By slowing the computer down to 
almost a standstill, we can actually watch the cpu executing a 
program-fetching instructions, loading and storing data, per
forming branches and jumps, and so on. Even experienced 
hardware and software experts are sure to find this quite in

teresting. 
Whoa ... Apple! Since the Apple is constantly performing 

between two hundred thousand and five hundred thousand op
erations per second, it is normally impossible to watch how the 
computer functions. It is possible, however, to build a device 
which will slow down the computer to a human pace. This is 
done by controlling the ReaDY line of the 6502. When this line is 
brought low, the cpu will halt after it finishes its current read 
or write operation. It will then just sit there and wait until the 
RDY line goes high again. This capability of a microprocessor 
is generally used when the cpu is connected to slow memory 
devices. On the Apple II, this signal is normally held high. Al· 
though the RDY line is available on all of the 1/0 slots, it is 
very rarely used by other peripheral boards. We can use it, 
however, to build a handy tool for understanding how the com
puter works. 

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the Apple
throttle. At the top are two blocks labelled Ul and U2. These 
blocks represent two ICs which are known as 555 timer chips. 
Although Ul and U2 are both 555s, they are connected in slight
ly different ways to perform different functions. Ul is con
figured as an oscillator; that is, it puts out a continuous stream 
of pulses. 
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Schematic of the Applethrottle. 
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OUTPUT 
OF U2 

L_ TIME BETWEEN PULSES~ 	 -ti If-
I IS DETERMINED BY PADDLE 1 	 LENGTH OF TIME FOR 

EACH PULSE IS DETERMINED BY 
PADDLE 0 OR FIXED RESISTOR, R3. 

PADDLE l AT MAXIMUM SETTING 

PADDLE l AT MINIMUM SETTING 

PADDLE 0 AT MINIMUM SETTING 

PADDLE 0 AT MAXIMUM SETTING 

Figure 2. 
FIGURE 2. Possible waveforms at the output of U2. Overall ob

served speed of the computer depends upon the duty cy
cle of this signal which is the ratio of on -time to off
time. 

The frequency of these pulses (how many per second) is de
termined by the external resistance of paddle 1. The output of 
Ul (at pin 3) is fed into U2 which is set up as a "one-shot" mon
ostable circuit. This means that for every pulse coming in from 
Ul, U2 will put out a pulse of its own. 

The width of this pulse is variable and depends upon the set
ting of paddle 0. Furthermore, there is another signal coming 
into U2 at its reset pin. Whenever this signal is low ·it forces 
the output of U2 low. When the Applethrottle is engaged, the 
output of U2 will control the state of the Apple's cpu. When U2 
is high, the cpu will run at full speed. When U2 is low, the cpu 
will stop. 

The overall observed speed of the computer will depend up
on how often the cpu is running versus how often it is stopped. 
Figure 2 shows how the various controls affect the waveform 
at U2's output and thus the computer's operation. The ratio of 
on to off time is known as the duty cycle of the waveform. Al
though both paddles can be used to vary the speed over a wide 
range, paddle Ocan be replaced by a fixed resistor for simpler 
operation. c 

On/off control of the Applethrottle is taken care of by U3 
and U4 which provide a collection of NAND gates. To follow 
the logic of this circuit, remember that both inputs of a NAND 
gate must be high for its output to go low. Two of these gates 
(the ones on the right) are cross connected to form an RS (Re
set/Set) latch. The output at U4 pin 6 will go low when the in
put at U4pin1 goes low. The output will then remain low until a 
low signal is sent into U4 pin 5. The inputs to this latch are 
basically derived from the two push-button inputs. Therefore, 
pressing the button on paddle 1 will engage the slow motion 
mode, while pressing the button on paddle 0 will restore nor
mal speed operation. 

Two other signals are worth mentioning. The reset signal 
from the Apple bus is also fed into the control circuit to make 
sure that the Applethrottle is turned off whenever a reset is 
performed. Another output from the slow switch (button 
1) is fed into U2. This causes the cpu to halt whenever button 1 
is held down. R2 is a pull-down resistor to ensure that the 
Applethrottle is turned off when no paddles are connected. 

Unfortunately, the output of U2 cannot be fed directly onto 
the Apple's bus because of a timing requirement of the 6502. 
The specifications of this cpu require that the RDY signal 
change only during the phase one clock time. This means that 
the pulses coming out of U2 must be synchronized with the 
Apple's system clock. This is the job of U5, which consists of 
two D-type flip-flops. The first section is used to control the out
put to the cpu via the preset signal (pin 10). When this pin is 

high, it allows the variable pulse signal from U2 to pass 
through to the cpu. When the pin goes low (notice the small cir
cle at pin 10 indicating that this is an active low input), the pre
set action causes the output to remain high regardless of the 
variable pulse signal. This allows the computer to operate in a 
normal fashion, that is, at full speed. The second half of U5 
clocks the final output to the Apple bus at the trailing edge of 
the phase zero clock. This satisfies the timing requirements of 
the 6502. Finally, the ReaDY output is connected through a di
ode to present only an active low signal. This is necessary so 
that other boards connected to the bus can pull the RDY line 
low. 

Building an Applethrottle. You can build your own Apple
throttle using the schematic in figure 1. Start with a blank 
"prototyping board," available from Apple and other sources. 
Install the various components and connect them using point
to-point wiring. It is highly recommended that you use sockets 
for all of the !Cs. For simpler operation, start with the fixed re
sistor in place of paddle 0. Of course, if you've never picked up 
a soldering iron before, you may wish to purchase an as
sembled unit from the manufacturer. 

Initial Checkout. The Applethrottle requires a set of game 
paddles for its operation. These paddles plug directly into a 
socket on the Applethrottle. If you want to slow down games or 
other programs that also use paddles, you will need another set 
of paddles to plug into the Apple game I/0 socket. After con
necting the paddles to the Applethrottle, turn off the computer 
and remove the cover. The Applethrottle can now be inserted 
into any slot. Slot 7 is recommended since it is most likely to be 
empty and because it will allow the paddles to be easily 
changed from the same I/0 connector to the Applethrottle. 
Dress the cable through one of the rear cutouts and then re
place the cover. 

Turn on the computer and type call -151 if necessary to get 
into the Apple Monitor. If the computer seems dead or does not 
operate properly when it is turned on, remove the Apple

C1pplc: compC1tiblc: ® C1pplc: compC1tiblc: 

• 	 External trim adjustments ta perfectly match the unit 
ta your application and computer 

•Self-centering on both axes (may be disabled) 

•Two large pushbuttons 
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•Completely linear pure resistive circuit 

Available at your dealer or order direct 
Allow 2 WMlla tor ..,lpm9t1I 
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throttle a nd check for any construction mistakes, Bolder 
shorts , bad connections, and so on. After getting into the Mon
itor you ca n check normal operation of the computer by typing 
EOOOL a nd viewing the disassembled listing. If your paddles 
a re not labeled, identify paddle 1 as follows: 

While holding down the push button on one paddle, hit the 
reset key . If the computer beeps as usual, repeat using the 
other push button. The button which prevents a normal reset is 
button 1. This button can be labeled "slow/ stop." Momentar
ily press the other button to restore normal operation (this but
ton can be labeled "normal"). 

Next rotate paddle 1 to its midrange position and momen
tarily press button 1. Type Land hit return. Note that the list
ing is now slower and its speed can be varied by the paddle set
ting. The listing can also be stopped at any time by pressing, 
and holding, button 1. Press button 0 to restore normal speed 
operation. 

Using the Applethrottle. The Applethrottle can be operated 
at any time to slow down or stop the computer. When engaged, 
all computer functions except memory refresh and video gen
eration are affected. Thus the Applethrottle can be used in ma
chine language, Basic, Pascal, and so on. It may be called up
on during the list, trace, or run of any program. At slow 
speeds, the video display produces a rolling effect each time a 
new line of text is printed. This provides a perfect example of 
how the Applethrottle can be used to probe the workings of the 
computer. 

When the Apple is listing out a long program, it appears as 
if it is scanning one long sheet of paper from top to bottom. 
New text continually appears at the bottom of the screen while 
the existing lines seem to glide up the screen until they dis
appear at the top. This function of the video display is referred 
to as scrolling and you've probably come to take it for granted. 
But if you stop to think about it, this is not such a simple task. 
Every time a new line Is to be displayed at the bottom of the 
screen, the lowest twenty-three lines must each be moved up 
one line. Due to the Apple 's memory-mapped video design, this 
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amounts to moving 920 characters (23X40) and calculating 
new base addresses forty-six times. Fortunately, the speedy 
cpu can perform all this in a fraction of a second so we see a 
rather smooth moving display. 

But when the Applethrottle is turned on, the cpu can be 
slowed down to the point where this ordinary task of scrolling 
now takes several seconds or more to complete. It then be· 
comes obvious what actually happens every time a new line Is 
printed. Watching in slow motion, you can see the cpu rewrit 
ing each line, one at a time, from the top of the screen down. 
Since the Information on the top line is no longer needed, it is 
replaced by the characters on the second line. The text from 
the third line Is then copied onto the second line and so on. It is 
also interesting to note that the copying Is done from right to 
left. This process continues until the bottom line Is reached. 
This line is then changed to all blanks to erase the previous in
formation. Finally the new text is printed at the bottom of the 
screen. 

After watching the cpu perform this operation, you should 
have a good grasp of what is Involved in printing text to the 
screen. If you have a working knowledge of assembly lan
guage, or.especially if you're trying to develop such skill, you 
can now look at the software routine that actually is respoll8i
ble for what you saw. The scroll routine can be found at loca
tion $FC70 In the Apple's Monitor. It Is actually part of the com
plete video out routine, VIDOUT, which begins at location 
$FBFD. Taking this back one more step, we find that VID
OUT is usually called by the Apple's character output routine, 
COUT at $FDED. Study the Apple Monitor listing to see If you 
can follow the assembly language routine that scrolls the 
screen. By understanding the software and being able to fol
low It through in slow motion, you can begin to gain a better un· 
derstanding of how the Apple works. 

One of the best features of the Applethrottle Is that it re· 
quires no software and can be activated or deactivated at any 
time. Therefore Its uses are almost limitless. You can use it to 
slow down or stop Applesoft program listings (no more typing 
speed= over and over again). Of course, it also does the same 
for Integer Basic and even gives you stoplist without the Auto· 
start ROM. By adding a toggle switch in parallel with button 1, 
you can also have a ''freeze'' control. This would be great when 
you're playing a game and get Interrupted. Just flip the switch 
and put the computer on hold while you take care of other 
things . Some games have such a feature built Into their pro· 
gram, but this technique will work for any program. 

Speaking of games, have you ever wondered how a partic· 
ular program produces those spectacular graphics on the hi
res screen? Well, pop on the Applethrottle and watch the 
figures being drawn in slow motion. The ultimate gaming use 
for the Applethrottle is to slow down reaction-type games, 
making them much easier to play. This has accounted for at 
least one unbelievable score In Snoggle ! No doubt you will 
come up with many more uses for the Applethrottle . 

Because the Applethrottle slows down the ove·rall oper
ation of the computer, certain time-sensitive operatioll8 will 
not work properly with the throttle engaged. Specifically, cas
sette and disk 1/ 0 should not be performed when the Apple
throttle is on. No harm will be done but an error message will 
(eventually) be printed. Other real-time software routines 
such as a serial printer driver (Including the Apple High-Speed 
Serial Interface Card, for example) may not function at sub
normal speeds. Thus you should return the computer to nor
mal speed before any of these operations are performed. 

Another problem can arise when the Applethrottle Is set for 
very slow speed and you are typing at the keyboard. Since the 
keyboard input routine is slowed down along with everything 
else, it is very easy to type too fast, causing the computer to 
miss one or more keystrokes. To avoid this, you may wish to 
return to normal speed, enter from the keyboard, and then re
activate the Applethrottle before hitting return. Remember, 
the Applethrottle will always disengage whenever the reset 
key Is pressed or if there are no paddles connected to it. 

John Bell Engineering Apple Il Display Boe.rd. Probing 
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Modificotions to the John Bell 


Engineering disploy boord. 


even deeper into the internal workings of the Apple can be ac
complished with the display board from John Bell Engineer· 
ing. This board contains sixteen LEDs to monitor the address 
bus and eight more for the data bus. These give a constant 
readout on what information is present on their respective 
buses . The board also has a three-position switch which can 
start, stop, or single-step the cpu. Under normal operation the 
LEDs flash on and off so rapidly that they appear to be on all 
the time . But when slowed down or stopped by the switch on 
the display board, they begin to reveal the true nature of how 
data is transferred on the buses . 

Before going any further, we must point out that our evalu
ation board required two modifications to make it work. It 
seems that the original design of this board contained a couple 
of major flaws. Nevertheless, it turns out that both problems 
can be easily solved with a few simple wiring changes and the 
addition of one diode . The first correction involves the opera
tion of the run/ stop switch. Originally this switch was al
lowed to control the 6502 RDY line asynchronously, that is, 
without regard for the system clock phase as previously de
scribed. This, of course, had the disastrous effect that half the 
time the switch was operated the computer would hang up. 
Fortunately, by moving the switch signal to a different input 
of the same IC, we can make it act synchronously. The other 
problem was that the RDY output from the display board 
came directly from a TTL logic device. This does not comply 
with the Apple bus requirements that this signal be driven by an 
open collector or active low circuit. This means that any given 
peripheral board can pull the line low when needed, but should 
otherwise not interfere with the signal. The display board's 
TTL signal with its active high would prevent other boards 
from controlling the RDY line. Again the fix is simple-add a 
diode in series with the control line. These changes are shown 
in figure 3. . 

The manufacturer stated that the boards currently being 
sold have these corrections. For those of you that may have an 
older board (and probably couldn't figure out why it didn't 
work) we suggest you perform the following modifications. Be· 
sides the ability to solder, all you need is one small signal di· 
ode (1N914 variety) , a sharp knife , and some small gauge wire 
such as is used for wire-wrapping. 

1. Start by cutting two traces. The first is on the component 
side of the board and starts at the right side of R28, going down
ward toward and under IC6. Using an Exacto knife or similar 
tool, cut this trace cleanly so that there is no longer any con· 
nection. The other trace to be cut is on the back side of the 
board. It is the short one between pins 10 and 12 of IC6. 

2. Using some small gauge wire, connect pins 4 and 12 of 
IC6 . Then connect pin 10 to the right side (the left side when 

FDlB: E6 4E KEYIN INC RNDL 
FDlD : DO 02 BNE KEYIN2 INCR RND NUMBER 
FDlF: E6 4F INC RNDH 
FD21 : 2C 00 co KEYIN2 BIT KBD KEY DOWN? 
FD24: 10 F5 BPL KEYIN LOOP 

Figure 4. 
Source code for KEYIN routine in Apple' s Monitor. 

~ Apple Computer Inc. 

looking from the back) of R28 that was isolated in the previous 
step. 

3. To add the diode, locate the trace that goes to pin 21 of the 
edge connector. Follow it up to where it meets a hole in the 
board, flip it over, and note that this trace continues to pin :5 of 
IC6 . Somewhere between the hole and pin :5 , cut the trace. Then 
connect the diode to the same two points; the cathode goes to 
pin 5, the anode to the hole. That's it! 

Using the Display Board. As an example of how to use the 
display board, we will step through one of the shortest, yet by 
far the most frequently executed, routines in the Apple Moni
tor-the keyboard input routine . This routine is located at 
$FD1B and is labeled KEYIN in the Monitor listings. When
ever the computer is waiting for you to type something in on 
the keyboard, this routine is being executed over and over 
again. Aside from getting data from the keyboard, this routine 
also performs one other task. It is constantly incrementing a 
two-byte counter in RAM which can be used as a random num
ber generator. 

Figure 4 shows the assembly language code for this routine. 
To follow this routine as it is being executed by the 6:502, turn 
off the Apple and plug in the display board. Set the switch to 
RUN and then turn on the computer. You do not need to boot 
DOS, so if your drive starts spinning, just hit reset to stop it. 
Now move the switch on the display board to STOP (or use the . 
Applethrottle). The computer will have stopped somewhere in 
the KEYIN routine. Activate the single-step switch as many 
times as necessary until the address bus shows $FD1B. This is 
the beginning of the routine and the data bus should read $E6, 
which is the contents of that byte in the Monitor ROM. 

As you continue to single step through the program, you 
should get results similar to what 's shown in figure :5. After 
pressing the switch twelve times (or possibly fourteen), you 
should be back to address $FD1B. This sequence will continue 
to loop around unless you press a key on the keyboard. Note 
that the data in location $4E can be anything but that each time 
through the loop it goes up by one . Also note that if you stop 
with address $COOO on the bus, the data LEDs will be arbi· 

Address Dato 

FDlB E6 
FDlC 4E 
004E Note 1 
FDlD DO 
FDlE 02 
FDlF E6 

FD21 2C 

FD22 00 
FD23 co 
coco Note 2 

FD24 10 
FD25 F5 
FD26 91 
FDlB E6 

Repeots 

Figure 5 


Somple results of single-stepping through KEYIN routine. 

Note 1: 	 The value in location 4E will be random but will increment by one each time through the 

loop. 
Note 2: 	 The data a t COOO (keyboard memory·mopped address) will depend upon the lost key 

pressed on the keyboard . 
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tra r y. If you now type on the keyboard, the ASCII represen
ta tion of each key pressed will appear on the LEDs. The high
est-order la mp, 07, will also be lit. This bit is used to flag the 
cpu that a key has been pressed. 

If you take a close look at the results in figure 5, you should 
be a ble to follow the cpu as it performs its monotonous task. 
With each step, the 6502 puts out the contents of its program 
counter onto the address bus. This indicates where the cpu ex
pects to find the next byte of its program. The data at this lo
cation is read into the cpu and, assuming it is the first byte of 
an instruction, is interpreted as the op-code for that in
struction. In the case of location $FD1B, this data is $E6 which 
is the op-code for the INCrement zero page memory in
struction. 

The actual location to be incremented is found in the sec
ond byte of the instruction, which is fetched next. At $FD1C 
we read in a $4E, which is the desired location as shown in 
source listing (the $4E shows up in the object code listing in the 
third column; it is referred to in the source code by the label 
RNDL). The next address put out by the cpu will be $4E with 
one plus the old contents of this location appearing on the data 
bus . This new value is then written into location S4E and the 
cpu moves on to fetch the next instruction from $FD1D. Here it 
finds a $DO followed by a $02, which stands for Branch if Not 
Equal (to zero) ahead two bytes. There is only a one in two 
hundred and fifty-six chance that this branch will not be taken. 
Therefore, our sample results show this branch as being taken. 

But wait, you say! The next memory reference is to $FD1F. 
That is the beginning of the next instruction which the cpu has 
just decided to skip past. It turns out that there is a very good 
reason for this mysterious action which brings up one of the 
finer points about the 6502. What you are witnessing is called 
pipelining and it refers to the architecture of a cpu that allows 
it to sort of think ahead. 

In the case of our branch instruction, the 6502 must check 
its internal flags to determine whether or not to perform the 
branch. While it is doing this, it is also possible to put out the 
next sequential address to start reading the next byte of code. 
Therefore, if the 6502 decides that the branch is not to be taken, 
it already has started to execute the next instruction-no 
wasted time here! If on the other hand, the branch is to be 
taken, then the 6502 must calculate the new address to place in 
the program counter. During this time, the next sequential 
byte is again being read. However, this time the byte is ignored 
since the next instruction must now be fetched from the new lo
cation. 

Figures 6, 7, and 8 illustrate the possible branching actions 
on a cpu cycle-by-cycle basis . If you are interested in such de
tailed analysis of how the 6502 works, consult the 6500 hard
ware and software manuals such as put out by Synertek . They 
are highly technical but they reveal these subtle points about 
the 6502's operation. In case you think that this is all ac
ademic , there are many times when you may have to figure 
out exactly how many machine cycles a particular routine will 
take. Moving a program, even one that is completely relocat
able, can have surprising results if relative branches now start 
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Figure 6. 
Illustration al relative addressing branch not token 
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crossing page boundaries for example. Even knowing that a 
branch instruction executes faster if the branch is not' taken 
can be useful in writing speed intensive routines. 

Teaming the Applethrottle and Display Board. The dis
play board currently being sold still has some trouble in the 
single-stepping mode . One way to get around these problems is 
to use the Applethrottle to slowly step the cpu. This adds the 
convenience of variable speed and remote operation through 
the paddle controls. Unfortunately, even at its slowest setting, 
the Applethrottle allows the computer to execute many in
structions per second. The LEDs on the display board still 
flicker too fast to watch. Adding a 22 MFD capacitor across C3 
on the Applethrottle extends its range down to about one in
struction per second. Note that this is roughly three hundred 
thousand times slower than normal. At this rate , the scrolling 
operation previously described would take nearly four hours to 
complete. 

By combining the Applethrottle and the display board, 
there are many other secrets that can be discovered. For ex
ample, if you see something really interesting in a program 
that you have, it might be nice to examine the code that per
forms it. If the program is in machine language, you can use 
the Apple's built-in disassembler to view it. But how do you 
know where to look? You might have some clue as to what the 
code looks like (for example, if it involves the speaker, key
board, screen, DOS, and so on, you could look for references to 
their corresponding addresses), but you would still have to run 
through the entire listing. This might take several passes and 
lots of time, and you still might not locate it. There is a better 
way however. Just plug in the Applethrottle and display board 
and run the program. When the routine of interest starts exe-

External Internal 
Cycle Address Bus Doto Bus Operations Operations 

0100 OPCODE Fetch Finish previous 
OPCODE instruction 

2 0101 -50 Fetch Interpret instruc
offset ti on 

3 0102 Next Fetch next Check flogs 
OPCODE OPCODE odd relative to 

PCL 
4 01B2 Discorded Fetch d is· Store odder in PCL 

Doto carded data and subtract 1 
from PCH 

5 OOB2 Next Fetch next Put out new PCH 
OPCODE OPCODE and increment PC 

to OOB3 

Figure 8. 
Illustration al relative addressing-branch negative token, crossing al page 

boundary 

·altt:ri from SynNtt:k 's SY6500 1MCS 6500 N"crocomputer Programming Ma nual , August , 1976. Reproduced by To ken from Syncrtck ' ' SY6500/ MCS 6500 Microcompulcr Programming Manual , August, 1976. Reproduced by 
permission. 
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ng, just stop the computer or slow-step it. One glance at the 

1lay board will tell you what address in memory is being 

cuted. This should be close enough for you to find the be

tlng of the routine later with the disassembler. 

l'he Apple II Display Board is available from John Bell En

~ering for $49.95, assembled. As a kit, the cost is $42.95. The 

e board alone can be purchased for $25.95. 

\pple II Extender Board. Another handy tool for working 

t Apple hardware is an extender board. This is simply a 

Lll board that brings out, or extends, the peripheral con

tor inside the computer. This makes it possible to connect 

equipment to various parts of a peripheral board without 


rference from other boards in adjacent slots . It can also be 

:i to raise up the display board for easier viewing. 

\nyone who works on complex, modular electronic sys
1s knows the value of an extender board. The Apple II is no 

eption. Of course, an extender board is only used when ex

imenting with or repairing a peripheral card. The extender 

rd pictured sells for $12.95 and is available from John Bell 

:fneering.

Wll Update. Last November we reported on the Pascal 

ed-Up Kit from Stellation Two. This product, in conjunction 

1 the Mill 6809 processor board, offered significant speed 

1rovement for Pascal programs. However, we found that 

of our benchmark test programs actually ran slower after 

alling the speed-up patches. This led to the discovery that 

mathematical functions were still being performed by the 

1le's 6502 instead of the 6809. 

;ince that time , we have received an additional package 

ch is referred to as the Floating Point Update for the Speed

Kit. This transfers almost all of the computing power over 

ie 6809 leaving the 6502 to handle the input/ output functions. 

v the full power of the coprocessor can be utilized. Unfor
1tely, the two processors still alternate control-they do not 

rate simultaneously. 

ro test the speed improvement, we ran the same bench

~k which calculated the squares of 10,000 numbers. The re

s from the previous test revealed that this program would 

~ 47.8 seconds to complete with standard Apple Pascal. 

ling the speed-up kit increased the time to 54.0 seconds. 

!r installing the floating point patches, however, this pro

m ran in 27.8 seconds. That's over 40 percent faster, which 

uite impressive! 

!\s an interesting aside, we wrote a program in Applesoft to 

omplish the same task. In Applesoft this calculation takes 

ost forty-four seconds. While one of the Applesoft compilers 

ld be used to speed this up, they would not offer much im

'1'ement to this program since it mostly involves mathe

:ical calculations. All of the Applesoft compilers rely on the 

1e 6502 math routines in ROM that are used by the inter

:er. Thus the compiled program performs number-crunch

at almost the same speed as the noncompiled program. 

[nstalling the Floating Point Update is quite easy. All the 

essary changes are made by executing one program on the 

AL: diskette . Like the rest of the Speed-Up Kit, the im

ved capabilities are immediately available. There is no 

d to change any existing source or code files to make use of 

Speed-Up. Another sample program is also included on the 

~. This program makes extensive use of the floating point 

tines and shows a 51 percent improvement over the un

iified Pascal. Speed increases of up to 80 percent have been 

orted with this package. The Floating Point Upgrade sells 

$35. 

i\lso just announced for the Mill is the OS-9 operating 

:em with Basic-09. This should greatly enhance the power 

1e Mill while providing a superior operating system for the 

1le II. Watch this column for a complete review of this 

:em in the near future. JI 


11, B ell E ngineering, Box 338, R edw ood City, CA 94064; (415) 36'7
'. Stellation Tw o, Box 2342, Santa B arbara, CA 93120; (805) 966-1140. 
ertek, 3050 Coronado Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051; ( 408) 988-5600. 
:t Side Electronics Inc., Box 636, Chatsworth, CA 91311; (213) 884
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R1char8 Bacb.. 


On Powel 

Apple~ anJ Free8om 


.bp Melissa Milich 


He swallowed, knowing that if his wings unfolded at that 
speed he'd be blown into a million tiny shreds of seagull. But 
the speed was power and the speed was joy and the speed was 
pure beauty. 

Richard Bach, Jonathan Livingston Seagull 

T 
HE SEA chops and the water swells, and 
the gulls play there as they've always done, 
oblivious to fame and metaphor. Diving for a 
fish, swooping toward the sun, a shriek here 
at a crow there, up again, down again
splash! 

In the holy land of publishing there was once a little book that 
wasn't supposed to make it at all, but instead it made quite a splash. 
Several major conglomerates, none too wisely, had already shaken 
their heads no and sent rejection slips to its author, a virtual un
known named Richard Bach. It was finally published in 1970, and 
then this strange book, whose main character was a talking bird, 
proceeded to break nearly all sales records in publishing history. 

Jonathan Livingston Seagull delivers a simple and empowering . 
message that people needed to hear. It is the story of an independent 
seagull who decides to go beyond the ordinary limits and normal 
abilities the feathered and beaked society has dictated, because Jon
athan knows he can do it. 

Apparently, people still want to believe in the rebellious seagull. 
Ten years later, a multitude of devoted fans seeking a hero, literary 
scholars seeking a symbol, and disillusioned mystics seeking an an
swer are still trying to catch up with Bach because of Jonathan and 
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because of several of the other books he's recently written. 
The author now lives on a secret island somewhere in the 

Northern Hemisphere, a postcard type of place where the sea
gulls haven't yet become tourist attractions. Some of the local 
islanders say Jonathan actually lives there. Others say Bach is 
a magic man and that he is Jonathan. Still others are trying to 
find out who Bach is, what Bach is, and can Bach really do any
thing he wants to do? 

"Richard isn't home," said his wife when she answered the 
telephone one day at their seaside home. "He's out flying." 

Maybe this man can do everything. Was he out there right 
now flapping his arms with his feathered friends over the 
breakers? It was too embarrassing even to ask, but perhaps 
Bach would return the call if he ever came down. 

Richard Bach is a man not easily bound into convention, a 
man who is ready to take off at a moment's notice, either on a 
wild idea or into the wild blue yonder. Flying, whether in an 
airplane or by way of a bird, is a metaphor for freedom and in
dependence Bach frequently uses in his writing. 

Grease and cantankerous engines are there too. Nothing by 
Chance, A Gift of Wings, and Illusions: Adventures ofa Reluc
tant Messiah are all about airplanes some say. Bach is as ethe
real and philosophical and metaphysical as any modern-day 
author can be, but he is also fascinated by machines, believing 
they can be a tool to help people attain power. 

It was a combination of this practical and intuitive side that 
lured him into a computer store one day in 1979. It just hap
pened to be a computer store where Apples were sold. 

Stormy Seas. "NO! NO APPLE!!" protested his wife, 
Leslie Parrish-Bach. They were living in a small trailer at the 
time, already cramped wall-to-wall with books, plants, and a 
stereo system. "There has got to be a limit." 

"But I knew," said an undaunted Bach, "that behind those 
beautiful blue eyes was a marvelous sense of organization. 
Where I liked the computer for its sort of gadgetry aspect, I 
knew she would like it for its enormous power of organiza
tion--0f ordering the sea of information that was storming 
about us." 

Five minutes in the store was all it took. 
"Okay, Richard. You can have your computer." It was, Les

lie recalled later, so "instantly obvious" what it could do . 
So they shoved things in their trailer off to one side, and 

Leslie sat down in front of the brand new Apple for fourteen 
hours straight the first day. The second day was the same and 
so was the third day and the fourth..... 

" And Richard never got to play with it," she said. 
"That's right," he said. 

Finally, after moping around for several days, Bach pro
posed to his wife: 

"Gee, Leslie, do you think I could buy some computer 
time?" 

Behind her intelligent blue eyes was also a strong sense of 
compassion, so the couple returned to the computer store, 
shoved more things aside in their trailer, and Bach was finally 
able to take off with his own Apple . Jonathan would have been 
proud. 

Llfe ln an Electronic Nutshell. Very swiftly the Bachs real
ized that their lives had changed dramatically with those com
puters. 

"It feels like being a cyborg, doesn't it?" Richard says, lik
ing the idea. "Suddenly you've got these technological append
ages that help you know what you want to know and learn the 
things you want to learn." 

But with all the wonderful rainbow of things came the ter
ror only a computerist could appreciate. 

"An I/0 error.'' That's all he says and the happy lunch-time 
conversation goes dead. 

"You talk to anybody on the street and you say you've got 
an I/0 error and they say who cares? So what?'' 

How well the Bachs know I/0 errors, and they have a 
beaut of a story that should go down in the I/0 error hall of 
fame. 

It happened on a deadline, of course, as they always do. The 
Bachs were intensely involved in a struggle with the Bureau of 
Land Management, which was trying to cut down a forest of 
trees in a wilderness area. The environmentalists were charg
ing that the proposed project was illegal. The BLM said prove 
it. They had thirty days. 

With the Bachs on their side, the environmentalists dug up 
every bit of forestry information out there: rules and regula
tions governing the protection of wildlands; scientific surveys 
documenting the trees in forests the BLM had previously 
sheared that had never regrown; as well as legal precedents in 
case they had to go to court. 

The computers at this time proved an invaluable weapon 
for the cause. The Bachs were storing and organizing all their 
information and evidence on a database. They were able to 
contact a computerized information search service and get 
more facts and figures than they already had. Then they were 
able to compile all this into readable copy using the Apple 
Writer word processor. 

But in the heat of the night, about a week before the federal 
government's imposed deadline, their faithful computer went 
input kaput! and the Bachs were faced with that all-too-famil
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iar nightmare ; A blank screen. 
P()('ms Are Made by Fools on C-Omputers. Give up? 

Never !! ! The Bachs probably cried a little, and then perhaps 
Richard took a walk and pondered the meaning of life . But 
they got back in their chairs, and then, side by side, for a week 
straight , twenty-two hours a day, going to bed at three a .m ., 
wa king up at five a .m., the Bachs redid what had been lost, 
met their deadline, and so far, a small group of people have 

kept the Bureau of Land Management from chopping down the 
trees in that forest. 

Still to this day there is some confusion about what happen
ed to their computer that dark and stormy night, and they 
strongly doubt a BLM agent pulled the plug. Although they still 
have a way to go in this battle, the environmentalists are re
ceiving some respectful attention from a few state officials 
who are finally beginning to understand their side-that the 
trees won't grow back. 

"We want to try to communicate tha t to them and work it 
out in a reasonable way before we have t o get involved in some 
major confrontation," said Leslie. "We have literally thou
sands of pages of legal documents showing the forests won't 
grow back for at least three hundred years. And we want to ap
peal to them first as reasonable human beings." 

Without the computers, the environmentalists would have 
never been able to compile the documentation so quickly and 
organize it so well . E ven now after moving far , far away from 
that forest, the Bachs can still keep in touch with their conser
vationist friends by modem . 

And that is why this couple, who are so down-to-earth con
cerned with the land, are so taken with a hunk of plastic and 
e lectrical cords and metal chips. It is, they say, a way to bring 
information and power and other abilities that were once 
strictly the domain of large corporations and big money into 

the hands of individuals who can use them intelligently. 
The electronic connection-this is something people dream 

about and intuitively seek, said Bach. 
"I want to be connected to a network of people around the 

world who share my thoughts and ideas. I want to be able to, at 
any hour of the night or day, write some kind of communi
cation or respond to some kind of idea that's come in on that 
special humming, silver web that stretches between us elec
tronically ." 

The f u ture hummed 
and glowed w ith promise. 

-J.L.S. 

At that point in the book, Jonathan Seagull had really 
learned to fly ; the loop, the slow roll, the inverted spin, the gull 
bunt, the pinwheel. Likewise, Apple computer showed people 
that we can tie their computers into a modem, "and sure 
enough," said Bach, "networks began springing up like spider 
webs in a haunted house. 

" It's a delightfully haunted place this whole country is slow
ly becoming with these lines being cast one to another. That is 
an intensely magnetic element that is appealing to a great 
many of us ." 

The portion of the population without computers is net
working now with telephones, said Bach. He cited The 
Aquarian Conspiracy by Marilyn Ferguson, a kind of bible 
for new age thinkers which highlights the networking taking 
place among those interested in social change. Microcomput
erists are coming into contact through The Source, Micronet, 
the Sourdough Network in Alaska, and all the other bulletin 
boards and networks in this country. 

"As all these bits of information come together, you see the 
power we the people have," noted Leslie. "The computer links 
us together ." 

Bach said he would like to live in a society where people are 
pursuing the things they most want to do, and he doesn't mean 
this as a vague, philosophical discourse . He is talking about 
computer programming, aircraft mechanics, writing books, 
starting a business; each person has a special dream buried 
somewhere, maybe since childhood, and probably it's about 
time for that dream to be realized. 

"Are you doing right now what you really want to do more 
than anything else in the world? If your answer is no, stop 
doing it, and hurl yourself into what you most want to do. " 

But what about money, Mr. Jonathan Livingston Seagull 
Bach? 

Somewhere, right now, tied to a dock, is a beautiful little 
boat waiting for a person who loves the sea. And even if you 
haven't a cent in the world , Bach said, you can still go to that 
dock and pick out the boat you most want to sail or own. 

"So you say to whomever is around there, 'Do you mind if I 
just stand here and look at this beautiful ship?' And that per
son, if they have anything to do with boats, and they do be
cause they've been brought there by that same kind of love, 
will see, without knowing it, themselves in you. 'Sure, go ahead 
and look,' they say. 

"But you're back the next day and you say, 'Would it be all 
right, and I'm not asking any pay at all, if I could just polish 
some of this brass. I see a little oxidation, but it's such a beau
tiful little boat, and I won't charge you a thing. I just want to 
touch it. ' 

"And the owner of the boat, or whomever, thinks you're 
some kind of nut, and tells you to get lost. 

"But you 're back the next day, and you've brought your 
own rag, and you ru1k if you could just wipe the saltwater off a 
rail. And after demonstrating an attitude, a love for this boat 
which is something in common, you've created a bridge and 
then they'll say ; ' If you're going to hang around here, here's a 
chamois, and all right, do all the teak, and I'll buy you lunch.' 

"And you get to know this person a little bit, and you're 
back the next day and you have hurled yourself into the area of 
your love-the area that then comes towards you. The boat 
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reaches out to take you, till the time comes when they say, 
'Well, we're shipping out to Papeete, ' so you offer to help in any 
way you can, and then you find yourself in the middle of the 
South Pacific, surrounded by the ocean you love . But you have 
to take that difficult first step. 

" The most difficult thing we'll ever have to do is find that 
love ," said Bach. "But find it, and the rest will be difficult and 
very happy. Find what you want to do l'l!ore than anything, and 
all you have to do is hurl yourself towards it ." 

All of us know this but have learned to ignore our yearn
ings, according to Bach. Very few children in the school 
system say they want to grow up and lead a meaningless life . A 
child 's future is usually brimming with all kinds of exciting 
plans. But it is impressed upon them , against their intuition, 
that all-too familiar warning: "You can't always do what you 
want to do ." 

"It's a lie," said Bach . "You can always do what you want 
to do, but you hear just the opposite over and over and over and 
over until you are hypnotized. Isn't that what hypnotism is? 

"We can get de-hypnotized. Just ask yourself that utterly 
simple question: What do I want to be doing? and stop ignor
ing the answer ." 

Everything and nothing will then get in the way. In Bach's 
early days of aviation, when he wanted to be flying his own air
plane more than anything else, his problem was money. So he 
had the bill collectors repossess his car instead of his biplane . 
Bach's case was unusual though; it is usually fear and not fi
nances that is the major roadblock on the way to a dream . 

" If you 're frightened of the unknown, there is something so 
deliciously satisfying in what is familiar . Even though it's 
boredom , even though it 's as dull as slate, a good number of 
people would rather be able to count on that than take a chance 
on something different." 

Bach told the story of a woman he once met who complain
ed bitterly about her life in the Bronx-how she couldn't stand 
the muggings, the murders, and the fear of going out at night . 
So he suggested she move, someplace like rural Wyoming, 
where she would have the wind and the sky instead of the smog 
and the dark, dangerous alleys. 

The woman pondered this at length, and then finally an
swered something to the effect that : "I'm more afraid of what 
I don 't know than I hate what I do know." 

" It's that fear of the unknown- and that woman put her fin-

GOTO 125 
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The Axion RAM DISK™ 320K Memory System for 
the App le II and App le II Plus· provides access 
speeds never before ava ilab le. Th e Axion memory 
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3.3' and Apple Pascal 1.1 • like two standard flop 
py disk drives while delivering the l ightning fast 
access speeds of RAM memory. This also leaves 
32K of RA M for advanced programm ing techn i· 
ques. The interface board is slo t independen t and 
draws no power from your A pple. The 
rechargeable battery system bui lt in to the uni t 
provides th ree hours of backup in th e even t of a 
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PERSONAL FINANCE MASTER: UNIVERSAL BUSINESS MACHINE: MATHEMATICS SERIES: 

The premier personal and small business financial 
system. Covering all types of accounts including 
check registers. savings, money market, loan, credit 
card and other asset or liability accounts, the system 
has these features: 

Monthly Transaction Reports 

Budgets Income & Expense 

Reconciles to Bank Statements 

Prints Checks & Mailing Labels 

Automatic Year-End Rollover 

Prepares a Net Worth Report 

Searches for Transactions 

Handles Split Transactions 

User-Friendly Data Entry Forms 

Fast Machine Language Routines 

Extensive Error Trapping 

HI-RES Expense/Income Plots 


For Apple 11 (48K) . . ..... . ...... . ...... . $74.95 


COLOR CALENDAR: $29.95 
Got a busy calendar? Organize it with Color Calendar. 
Whether it's birthdays, appointments, business 
meetings or a regular office schedule. this program 
is the perfect way to schedule your activities. 
The calendar display is a beautiful HI-RES color 
graphics calendar of the selected month with each 
scheduled day highlighted in color. Using the daily 
schedule, you can review any day of the month and 
schedule an event or activity in any one of 20 time 
slots from 8:00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. 

BUSINESS SOFTWARE: 
Both Programs $249.95 

A user-friendly yet comprehensive double-entry ac
counting system employing screen-oriented data 
input forms, extensive error-trapping, data valida
tion and machine language routines for high speed 
operation. The series includes these two modules: 

GENERAL LEDGER: A complete accounting system 
with these features: 

• Up to 500 accounts and 500 transactions per 
month. 

• Extensive check register management system 
(similar to our PFM). 

• Prints checks and mailing labels. 
• 	Produces these reports: 


Transactions Journal 

Account Ledgers 

Income Statement 

Balance Sheet 

Account Listings 


Requires Apple 11, 48K RAM. 

1 disk drive..... .. .... . .. .. ......... . $149.95 


ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE: A flexible system with 
these features: 

• Up to 500 accounts and up to 500 invoices per 

An electronic spread sheet structured around a 100 
row x 20 column table. User defines row and 
column names and equations forming a unique 
template. Table elements can be multiplied, added, 
subtracted, divided, summed, averaged and accum
ulated. Hundreds of unique templates can be created, 
used, stored and recalled for later use. Supplied with 
8 standard templates ready for use covering these 
subjects. 

Cash Flow Analysis 

Proforma Profit & Loss 

Proforma Balance Sheet 

Real Estate In vestment 

Sales Forecaster 

Source and Use of Funds 

Job Cost Estimator 

Inventory Analysis 


Price (Apple II, 48K) . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $89.95 

ELECTRONICS SERIES VOL I & II: 
Entire Series $259.95 

LOGIC SIMULATOR: SAVE TIME AND MONEY. Simulate 
your digital logic circuits before you build them. 
CMOS. TIL, or whatever, if it's digital logic, this 
program can handle. it. The program is an inter
active, menu driven, full-fledged logic simulator 
capable of simulating the bit-time response of a 
logic network to user-specified input patterns. It 
will handle up to 1000 gates, including NANOS. NORS. 
INVERTERS, FLIP-FLOPS, SHIFT REGISTERS, COUNTERS 

up to 20 user-defined random, or binary input 
patterns. Accepts network descriptions from 
keyboard or from LOGIC DESIGNER for simulation 
(48K) . . .. . . . ...... . ... . ...... . . .. . . . .. $159.95 

LOGIC DESIGNER: interactive HI-RES graphics program 
for designing digital logic systems. Draw directly on 
the screen up to 10 different gate types, including 
NANO, NOR, INVERTER, EX-OR, T-FLOP, JK-FLOP, 0-FLOP, 
RS-FLOP. 4 BIT COUNTER and N-BIT SHIFT REGISTER. 
User interconnects gates using line graphics com
mands. Network descriptions for LOGIC SIMULATOR 
generated simultaneously with the CRT diagram 
being drawn .. .... . . . . . .... . . . . . .... . . $159.95 


MANUAL AND DEMO DISK: Instruction Manual and 
demo disk illustrating capabilities of both pro
grams) ... .. ....................... .. .. $29.95 

ELECTRONIC SERIES VOL Ill & IV: 
Entire Series $259.95 

CIRCUIT SIMULATOR: Tired of trial & error circuit 
design? Simulate & debug your designs before you 
build them! With CIRCUIT SIMULATOR you build a 
model of your circuit using RESISTORS. CAPACITORS. 

INDUCTORS, TRANSISTORS, DIODES, VOLTAGE and CUR
RENT SOURCES and simulate the waveform res

Entire Serles $49.95 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS I: This menu driven program 
performs LINEAR REGRESSION analysis, determines 
the mean, standard deviation and plots the fre
quency distribution of user-supplied data sets. Prin
ter, Disk, 1/0 routines. 
' . . ...... . . . ...... . ' . .... . . ' . . ' .. '' ''' $19.95 


NUMERICAL ANALYSIS: HI-RES 2-Dimensional plot of 
any function. Automatic scaling. At your option, the 
program will plot the function, plot the INTEGRAL 
plot the DERIVATIVE. determine the ROOTS, MAXIMA, 
MINIMA. INTEGRAL VALUE .. .. ...... . .. ... . $19.95 

MATRIX: A general purpose, menu driven program 
for determining the INVERSE and DETERMINANT of 
any matrix, as well as the SOLUTION to any set of 
SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS . . . ... . . . $19.95 

3-0 SUFAACE PLOTIER: Explore the ELEGANCE and 
BEAUTY of MATHEMATICS by creating HI-RES PLOTS of 
3-dimensional surfaces from any 3-variable equa
tion. Disk save and recall routines for plots. Menu 
driven to vary surface parameters. Hidden line or 
transparent plotting . . ...... . .......... . . $19.95 

ACTION ADVENTURE GAMES: 
Entire Series $29.95 

RED BARON: Can you outfly the RED BARON? This fast 
action game simulates a machine-gun DOGFIGHT 
between your WORLD WAR I Bl-PLANE and the baron's. 
You can LOOP. DIVE. BANK or CLIMB-and so can the 
BARON. In HI-RES graphics plus sound ..... $14.95 

BATILE OF MIDWAY: You are in command of the U.S.S. 
HORNETS' DIVE-BOMBER squadron. Your targets are 
the Aircraft carriers, Akagi, Soryu and Kaga. You 
must fly your way through ZEROS and AA FIRE to 
make your DIVE-BOMB run. In HI-RES graphics plus 
sound.. .. .... . ......... . ... ..... .. ..... $14.95 

SUB ATTACK: It's April 1943. The enemy convoy is 
headed for the CONTROL SEA. Your sub, the MORAY. 
has just sighted the CARRIERS and BATILESHIPS'. 
Easy pickings. But watch out for the DESTROYERS 
they're fast and deadly. In Hl·RES graphics plus 
sound. ...... . .......... . .... . . . ....... $14.95 

FREE CATALOG-All programs are supplied on disk 
and run on Apple II w/Disk & Applesoft ROM Card 
and require 32K RAM unless otherwise noted . De
tailed instructions included. Orders shipped within 
5 days. Card users include card number. Add $2.00 
postage and handling with each order. California 
residents add 6'h% sales tax. Foreign orders add 
$5.00 postage and handling per product. 

dfskette. 
• 	Prints invoices and customer statements & 

address labels. 
• Interfaces to General Ledger. 
• Interactive screen-based invoice work sheet. 
• 	Produces these reports : 


Aged Receivables 

Sales Analysis 

Customer Listings 

Invoice Search 


Requires Apple II, 48K RAM, 
2 disk drives ... ............. ... .. .... . $149.95 
Both Programs ...... . . . .... . .. ... ... . . $249.95 

ponse to inputs such as PULSES. SINUSOIDS. SAW
TOOTHS. etc. .. all fully programmable. The output is 
displayed as an OSCILLOSCOPE-STYLE PLOT of the 
selected waveforms or as a printed table of voltage 
vs time. Handles up to 50 nodes and 100 components. 
Requires 48 RAM . . . . .... .. . . . . .. . . . . .. $159.95 

CIRCUIT DESIGNER: Interactive HI-RES graphics pro
gram for designing electronic circuits. Draw directly 
on the screen up to 10 different component types, 
including those referenced above. Component inter-. 
connect list for CIRCUIT SIMULATOR generated auto
matically, Requires 48K RAM . . .. . . , .... $159.95 
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Mind You• 

Business 


QY P~T~R OLIVl~RI 
Aren't you glad June is here? Of course, those of us who 

have suffered through a long, cold winter are probably some
what biased in favor of the summer season. 

If you've been around awhile, you may recognize the sig
nificance the month of June holds for me. It marks my first an
niversary with Softalk-yes, I've been Minding Your Business 
for a year now. No cards or letters, please. Just keep reading. 

The Marathon. If you attended the West Coast Computer 
Faire in San Francisco in March, or have attended a similar 
event during your tenure as an Apple owner, you were prob
ably struck (and perhaps a bit overwhelmed) by the number 
and variety of products available to you. It can be very diffi. 
cult to sort out all the different options, packages, and attach
ments that can fit your Apple, especially after having 
wandered through an exhibit hall that's overflowing with possi
bilities. New users-people who are contemplating a small 
business system or a home computer set-up-may find them
selves in a particularly difficult position as they attempt to sort 
out all the options and keep track of all the products available 
to them. If these folks were computers, surely they would suf
fer from a system-overload error message at a show such as 
this one. 

It is wonderful indeed that so much is available to present 
and prospective Apple owners, but it also means that new 
microcomputer enthusiasts face an avalanche of information 
that they may not have the skill/ experience to digest, evalu
ate, and interpret. One function of this column in the months to 
come will be as a vehicle for organizing and explaining some of 
this material. 

Business User Group. Happily, many of you have sent notes 
expressing your interest in our Business User Group ( ... do 
you realize that the acronym for this group is BUG. .. ? oh 
well) . Judging from the letters received so far, we are on our 
way to establishing an information exchange that should prove 
very worthwhile. 

Gary Griffis of Concord, Massachusetts writes in about 
some freelance consulting he's been doing with small busi
nesses and savings banks. He'd had several years' experience 
with DEC, so it was not surprising that he was excited about 
acquiring his Apple last October. Since then, he has success
fully installed six other Apples in client locations, and has been 
involved in such applications as planning, word processing, 
mailing lists, and a variety of banking applications, including 
safe deposit accounting, loan tracking, and so on. In addition, 
he expects to be involved in networking Apples fairly soon. 

Griffis has shared this information as a means of letting the 
group know about some of his interests and some of his frus
trations. His biggest problem concerns evaluating software 
prior to specifying it to a particular client. In trying to select a 
word processor, for example, he found it difficult to get good 
information. He purchased the Executive Secretary, but now 
feels that this was a mistake. On the other hand, he is quite 
pleased with SuperText and recommends it highly. Griffis al
so makes the point that the decision about the product mix of 
word processor, eighty-column card, database management 
system, printer, and DIF program interface is not an easy one. 
He also mentions the difficulty a user can experience when a 
package does all that its advertising claims but, because of nu
merous disk accesses , takes too long to do it. 

Griffis offers some miscellaneous personal obser-1ations as 
well. The Apple Serial Interface card does not work well with 
the NEC Spinwriter. The Prometheus CPS card is not helpful if 

you are going to be doing graphics on a Spinwriter. The M It R 
Fan is a less optimal choice. A better one is the R. H. Super 
Fan II. In addition, Griffis recommends the following pack
ages and products: Sensible Software's Apple Speller, the Vi
dex Enhancer II, Saturn Systems VC-Expand and RAM 
boards (essential if you're doing VisiOalc spread8heets), the 
Keyboard Company's Numeric Key Pad, and an Epson MX
100 dot matrix printer. 

Another reader, Byron Kirkwood from Dallas, Texas, 
writes about DB Master. There's a lot that Kirkwood likes 
about the program, but he also wants to share with other user 
group members some observations about its use. He find8 the 
requirement to use two or three disks for storage and informa
tion about a particular file- no matter how small it is-a bit 
cumbersome and feels that the backup procedure could be im
proved. He also feels that the documentation is not the best. 

Kirkwood has had some experience with High Technolo
gy's Information Master. He found it to be a pretty decent 
database package but did not choose to pay the additional $36 
to upgrade his version to a newer one . In this case as welJ, 
Kirkwood feels that the documentation is not at all well done :· 

The kinds of comments represented by the above para
graphs can serve us all well . We need to share with one an
other. Of course, these remarks represent the opinions of sin
gle users. Some vendors may find this annoying, but it can be 

"Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 
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very valua ble to share with one another our good and bad ex· 
periences. Each of us is sophisticated enough to take what is 
said with the proverbial grain of salt. What is good for one per
son may be bad for another. We are all responsible for our own 
decisions . With this in mind, we will print opposing views from 
other group members or even from the vendors themselves, so 
join in. 

Use r Profiles. Question: What do blackjack, nonverbal 
communication, football, and the state of Missouri have in 
common? Answer: Ken Cooper. 

Cooper and his company (Ken Cooper Communications) 
are located in Ellisville, Missouri. Cooper's system consists of 
a 64K Apple II, two disk drives, an Epson MX·80FT, the SUP 
'r' TERM eighty-column board, and a BMC CRT. He uses the 
CCA Data Management System for keeping track of promo
tional appearances for his business, maintaining customer 
name and address files , and (as a hobby) keeping a file of 
real/ stage names of famous personalities. 

Since Cooper does quite a lot of writing (more on this later), 
he has Superscribe II. He uses it to write articles, prepare book 
manuscripts, and send out newsletters to his clients. Since he 
has some programming knowledge, he has developed some 
applications in Basic and in Pascal. He also uses VisiCalc. 
What for? Well , Cooper is the author of The World's Greatest 
B lackjack Book (Doubleday) and Pro Football Apples, which 
handicaps pro football games using the Apple . Both of Coo
per's books contain information generated on his Apple . He is al
so the author of The World's Greatest Blackjack Program, 
which runs on the Apple. Oh, yes , Cooper has also written and 
lectured on the role of nonverbal communication in business. 

Robert Eckwall, a small businessman and Apple user, also 
operates his own company-Robert Eckwall Associates. His 
group consists of management consultants who specialize in 
designing and producing business proposals for companies 
that hope to acquire government contracts. Most of the assign
ments take place at a customer facility and in the past re
quired logistical effort that included packing and shipping sev-

PROTECT YOUR APPLE II* KEYBOARD 
WITH 

PLEXA-LOK 
PROTECT YOUR $2000 INVESTMENT FOR UNDER $20! 

OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME PLEXA-LOK COMES WITH A 
30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED! 

PLEXA-LOK slips up and over the Apple keyboard 
then gently snaps into position. 

• Your valuable computer 1s protected from ob1ects and spills directly on top of keyboard 
which could cost hundreds of dollars to repair! 
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eral boxes of reference material to and from the job. In addi· 
tion, there was a significant typing requirement that often in
volved the hiring of expensive temporary help. 

With the introduction of the Apple, the logistical effort has 
been reduced to simply selecting the appropriate disks and 
packing the computer in its carrying case. The clerical costs 
have decreased by more than 70 percent. Eckwall uses com· 
mercially available software for all his company's applica· 
tions, and is quite satisfied with M icrotelegram, Magic Win
dow, APM, and VisiCalc. 

New Crop of Products. Marathon Microsystems, Inc. 
(Evanston, IL) ; has gathered, tested, and now offers a large 
variety of farm software, including accounting packages for 
farmers who are doing single or double entry bookkeeping. 
These systems write checks, maintain multiple bank bal· 
ances, and direct the farmer to the appropriate IRS schedule 
at tax time. 

Two of the packages they offer, Ag-Finance and F arm
plan, are designed specifically for use in managing a farm. Ag
F inance (Countryside Data) requires 64K, while Farmplan 
(Farmplan Computer Systems) requires 48K. Both programs 
call for two disk drives . Included are systems for herd man
agement, nutrition planning, and managing feed-lot opera
tions , to name a few . If your recent harvest included an Apple, 
or soon will, consider requesting more information from MMI. 
They're a good source of information about available soft· 
ware. Since they act as agent for a variety of vendors, they are 
in the position to recommend the right system for the prospec
tive user . 

Product Review. Dakin!) Corporation (developers of The 
Controller and The Analyzer) now have another product de
signed for the small business. The Depreciation Planner is a 
complete asset management system that keeps track of de
preciable assets for income tax purposes. It calculates de
preciation automatically for each asset and this creates 
models to determine the effects that different depreciation 
methods will have on a particular asset. While the program is 
certainly likely to interest users of The Controller (it can auto
matically post to The Controller), it can be used as a stand
alone program as well. 

This new package is quite complete. It consists of program 
disks, data disks, and backup copies (eight disks in all); plenty 
of specially designed disk labels, a practice workbook that takes 
the user through a sample application, and a thorough user 
guide. 

The package includes the following programs : 
1. The Asset Manager-allows you to add, change, and re

tire assets. 
2. D epreciation Modeling-allows you to experiment with 

different methods of doing depreciation. 
3. The A sset R egister-provides you with a printed list of 

all assets and their depreciation status , presented in a variety 
of formats. 

4. The R etirement M aster-lists all assets that have been 
retired in the current month and current year. (A distribution 
journal that shows what accounts are affected by the retire
ment of the asset is also printed.) 

5. The Depreciation R egister-prints a list of depreciable 
assets and a distribution journal. 

6. The Investment Tax Credit module-prints a list of all 
items that are potentially eligible for an investment tax credit. 

7. A close-month routine- allows users of The Controller 
to post any appropriate transactions to their master files. It al
so provides for a formal "month closing" within the Deprecia· 
tion Planner packages. 

8. Startup-a program that takes the new user through 
the process of starting up The Depreciation Planner for the 
first time. 

9. A customizing features module-allows you to tailor the 
package to the requirements of your own particular business. 

10. Utilities-provides you with the means of making back· 
up disks . 

It's possible to have up to 750 assets retained at any one 
time and to save up to ten depreciation models on each data 



The Data Factory 
An extremely easy-to-use sys
tem with enormous power and 
flexibility. Data storage on two 
disks is 225,000 bytes. Relocate 
records into a new data base; 
add, delete, or change field lengths 
anytime. 

The Invoice Factory 
Not just an invoice maker. It gen
erates statements, aged receiv
able reports, product or customer 
reports, sales analyses. Use a 
new free form, automatic or stan
dard invoice form. 

The learning System 
A company or educator may pre
pare a training/tutoring/testing 
device. Enter instruction or infor
mation; then key it to a tutorial 
drill or test to check for learning 

comprehension. 

This portfolio management pro
gram allows you to enter, by hand 
or modem, Friday's closing prices, 
Standard and Poor, Beta ratings, 
Value line timeliness and safety 
factors. Use standard formula or 
make up your own to project buys, 
sells and holds. 

V Factory 

Allows for a marriage between 

Data Factory and VisiCalc™ files. 

You can move data in either direc

tion, manipulate it within the cho

sen program, and store it either 

way. An exciting tool for research 

and analysis. 


Tax Manager 
For producing federal income taxes 
and printing the schedules. This 
easy-to-use program includes the 
latest tax laws and will remain 
current with our Extended War
ranty option. 

Data Manager Ill 
A data base designed for the Apple 
III and can be used with floppies or 
hard disk drive. It will handle as 
many records as the storage media 
can handle with total flexibility. 

Merger 
A utility for the Data Factory and 
Invoice Factory. Merge data from 
fields in either program into those 
ofanother file . 

Entertainment 
Test your luck and skill with excit

ing games from Micro Fun. 

Dogfight II Roach Hot.el 

Crown of Arthain Peeping 'lbm 
Mad Venture Palace in Thunderland 
Paint.er Power U.S. Constitution Tutor 

English SAT I 

Both old and new tax laws are 
incorporated in this program 
which uses the straight line 
method for balance sheets and 
accelerated method for estab
lishing asset values for amorti
zation and prints tax schedules. 
1,000 assets per taxpayer. 

Relocatable Linking Loader 
Takes machine language routines 
that have been designated by an 
assembler as relocatable, links 
them together, and then estab
lishes the program at an address 
the user specifies. Can.be used with 
Language Plus. 

Payroll-Manager 
A whole department that doesn't 
write itselfa check. Figures hours 
and makes all standard deductions 
plus seven optional deductions and 
writes the checks. Unbelievably 
fast, and easy to use. 

language Plus 
A two volume library ofmachine 
language routines. These packages 
allow users, through Applesoft 
Basic, to speed up their perform
ance in programming. 

VDlend 

Allows users ofVisiCalc™ to com

bine data in multiple VisiCalc™ 

files, merging the information into 

anew file. 


Software that prompts you 
throughout the program. 
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disk . The dollar amount used can be up to ten digits in length, 
with two of these digits being the decimal portion of the 
number. 

The user guide is printed on quality stock using a typeface 
that is easy on the eyes, and is clearly indexed and organized. 
Each chapter begins with a highlighted inset that indicates 
what program should be used. The reader will find actual 
screen illustrations-enlarged so they can be easily under
stood-in each chapter. The appendices begin with a section on 
setting up the hardware you may have connected to your sys
tem , along with summaries on data entry, editing, trouble
shooting, and interpreting error messages. A list of the calcu
lations that are used to do the depreciation calculations is in
cluded, along with a glossary of terms . 

In sum, The D epreciation Planner is well documented, easy 
to use , and quite thorough in its coverage of the depreciation 
process . Even if you don't have The Controller, you may want 
to take a look at this asset manager. 

Resource Corner. We recently came across a couple of ref
erences that some of you may find useful. They are Your 
Small Business Computer by Donald Shaw (Van Nostrand 
Reinhold Company) and A L ayman's Guide to Installing a 
Small B usiness Computer by Jack Bender (Petrocelli Books). 
Both books are easy to read and provide useful checklists to 
use in evaluating your requirements for a small business com
puter. There are not yet a lot of books in this area, so it 's diffi
cult to rate these two in terms of their competition, but as more 
candidates enter the field we'll be arriving at a list of the best 
books and references available on particular topics . 

Updates. Remember Olivieri's Inquisition? Well, what 
seems like two million (probably closer to three or four thou
sand) replies have come in so far . Analysis is underway and 
the results will be shared with all of you eventually via this col
umn. If you haven't sent yours in, why not take a minute to do 
just that. Your opinions are important. 

While we 're on the subject of opinions , a note came in from 
Michael Decker of Chicago who justifiably objected to a 
sweeping statement in a previous column about So/talk being 
the only definitive Apple resource . He is, of course , quite cor
rect- my enthusiasm got the best of me . As Decker points out, 
N i bble and Apple Orchard are also excellent resources for the 
Apple owner, as is Call-A .P .P .L.E. These publications often 
provide program listings , utilities , and technical information; 
all deserve the Apple owner 's attention. 

It's important for you to get as wide an exposure to other 
people's opinions as possible, so take a look also at one of the 
Open Discussion letters in the April So/talk (page 10) . It gives a 
reader response to a Mind Your Business evaluation of Spec
trum Software's products . 

Coming Up. In future columns you '11 be seeing a profile and 
review of the Apple Ill, a review of word processing packages, 
a review of mailing list packages, and a review of graphics 
packages. Each of these reviews is in various stages of devel
opment already. In the case of the reviews of word processing 
packages, mailing list packages, and graphics packages, 
we're waiting to share the information until we can give you 
comprehensive reviews of a number of packages. This is pref
erable to reviewing, say, one word processing package one 
month and two others several months later, since it gives you a 
better basis for comparison. 

Thanks again for reading along. Here's hoping you were ly
ing somewhere at the seashore , soaking up sun's rays and 
listening to the surf crash against the sand. Until next time, 
take care. JI 

Apple Orcha rd, 910 A Georg e Street, Santa Clara, CA 95050; ( 408) 7fn
7652. Ca ll-A.P.P .L .E ., 304 M ain A venue, S., Suite 300, R enton, WA 
.98055; (206) fnl .J1514. D ak in5 Corporation, B ox 21187, D enver, CO 80221; 
(800) 525-0463. Marathon M icrosystems, I nc., 2610 Grant Street, E v ans
ton, IL 60201 ; (21.,) 864-6289. Nibble, B ox 325, Lincoln, MA 01773,· ( 617) 
259-9710. 

6 PortsMORE & a Joy of a stick 
... to expand your 

Apple's* fun & convenience. 

• I 
I 

At computer stores, or: ... 
DATAMOST 

9748 Cozycroft Ave. 
Chatsworth, Ca 91311 
(213) 709-1202 
VISA / MASTERCHARGE accepted 3'1• shipping/ 
handling charge (Cah!ornia residents add 6%tax)UN! ' Apple 1s a trademark o1 Apple Computer. Inc 



Yes, please send· me a dealer list for Screen Director '"! 


Name______________Title____________ 


Company____________ Address_________ 


City_______St_Zip____Phone~-~-----

0 I would like additional information on Apple Business Graphics and its use 

0 with this printer or plotter: _________________ 

0 with these other programs: _________________ 

0 to produce xerox color copies, overhead transparencies and 35mm slides 

0 I am a dealer. Softalk 6/82 
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THE BAS C So utior1 
By Wm.V R. Smith 

Back in the early days, before the disk drive, Apple II pro
grammers and enthusiasts had to save and load their pro
grams from cassette tape. The average library consisted of fif
ty to one hundred cassettes with information recorded on both 
sides or, in the case of a low-budget library, a small number of 
ninety-minute cassettes with dozens of programs recorded on 
each side. 

No matter which type of cassette system (the low-budget 
method or the multiple-cassette method) was being used, it 
was still up to the user to write down program names, cassette 
designations, and locations on the cassettes where programs 
were to be found. 

The availability of the floppy disk drive proved to be a god
send to those with cassette libraries. Not only was this new 
storage medium faster, it also maintained an up-to-date direc
tory (or catalog) of the files the disk contained. It was now 
easy to print the catalog of each disk to paper and then attach 
the paper to the disk. Within a short time the multiple cassette 
library was transformed into a multiple disk library. 

The disk operating system (DOS) was amazing. It would 
load, save, and maintain program and data information with 
uncanny accuracy and speed. The operator could view the 
catalog at any time with a few simple keystrokes. But it wasn't 
very long after cassette users became familiar with the Apple 
disk system that a serious handicap was discovered. Unfortu
nately, there wasn't a simple method for a Basic program to 
access the disk's file names in the directory. Unless you had in
timate knowledge of how the disk worked, it was near to im
possible to view a disk catalog for the occurrence of a certain 
file (data or program). 

Subsequently, several utilities were created that partially 
dealt with this problem. The majority of these routines would 
issue a catalog command, extract the file names from the vid
eo screen, and convert the names to Basic string variables. In 
fact, one of the first programs supplied in Basic Solution con
tained a routine of this sort. However, this way of proceeding 
had proved to have an immediate flaw: If the disk catalog was 
larger than one page, the first file names in the list would be 
scrolled off the top of the screen and therefore lost to view. 

The real solution to the problem requires leaving the do
main of Basic and handling a little bit of machine language, 
thus extr acting disk file name information to be used by a Ba
sic program. To begin this task, you must first understand how 
information is stored on the Apple disk and learn the locations 
of the handy routines in the disk operating system that will 
help you extract the catalog information. 

To understand how information is stored on the disk, let's 
look at a disk for a moment. A disk is basically a round, flat, 
plastic circle coated with magnetic material (very much like 
cassette tape, put resembling somewhat a phonograph rec
ord). Information must be organized on this disk in a physical 
manner. 

It was decided to store the information in tracks surround
ing the disk center, very much like the grooves of a record. 
But, unlike the grooves of a record, which start on the outside 

and slowly spiral inward, each disk track starts a certain dis
tance from the center, travels around the disk, and meets itself 
at the exact place that it started. This concentric track, or ring, 
could be treated like a strip of magnetic tape where data could 
be saved and loaded as the disk spun under the recording head. 
A disk can have a number of rings depending upon the size of 
the recording head and various other magnetic properties. The 
DOS programmers selected thirty-five rings spaced at an ap
propriate distance to prevent crosstalk or interference from 
other rings. 

It turns out that, at the speed the disk is traveling, almost 
4K of information can be stored on each ring. This is a lot of 
data to be handled at one time by a program attempting to 
read or write information. Apple decided to break each one of 
these rings into smaller sections called sectors. Those of you 
who've been with the Apple a while, may remember the thir
teen-sector DOS. The current disk operating system contains 
sixteen sectors on each one of these tracks and each sector con
tains 256 pieces or bytes of information. Each sector is now 
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0300: 10 • 0305: 49 
0300: 0006 11 CTRK EQU $06 0305:A5 09 50 LOA USLOT 
0300: 
0300: 

0007 
0008 

12 
13 

CSCT 
UDRIV 

EQU 
EQU 

$07 
$08 

0307:80 E9 B7 
030A: 

51 
52 • 

STA SLOT 

0300: 0009 14 US LOT EQU $09 030A:A5 08 53 LOA UDRIV 
0300: 2000 15 BP EQU $2000 ;BUFFER 030C:BD EA B7 54 STA DRIV 
0300: oooc 16 UERR EQU SOC 030F : 55 
0300: OOE3 17 UCMD EQU $E3 030F :A5 06 56 LOA CTRK 
0300: 
0300: 

18 
19 

* MUST BE SET TO COMMAND 

• 
0311 :80 EC B7 
0314:A5 07 

57 
58 

STA 
LOA 

TRACK 
CSCT 

0300: 
0300: 

0309 20 
21 

RWTS 
• 

EQ U $309 0316:80 ED B7 
0319: 

59 
60 

STA SECTOR 

0300: 22 • BELOW ARE LOCS IN IOB 0319:A9 01 61 LOA #READ 
0300: B7E9 23 SLOT EQU $B7E9 031 B:BD F4 B7 62 STA CMD 
0300: B7EA 24 DRIV EQU $B7EA 031E : 63 
0300: B7EB 25 VOL EQU $B7EB 031E :A900 64 LOA #$00 
0300: B7EC 26 TRACK EQU $B7EC 0320:80 FO B7 65 STA BUFR 
0300: B7ED 27 SECTOR EQU $B7ED 0323:A9 20 66 LOA #$20 
0300: B7FO 28 BUFR EQU $B7FO 0325:80F1 B7 67 STA . BUFR + l 
0300: B7F 4 29 CMD EQU $B7F4 0328: 68 
0300: B7F5 30 ERR EQU $B7F5 0328:A9 B7 69 LOA #$B7 
0300: B7F7 31 OSLOT EQU $B7F7 032A:AO EB 70 LOY #SES 
0300: 
0300: 

B7FB 32 
33 

ODRIV 
• 

EQU $B7FB 032C :20 09 03 
032F :90 05 0336 

71 
72 

JSR 
BCC 

RWTS 
EXIT 

0300: 0001 34 READ EQU SOl 0331 : 73 
0300: 
0300: 
0300: 
0300: 
0300: 
0300: 
0300: 
0300: 
0300: 
0300: 
0300: 
0300: 
0300:A9 00 

0002 35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
4 1 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 

WRITE 

• 
• 

EQU S02 

• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
• 
• 

ENTRY CONDITIONS: SET 
TRACK , SECTOR , SLOT DR , 
BUFFER AND COM MAND 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• 
•
• 
CLEAR LOA #$00 

0331 :AD F5 B7 
0334:85 oc 
0336: 
0336:60 
0337: 

74 
75 
76 
77 
78 

ERRHAND 

EXIT
• 

Progrom 1. 

REM * ******•••••••••********* 
2 REM * 
3 REM *CATALOG FILE MAKER 
4 REM * 

•
• 

LOA 
STA 

RTS 

ERR 
UERR 

0302:80 EB B7 48 STA VOL 5 REM * (C) ARTSCI INC. 
6 REM • 
7 REM * 

8 REM * ************************ 
10 DIM A$(100):DS = CHRS (4) 
11 FOR DP = 768 TO 822 
12 READ 0 : POKE DP,D: NEXT DP 
13 DATA 169,0, 141 ,235, 183, 165,9, 141,233, 183 

~~.,.,IB-A.,a~~IB 
1/ 0 ADAPTOR FOR YOUR APPLE 14 DATA 165,8, 141,234, 183, 165,6,141 ,236,183 

15 DATA 165,7, 141,237, 183, 169, 1, 141 ,244,183 
16 DATA 169,0, 141 ,240, 183, 169,32, 141 ,241 , 183 
17 DATA 169, 183, 160,232,32,217,3, 144,5, 173 
18 DATA 245, 183, 133, 12,96 
19 REM ** POKE IN RWTS DEFAULTS 
20 FOR X = 6 TO 9 
30 READ Y: POKE X,Y 
40 NEXT X 
45 DATA 17, 15, 1,96 
50 CALL 768 
100 s = 8203 
110 IF PEEK (S) = 0 THEN 400 
115 IF PEEK (S) = 255 THEN 150 
120 s = s + 3 
125 AS = "" 
130 FOR X = S TO S + 30:AS = AS + 

e COMPATIBLE WITH ALL JOYSTICK SANO PAOOLES CHR$ ( PEEK (X)): NEXT X 
0 COMPATIB [ WITH All SOFTWARE APPLE 1s a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc 


BPI IS a trademark ol BPI Syslems. Inc. 
 140 N = N + 1 :AS(N) = AS 
e GIVES YOU FOUR PUSH-BUTTON INPU TS 150 s = s + 32 
e UNIQUE ' JUMPERS" SOCKET ALLOWS YOU Southern Cahforma Research Group. 

PADDLE-ADAPPLE is a trademark of 

160 IF S < 8192 + 255 THEN 110 
TO CONFIGURE THE PADDLE-ADAPPLE TO 

170 POKE 6, PEEK (8193) MEET YOUR SPECIF IC t EEDS AVAIUBLE FROM YOUR COMPUTER DEALER 
180 POKE 7, PEEK (8194) 

• 	 SELE CT ON[ Of mo OEVIC[S PLU GG ED IN or 
or SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP 190 GOTO 50 

e USE FOUR PAOOUS SI MUlTM lOUSLY POST OFFICE BOX 2231 195 REM - ******************* 
GOLETA. CA 931T8e 	BPlttm1 USERS CAI HAVE BPI DEVICE AND 196 REM * END OF MAIN * 

PADOU S PLULG ED IN SIMULTANEOUSLY 1805) 685-1931 
197 REM * ******************* 

O lJ ( H;~ G E X Ar,D Y Al.ES It JO YSTI CKS $29.95 400 PRINT : PRINT DS;''OPEN CATALOG" 
e All STROBES. AN UNCIATORS, ANO POWER 410 PRINT DS;''WRITE CATALOG" Add St 50 fo r sh1pp1ng and handlingINES AVAILABLE ON BOTH CONN ECTO RS 

CA resrdents add St 80 tai 420 FOR X = 1 TO N: PRINT AS(X): NEXT X 
e SUPPLIED WITH CABLE (OIJ E FOO T) 

430 PRINT 0$;"CLOSE" 
e ADHESIVE FOAM TAPE SUPPLIED MASTERCARD AND VISA ACCEPTED 	 END440 
e SUPPO RTS SHIFT KEY MOOIFICATION DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED Program 2. 

J I 



Finally. High-speedCRTlook-alike 

software for yourApple 


CRT Emulation 

to Your Host 


Computer 

at 9600 Baud. 


Now there 's a fast , new, 
affordable emulation program 
that lets your Appl e II Plus do 
double duty. It's called Softerm. 
And it can turn your Apple into an 
exact look-alike fo r these popular 
CRT terminals at an unparalleled 
baud rate: 

IBM 3101 
DEC VT-100 

DATA GENERAL D-200 
LEAR SIEGLER ADM·3A AND ADM·5 
HAZELTINE 1400 AND 1500 SERIES 

ADDS REGENT SERIES 
TELEVIDEO 900 SERIES 

Softerm gives you the security and 
convenience of a personal computer 
plus the benefits of an on-line ter
minal. You can even transfer files 
simply, quickly, and safely. With 
Softerm you can access your main
frame, talk to your timesharing ser· 
vice, or communicate with another 
Appl e computer. 

Simple to use 
Softerm operates on any Apple II 
Plus with 48K memory and Apple 
II disk drive. For a connection to 
another computer directl y or th rough 
a communications modem , you'll 
need an asynchronous serial inter· 
face board. Here are the boards 
Softerm supports: 

APPLE COMMUNICATIONS CARD 

APPLE HIGH SPEED SERIAL INTERFACE 

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEMS 7710 


MOUNTAIN COMPUTER CPS MULTIFUNCTION CARD 


SSM MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS S10, A 10, A 10 1r· 
HAYES MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS 

MICROMODEM 11 "' .SMARTMODEM '" 
NOVATION APPLE-CAP 

BIT 3 COMPUTER DUAL-COMM PLUS V 

Flexible file transfer 
Softerm makes it simple to transfer 
text, program, and binary fil es from 
one computer to another. You'll 
enjoy a variety of modes to satisfy 
your host computer's requirements, 
including character, block , and the 
intelligent Softrans ~ mode which 
guarantees error-free transmission 
and reception. · 

Other mode selections offered 
include manual or unattended opera
tion, auto-dial and auto-answer, 
adjustable character and block 
delays, character echo wait, hand
shake sequencing, unattended 
multiple fil e transmit queueing, re
ceive to print, and many others. 

80 Column Display
Option 

Softerm gives you exceptional 
display capability. In addition to 
providing full support for a wide 
selection of 80-Column video boards, 
Softerm allows the standard Apple 
40-column video to be used . The 80 
column boards include: 

ADVANCED LOGIC SYSTEMS SMARTERM·· 
VIDEX VIDEOTERM ™ 

M & R ENTERPRISES SUP·R·TERM ~ 
BIT 3 COMPUTER FULL VIEW so~ 

VISTA COMPUTER VISION SO"' 
WESPER MICRO SYSTEMS WIZARD so·· 

COMPUTER STOP OMNIVISION .. 

Most advanced 
emulator available. 

Softerm is written entirely in 6502 
assembly language. You simply can't 
buy a more sophisticated package 
or one that's easier to use. Softerm 
is the most advanced intelligent 
communications software on the 
market. 

Order Softerni now. 
The sooner you can put Softerm 
to work for you the sooner you'll 
put the power of other computers 
at your fi ngertips. So order your 
Softerm program today and discover 
a world of new uses for your Apple. 
Send $ 150 to Softronics, Inc. 

~SBFrRONICS VISA 
6626 PRINCE EDWARD PLACE • MEMPHIS. TN 381 19 • (901 ) 755-5006 
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Unless oth erwfse noted, all products can be assumed to run on 
either Apple II. w ith 48K, ROM Apple.soft, and one disk drive. 
Til e require ment for ROM Apple.soft can be met by RAM Ap
plesoft in a language card. Many Apple II programs wm run on 
til e _Apple III in the emulator mode. 
0 Bite-soft, the software mall-order house, has changed its 
name to Brlght-slde. The company's new maillng address ls 
Box 7460 , Burbank, CA 91510; telephone, 213-841-8411. Users in 
the area are encouraged to come by 3308 West Burbank Boule
vard, Burbank, with any questions about software or the 
Apple. 
0 The AMS Megabyte Hard Disk System from Sorrento 
Valley Associates (11722 Sorrento Valley Road, San Diego, CA 
92121; 714-452-0101 ) will add up to twenty megabytes of flexible 
on-line data storage . Operates with standard DOS, Pascal, and 
CP/M based systems; compatible with Disk II and SVA 8-lnch 
floppy drives . Plugs into any slot except 0, eliminating the need 
for extra software. $33.39. 
0 Applied Software Technology (15985 Greenwood Road, 
Monte Sereno, CA 95030; 408-370-2662) introduces an OEM Pas
cal Interface for the VersaForm business form processor, 
opening the system to custom use. Applications include cus
tomized local networks, generic business form processing, and 
POS bar-wand cash register interface . $245. 
0 Display your own messages with the Billboard from Pa
cific Micro Systems (794 Colleen Drive, San Jose, CA 95123; 
408-225-1285). Features two display modes (scrolling and left to 
right ) , one-inch-high letters, and special characters. $34.95. 
0 The E xcel-9 card from Norell Data Systems (3400 Wilshire 
Boulevard, Box 70127, Los Angeles, CA 90010; 213-257-2026) is 
DOS compatible; BK Monitor in ROM with thirty-five com
mands, programmable interval timer. Comes with the FLEX 
disk operating system, making a variety of disk access and file 
management routines available to the user's terminal. $450. 
0 GPS (Graphics Processing System) from Stoneware (50 
Belvedere Street, San Rafael, CA; 415-454-6500) creates, 
manipulates, and edits graphics like a word processor does 
text . A scaling grid, 2-D rotation, six primary colors that can 
be mixed, two zoom features, and unlimited duplication of 
images are part of the package. Professional version, com
patible with Apple Graphics Tablet, $99.95; standard version 
(joystick or paddles), $59.95. 
0 A conference on Microcom puters in Vocational Education is 
being planned by the Vocational Studies Center, University of 
Wisconsin (964 Educational Sciences Building, 1025 West John
son Street, Madison, WI 53706; 608-263-4367). Educators will 
have access to beginning and advanced application informa
tion; a handbook on a variety of topics will be distributed. To 
be held at the Sheraton Inn, Madison, August 12-13. Registra
tion is $35; handbook (by mail), $20. 
0 Disk storage albums, pocket binders, and snap-lid box/bind
ers in a variety of colors, grains, and capacities, silkscreened 
or foil-stamped, can be ordered from Blackbourn (10150 Cross
town Circle, Eden Prairie, MN 55344; 612-944-7010) . Prices de
pendent on work and quantity . 
0 H!gh Technology Software (2201 N.E. 63rd Street, Okla
homa City, OK 73113; 405-478-2105) has released P.A.C.E., a 
flexible, general purpose estimating product suitable for any 
repetitive-unit cost estimating. Each estimate may consist of 
up to 400 categories derived from like number of cost items, al
lowing up to 100 estimates per disk. Reports provided include 
current cost , summary estimate, and current estimate. $395. 

0 EasyMailer, from Information Unlimited Software (281 
Arlington Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707; 415-525-9452), comple
ments E asyWriter with mailing list building and merging 
capabilities, making personalized form letters a two-step 
process. Forty-column original version, $69.95; professional 
eighty-column version, $175. 
0 Multi-Media Productions (Box 5097, Stanford, CA 94305; 415
968-1061) introduces Computer/ Video Interactive Instruction 
(CVII), a custom-designed hardware/ software training sys
tem for classroom and business. Components are video cas
sette recorder and drive, color television receiver, microcom
puter, and disk drive. Video disk and voice synthesizer options 
available. $9,000. 
0 So/talk is one of the twenty-four magazines indexed in the 
1980-1981 special edition of The Periodical Guide for Comput
erists, an extensively cross-referenced source book with more 
than ten-thousand entries. Published by A.C.E. (470 Slagle 
Creek Road, Grants Pass, OR 97526; 503-846-6742). $11 .95. 
0 DP Directory publishes the tables of contents of more than 
100 data processing periodicals per month. One year subscrip
tions available from DP Directory (Box 562, Bloomfield, CT 
06002) . $48. 
0 Cosmos Screen Mixer, a set of three modules, provides the 
mixed screen of any two screens available for the Apple II, 
using hardware only. Double density hi-res graphics (580 dots 
per line), and advanced character display; choice of half-in
tensity and highlighted characters. From Astar International 
(5676 Francis Avenue, Chino, CA 91710; 714-627-9887). $60. 
0 Strategy and action highlight Fore !, a new golf game from 
Automated Simulations (Box 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040 ; 

415-964-8021 ) . Two complete eighteen-hole golf courses to 
choose from and eight types of terrain; can be played against 
the computer or with up to four players. Applesoft in ROM. 
$29.95 0 Increasing their Epyx line of games, Automated has 
also released Curse ofR a, an expansion module to their award 
winning Temple of Apshai, that gives treasure-seeking players 
179 new rooms to explore . Applesoft in ROM. $19.95. 0 And if 
you want fully animated, real time graphics and sound effects 
while playing Temple of Apshai, current owners can send $5 
and their old cassette to the company for a new version of the 
game . 0 An expansion module for Hellfire Warrior called 
Dang er in Drindisti opens up the fantasy role-playing game by 
one hundred rooms and four dungeons, sending the player on a 
perilous mission in a magical kingdom . Applesoft in ROM . 
$19.95. 
0 Plain a nd Simple Software (9003 Lexington, N.E., Albu
querque, NM 87112; 505-293-2448) has released Sales Order 
ENTRY III. an Apple III software package for manufac
turers, wholesalers , and sales representatives. Copiable and 
modifiable; will keep track of fifty vendors, fifty salespeople, 
600 customers, and approximately 400 sales orders on two 51/4
inch disk drives . Single-key abort of any entry process. $250. 
0 The summer game onslaught has begun! The big news from 
Broderbund (1938 Fourth Street, San Rafae1, CA 94901; 415-456
6424 ) is Deadly Secrets, by L . Corey Kosak and Scott Schram, 
that company's first adventure. You must escape from a flam
ing skyscraper, then carry out a secret assignment to save the 
world from nuclear terrorists. More than a hundred pictures in 
hi-res; puzzles and short sentence commands $34.95. 0 In the 
arcade vein, David Snyder's Serpentine is a maze game fea
turing snakes engaged in the consumption of everything small
er than they are in effort to become the biggest. $29.95 . 0 In 
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Choplifter, by Dan Gorlin, your joystick-controlled helicopter 
must go behind enemy lines to rescue prisoners, dodging jets 
and tanks in 3-D graphics. $34.95. 0 Dogstar R aider, by Mike 
Wise, puts you at the controls of a master starship as it jour
neys from its mothership to an underground bunker on the dog
star planet to refuel, take on supplies, rescue prisoners, and re· 
turn, evading police cruisers and asteroid belts all the way. 
$29.95 . 
0 Sirius (10364 Rockingham Drive, Sacramento, CA 9~27; 916
366-1195) has unleashed Bandits, by Tony and Benny Ngo, con
cerning the defense of a lunar supply base against strafing 
and bombing marauders with sticky fingers. Keyboard, pad
dles, or joystick. $34.95. 0 Fly Wars, by Duane Later, details 
the struggle of the last surviving Spider-Fighter, armed only 
with a web, against waves of Fly-Fighters, raygun-wielding 
caterpillars, exploding cocoons, black beetles, and bug spray. 
Keyboard or Atari-type joystick in Joyport. $29.95 
0 The first issue of Computer Games R eview, a British bi· 
monthly devoted solely to reviewing new and established com
puter game software, has just been published by ()omputer 
Publications Limited (10 Star Lane, St. Mary Cray, Kent, Bm 
3W, England; ORpington 72987). Six issue subscription, $26 
surface mail; $38 air mail. 
0 Standard MlcroSystems (136 Granite Hill Court, Lang
horne, PA 19047; 215-968-5966) has announced Quic-N-Easi 1.4°, 
an update of an applications development system that com
bines formatted, edited screens, processing, advanced file han
dling, and printing. Allows up to twenty columns; capability of 
breaks, totals, subtotals, and floating dollar sign. Requires Z-80 
card. $395. 
0 News from Muse (347 North Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 
21201; 301-659-7212): Firebug, by Silas Warner, puts you at the 
top of a five-story maze with a burning fuse and gasoline cans. 
You must outrace shorter, faster fuses as you burn down the 
floors one at a time. $24.95 . 0 In Frazzle, you must vaporize 
space beasties while avoiding collision with them, your force 
field, and your own ammunition. Applesoft in ROM. $24.95. 
0 Zork Users Group (Box 20923, Milwaukee , WI 53220) is of· 
fering various aids for the playing of Infocom's adventure and 
its sequel. Hint booklet, $9.95; map, $2 .95. 
0 Word Division, a new educational program by Ahead 
Designs (699 North Vulcan, No. 88, Encinitas, CA 92024; 714· 
436-4071) allows teachers to reinforce identification of prefixes 
and suffixes and division of compound words, presented in 
large, hi-res letters. Student has two chances to attempt cor
rect word division, after which correct division is displayed. 
Modifiable; designed for grades one through three. Requires 
game paddle. $19.95. 
0 At its April Peachware '82 convention in San Francisco, 
P eachtree Software (3445 Peachtree Road, N.E., Atlanta, GA 
30326; 404-262-2376) announced the adoption of a new company 
logo and the introduction of the Peachware and Peachpak 
units, consisting of disks, documentation manuals, and a pre
sentation/ storage box. The Magic Wand word processing pro
gram was renamed P eachText, becoming the center of the 
PeachPak 9 Office Produqtivity Series, which also includes 
Spelling Proofreader (formerly Magic Spell) , the PeachCalc 
electronic spreadsheet, (formerly MagiCalc), Telecommuni
cations (formerly Magic M essenger) , and Mailing List Man
ager (formerly Magic Address). 

For dealers, Peachtree's new sales and distribution policy 
will consist of the Buyer's Plan, for those who require soft· 
ware packages in any quantity but do not require support ex
cept for the ultimate end user of the package; and the Author
ized Software Center Plan, geared toward technically com
petent vendors who add value to the software products they 
sell through such things as training, integration of software 
and hardware, or the combination of published software with 
proprietary or custom packages. 
0 Success in Software, a one-day conference exploring the 
major issues in microcomputer software, including design and 
applications, marketing, distribution, and the role of venture 
capital, is being sponsored by Creative Think (165 Pineview 

DataLink.... 

communicates. 


We recently came across this message on the 
Source network. Seems that quite a few people are 
discovering what we already know-nothing 
communicates like Datalink. 

Just one keystroke sets the environment, d ials 
you in and logs you on-or automatica lly redials if 
you need to try again. Datalink works with most any 
card or modem available for your Apple. You can 
send any size file you want at 4800 baud computer 
to computer, or up to 1200 baud over phone lines. 
Send us the coupon below for details, or see your 
computer dealer. 

Words getting around-nothing communicates 
like Datalink. 

'f/I 

I 1~antDatalink-: to tri;my trigger!.'""" .-- :~ ~ 
--i Please rush me more information. Appl II _ App'e 'II _ Bil/ _ , 
[] Dealer inquiry ", I 
[- Send me (quantity) Ootalink :o r Ap 'e ii t S99 95 ~ 

each. CA resi ents 'Y 1ox. Sh1op1ng h SA. $3.00 for fir st · I 
copy. 50< each o d'110 o ' copy Foreign. odd n odd1t1ono $10 I 
sh ip ping ono ond'1 g c'io· per order ~ . 

Payment by - VISA 'J MasterCard ::::J Ch ck ~ I 
Cre di t Car -= I 
Expu 'ion d te lnl erbo k •(MC only) ___ _ _ _ 

s.g oi...:re ~ I ome _ ________ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ __~ 

Company ; I 

Address ~ I
City _ ___________ _ _ _ ___ _ ___ 

State Zip ~ I 

Moil lo LINK(t) ,'.: 
SYSTems .. : 

Simply powerful ti software : 
that links it all together"' 1 

L _ 1640_.2? t~S~onto~onic~CA 90404 (2132..:153-1851 _ _] 



DON'T BLOW YOUR BUCKS ON 

Locked-Up Software! 


Beagle Bros Apple Utilities are Listable, Backup-able, 

Customizable and Compatible with Normal Apple DOS. 


Apple
Mechanic 
Shape Writer/ Byte-Zap Utility 
by Bert Kersey 
An0th"'r hot mult iple uttlity dl...; k with nrneusc>n11. 
I .is t.lblt'. t ipyab e a.nd custom1zabh• prog1·arn -
Shape Writer: Put p1'0fess ion; h • 1''5 ,1.nirna 
Uo;. U1 y our progra.mSI I-Tom the ~Cyboa.rd, clJ·aw 
at vt,h1ng, thf>n let your Applc w r:t.t• t ht.> s hape table 

~~~ ~ 1;: I'~~~J ~ ~~~al0~~~~~0 1~~ l~~~t~t,t.~ 
prog.rams s how how to u.se shape tables lo:- .:.t.111 

11Mtm.g y o : m·v-n games, gr aph.tc clJsp ay s and 
animated charts & graphs. I : yo u a.?'f> into gr<t. 
ph.tcs. LhL" valuable ut11ity lea.rmn.e tool r::. for you 
Byte Zap: A ·· m t" utility Rc\·11 ·11R a1w by o n 
a l1!Sk by 1< dl g a sector onto t.he scr n for 
11.spt.>et1on Hex, decimal or ascii d.iaplays op. 
uon Exa n1u10 bytes vi.a cursorcontrol, enw:- hrx 
d una.i m· asc11 to change. SC'I"Ul tor creat mg 

DOS BOSS 
DISK COMMAND EDITOR 
by Bert Kersey & Jack Cassidy 

A class ic Apple utU ity you w1 1 ENJOY! Rena.me 
commands "Cat.a.log" can be "Cat", and so on_ Bave
protect your programa; An unauthorized copy 
attempt produces a "Not Copyable" messa&e. Lin
protection too and on&key program selectlor. 
from catalog Catalog customizer Change Dlalt 
Volume message to your title, Omit or alter ftle 
cod.es Rewrite error mess~es. "Syntax Error" can 
be "Oopsl!'' or anything you want.! Fasel.flat.mg 
docu mentation included. Hours of good reading! 

Any or all of Dos Bosa' a change featureo may be 
appended to yaur progra.ma, so that anyone 
u.aing yaur dlllca (booted or not) on any Apple 
will be formatting DOS the way you designed lt. 

ONLY 

s2400 
• ! 50 SHIPPING 

0 Doe Bou on DISk ( 32K or 48K ) 
D Beagle Bros Apple Tlp Book '"2 
0 Peeka, Pokee & Pointers Chal't 

l,:.gaJ fl f' rld!!lf>S, res r1 :1.g de '...ed mes, c!:cLngu11, 
erretmg program names. I' pairmg OJ' i*l 'Ot..ect.II1.f, 
d isks. ma.kmg DOS changes, a.nd cxam:111 ng 
;iroe:-run rues Clea!' mstruct.10ns show how Applt-' 
rus ;c; tl. l lh ::it.o:·t>d and how t.o acx::css ll ~------....1.-...El; 
Gosub City: A use!UI col ection o'. sound•. tcx: ~ 
am~ h i N'S Lr icks for use in your programs. a 
More too: l)(>mo-wri ~1 ng prograncs. rnor<>hH es & 
~~l~t·~~eexc~~e~~. ~~"t;~~s=~~L~~ivel f 
ONLY '.J Apple Mechanic rusk 148K min )$2980 rJ l't•~ l e Bros Apple Tip Book •S 

rJ Peeks , Pokes & Pointers Chan. 

"1'.-·-~E~:~S~H~~~?~~~J ,~---------------"~ 
..--------------------.~

TipDisk#l 
by Bert Kersey 

~,!':.0ifi~ {;,'O~~~:i,'f;n~,~~ii~n~'o~ 
~{~~krJJJ~~a~o1~1 m3tldd~t[i~;s d;h\~g~uii 
copyablP witlcha.ngeable, a d cac h teaches an othel' 
fa.ct d.bout r.'1.1.iun.g yow- Apple do it..c; t hmg 

ONLY O TipD!sk • l ondisk ! 3~K Ol' 48K )$2000 D Peelca, Pokes & Pointers Chan. 

• 150 S H:i Pi :; ~ Note: No Tip Book with Tip Disk 

Alpha Plot 
Hi-Res Graphics/Text Utility 
by Bert Kersey & Jack Cassidy 
Here are ]USt a few of Alpha Plot's easy to-use 
features Compare with others on the market -
Hi-Res Drawitu[:Create lll·res pictures and 
chart.s wtt.h text onDoth pages of memory. all 
appendable to your pr<>grama. Opt10nal Xdraw 
cursor ( eee hnes before you draw) Color inttee 
and RBveree ( opposite of ba.ckgl'ound) Circles. 
Boxes. and Ellipses. filled or ouUtned Scruncher 
otoreo hi-rea in 1/ 3 dill< apace. Stutter redra ws 
any portion of your picture on either hJ res screen. 
Also superimpose imageo and convert hi-res to lo
res and back for fasctnattng abstra.cts1 

Hi-Res Text: Beautiful upper & lower caae 
vnth descenders ( no hardware required). Color or 
reverse characters positionable anywhere ( no 
vtab/ htab restriction ) Pro fessi onal -looking 
proportional apacing Wlth a4Justable height, 
lea.dlng (li ne spacing ), and kermng ( letter 
epa.clng) MultH1lre<.'Llonal typing too for charts' 

•3 
o

9
11LYBO 0 Alpha Plot on D1ek ( 48K m lrumum ) 

0 Be"8]e Bros Apple Tip Book '"4 

,.; 

8 
.:l,; 
~ 

Yu!t1!!l~!~ 
by Bert Kersey 
21 versa:..Lle utihtles y ou can hs t , customize and 
ba.ck ·up Ll3t Formatter makes properly spaced 
and indented l1Stir,gs with prtnter page breaks, 
ea.ch statement. on a new lme with if·then'e and 
loops called out, a great de-bugger! cetalog in 
multlple-oolumna and 8Jl<f pag&wldth to printer 
or screen Automatically post Run·number and 
lastrused Date m your programs Put invt.lble 
tunct!on.l.nll commando tn your 11Stl!1gs Access 
p rogmm lines In memory for garbage repair and 
"Ulegal" alteration_ Qulckly alphabet!ze and store 
info on cl.ISk Run 8J1<f program wlllle another stays 
mt.act Renumber to 65535. Save inverse, trick and 
l.nvialble tile n.ameo. Convert decunal to hex & 
binary, o r INT to FP Append programs. Dump text. 
screen to pr inter Mol'e too. 21 Programa Total! 

ALL 11 noouir o UtWty Clty on rusk <48K mlrumum$2980 0 Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book •3 
O Peeks, Pokee & Pointers Chart 

GOTO .your 
Apple Dealer. 
Most Apple Dealers carry 
our software. If your dealer 

doesn' t, get on his case. He can have our disks in his 
store for you within 2-3 days. Or, if you want, you can 
order directly from us. Ca.11 our Toll Free Number (below) 
or drop us a note with a check 
or your Visa/ MasterCard ~ 
number & expiration date. ~"-

'iNOW WILL YOU MARRY ME, 
VICKY? NOW THAT IVE 

GOT MY OWN BEAGLE BROS 
PEEKS & POKES CHART? 

Bonuses With 
Every Disk! 
Poke your Apple all night 
long with this free 
handy 11" x 17" 
reference poster! 
The most useable PEEKS, 
POKES, POINTERS and 
CALLS, scrounged up from 
every source imaginable! 
Apple Tip Books too
Each disk comes with a gold mine of valuable Apple 
mformation and hours of entertaining reading matter. 
including dozens of tips and keyboard experiments on all 
subjects- DOS, Copy Protection. Graphics, Shape Tables, 
Hardware and more. Sample programs too such as 
"Programming the Reset Key" and "Copy Stoppers" 
~==-----Eac~~h:_:dis~· ~1k~comes with its own

unique book. 

24 Hour TOLL FJlEin-.:;;-- 
Masterca.rct, Visa or c E Order Deak 

Nationwide: BOO-as OD Omers, ca.u: 
Al::;~nia: .~00-82f;~J'c,03 ext.827 
'ol'der awau: 800-es4 ext.827 

::==:..:s:..:0::;nJ:;:y~p'.'.:le~as~e:._::Qu~es:t~10::~:;-,2822 ext 827
• ns. Phone 714 ·296·6400 ) 

·---  CXJD.aau s3 •OR ORDER BY MAIL: 

RUSH! '!'he rusk packages ch eck ed below 
Plus the 'T'ip Book and PEEKS/ POKES Chart: 

D Alpha Plot D Dos Boss D Tip Disk 
D Apple Mechanic D Utility City 
l Add i 150 Sh1ppir.g. any s~e order Cahfornla add so-o ta.x ) 

~ 1 NAMES 

~ . ADDIU

l1 CITYS 

~ · ~.
82• i i 
::1 

. ; SC SHIPP: l:G 0 Peeka, Pokee & Pointera Chart 

I 

~ 
" 
• 

I 

"APPLE" lS a registe1'ed tra.cle mark of Apple Computer Inc 

"BEAGLE BROS" belongs to us I 

4318 Sierra Vista, San Diego, Ca 92103 
714-296-6400 
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Lane, Menlo Park, CA 94025; 415-321-6775). It will be held July 
20, 1982 at Hyatt Rickeys, Palo Alto, California. Speakers in· 
clude Bill Budge, Dan Flystra of VisiCorp, Alan Kay of Atari, 
and John Couch of Apple. 
0 Interactive Structures (146 Montgomery Avenue, Bala Cyn· 
wyd, PA 19004; 215-667-1713) has expanded its series of Pkaso 
interfaces to include color text and graphics for its IDS color 
prism printers . The ID12-Color includes all the features of the 
Pkaso black and white matrix printer interfaces, plus hi- and 
lo-res screen prints, swap and rearranges command packages 
for the color set, change color commands, and commands to 
create and print with definable sets of colors. Apple II pack
ages, $195; Apple III, $225. 
0 Synergistic Software (830 North Riverside Drive, Suite 201, 
Renton, WA 98055) has released two arcade games on one disk. 
In Procyon Warrior, the player must defend a space station 
against a variety of drones and a mother ship, using plasma 
bombs and neutrino missiles. Appointment at Aldebaran fea
tures asteroids and marauding space pirates in 3-D graphics. 
Joystick or paddles. $24.95 . 
0 Compuserve (5000 Arlington Centre Boulevard, Columbus, 
OH 43220; 614-457-8600) has added the Business Information 
Wire of the Canadian Press to its videotex service, giving on
line access to all North American subscribers . 0 Popular 
Science magazine is also available, with a library containing 
the most recent back issues. Access weekday evenings and all 
day weekends and holidays, $5 an hour. Weekday daytime ac
cess available. 
0 The Quiet 300, a line printer from Local Data (2701 Toledo 
Street, Suite 706, Torrance, CA 90503; 213-320-7126) features 30 
lpm with sixty-four 'character set, 220 lpm with ninety-six 
character set, and 440 lpm with forty-eight character set. 
Fully-formed characters, quiet operation, and switchable RS
232 and parallel Centronics interface. $4,995. 
0 Wildfire Publishing (326 Toro Canyon Road, Carpinteria, 
CA 93013 ; 805-684-1489) has released a new book series for be
ginning microcomputer entrepreneurs. Your Fortune in the 
Microcomputer Business, Volume I, shows how to survey the 
market, select a product or service, get startup capital, and 
what steps to take in establishing a business. Volume II covers 
the problems and decisions encountered in a successful micro
computer business. Author Victor Wild is a consultant, busi
ness writer, and lecturer with a background in medical elec
tronics, computer test equipment, and fiber optics businesses . 
$20 each. 
0 MicroMotion (12077 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 506, Los An· 
geles, CA 90025; 213-821-4340) has released Forth-79 Version 2, 
a portable professional software system with floating point and 
hi-res graphics. Includes screen editor, macro-assembler, 
string package, 32-bit integer arithmetic, and a 200+ page 
tutorial and reference manual. $99.95; $139 .95 with enhance
ments. 
0 Legend Industries (P.O. Box 112, Pontiac, MI 48056; 313-674· 
0953) has developed a memory expansion program, the CP/ M 
Fast Disk, that can use all the RAM of the Legend 64K card as 
a speedy, solid-state disk drive . Adding Legend cards in
creases the drive up to 512K. $69.95 0 To retrieve hi-res pic
tures rapidly, Slide Select can be used with both 64KC and 
128KDE cards. The program is a combination of software; 
one, an Applesoft program that is the functional equivalent of a 
slide projector controlled from keyboard or game paddles; the 
other, a machine language interface for the Basic program
mer that allows easy access to the Legend cards. Free on 
demo disk, or as update for current Legend card owners, $8. 
0 Special applications templates for use with VisiCalc from 
Exec Systems (Box 192, Clinton, MD 20735; 301-868-5487) are 
designed to save hours of initial setup time and effort. Called 
VisiTemps, the first four packages released are for income tax 
preparation, common business applications, home and family 
applications, and sports record keeping and statistics. $19.95 to 
$59.95. 
0 AccuRec, from Individualized Operand <Box 3030, San Ra
fael, CA 94912; 415-459-3383) turns an Apple II into an attend

...The Winning Card 

Computer Station™ 

presents 

Station Master™ 
for the Apple 11 · or Apple II Plus · 

Compute r Statio n has Jo ng been known for its graphic deve lopments for 
the Appple Compute r . The Dithe rtizer 11TM is a video digitize r board which 
loads the hi- res screen with a video camera . C ombined Enhanced G raphics 
Soft wa re (CEGS) dumps the conte nts o f the h1 · res screen o nto paper for a 

la rge varie ty of printe rs by means o f low-cos t software package . 

We now introduce the Station Maste rTM The Station Maste r 1 a uni 
ve rsal parallel ca rd with the added capabilit y o f being a ble to pul the hi -res 
scree n on parer with simple keyboard comma nds The Station Ma te r may 
be used with AN Y one o f FOUH di ffe ren t printe r typ <'S (See model se lec · 

t1o n below .) 

As with o ur CEGS. the re a re o ptio ns for d umping page one nr J1 ge two 
norma l o r expanded siLe . p icture or p lot. and honLontal positioning . 

The S tat io n Mas te r ca rd 1 supplied with printe r cable so yo u just p lug in 
and go . We al o include a disk., tt e w11h practice r 1cture and p lot a we ll as 
drivers for u e with V1siplo1·1M 

The Sta tio n Maste r o ffe rs co mpat ibilit y with BAS IC. Pasca l 1 1. C P 1M 
a nd applicat ion softwa re The docume nta tion includes he lpful info rma tion 
for first -time use rs abo ut hi -res graphics a nd how to use the board with p ro 
gra ms such as Applewrite r1 M. Apple Plo tTM. Visica lc TM and V1siplo t™ 

The Statio n Maste r includ ing ca ble  $1 7 5 OO 

Model " 70 17 acco mmodates ANY of the printe rs listed be low 

• 	 Epso n MX -80 with • Data So uth DS 180 

gra phics o ptio n • Centronics 739 

• 	 Epson MX - 100 • NEC PC~023 

• 	 Anadex 950 l / 9500 

Computer Station 
11610 Page Service Drive 


, .. S I St. Louis, Missouri 63141 ~~~:S I .
•.:ir nu 

(314).432-7019 

Duect orders wJI incur $3 00 shipping and handling charge and s.a~s tax where applicable 

Computer Station, Station Master and D1thertizer II are trade marks of Computer Stations , Inc 
Apple II, Apple II Plus, Applewnter and App le Plot are registered trademarks o f Apple 
Computer, Inc . V1sicalc and V1 siplot are registered trademarks of Pe rsonal Software , Inc. 



Nothing in my back· 
gTound prepared me for 
the necessity of having 
to write my own soft· 
ware for my Apple III. 

When I was a pilot on 
the Mississippi River, I 
always knew where I 
was, where I'd been, and 
where I was going. Not so 
when I'm in the middle of 
a progTam. 

Observing jumping 
frogs in California and 
the quaint customs of the 
Sandwich Islanders were 
not good training gTounds 
for coping with hex 
numbers. 

Now I have the Pro
gTam Writer/ Reporter 
from Vital Information. 
Just by answering ques· 
tions on the screen, I can 
develop interactive pro
gTams that perform most 
of the information proc· 
essing I require. 

In fact, I was just 
showing Jim how much 
fun it can be, and now 
he's taken over the whole 
show, giving me enough 
time to write this 
testimonial. 

Your obedient servant, 

S. Clemens 

For more information on 
the ProgTam Writer/ Re· 
porter for your Apple II 
or Apple III, contact your 
local dealer or write: 

Vital 

Information 


Inc. 

7899 Mastin Drive 
Overland Park, KS 66204 
(800) 255·5119 

The reports of my being 
able to write software are 
greatly·· ~~~g~erated. 

,,,r, ,1tJ ~·-v 

~ 
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ance recorder/ reporting system. Employees enter their 

in/ out time with personal ID codes. System can also structure 

workweek, paydays, overtime rate multipliers, and more. 

$179 .95 . 

D A starter kit for computer users is available from Ico-Rally 

(2575 East Bayshore Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303; 415·494·9111) . 

Designed to fill the start-up needs of 51/4 and 8-inch disk users , 

the kit includes library case, head cleaning disk, labels, mylar 

hub rings and a No Smoking decal. $29.95 D Soft-Rack, a take· 

home software demo package , includes program manual, 

demonstration and applications programs. Twenty CP/M busi· 

ness and accounting programs can be tried out at $49 .95 each. 

Full payment unlocks the system for permanent use . 

D If you have a Textalker version 1.0 or 1.1 from Street Elec

tronics (3152 E . La Palma Avenue, Suite D, Anaheim, CA 

92806 ; 714·632·9950) you can trade it in for an upgraded version 

1.2 by sending your old disk, or contact the company for a 
patch program to correct some problems on the original. 
D Quadram (4357 Park Drive , Norcross , GA 30093; 404-923
6666) introduces Interfazer, a microprocessor-controlled in
put/output expansion unit with buffer memory expandable to 
128K RAM and up to ten I/ 0 channels . Can be used for multi· 
use printer controller, incompatible device interface, peri
pheral buffer, data transfer rate converter, or as a peripheral 
multiplexer. Will take up to ten I/ 0 cards. $700 price range, de· 
pending on configuration. 
D A new home-arcade game from Piccadilly Software (89 
Summit Avenue , Summit , NJ 07901 ; 201·277·1020) called Star 
Blas ter features eight levels of difficulty as you repel waves of 
attackers from the planet Drago and ultimately destroy the 
dreaded Dragonian Annihilator . $29.95. 
D New from Vldex (897 N.W. Grant Avenue , Corvalis, OR 
97330; 503-758-0521): To be used with the E nhancer, the Videx 
Function S trip offers up to sixteen additional function select 
keys . Takes up no table space. $79. 

D SuperSpooler, an intelligent printer interface , is a vailable 
from Compullnk (1840 Industrial Circle, Longmont, CO 80501; 
800-525·6705) . In addition to being a hardware buffer, the base 
model includes a 16K memory, Centronic-compatible I/ 0 
ports , two-digit LED display, plus memory options and RS-232 
serial I/ 0 ports for modem transmission and serial to parallel 
tra nslation . $349; memory expansion, $159 ; serial option, $95. 
D A ninth-grade level text book, Discovering Computers, has 
been published by Science Research Associates (1115 North 
Wacker Drive , Chicago, IL 60606 ; 312·984·2053) as an introduc
tory course in computer awareness. Can be used with or with· 
out microcomputer ; no use of math required . Soft cover. 
$10.36 . 
D A new 1.0 version of InterComp source compare utility pro· 
gram has been announced by Itluwa InterSystems (Box 91 , 
Ithaca, NY 14850 ; 607·257·0190) . With both word processing and 
programming applications, it can be used to compare any two 
CP/M files and report all differences, sending the output to 
disk, console , or printer. Comparison parameters are user de· 
fined and modified ; incorporated in the system is In terAid, a 
help facility that displays all options . $295. 
D Seven isolated power outlets are offered in the S tedi-Watt 
Jr. Model 718 from National Field Sales (2660 West Chester 
Pike, Broomall, PA 19008 ; 215-359-1004). Features seven-stage 
transient voltage , FI/ EMI filter, and dual protection of fifty 
joules on both transverse and common modes , and fifteen amp 
circuit breaker. $189 .50 . 
D Artworx (150 North Main Street, Fairport NY, 14450; 716· 
425·2833) has released The Predictor , a user-oriented mu!· 
tilinear regression program for analyzing business trends for 
statistical significance. $29.95. 
D Johnson Associates (Box 1870, Phoenix, AZ 85001 ; 602·979· 
4554) has developed Slo t Swappers , a hardware device that in· 
terchanges two slots to avoid hardware damage and eliminate 
ca rd manipulation. $79.95. 

Bring Your Computer Into The Computer Age 

The MAGIC KEYBOARDTM will convert the keyboard of your Apple II or 
Apple II+* computer to Numeric "Ten-Key" pad configurations, The Dvorak 
Simplified Keyboard,** Hexadecimal Keypads, and others. 

Accountants: Secretaries: 
Several numeric " ten· Increase your typing 
key" pad conf igurations speed dramatically with 
are available to choose the Dvorak Simplif ied 
from with each MAGIC keyboard. A more natural 
KEYBOARD. and efficient keyboard. 

•Easily Installed 

• No "Software Overhead" 
Completely compatible with .§.!.! programs, includ· 
ing electronic spreadsheets, word processors, data 
bases, games, etc. 

•Move your keycaps around, or use the supplied decals. 

•Switch back to "qwerty" instantly. 

~ 90 Day Warranty 

•Custom Layouts Available 

Programmers: Parents: 
Machine language pro Enable youryoung child· 
gramers now have a hex· ren to easily find the keys 
adecimal keypad avail· by arranging them in al
able to speed data input. phabet ical order. 

The MAGIC KEYBOARD fits within your computer, 
instantly allowing you to choose between the standard 
"Qwerty" keyboard arrangement, and several other im· 
proved layouts. In add ition, with the push of a button, you 
can have one of several " ten-key" pads available for 
easy numeric input. 

Now Available for the Apple II and II+$8995Soon available for other computers. 
Order From Your Dealer Or: • 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA RESEARCH GROUP 
P.O. Box 2231 ·S, Goleta , CA. 93118 • (805) 685·1931 

Add $2 .50 for shipping; CA add tax; Visa - MIC Accepted 

••About The Dvorak Simplified Keyboard. 
The "Qwerty" arrangement that we are all accustomed to wasscien tificallydesigned to be as inefficient as possible, to prevent keyjams on the first typewriters of the 

1870's. Sheer inertia has kept that arrangement in use to th is day, even though in 1932. professor A. Dvorak inven ted (and pa tented) a new arrangement th at makes 
sense. The most often used keys are on the " home" row, and the strongest fingers get most of the work. 

•Apple II and Apple II+ are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. 



The Main Menu. Commands for the Main Menu, as in 
all modes of the system, are mnemonic. For example, to 
create a New Page, iust touch llil. 'lb Print Text touch [fl. 
Touch IMI and move immediately into the mailing list. 
There is no chaining to disk! 

LEFT 
MARGIN ... TAB 

SET 
IDENTIFIES 
UPPER CASELOCK 

.. RIGHT 
MARGIN 

Line · 19 [60] ~os1t1on · 38 U/C-· Enter Text-FORMAT-II turns your Apple II into a 
powerful and effective word processor If you 
are not familiar with computers or, for that 
matter, with word processors, do not worry 

The Apple and FORMAT II behave like a 
typewriter in some ways. but instead of 
printing directly on your paper. your typing stores ' 
information directly in the computer memory 
Once it's in the memory, 1t can be displayed 
on . the screen and, more importantly. It can be 
edited, reorgan1Zed, or fed out to a printer 

Entering Tuxt...Easier Than a Typewriter 

Enter text quickly and a few commands does it all. AB 
on a typewriter, you access upper case letters with the 
SHIFT key: But Format-II is smarter than a typewriter 
since there is no need to press RETURN at the end of 
each line. Format-II wraps text from line to line for you. 

Effortless Formatting 

FORMAT TEXT MOOE IDENTIFIED 
BY "FORMAT TEJCr AND I CURSOR 

Line t 9 [60] Pos111on 38 	 Format Text 

FORMAT II turns your Apple II into a -·powerful and effective word processor If you-

are not fam111ar wit h computers or. for that 
matter. with word processors. do not worry 

The Apple and FORMAT II behave like a 
typewriter in some ways, but instead of 
printing directly on your paper, your typing stores 
information directly 1n the computer memory 
Once it's in the memory. 11 can be displayed 
on the screen and. more important ly, 11 can be 
ed it ed , reorgan1Zed . or fed out to a printer . 
Furthe r mo~e. the rnformat1on - yo ur text - can 
be stored -· awa y safel y on a flopp y disk • -Justify l!rne lllaragraph iiext B1 1 

Touch the I ESC / key and you're in "Format Text" mode 
to edit and manipulate. Again, all commands are mne
monic and are brought up with one key stroke. No 
complicated CTRL functionsl For example: 

lAJlign... a column of numbers [Q]elete... text 

rn:ltank... out text. lmdit. text. 
Furthermore, the information - your text - can 
be stored away safely on a floppy disk. • 	 !Qenter...text. [[]ind... text on the page. 

Illustrated is []ustify: .. text. (Throughout, bottom-of-· 	  screen prompting keeps you on track.) The iustification 
on the screen appears exactly as it will print out. Format 
II is a "what you see is what you get" word processor. 



Format-II 
Knocks 
Wordstar 

Right ofl 

The Apple 


The Mailing List: Powerful, Versatile 
Format-II's sophisticated Mailing List nvals the best 
database management systems. Entries are in a card 
file format. Each entry reserves a 16 field card, and 442 
cards fit on each Mailing List disk. You can add new 
entries, flip through entries, find particular entries, alter 
existing entries, and much more. 

16 FIELDS 

Mailing list On1t1al1se mn1versal l1abels llntr1es main menu 
[S](O]( Label _](Entry I 
[][][ ]( I 
[ ]( ]( SName ](Mr. John Coe I 
[ ][ ][ $Tille ]( Sales RepresentatOYe I 
[ ][ ]( $Company ](Kensington Microware I 
[ ]( ]( $Address ]( 300 East 54th Street I 
( ]( ]( $City ]( New York I 
[ ]( ]( $State ](NY I 

-- [SJ( ](Slip ]( t0022 I 
[ ]( ]($Telephone ]( (2t2) 490 ·769t I 
( ]( ]( SSalutatoon ]( Mr . Doe I 
[ ]( ]( ]( I 
[ ]( )[ $Comments )[ Publishers of FORMAT -II I 
[ )[ )[ )[ I 
[ )[ ][ ][ I 
[ ]( ][ ][ I 
[ ][ ][ )[ I 
General entry : Ontry (lind c move Cl m~ete [iJ lank : - ]014[ 

Maintain your lists in any order you like. In this 
example the entries have been sorted by zip code. 

Format-II's powerful logic allows you to target 
entries from your list to be merged with specified 
letters. 'lb send a letter to all "Program City" stores 
listed except those in California, set Format-II 's logic for 
"Program City" ANDNOT "California". With the logic set 
for "lawyers"OR"accountants"AND"California", Format-II 
will print a letter to only those lawyers and accountants 
who live in California. 

A complete range of selections in your hands. 

Format-II gives you everything 

that Wordstar® offers, and it does more! 

It does it faster! It does it simpler! 

All at a lower cost! 

Format-II is a machine code program. 

An inunediate benefit is speed-response to 

commands is instantaneous. Also, Format-II 

loads entirely at once including the Mailing List. 

Remove the program disk, you won't need it 

anymore. Only one disk drive is required! 


Other Knockout Features: 

D Format-II works with any printer that connects to 
the Apple. It performs proportional space 
justification with Diab lo •, Qume '" and NEC~ printers. 

D For transmission of text over the telephone, Format-II 
will create DOS 3.3 Text fi les for all available 
communications programs. 

D Use Format-II to incorporate and edit fi les created 
with other programs such as Visicalc !! spread sheets. 

D A Quick Guide manual that will have you running 
most features in two hours, and a full Reference 
Manual for that weekend to explore all the cham
pionship qualities of Format-II Word Processing. 

THE SCORECARD 

Format-II Wordstar 
Basic Program $375 $375 
CPIM® Not required 399 (Softcard®) 
Mailing List Included 125 (Mailmerge ®) 
Sorting Program Included 200 (Supersort®) 

Prices shown are list. 

Go with the best. Ask for a comple te demonstra hon of 
Format-II at your local dealer. You too will be a winner. 

The FORM8T-lC® Best 
on the 
Apple 

Kensington M1croware Ltd. Ir~ KENSINGTON 300 East 54 Street. Suite 3L 
I~ MICROWARE NY 10022 (212) 490-7691 
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D Sensitive computer electronics can be protected from volt
age surges, transient static electricity and noise pulses with 
the Blit::: Bug from Omni Communication (200 West County 
Line Road, R.D. 3, Box 200, Jackson, NJ 08527; 609-259-2617). 
Acts as an open circuit; during a surge, clamps the voltage to a 
safe level, preventing damage to electronic equipment. $24.911. 
D Softsel (8295 South La Cienega Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 
90301; 213-670-9461) has introduced Headstart, a service for 
software retailers to contact to obtain any kind of software. Ad
vance orders accepted for material not yet available; all soft
ware evaluated. Softsel is also looking for new software. Mini
mum purchase is $100. 
D Now your Apple can talk back to you. The Micromlnt (917 
Midway, Woodmere, NY 11598; 516-374-6793) has introduced 
the Sweet Talker ST02 board which speaks any word in the 
English language, using sixty-four phonemes with four levels 
of inflection. Features the Votrax SCOlA phonetic speech syn
thesizer chip, requiring less than one hundred bits per second 
for continuous speech. Optional software package contains a 
6502-based text-to-speech algorithm allowing any printed word 
or phrase to be spoken. $149. 
D Krell Software (Dept. 44, 21 Millbrook Drive, Stony Brook, 
NY 11790; 516-751-5139) is sponsoring a contest in educational 
software writing. Categories in arts, the humanities, philoso
phy, social sciences, math, natural sciences, Logo, and other 
topics . Deadline for submissions is December 1, 1982. Thirty 
first prizes are $500 worth of Krell software; thirty second 
prizes are $300 worth, and the thirty third prizes are $200 
worth. 
D The Rainbow's Edge is a newsletter for the owners of Apple 
computers. Volume two, number one has just been published 
by Rainbow Computing (19517 Business Center Drive, North
ridge, CA 91324; 213-349-0300), containing forty pages of Apple 
product description articles by and about manufacturers and 
authors, reviews, and an information corner to educate new 
owners about their Apple. $1.00 in the U.S., $2.00 outside. 

00000000000000000000000000000 

ADALAB Is a small lab computer system with LARGE capabllltles from 
Interact ive Microware, Inc. 

ADALAB HARDWARE PACKS MORE POWER. .. tor collect ing data and con· 
tro lling your labora tory Instruments. It Inc ludes a 12-blt analog volt•ge Input, a 
12-blt ar.alog voltage output, B dig Ita l aenae lnputa, B dig Ital control outpull, a 
32·blt real·tlme clock and two 16-b lt tlmera/counterL . . ALL ON A SINGLE 
APPLE INTERFACE CARD! 

OUICKl/O SOFTWARE MAKES IT EASY ... Simple command a In BASIC give 
you control of all hardware features of ADA LAB. Sample programa and eaay·to· 
uae manuala wil l enable you to start using your ADA LAB system right away. Ad· 
ditlo'nal aoltware tor laboratory appllc•tlona Is availab le at extra cost. A com
plete aelf-teat dlagnoatlc program Is Included to assu re you that all of the hard· 
wa re Is worki ng properly and accurately. 

A • S8Yea time by ellmlnatlng manual calcu lations . 

0 • Is eaay to u.. because the manuals and software are complete and well 
wr itten. 

A • Savea money by add ing convenience and ut ility to older Instruments.
L • Has a grHt memory to store and organ ize experimental data.
A • Is veraatlle; It works with many di fferent Instruments. 

B • Is more accurate than a meter or chart recording. 
• Is fully aupported by a dedlcted team of scient ists. 

GREAT PRICE/ PERFORMANCE ...the ADALAB Add·on Package with Inter· 
face card , cables , self·test modu le, OUICKl/O TM software and manuals Is 
ava il able today tor ONLY $495. 

Put a complete, reliable computer ayatem In your laboratory FOR ONLY 
$3295, lncludlng a 4BK APPLE 11 +• computer, disk drive, graph ics/text printer, 
video monitor and ADALAB Add-on Package. 

Send tor FREE hardware and software brochures or enclose $10 tor com· 
plete manuals. For taateat aervlce, call In your VISA/Master Card order NOW. 
Dealer Inqu ir ies Invited! 

•rrademarks of Apple Computer , Inc. 

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC. 
P.O. Box 771, Dept.SK State College, PA 16801 
CALL (814) 238·8294 for IMMEDIATE ACTION 

D E xecutive Planning wi th Basic has just been published by 
Sybex (2344 Sixth Street, Berkeley, CA 94710; 415-848-8233, out
side California call 800-227-2346) to help managers accelerate 
the decision-making process. Some of the decision model com
puter programs included are cost/ volume profit, linear pro
gramming, inventory management, critical path analysis and 
PERT, financial ratio analysis, discounted cash flow, portfolio 
management, more. Application examples are provided; ap
pendices contain a summary of Basic instructions, business 
statistics tools, and Basic programs that perform the algo
rithms. $12.95. 
D Zi-Gard, a copiable security system package from Zena Mi
cro Engineering (2205 26th Avenue S.E ., Puyallup, WA 98373; 
206-848-4519) includes such software features as dynamic 
screen status displays , flexible protection, multiple alarm se
quence; hardware includes twenty-four sensor inputs, real 
time clock. Owner-created features include system password 
and three zone monitoring configurations. Applesoft in ROM; 
specify DOS. $195. 
D Computers In Psychiatry/Psychology (26 Trumball Street, 
New Haven, CT 06511) is a clinical resource newsletter for pro
fessionals, providing articles, reviews, an ongoing bibliogra
phy and program catalog, as well as information on training 
and employment. Topics that are covered include the develop
ment of mental health information systems and instruction, 
computerized therapy, testing, psychopharmacology, biofeed
back, and office management, among others. Fourth year of 
publication; subscriptions are $311 (for institutions or for out
side the United States) and $211 (personal) for volume number 
4; previous volumes also available. 
D The International Software Database, listing over 7,000 soft
ware packages, is now available on-line through Lockheed 
Dialog Information Service, and in book form from Imprint 
Editions (1520 South College, Fort Collins, CO 80524; 303-482
5574). Fully searchable by machine, operating system, sub
ject, vendor, and price ; has full text searching by key words In 
any or all fields. Vendors can contact Imprint for details on ob
taining listings. On-line, $60 per hour . Hardcopy microcomput
er edition, $39.95. 
D Special Delivery Software (10260 Bandley Drive, Cuper
tino, CA 95014) is no longer involved in retail sales . All Apple 
products are now obtainable through dealers only. 
D Micro-Comp, a new low cost professional quality computer 
cassette for small businesses and hobbyists has been released 
by Magnetic Information Systems (Box 806, 415 Howe Ave
nue, Shelton, CT 06484; 203-7311-6477). C-10-C90 available; $1.42
$2 .58. 
D A new line of diskettes marketed by Computer Resources 
(15801 Rockfield, Suite J, Irvine, CA 92714; 800-854-8607) under 
their Opus label, feature exclusive protective suede jackets. 
The Opus Pak, a diskette storage and filing case, holds up to 
ten diskettes . $54.95. 
D Morris Electronics (5108 Pettyjohn Road, Kingsport, TN 
37664; 615-323-5827) is offering the CompuSat Model RF-101 RF 
modulator, designed to interface an Apple or satellite TV re
ceiver to any standard color or black and white television re
ceiver. The unit comes with a built-in power supply with LED 
power indicator and selectable channel 3 or 4 output. $54.95. 
D Also from Morris is the CompuSat Model RF-102 RF modu
lator. Power, video, and audio are taken directly from fac
tory-provided connectors in the computer. $44.95 . 
D A new instrument capable of logic analysis on sixteen chan
nels of TTL-compatible signals, the Ow l Pl 1160 operates to ten 
MHz with time-domain display through a standard dual-chan
nel oscilloscope and both time-domain and data-domain dis
plays on a microcomputer. From Sage Enterprises (1080 
Linda Vista Avenue, Mountain View, CA 94043; 415-969-5111). 
$950. 
D NewsNet (Bryn Mawr, PA; 703-790-5500), the electronic pub
lishing company, is readying more than one hundred news
letters from thirty publishing groups for electronic transmis
sion to personal and business terminals nationwide. Sub
scribers pay $24 per hour for system use, with a $15 minimum 
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f JUST CLIPS ON. 
NO MOUNTING OR 
HARDWARE REQUIRED. 

COLOR MATCHED TO 
APPLE II. 

For Cooling 
As soon as you move to 64K RAM or 
80 columns you need SYSTEM SAVER. 

Today's advanced peripheral cards 
generate more heat. In addition , the cards 
block any natural air flow through the Apple 
II creating high temperature conditions that 
substantially reduce the life of the cards and 
the computer itself. 

SYSTEM SAVER provides correct 
cooling . An efficient, quiet fan draws fresh 
air across the mother board, over the power 
supply and out the side ventilation slots. 

For Line Surge 
Suppression _j_ 
The SYSTEM SAVER provides essential 
protection to hardware and data from 130 

volts dangerous, power surges and spikes. RMS 
By connecting the Apple II power 

input through the SYSTEM SAVER, power 
is controlled in two ways: 1) Dangerous T 
voltage spikes are clipped off at a safe 130 
volt RMS level. 2) High frequency noise is 
smoothed out before reaching the Apple II. APPLE II ____/ 

For Operating 
Efficiency 
SYSTEM SAVER contains two switched 
power outlets. As shown in the diagram, 
the SYSTEM SAVER efficiently organizes 
your system so that one convenient, front 
mounted power switch controls SYSTEM 
SAVER, Apple II, monitor and printer. The 
heavy duty switch has a pilot light to alert 
when system is on. You'll never use the 
Apple power switch again! 

POWER 

$8995 at your local dealer or When ordering by mail include payment of 
order direct by phone or mail from: $89.95 plus $2.50 for handling. New York 

State residents add 6Y•% sales tax. Kensington Microware Ltd. 
By phone payment can be charged to300 East 54 Street, Suite 3L 
VISA or MASTERCARD. IF~ KENSINGTON New York, NY 10022 

(212) 490-7691 Dealer inquiries invited. I~ MICROWARE 
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month!~· charge for such on-line ser vices as Satellite News, 

Tel phone News, and Co mmunications Daily . 

D Tt•chnlcal E le<'tronlc Distributors (18 West Forest Avenue , 

Englewood , NJ 07631; 201-894-0800 ) offers a general pur pose 

com puter clea ning kit , V11 l'i-Clca11 ; with cleaning disk, CRT 

sc reen cleaning solution, m ore . $39 .95. D They also have Disk 

Bunks. a modular inter locking disk storage and filing system. 

$11. 

D Forty-four different m odels in the new Inte rnational Series 

of de power supplies a re a vailable from Power One (Power 

One Drive . Camarillo, CA 93010 ; 805-484-2806) . Features of the 

series a re m ulti-range input capability, a c input ranges for 

worldwide operation, a nd single output as well as dual , triple , 

a nd disk drive models . P r ices start at $32.95. 

D Keep intruders out with Da talock I from Terminal Brokers 

(4265 Ma rina City Drive, Suite 411, Marina Del Rey , CA 90291; 

213-822-3900) . The database secur ity system comes with an en

coding technique progra mmable by the data center manager, 

data rate switch selecta ble to 9600 BPS, switch selectable wor d 

length , parity , and stop bits . Standard RS232-C connections. 

$399 . 

D M icroka rt is a mobile computer cabinet for the consoli

dation of all major microcomputer systems and related equip

ment. F eatures pull-out computer platform at standard typing 

height, storage space, pop-up side tables , four-outlet electrical 

power strip, more . From Future Solutions (3198-H Airport 

Loop Drive , Costa Mesa, CA 92626 ; 714-963-7860 ). $439.95. 

D A fi ve-megabyte Winchester disk system package is being 

marketed factory direct in kit form to end user s and OEMs by 

Xebec (432 Lakeside Drive , Sunnyvale, CA 94086 ; 408-735-1340). 

The system consists of the Intelligent Disk A ssem bly and Ap

ple II Hos t A dapter P ersonality Card , which currently sup

ports DOS and CP/M. Features up to twenty-two-bit error de

tection and up to eleven-bit error correction, a full sector data 

buffer , and single command disk initialization. The company 

will hold nationwide monthly technical seminars to deal with 

technical support questions. $1,299 . 


AUTHORS WANTED 

A PPLE PASCA U BJ\SIC! A SSEMBLER 

Can you write the next Wizardry? We are looking 
for top notch programmers to design and imple
ment state-of-the-art entertainment and business 
software. Here is what we can offer you! 

• BEST ROYALTIES in the business. 

• Professional support designing, implement
ing, debugging and refining your software. 

• 	Hardware and software development tools 
at cost or free. 

• All product ion, packaging, distribution and 
advertising are done for you leav ing time 
to start new projects. 

• State-of-the-art copy protection is provided. 

Interested? To find out more, call or write: 

Robert Sirotek 

[r:s=i=r=-=t =e=c=h::::;.) soFTWARE, INC. 

6 Main Street I Ogdensburg. New York 13669 
(315) 393-6633 

D Wine Cellar from WE Software (800 Greenwich Drive, 
Chico, CA 95926) is a self-contained expandable wine Inven
tory program for individual and business uses. Cellar searches 
can be based on winery , varietal, vintage, and region param
eters. Graphics used to display availability, quality, and 
ability ; 372 types storable on a single disk system. Language 
ca r d required. $49 .95. 
D The Programmer is a program generator that otters a 
series of menus with which the user can define the desired 
functions of his program, then writes lines of Basic code to exe· 
cute the specific functions . Can write to any RAM address; 
chains programs ; branching by single menu selection. Re· 
quires Z-80 card and eighty-column card. From Advanced 
Operating Systems (450 St. John Road, Michigan City, IN 
46360; 219-879-4693) . $495 . 
D Algebra 2, the second system in the Algebra Series from 
Edu-Ware (Box 22222, Agoura, CA 91301; 213-706-0661 ) elabo
rates on concepts introduced in Algebra 1 and introduces rules 
for addition and multiplication, solving equations, and solving 
inequalities. Hi-res graphics, custom-designed upper/lower 
case font , and flow-charted information maps. $39.95. 
D The Mimic Speech Processor from Mimic Electronics (Box 
921, Acton, MA 01720 ; 617-263-2101 ) converts an audio signal to 
digital bit stream at 9,600 bits per second, producing speech 
quality acceptable for applications in games, aids for the hand
icapped, tuning or practice aids for musicians, and voice 
alarms . Bare circuit board, $19 .95; fully assembled system, 
$89 . D The Mimtalk software package utilizes a Basic lan
guage program on disk allowing the user to prepare vocabular
ies consisting of phonemes, words, or phrases for speech out· 
put. $34.95. 
D Multltech Electronics (195 West El Camino Real, Sunny
vale, CA 94086 ; 408-773-8400) has introduced the Apple Speech 
Computer Board, a plug-in speech synthesizer based on Tl's 
TMS 5200. For language instruction, vocational speech ther
apy, experiments in synthetic speech, or other computer 
speech applications . On-board amplifier ; 400-word English vo
cabulary provided on disk . $129. 
D Voter 30, an audience or student response system connect· 
ing up to thirty six-button keypads to the Apple, has been an
nounced by Reactive Systems (40 North Van Brunt Street, 
Englewood, NJ 07631 ; 201-568-0481) . Permits all participants to 
react to material presented by the computer or group leader; 
software routines assist in the development of educational 
lessons and storage retrieval of student responses. Interface 
card $595, polling stations $125 each. 
D H&H Scientific (13507 Pendleton Street , Ft. Washington, 
MD 20744; 301-292-3100 ) announces the release of their S tock 
Option Analysis P rogram, featuring a full Dow Jones inter
face , user-specified commission schedules, option to print out· 
put including hi-res graphics , and machine language sections 
for enhanced speed. The Black-Scholes model is used to cal
culate fair prices of options; expected profit/loss on trans
actions involving up to three classes of Put or Call options can 
be calculated until options expire. Requires modem, autostart 
ROM, Applesoft in ROM. $250. 
D A bowling league secretary database from Rainbow Com
puting (19517 Business Center Drive , Northridge, CA 91324; 
213-349-0300) , B owling Sys tem 2.0 is designed to store and com· 
pute data for multiple and mixed leagues of up to forty teams 
each with six bowlers per team, not including substitutes. Cu
mulative records of total pins , games won and lost, total points, 
high series, plus similar information on each bowler. Gener
ates weekly recap, score sheet, season average , and team list
ing reports . Applesoft in ROM; two drives recommended. 
$149.95. 
D C&H Video (110 West Caracas Avenue, Hershey, PA 17033; 
717-533-8480) has released The Menu II, an updated version of 
the original menu planning program, now with up to twenty· 
four ingredients per recipe, longer comments and recipe 
na mes, and quantites in standard .cookbook fractions . Six user 
defined categories; menu planning up to two weeks or forty
two meals. $39.95 . J I 
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The best value word processor 

SCREEN WRITER II is, frankly, the kind of word processor you would have 
developed for yourself ifyou were a programmer: strictly professional in its featur~. 
yet simple enough for even a beginner. And that's where we started. 

. ST WE GOT RID OF 
THE LOWER CASE ADAPTER 

and put lower case on the screen 
WllHOCIT HARDWARE. 

THEN WE GOT RID OF 
THE 80 COLUMN BOARD 

and put seven~ columns of text on the screen 
Wl1110CIT HARDWARE. 

by developing printer spoc>llng 
AGAIN WllHOCIT HARDWARE! 

AND .WE'RE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR 
NEW WAYS TO SAVE YO<J TIME AND MONEY. 

Sure, SCREEN WRITER gives you boldface, underline, global search/replace and fonn e er'capabllil:ies. Of course. it 
lets you eliminate the boredom of retyping redundant text Certainly, it lets you generate up to four indices, has complete 
formatting capability as well as full editing of any DOS 3.3 text or binary (including APPLESOFT programs) ••• and many 
other wanted features. 

That's enough to make SCREEN WRITER a very good value in word processors. But, )Ne wanted to make it the best 
value. And we did ••• by eliminating the need for you to spend hundreds of dollars extra for supportive hardware! SCREEN 
WRITER is the only word processor to offer true software based lower case, a 70 columfl screen and printer i;pooling* which 
allows you to edit while printing, for more efficiency. 

With these extra, money·saving features at no extra charge, we think you'll agree, SCREEN WRITER Is the best value in 
word processors today. And it's yours at $129.95. WAIT! It becomes an even better value ifyou buy our SCREEN WRITER 
PROFESSIONAL package. Then you get the SCREEN WRITER and our $99.95 DIC-TIO-NARY (described on the opposite 
page) for just $199.951 
*Printer spooling feature only available for the following printer interface cards: APPLE paralle~ SSM AIO parallel or serial; EPSON APL, Centronics parallel 
and the Grappler. SCREEN WRITER II runs on any 48K APPLE 11/11 Plus with DOS 3.3, and is available now at your local computer store, or directly from ••• 

Visa, Master Charge, C.O.D., or Checks accepted. 
Add $ }..00 for direct orders. ()N•lfNE systems 

36575 .Mudge Ranch Road Coarsegold, CA 93614 209-683-6858 



THE DIC-TIO-NARY 
ON-LINE SYSTEMS 

No matter how good your 
Apple's word processor, the 
user is human. So, the odds are 
that spelling m istakes will 
occur in almost every letter, 
document, or proposal. Man y 
errors will be caused by those 
who never won a s pelling-bee 
and are addicted to 'creative' 
spelling ...while others will be 
due to keystroke 'typos'. Eith er 
way, spelling errors can be em
barrassing to you - to your 
image - to your business. 

DIC-TIO-NARY 
solves the spelling 
problem for you , 
and does it at com 
puter speed, easily 
and almost effort
lessly. How easily, 
how effortlessly? 
Well, with DIC
TIO-NA RY you 
have the option to 
correct a word 
immediately . . . 

Di I 
m 

ing the original 
capitalizations orSaves you from creative speling 
lower case letters! 

right at the t im e you 're doing th e s pelling check. No 
waiting necessary. And if, by chance, you don't k now 
the correct spelling of the w ord , you can go into the 
wordbook right then a nd there and have it displayed for 
you! (Ask for these features on competitive p rograms, 
no matter their price, and see how fast they change the 
subject .) We think you 'll find that for help fulness our 
DIC-TIO-NARY is on par with h avin g your favo r ite 
English teach er or even Mr . Webster a t your elbow! 

words, words, words 
The DIC-TIO-NAR Y starts you off with more words 

th an you'll probably ever need: 25,000 of the words u sed 
most often. Plus it lets you add 3000 words of your own 
choosing, so you can customize it to your specific 
needs. (By m aking back -up "wordbooks" you could 
have many additional lists of 3000 words!) 

how it works 
In simplest form, the DIC-TIO-NARY races through 

your docum en t at a 2+ page-per-minute speed. It looks 
at every word in your text.At the same time i t compares 
each word with those in its 28,000 wordbook ... ch ecking 
for any misspelling. When it catches a goof, you get to 
see the word as it was u sed in your text, on the screen. 
The DIC-TIO-NAR Y then asks how you want that par
ticular word handled. 

choices, choices 
The DIC-TIO-NARY will dis

play for you any word not listed 
in its wordbook and any mis
spelled word. It then offers you 
a choice of word-editing op
tions. For example: You may 
decide to ignore the word. You 
may have it marked in your text 
and/or on the printout, for later 
identification, correction or 
replacement. You may have the 
word automatically added to 
your wordbook. Or, you may 
immediately correct the spell

ing (using the 
wordbook for ver
ification, if de
sired) . . . and all 
occurrences of 
that word will 
automatically be 
corrected through
out your text, keep

extras, extras 
For ease of use, for efficiency and true proofreading 

effectiveness the DIC-TIO-NARY provides you with 
many other us eful goodies. You may add or delete in
dividua l w ords from the wordbook . .. or do the same 
w ith an enti re lis t of words. You may have any portion 
of the w ordbook lis ted, and may search it even while 
processing documents. When you add it up, you 'll find 
you can 't get our total combination of features in any 
oth er spelling program at any price. 

A ll in a ll ou r DIC-TIO-NARY may well be the most 
valuable and useful program since the little red school
hou se disappeared. Yet, you can enjoy all its benefits 
for only $99.95. If y ou buy our special Screen Writer 
P r ofession a l , y ou get the $129.95 SCREEN WRITER II 
word processor descr ibed on the left, plus The DIC-TIO
NARY, a t th e p ack age price of$199.95.Be creative! Save 
$29.95! 

DIC-TIO-NARY w orks with S creen Writer II, Super
scribe II, Apple Pie and Apple Writer. Requires 48K 
Apple II or II+ w ith DOS 3.3. Av ailable at your local 
computer s tore or directly from . . . 

Visa, Master Charge, C.0 .D., or Checks accepted. 
A dd $1.00 for direct orders. 

36575 Mudge Ranch Road 
ON•11NI' 'Y"•m• Coarsegold, CA 93614 

209-683-6858 

http:of$199.95
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Unless otherwise noted, all products can be assumed to run on 
either Apple II, with 48K, ROM Applesoft, and one disk drive. 
The requirement for ROM Applesoft can be met by RAM Ap
plesoft in a language card. Many Apple II programs will run on 
the Apple III in the emulator mode. 

VersaForm. By Joseph Landau. A tight, bug-free program is a 
thing of beauty and a joy forever. On the other hand, when the 
program is one as complex and multifaceted as VersaForm, 
it's a bane to a reviewer's existence. 

The complexity of VersaForm presents only one set of 
problems. How to describe it raises yet another. Michael 
Moon, the PR tub thumper for VersaForm, heralds it as a new 
genre of software and he may be right. He's a veteran-if any
one in this young industry can be called that--0f the electron
ics industry and should be in a position to recognize new genres 
when he trips over them. 

But saying that VersaForm is a new genre leaves volumes 
unsaid. If we can't fall back on comfortable labels like "word 
processor" or "database" to describe a program, how do we 
communicate what we've seen? 

First of all, VersaForm is a business program, pure and 
simple. If your computer is in your home, you need Versa
Form about as badly as a Bedouin needs a fishing license. 
However, if your computer is in your office, you'll have Versa
Form or an entirely new and expensive computer system be
fore the end of the decade to do the work that VersaForm does. 

Applied Software Technology labels the program a busi
ness forms processor, and that will do as a launching pad for 
lack of a better place to start. 

VersaForm computerizes all your business forms. No 
matter what they are. No matter how varied. No matter what 
size. No matter what complexity. No matter what purpose. 
Any form that you now fill out regularly in the course of the 
business day can be done by VersaForm. 

Sales order forms? VersaForm them. Inventory lists? 
VersaForm them. Purchasing orders? VersaForm. Literally 
any business form can now be stored and printed out on your 
Apple. Rumor has it that the next generation of business mi
cros will be oriented computers to automate clerical work. Ap
ple owners don't need to wait; they can do it now. 

You might best understand VersaForm by imagining DB 
Master, Apple Writer, MatheMagic, and a good print-using 
program all thrown in a jumble. What would come out would 
be remarkably like VersaForm. 

Certainly there are elements of databases in the program. 
After all, it must store the data that it puts on the forms and re
port on that data in myriad ways. Likewise keying in the data 
requires a word processor of at least minimal sophistication. 
VersaForm also includes a calculator and some of the most so
phisticated print-formatting routines around. 

VersaForm will allow you to electronically duplicate your 
paper forms, fill in the data, and print it out line for line to your 
paper form. The resulting file can be used to generate other re
ports, such as tracking customers over their credit limits, 
back-ordered line items, or to make any other investigation in
to your business that might be useful. 

The form development module provides the user with 
powerful controls over the input of data. The user may require 
entry for given fields and may even establish check sums to en
sure accuracy of data. 

VersaForm has the capacity to provide ninety-nine look-up 

tables, each holding ninety-nine variables, for automatic en
try into your forms. Define a field as requiring a look-up table 
and the computer will provide the data according to the mne
monics you design. 

Full arithmetic extension and columnar totals can be user 
defined. 

Applied Software Technology merits several lashes with 
something slightly more painful than a wet noodle for its back
up policies. Backups must be purchased. This antiquated poli
cy deserves the scorn and derision of all serious users. No seri
ous application should be entrusted to one floppy disk. Mag
netic media is fragile and floppy magnetic even more so. En
lightened publishers are either providing the backup with the 
initial package or sending it free upon receipt of a warranty 
card. For business use, backups are not a privilege, they are a 
right and a necessity. 

One note of warning: VersaForm, after it's been set up, is as 
user friendly as the next program. But no software this power
ful is trivial to use, and that's true of VersaForm. Don't expect to 
boot it and be running in five minutes. This is a complicated 
program that requires your full attention to use it properly. 

But once you've come to grips with the complexities of the 
setup, you'll have one of the most useful tools your business 
could desire. 
VersaForm, by Joseph Landau, Applied Software Technology (Hl985 
Greenwood Road, Monte Sereno, CA 95030; 408-370-2662), hard or 
floppy disk versions, requires language card. Apple II floppy disk 
version $389; Apple II hard disk version, $495; Apple m version for 
both hard and floppy disks, $495. 

Labyrinth. By Scott Schram with Doug Carlston. A new game 
similar to Crossfire? Only more difficult? That was just 
enough to spark the high-score gleam in the eyes of the So/talk 
staff when Labyrinth arrived in the game review room. 

The moniker, Labyrinth, suggests a myriad of confusing, 
complicated passageways, which is exactly true, but at first 
glance the maze seems quite harmless. Ah, but wait till you 
see what happens when the game is activated.... 

What seemed innocent now begins to unfurl. Walls start to 
move, while nondescript, alien protectors appear one by one in 
the square abyss in the middle of the screen, plotting their 
strategy and checking their ammunition supply before mov
ing into the network of cryptic arteries. 

And you are the crusading expeditioner, on a mission to 
rescue as many long-lost adventurers as you can, who are im
prisoned in the dark, cavernous mines of historic Prince Ju
lian. (Remember him from the ancient backward city of Euqu
bud, on the ol' Mississippi?) 

Again, as in Crossfire, keyboard letters J and L direct 
movement horizontally, I and K control vertical travel. The 
left-hand keys ESDF are delegated to shooting "zappers" at 
the guardian attackers. At times, this is relatively easy. Shoot
ing downward, though, seems to take more coordination and 
skill, but that can be mastered-through the appetite of ac
complishment-the more you play . 

The real challenge lies in being aware of your surround
ings-places to dart in and out of-keeping your eye on the alien 
attackers and especially on the constantly shifting walls. Even 
though they provide a temporary hideout, that doesn't mean 
those aliens aren't going to be hot on your trail, because their 
superior sense of perception tells them which wall is going to 
move first. So tactically speaking, you should build a small 
reserve of your own shots to blast 'em away once you're ex
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posed . 
The keyboard response is not quite as fast as the pro

gTa mmed a ntagonists', which can leave a feeling of displea
sure if you get zapped unexpectedly. But conversely, Laby
l'i11th displays a well thought-out game plan that is absolutely 
deserving of merit to designers Scott Schram and Doug Carl
ston. The animation is smooth and each level progresses with 
variation in both speed and pattern that provides endless hours 
of competition, stimulation, and enjoyment. IMP 

Labyrinth. by Scott Schram with Doug Carlston, Broderbund Soft
ware (1938 Fourth Street, San Rafael, CA 94901; 4Hi-456-6424). $29.95. 

Bag of Tricks. By Don Worth and Pieter Lechner. It is becom
ing apparent that whenever these gentlemen collaborate, the 
results will have a real significance for the computer commu
nity. Bag of Tricks is no exception. This bag contains a disk 
with four binary programs that are massive expansions of list
ings printed in their previous brain child, Beneath Apple DOS. 
Each program is intended to assist the user in some aspect of 
disk manipulation, error detection, and recovery. Each of the 
programs is introduced with step-by-step tutorials that make 
the operation easy to understand. 

One of the programs is called Trax. It is able to read the 
raw data as it is actually written on the disk. In itself, this is of 
academic interest to all but the very experienced user. The 
prime function of Trax is to locate damaged sectors and to es
tablish whether the damage is in the :;,ector formatting or data. 

Trax will read the entire track you specify. It will detect 
and advise the location of any abnormalities and display the 
entire address field together with the prologue and epilogue of 
each sector in that track. With another keystroke, it is possible 
to review the entire track exactly as it was read from the disk. 

The next utility is !nit. While its operation is similar to the 
standard DOS init command, it differs in several significant 
ways. It can be directed to operate on one or more specified 
tracks and, where possible, to leave intact the readable data it 
finds. !nit can also change the sector skewing on a track-by
track basis. Skewing is the order in which the sectors are writ
ten on a track. In DOS 3.3 this skewing is most efficient for fast 
booting but not for bload or load operations. Using !nit to re
skew tracks 3 through 34 (nonDOS tracks), a time reduction of 
up to 45 percent can be gained. This will introduce no compati
bility problems. 

Perhaps the most impressive utility of the four is Zap. With 
Zap, the contents of any sector on a disk can be read, altered, 
moved, or erased. Only a few of the more than fifty com
mands must be learned to start using Zap. 

After a specified sector is read, the display will show a line 
of status information, such as track and sector read. The main 
body of the screen is occupied by a complete hex display of the 
sector contents and its ASCII equivalent. Any part of this dis
play can be changed, using either hex representation or 
English. If a specific file is of interest (whether it be binary, 
data or random access ) , that file can be opened, sector-by
sector. 

Za.p will search for a specified string either in an open file or 
on the entire disk if no file is open. There are sixteen sector-size 
buffers available; these can be filled as desired. Another fea
ture is a built-in calculator. If a question mark and a hex or 
decimal number is entered, Zap will return both the hex and 
decimal values . 

Zap will accept and save user-defined macro commands. 
These are strings of commands invoked by a single assigned 
name. There are several useful macros already saved on the 
disk. Additionally, Zap will accept up to ten labels. 

Some of the handy capabilities you get with Zap are finding 
and changing the address and length values of a binary file, 
making changes in DOS directly on the disk, examining or 
changing random text files, and copying Pascal files to DOS. 
Practically anything that appears on the screen can be print
ed and there is also a command that enables the user to print 
notes on the ·output. 

While Zap is clearly the most powerful of the four pro

grams, Fixcat seems to be the most nearly magical. It will 
check the catalog and file pointers for integrity, produce a de
tailed report of the disk contents, detect and correct errors in 
the VTOC and catalog, delete DOS tracks for other uses, and 
search the disk for lost files and recover them. 

One of the measures of a top quality product is its flexibili
ty. Bag of Tricks will boot in any slot and operate on a floppy 
disk in either drive of any slot. If you are interested in what's 
on your disks, or how to change it, or what to do when the 
dreaded 1/ 0 error appears while you are reading your most 
valuable database disk, you'll appreciate having Bag of 
Tricks. Since this package would be a bargain at anything un
der $100, it is difficult to understand why it is retailing for 
$39.95. Better not to ask questions, just take ·advantage. You 
can't go wrong. rn 
Bag of Tricks, by Don Worth and Pieter Lechner, Quality Software, 
(6660 Reseda Boulevard, Reseda, CA 91335; 213·344-6599). $39.95. 

Time Zone. By Roberta Williams. Time Zone is so different in 
depth and scope from any other computer game, it prompts 
the coining of a new term: the microepic. Written by Roberta 
Williams over a fourteen month period, this gigantic pro
gram contains more than twelve hundred hi-res pictures. 
When first done, it actually filled twenty-two disks, but through 
the development of innovative new algorithms, the entire mi
croepic has been crammed into six disks, double-sided. The 
thirty-nine separate scenarios span historic events and loca
tions from fighting dinosaurs in 400 million B.C. to battling on 
an alien planet in 4082 A.D. 

Billed by On-Line as the "ultimate adventure," Time Zone 
is definitely not for the novice or intermediate level adven
turer. Even a veteran expert will be constantly challenged by 
the complexity and interweaving of the different strands of the 
game. Only with great skill, and some luck, will the deeper 
secrets of the game be revealed. Deadly, impassable, traps 
abound. Each scenario (time zone) is a puzzle in itself. Some 
scenarios are diabolically deceptive dead-ends, while most 
scenarios, when solved, yield treasures or tools. These treas
ures and tools are used, or traded for even more useful items, 
in other zones. 

Finally, when all the other time zones are completely 
solved and all the right items gathered, the assault on the alien 
planet of Neburon can begin. This last scenario is so intricate 
that it resides on two disk sides by itself. On-Line is estimating 
that Time Zone will require from six months to a year for most 
people to solve, making its $99.91'.i price one of the best bar
gains of 1982. 

Take heart, though: the game is difficult, not impossible. 
Well-seasoned logic and accurate mapping skills will enable 
the intrepid time traveler to advance through the game. Be
cause of the large number of scenarios, anytime you get stump
ed at one place, there are a myriad number of alternate puz
zles to try. You can never get bored! Roberta Williams has 
checked for historical inaccuracies and designed the game so 
that, unlike many other adventure games, the solution to each 
puzzle is not dependent on exact phrasing. This is certainly 
very refreshing after the latest wave of games that use the 
obscurer sections of a thesaurus as a crutch to provide diffi· 
culty. 

Time Zone is not for everyone, but, for the people who do 
seek the "ultimate" in adventure games, it will stand as a sym
bol, like the winning of an Olympic gold medal, for many years 
to come. RRA 

Time Zone, by Roberta Williams, On-Line Systems (36575 Mudge 
Ranch Road, Coarsegold, CA 93614; 209·683-6858). $99.95. 

Gold Rush. By Michael Berlyn with Harry Wilker. The Old 
West is the setting for Gold Rush, a lively, new video game that 
gives you a chance to outwit an assortment of desperadoes 
who're aiming to kill you and to steal your gold. 

As the game starts, a train drops a gold prospector on the 
edge of a western frontier. Your mission: To guide the prospec
tor to caches of gold in the badlands and to take each one to 
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mining cars waiting on the other side. You pick up the gold by 
running over it. 

To get the gold, you'll find yourself maneuvering through 
Indian territory, racing around a fort, and dodging between 
trees and mountains. You must evade an Indian on the lookout 
for interlopers, a treacherous soldier, a killer grizzly, and a 
bothersome, but innocuous, gold bug-officially known as a 
claim jumper. 

When the gold bug collides with you, it will merely steal 
your gold; the others will take one of your three lives without 
thinking twice about it . Although you can travel up, down, left, 
and right, the pursuers have an edge: They can also move 
diagonally, cutting you off. 

Each time you safely transport eight caches of gold, you get 
a bonus round in which you have sixty seconds to deliver four 
more gold caches to the mining cars, with a gang of thieving 
gold bugs hot on your trail. If you're successful, you receive an 
extra life. 

You can get extra points by picking up shovels, picks, and 
balance scales that appear on the screen. As the game pro
gresses, more attackers will join in the chase, reducing your 
chances of getting out alive. 

After playing maze games that confine you to running in
side narrow corridors, it's refreshing to play a game like Gold 
Rush, which lets you roam more freely around the screen. 

Tricky maneuvering is required to keep you moving 
smoothly, especially as you try to circumvent some of the 
mountains and trees. The program's authors have created a 
fun and challenging game, giving you freedom of movement 
beyond that of maze games. ~\ 

Gold Rush, By Michael Berlyn with Harry Wilker, Sentient Software 
(Box 4929, Aspen, CO 81612; 303-925-9293) . $34.95 . 
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Lemmings. By Dan Thompson. Your town is being overrun by 
lemmings, those hapless rodents whose fate it is to be inexo
rably drawn to suicidal leaps over the cliffs and into the sea. 

Why, then, should you be concerned with their prolifera
tion, knowing that they themselves are bound to take care of 
the problem? To be sure, they need only reach a density of six
teen in this town to be overcome by that fatal yearning; at that 
point all activity stops and the lemmings do their thing. When 
they do, you lose. 

Not so well-known about lemmings-possibly because it 
may not be so-is their propensity for swift and frequent pro
creation. Sirius's lemmings (and isn't it appropriate that this 
game about output should be from the most prolific of game 
publishers?) have only to pass a lemming of the opposite sex 
on the street to find themselves in the family way (it can hap
pen to either partner, in a new high in liberation), gestation 
lasts the merest fraction of a second, and maturity besets the 
infant equally rapidly. 

Your job is to prevent this lascivious activity and thus save 
your town from the lemmings. The town is made up of rectan
gular buildings laid out on a crosshatch. Each has doors on all 
sides. You must lock a pair of lemmings into each house and, 
of course, the pair must match-girl with girl , boy with boy 
(assuming those are the varieties lemmings use)-so that no 
new lemmings will arrive . 

When you have filled every house with fruitless lemmings, 
you have succeeded on that level and can move on to try a 
more persistent , more prolific invasion. There are eight levels 
in all; once you've cleared eight, you move on to eight all over 
again. 

You are not without aid-nor is that the extent of your prob
lems. Aid comes in the uniform of the SPCA. This gentle or
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ga nization devotes itself to neutering the lemmings you deliver 
to its truck and practicing euthanasia on lemmings who've be
com e senile. In this strange world, lemmings may become se
nile a t any age; this is an immediately obvious trait; and an 
encounter with a senile lemming is lethal. 

The danger of running into senile lemmings becomes more 
acute as you reach higher levels. Baby lemmings can turn se
nile as they mature, or one of two lemmings traveling togeth
er can turn, thus masked by the healthy creature. 

L emmi ngs requires more than simple coordination; 
strategy becomes important on the higher levels. There is no 
way to stem the onslaught on levels 6 and above by filling each 
house in a merely methodical manner. Closing all four doors 
takes time, and up there, there is no time. You'll have to be in
ventive and fast. 

Hi-res animation and color in L emmings is excellent and 
smooth; sound is weird and doubly adjustable-either lower 
volume or off. Enjoyable cartoons reward your achievement 
every few levels. 

Lemmings is playable with keyboard, paddles, or joystick. 
The keyboard works excellently for this game, which uses AZ 
and the arrow keys for the four directions. Catching and drop
ping lemmings takes only a tap on the space bar. 

To go back to the original point, what's the point? Is your 
job to save the town from an overpopulation of lemmings? But 
if the lemmings overpopulate, they run and jump in the sea, 
taking care of the problem much more efficiently than you 
can. Is your job to save the lemmings? You're a heck of a 
savior if salvation means segregation, sterilization, and pre
mature senility. 

Oh, wel,l, it sure beats becoming an eyeball and chasing 
snakes. 

Senseless as it is, Lemmings is an enjoyable, challenging 
game that holds up through much play time. Along with 
Bandits. it is the best of Sirius's recent home-arcade offerings. 

M(T 
L emmings, by Dan Thompson, Sirius Software (10364 Rockingham 
Drive. Sacramento, CA 95827; 916-366-1195). $29.95. 

First Class Mail. By Bob Schoenburg and Steve Pollack. 
Here's a pair of authors who may be software's answer to 
Irving Wallace. Wallace is the bestselling author who hears the 
murmuring of general populace and caters to their desires. 
Bob Schoenburg and Steve Pollack seem to have the same 
trait. 

Consider. 
The pair brought out Home Money Minder, a perfectly re

spectable home finance package. Then they listened to the 
user feedback. The result was Home Accountant, one of the 
phenomenal success stories of the first half of 1982. 

Around the same time Home Money Minder hit, the team 
also tested the market with The Mailroom. Mailroom never 
was the success of HMM, but the authors used the same tech
nique-listen to the users and incorporate all the good ideas. 
The result is Firnt Class Mail-a program that, incredibly 
enough, manages to live up to its double-entendre name. 

All of the above is not to accuse Schoenburg and Pollack of 
putting out the programming equivalent of stalking-horses to 
do their market research for them. Their original efforts do 
stand on their own merit. They just pale next to the sequels. 

First Class Mail is so well thought out and so easy to use 
that other publishers who call their programs "user friendly" 
should bow their heads in shame. 

Softalk got an early release of the program sans documen
tation. Yet a rank computer illiterate was able to apply the pro
gram to two separate uses with relatively little trouble. This is 
high praise indeed: that a novice operator could use a power
ful program with no more than the screen menus. 

The program allows for twelve fields, clearly more than the 
traditional name and address of a mailing label. The implica
tion is that the software can be put to other innovative uses as 
well. The built-in ability to sort and filter on any field or com
bination thereof enhances the chances that users will find 

multiple applications for the program. 
Continental Software will actually be publishing four ver

sions of the program. The one already in release is for the Ap
ple II using floppy disks. A hard-disk version will follow. Both 
versions are pending for the Apple III as well, awaiting the de
velopment of a rapid binary sort subroutine. 

First Class Mail is a first-rate program for specialized data
base applications. ART 
F ir st Class Mai l, by Bob Schoenburg and Steve Pollack, Continental 
Software (11223 South Hindry Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90041'.i; 213-417· 
8031). $74.95. 

Apventure to Atlantis. By Robert Clardy. Ah, the neat, trim 
lines of another Bob Clardy adventure. No calculation of the 
odds of fist connecting with chin based on the actuarial num
bers for wisdom, charisma, good looks, ad nauseum. Here you 
don't get constant percentage readouts on how soon you are go
ing to be killed or the rate at which you are dying. Just world· 
spanning, monster-stomping, fate-of-all-mankind-in-the-bal
ance, meat-and-potatoes adventure fantasy . 

In truth, the classical adventure elements are present in At
lantis to a greater degree than in Odyssey: The Compleat Ap
venture, its direct ancestor. But Clardy has incorporated those 
elements into the basic charm of his unique and unmistakable 
programming style. 

At first look, the game is very similar to Odyssey. This is, in 
fact, a sequel. Having completed your quest to gain the Orb of 
Power, you have now ascended to the throne of Lapour (if you 
didn't complete the quest, just pretend). Atlantis, stronghold of 
science gone mad, is busy putting down a lot of bad techno-kar
ma on the pastoral spirituality of Lapour, causing disruptions 
in the magical fabric of your domain (with a tip of the hat to 
Ursula Le Guin's Earthsea Trilogy). Your mission, should you 
choose to accept it, is to make the Lost Continent get lost. Per
manently. 

Emphasis here, far more than in Odyssey, is on the 
magical. Gone are those simple pleasures of bartering for sup
plies, having to feed a barbarian horde, getting kicked out of a 
hermit's hovel due to lack of funds, and starving to death in the 
swamp. There are, however, consolations. You get to select an 
entourage of sorcerer's apprentices, based on their alignment, 
wisdom, spell capacity, and other personal qualities, all dis
cernible in advance. This done, the game expands to embrace 
room exploring, maze wandering, and some fair arcade ac
tion, as well. 

This is a gamer-friendly adventure-fantasy. It is not pos
sible to get killed unless you are sincerely bent upon your own 
destruction. Inveterate gamers may consider this unfair: an 
impurity in the stern adventurer's code. It must be said, how
ever, that when you're veering about with a damaged direc
tion controller after an encounter with an Atlantean ship, pray
ing for an island, then sighting one but being unable to land, 
then slipping gently beneath the waves with your full comple
ment of wizards and hard-won spells, you are suddenly able to 
see much that is good in an option to take a fifty-point penalty 
in lieu of death. 

This is not to say that you can step through the scenario in 
one sitting, completely at ease. Even with a selection of zero 
reaction time, Atlantean patrols will do unkind things to you 
unless you do unto them first. On Atlantis, a sort of Etch-a
Sketch function maps out the terrain behind you, but your sur
roundings become more confusing as they become clearer, At· 
lantis being in reality a giant invisible maze. (Of the "hazards" 
on Atlantis referred to in the documentation, this one is to your 
blood pressure.) 

A game this big, varied, and downright agreeable must 
have its limitations. Much of the artistry of Atlantis is in the 
concealment of the wires and mirrors that make the game 
seem larger than it really is and facilitate the flow from 
wizard-recruiting mode to ocean voyage/arcade mode to 
room-exploration .mode. Saving on an island will save the 
wizards, their spells, and your own character, but you will re
turn to find your inventory empty. Likewise, objects will not 
travel with you from island to island. Thus, you couldn't "take 
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shovel,'' go elsewhere, then come back later to dig one of your 
guys out of the avalanche you left him under. It's now or never. 
You are limited to five wizards and warriors, and your war
riors m ostly sta nd a round with nothing to do (it's a wizard's 
world). 

What the ga me does do is as impressive as what it seems to 
do. The sea rch of the island castles is a complete program in it
self, a s a re the other major modes, each with a significant re
ward upon completion. On Atlantis, you cut away from the full 
map to a scene of what you have actually encountered at a 
given point of interest-a quantum leap over Odyssey. The ini
tial ingenuity required to get off Lapour is ingenious, indeed; 
probably too much so for most. In these efforts, and many sub
sequent ones , the official hint sheet is a nice courtesy. 

If the earthy delights of Odyssey have here receded into the 
background, such is the nature of an evolving culture. We must 
go forward, concerning ourselves with higher things. Atlantis 
is a worthy successor to its progenitor; preserving many of the 
original's noblest achievements and adding refinements that 
in turn promise even gTeater things in future Apventures. A( 

Apren tu re to Atlan tis by Robert Clardy, Synergistic Software, (11221 
120th Avenue S.E., Bellevue, WA 98006; 206·226·3216) . $40. 

Apple Machine Language. By Don Inman and Kurt Inman. 
True or false: 1) Of the two or three hundred thousand Apple 
owners, only two have mastered machine language and 
they're both named Steve. 2) Since there's so much canned 
software available, the only command you need to know is 
PR#6 (and maybe a little Basic), and certainly you don't need 
any machine language. 

Answers: 1) False. 2) False. Try this little experiment. Type 
ca ll 65385. The cursor should change to an asterisk to show that 
you're in the monitor, that your Apple is not thinking in Ba
sic at the moment but rather will accept orders only in hexa
decimal numbers. Now type 300: (that's the number 300 fol
lowed by a colon) . Then type 20 (space) 58 (space) FC (space) 
60. What you have done is to tell the computer to store in 
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memory location number 300 (hex) the number 20 (hex), the 
number 58 in location 301, the number FC in 302 and the num
ber 60 in 303. 

These are the numerical codes that clear the screen. They 
are the same as the command home in Applesoft. Now return 
to Basic by typing OG (zero G). Type call "168 (this is the deci
mal equivalent of 300 hex, which is necessary because Basic 
can handle only decimal notation directly) . The screen should 
clear. What you've actually done is to goto (code 20) the sub
routine located in memory location FC58 (yes, it's backward), 
which is the home subroutine, and then return (code 60). 

Now purposely make a mistake. Type call 65385 to return to 
the monitor. Now type 300:02 which transposes the first two 
digits in location 300. Now type OG and then call "168, your sys
tem should hang and require a reset. No matter what words 
you type in Basic, all commands must be translated into num
bers, and each different number has a different meaning. 
That's why, when you accidentally type HIME instead of 
HOME, the Apple won't try to figure out what you meant but 
instead gives you an error message and forces you to correct 
the mistake. Precision is paramount. That lesson alone prob
ably makes it worthwhile to learn a little machine language 
even though you never intend to become a progTammer. 

While it is difficult to remember each of the numbers that 
contains an Apple instruction, machine language is concep
tually quite easy. Learning it is made much easier by a bridge 
between Basic and machine language the authors have de
veloped that they call a Basic Operating System (BOS). In the 
first two chapters, the book develops a Basic progTam that lets 
you poke hex numerical commands into decimal memory lo
cations so that you can concentrate on learning machine lan
guage commands without worrying about the conversion from 
decimal to hex. For example, as mentioned above, 20 hex (32 
decimal) means the same as goto. The machine language 
command A9 (which happens to be the hex number whose 
decimal equivalent is 25) tells the computer to store the num
ber that follows it into a storage register called the accumula
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tor . Using BOS, the newcomer to machine language quickly 
learns to treat 20 and A9 as commands meaning goto and store 
in accumulator, and can forget the fact that they also happen to 
be hex numbers that he would count on his fingers and toes as 
32 and 25. 

Having created this aid, Inman and Inman, very slowly and 
with lots of repetition in the early chapters, show the reader 
how to draw lo-res pictures in machine language using only a 
few two-character commands. Next they turn the Apple into 
an electric organ that will play up to 255 different tones through 
the built-in speaker. This one requires only 26 bytes of 
memory. 

After combining the _graphics and music programs, the au
thors abandon BOS, which has served its purpose, and show 
the reader how to enter machine language codes directly from 
the monitor (as we did above). They then cover more difficult 
exercises including machine language arithmetic. 

It's a very useful little book. Because Its organization is well 
thought out, it works well as a self-teaching text. You won't be
come a polished machine language programmer from it--0nly 
lots of practice can do that-but you will be able to write small 
programs in machine language. Perhaps even more impor
tant, you will have a much better understanding of how your 
Apple really works. It requires Applesoft either in ROM (as in 
an Apple II Plus) or on a plug-in card; this will be sufficient for 
the first ten chapters. The last two chapters cover the mlni-as
sembler, which is not available for the plus versions, and thus 
require an Apple II with Integer Basic in ROM and Applesoft 
on the plug-in card. CUL 

Apple Machine Language, by Don Inman and Kurt Inman, Reston 
Publishing Company, Inc. (Reston, VA 22090; 703-437-8900), 1981, 296 
pp. , $12.95. 

Gin Rummy. By Art Carpet. It's not clear that the Apple mar
ket has much room in it for such sedentary entertainment ac
tivities as card playing. Instead, the emphasis seems to be on 
fast-moving, colorful arcade-style games. 

But any gin rummy player with a nickel or so left after his 
purchases of Labyrinth and Bandits will find nothing but pure 
pleasure in this latest offering from Art Carpet-his first un
der the DataMost imprimatur. 

Rummy actually offers the player a choice of three 
games-gin rummy, knock rummy, or an obscure version 
called one-meld in which most gin strategy is reversed. 

Apple as a rummy opponent is clever enough to cast out 
bait for a card he's looking for, but has a tendency to speculate 
a little too much to be a topnotch opponent. Nevertheless, he's 
a formidable opponent in that he'll knock early and catch a hu
man unawares with tons of unmatched tens remaining if the 
human doesn't pay attention. 

As interesting and fun a pastime as Rummy certainly is, 
this is a package equally as interesting for its lessons about the 
marketplace. Rummy is illustrative of the virtue of perse
verance on the part of Carpet and of forbearance on the part 
of the marketplace. 

Gin Rummy is actually Carpet's third program. His first, 
Cribbage, was published by Rainbow. While a creditable en
try, it was overwhelmed by the flashier Hi-Res Cribbage of 
Warren Schwader. But the experience gave Carpet a taste for 
the market and he next delivered Solitaire, a four-game pack
age under his own Computek label. Solitaire was leagues 
ahead of Cribbage in graphics and programming technique, 
but proved that one-man companies these days have a much 
tougher row to hoe than those of a couple of years ago. 

This time all the elements seem to be as favorable as they 
can get. Carpet has delivered his best effort to date and linked 
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it with DataMost, one of the hottest software publishers in re· 
cent months. The combination should reward Carpet suitably 
for his perseverance and ensure that card-playing Apple own· 
ers throughout the nation have access to a quality offering. 

ART 
Gin Rummy , by Art Carpet, DataMost (9748 Cozycroft Avenue, Chats· 
worth, CA 91311; 213·709·1202 ) . $29.95. 

Assembler Teacher. By John Fairfield. This program would 
seem to offer to do something wonderful: Turn your Apple into 
a teaching machine, and teach you assembly language the 
easy way! That's a lovely idea, and quite practical-some· 
body ought to write such a program, but this program isn't it. 

That's unfortunate, because the author knows what he's 
talking about and explains it clearly and pleasantly. He could 
probably have written an excellent textbook on the subject, but 
instead has created a very weak teaching machine. And that's 
not the worst of it. 

The main problem with this program if you're trying to 
learn assembly language is that it doesn't go far enough. It in· 
traduces a few concepts-binary and hex numbers, memory 
addresses, and a memory map-but it doesn't tell you much 
about them . Then you're referred to the teacher's manual, 
where a subroutine from the program is analyzed in detail, 
just as it would be in a textbook . Then you're sent back to the 
Apple, where the program tells you something about the five 
addressing modes of the 6502 (immediate, indirect, indexed, 
and so on), and demonstrates the compare instruction and 
some of the branch instructions. 

Then you come to Lesson K, which begins: "There is a 
whole lot left to learn. Your next step is to get a good assembly 
language text ... The texts have many good example pro· 
grams. Type them in and step them through so you under· 
stand exactly what they're doing." It offers a few more re· 
marks like that, and then it ends. 

If you take a moment to reread the introduction to the 
teacher's manual you'll come upon the following statement: 
"When Assembler Teacher is finished with you, you will not be 
a good assembly language programmer, but you will be over 
the learning barrier and fully equipped to fend for yourself 
from that point on." (Italics ours.) 

Well then, let's consider the program as a machine-as
sisted introduction to assembly language. Is it useful in that 
form? 

Not really. The program does modify your Apple into a kind 
of teaching device-but instead of an interactive teaching ma· 
chine, what you get is more like an obsolete filmstrip projec· 
tor. All the program does is present the text material of the 
course, one page (screenful) at a time. The so-called teaching 
program is no more than a textbook on disk. In fact, it's rather 
less . It turns out to be harder to read, and much harder to learn 
from, than a regular paper textbook. 

When you read a textbook, your eye tends to skip around. 
You reread the paragraph you just finished to make sure it's 
clear; you check the previous paragraph to see how it ties in; 
maybe you skip ahead to see where the author is going next . 
All of this involves rehearsing the information you've just ac
quired, as a psychologist would call it, and it's often a neces
sary step if you're going to understand what you're reading
let alone to learn from it. 

You can't do any of that with Assembler Teacher. 
And forget about going back for another look at the last 

screenful you read : the only control options you get, in text 
mode , are "Hit C to continue , Q to quit." To review the pre· 
vious page, you have to type Q; then call the lesson back, 
which will restart it at the beginning; then use C to page 
through it, until you reach the place you want to review. 

Rather than assisting learning, this program interferes 
with learning! 

The utility routines that come with the system are conveni
ent and do what they're supposed to, but you don't really need 
them. 

The Apple Mini-A ssembler, for example-standard on In· 
teger Basic Apples, but omitted from Applesoft II units (you 
may have it in your system already)----Ooes little more than look 
up the machine codes for the mnemonics you enter (such as 
LDA, STA, JMP, and so on) , and store them in successive 
memory locations. That's nice, but if you write your programs 
out on paper first-and you'd better, or Murphy'll get you!
you can look up those numbers yourself easily enough. Then 
you can enter them, just as easily, through the Monitor (stand· 
ard on both Applesoft and Integer systems) . This is a bit more 
work than with the Mini-Assembler-but the practice you get 
will teach you the language faster: and that's why you're here, 
isn't it? 

There's also a routine to display an input byte in five for· 
mats (binary, hex, positive integer, signed integer, and ASCII 
character), which is clever but actually no easier than looking 
them up on a chart-and you already have such charts in your 
Apple books. 

A memory map routine, that displays what kind of infor
mation is stored in each page of your Apple's memory, could 
have been very useful if only the author had told us how it 
makes its decisions so we would know how far to trust it; but no 
such information is included. 

And finally, there's the teacher's manual. It 's excellent, as 
far as it goes; but the only part that really teaches you any· 
thing is the analysis of a subroutine from the program, which 
is only five pages long. 

Will this program help you learn assembly language? Well, 
in order to follow it faithfully, you must get a good book and 
teach yourself from that. So think of it this way: if you are 
motivated to learn from a book, get one and do so! It's more 
fun than you might think. If you are not highly motivated, this 
program probably will not help you. JR 

A ssembler Teacher , by John Fairfield Jr., Computer Works, Inc. (Box 
1111, Harrisonburg, VA 22801; 703·434·1120). $44.95. JI 

The Apple Numeric Keypad For Your Apple lC ® 
If you have an Apple )[, and would like fast numeric 
input and a calculator, relax, you now can have both. 
For VisiCalc® users, the Apple Numeric Keypad has 
special keys for entering data, deleting entries and 
cursor movement in four directions. A special auto
repeat key moves the cursor across the screen until 
the key is released. The numeric keys are positioned 
to enhance the numeric data and calculator entry 
speed. Keys to multiply and divide have been added 
to increase hardware capabilities. ~I 

For additional information on the Numeric 
Keypad and other Apple accessories, contact 
your local authorized Apple dealer or 
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Richard Bach 

from page 82 - - -------------------- 

ger on it precisely-that is what keeps people from doing what 
they really want to do. And at the same time there's somebody 
in that little town in Wyoming thinking, 'Gee, I'd like to go to 
New York City, there would be so many things for me to learn 
in New York City, but I guess I'll stay right here.' " 

Bach spent several summers barnstorming in the Mid· 
west-flying from town to town in his antique biplane and sell
ing rides to the farmers and their kids for three dollars. His ad
ventures were chronicled in Nothing by Chance, and in part, in 
Illusions: Adventures of a Reluctant Messiah. 

Flight Plan. Looking back now, Bach recalled, the "practi
cal" part of himself rang out loud and clear that his barn
storming adventure would be impossible to carry out. He told 
himself: "You're going to get yourself sued. You're going to 
land on somebody's cow. The farmer's going to come out with 
a shotgun, and your airplane's going to be impounded, and 
you're just going to be stopped cold. You can't do that. You 
can't bring 1929 into the middle of 1982 . 

"I know now that that fear is nonsense," said Bach. "I know 
that the same fields that were being cultivated for hay in 1879 
are cultivated for hay today. Next year they'll be cultivated for 
corn, but the year after that they'll be cultivated for hay. 

"And hay-after they cut it-they don't mind if you land in 
the hay before it's greened-up again. 

"So use your airplane and your common sense and cour
tesy. Don't land in a money crop. Don't land in the hay where 
it's starting to grow young again. But if you see the mower and 
the baler go through, and they've got bales and they've left a 
little row, then come down. 

"Right next to a little town-the town can't be more than fif. 
teen hundred people, two thousand people is getting too big
you circle overhead. You might even go outside the town, do a 
little loop, a roll, spiral down, and land. People'll come out and 
they say, 'What's wrong? This airplane's gone crazy and it's in 
trouble .' 

"Soon as they show up you say, 'How would you like to see 
your town from the air?' And they look at you crazy, and sud
denly dim little sparkles come to their eyes, and they say, 'No
body's landed in that field for forty years, did you know that?' 

"And they bring- out their scrapbooks, and sure enough, 
there's an old dusty photograph of an old airplane, landed in 
that same field. You're aware of the sense of continuity-that 
you, as a barnstormer, have been part of a tradition. 

"This is what I know now. And I filled in my yearnings with 
things I didn't imagine. I didn't imagine people would bring out 
chicken salad sandwiches. In wicker baskets. With gingham 
cloths over them! People saying: 'You've been working hard 
all day and we just thought you might want some lunch and 
some lemonade. Stop for a while and sit under the tree with us.' 

"I never would have imagined that, but it happens! It hap
pens for anyone who says 'I will try this thing'-whatever 
crazy thing that we most love to do.'' 

From that learning, according to Bach, our whole view of 
what this world is can change. "Instead of seeing steely-eyed 
farmers with shotguns in their hands, I now see, as I look 
across the Midwest, people with their roots in the same earth I 
know. They welcome you, if you show courtesy, to land in their 
fields with the gift you have to give them." 

Every once in a while, on those barnstorming tours, some 
wistful soul would approach Bach, the pilot, with, "Gee, I wish I 
could go with you. What a life you must have! Up over the ho
rizon! All that excitement!" 

And Bach, the free spirit, would answer, "Then come along. 
I can always use someone to sell tickets. Come on. Let's go. 
Right now!" 

The replies were always the same: If it weren't for my job 
... If it weren't for my mother. If it weren't for this. If it 
weren't for that. 

"I know as we sit here talking, those fields are waving with 
young hay," he said. "They are available to us if you want. 

"You don't have to have a job at a desk in an office. You can 
if you want to, but, just as easily, you can wake up In the morn
ing and not know where you'll end up by the afternoon. You can 
base your decision on which direction the wind Is blowing." 

Bach has abandoned the hay, wicker baskets, and lemon
ade for the pilots who come after him. There are other things 
he wants to do now. 

"I want to explore this mystical network of the microcom
puter and what it has to offer. It's vastly challenging. 

"Boot a program. If somebody had said 'Boot a program' to 
me three years ago, I wouldn't have understood what it meant. 
'The disk crashed'-what do you mean-a flying saucer land· 
ed in a field?" 

In the same way, Bach knows that three years from now, he 
and Leslie will have new vocabularies, new experiences, new 
delights, and some new despairs. And from this learning, the 
author said, comes the power to affect the world In the ways 
best suited to our individual talents. 

Bach makes his contribution through his writing, but he 
wasn't always a writer. He's the veteran of a number of jobs
none of which he was ever able to hold more than eleven 
months: mail carrier, motion picture stunt pilot, aircraft riv
eter, telescope mirror maker, jewelry designer, telephone 
book deliverer, charter pilot, magazine editor, museum de
signer, aircraft mechanic, flight instructor, draftsman, and 
barnstormer. 

After all this job-storming, it occurred to Bach one day that 
he had actually been paid money once for a story he had writ· 
ten while still in high school. An English teacher had bribed the 
students with an"A" for anyone who would be able to publish a 
story and get paid for it that semester. 

Bach sold a story he had written about telescopes to the 
Sunday supplement of a local newspaper for $25, minus $7 the 
newspaper took out of his paycheck to cover the cost of the pie· 
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tures they had to take themselves. So with the memory of that 
success still strong, Bach added "writer" to his long list of ca
reers. It's turned out to be the job he's been able to hold the 
longest. 

Bach said he owes a lot to author Ray Bradbury, who took 
him under his wing and told him to write lots. Bach did and got 
lots of rejection slips, including those for Jonathan Livingston 
Seagull. 

Not Bad for a College Drop-out. Jonathan Livingston Sea
gull sold more than a million copies in 1972 alone, breaking all 
records since Gone With the Wind. Approximately 24 million 
copies have been sold to date. Illusions (published in 1977) and 
There's No Such Place As Far Away (1979) were also bestsell 
ers; Illusions stayed on the New York Times bestseller list for 
almost two years, longer than any book in history. 

"A professional writer," said Bach, "is an amateur who 
doesn't give up." 

Author Bach has several other credits to his name : He once 
beat the MIT chess computer and was told by the staff never to 
come back again; he challenged Chou En Lai to a Ping-Pong 
match "to settle the issue" when Jonathan Livingston Seagull 
was banned from the People's Republic of China; He wa11 
offered an honorary doctorate at Embry Riddle Aeronautical 
University, but turned it down in favor of an honorary me
chanic's license; and he can also make a mean batch of pan 
bread. 

Bach has just started working on a new book, expected to 
be his longest one yet. Before he started writing on a comput
er, Bach said blizzards of notes and tiny scraps of paper were 
always being lost. He and Leslie now own two Apple Ills and a 
II; they needed the expanded memory of the III for the new 
book and also for the culmination of the forestry battle. 

The Bachs praise the Apple III, but in context-and by no 
means will they endorse the Apple III without reservations
especially for a person who plans to use it for book writing or 
for converting files from an Apple IL They bought it so they 

could run the Apple Writer III word processing program and, 
in the process of trying to fashion a working system out of it, 
just about threw the entire machine out the window along with 
their frustrations. 

They bought a Corvus Systems five-megabyte drive to sim
ulate a huge memory, and then they had worse problems. 

"How can Corvus advertise their drive for the Apple III , 
show photographs of it plugged into an Apple III word proces
sor, and sell it-without any way for the average user to con
nect it to her or his Apple III-how can Corvus do that?" 

Paul Lutus, who wrote the Apple Writer word processing 
programs and is a friend of the Bachs, was able to get the sys
tem running. Lutus managed, said Bach, "thanks to some 
exotic expert's knowledge of both the Corvus and the SOS." 

Since then, the Bachs were surprised one evening by a visit 
from Apple Computer's regional director for their area-sur
prised especially because their island is difficult to get to. 

Apple's representative went over their system carefully. 
Indeed, the Corvus problems would have to wait for Corvus; 
but the Apple problems were traced to a minor adjustment 
needed in one disk drive. The Apple rep made that fix, then dis
covered an as yet unencountered problem in Leslie Bach's Ap-· 
pie III. Solution? Out of his little black bag, a shiny new III to 
replace the offending one. 

Now, except for the Corvus hookup, temporarily aban
doned, the Bach's Apple III systems are running as so earnest
ly desired. 

"Our love affair with Apple?" Bach quoted. "It's on, defi
nitely on. They couldn 't have gone to more trouble or given us 
more consideration. We're thrilled." 

Lest you're saying to yourself that Apple might do that for 
Richard Bach, but what if the problems were Joe Blow's? Be 
reminded that all Apple Ills sold before that machine's prob
lems were solved have been replaced by Apple with new Ills. 

No Man Is an Island. The advertising from Apple and other 
computer hardware and software companies that is sexist or 
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LOW PRICED QUALITY 

SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 


For all kinds of micro & home computers. 

Competitively priced software selling directly to 

the public. Call (214) 631-5998 or write Certi

fied Resources Corp., 8730 King George Dr., 

Suite 115, Dallas, TX 75235. 

EPSON MXSO MXIOO OWNERS! Save time 
and effort. Set any text processing printer option 
quickly and easily with this turnkey software. 
Save settings for future use. MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE. For APPLE II+ from Defini
tive Computer Software, 362 Concord St., El 
Segundo, CA 90245. Send $15.95. 

KIDS CAN TOUCH 
A Child's Guide to the 

Apple II Plus Computer 
A lively self-teaching guide for elementary aged 
children-and for everyone else. From turning 
the machine on through basic BASIC. Plus how 
it works, history, and speculation on the future. 
Whimsical drawings throughout. $5.95 plus $1 
shipping. KIDS CAN TOUCH, 24 Beechwood 
Rd., Summit, NJ 07901. (201) 277-3837. 

ASSET MANAGEMENT 

& SUMMARY 


Complete depreciable asset record management 

system. Easy entry of old depr. records. Ten user 

established base name files . Handles all methods 

of depr. Investment, credit and special first year 

depr. Figures recaptured, investment credit, 

capital gain/loss, and remaining book value of 

junk, sold or traded assets . Prints or displays in

dividual depr. schedules with details of dispo

sition made. Also yearly listings and summary 

providing data for income tax preparation. 

Handies new 1981 accelerated cost recovery 

laws and depr. methods. Allows for adjustment 

for future changes in tax laws. Much more. 48K 

Apple/ ROM, Applesoft DOS 3.3, 2 disk, new 

132 column dense print format for 80 column 

printers. Price $140 pre-paid. For info or to 

order, see your Apple Dealer or contact Salba 

Software, 206 East Cypress, Elmwood, IL 

61529. (309) 742-8123. 

JUNE 

SOFTWARE SPECIALS 


Dwig Beetle David's Midnite Magic 
Hadron Arcade Machine 
D. B. Master Apple Speller 
These are just a few of our fantastic specials. 


BYTES & PIECES 

Box 525 Dept. 6S 


East Setauket, NY 11733 

(516) 751-2535 


Ask about our free price list #606 


SOFTWARE FOR BUSINESS 
When you use your business computer you want 
powerful quality software. Too much depends 
on it to settle for less. Dynamic Software has se
lected the best business software available for 
forecasting, accounting, word processing, and 
more. Guaranteed free fast delivery. Write to: 
Dynamic Software, P.O. Box 3576, Federal 
Way, WA. 98003 

Summer 

APPLE Specials 


Utility City Snack A/lack 
Home Money Minder Twerps 
Apple Panic Track Allack 

THE 

COUNTRY STORE, 


Box 2131-SS, Littleton, CO 80161. 

Send for free price list. 


LIBRARIAN-Filing and keyword retrieval 
system for books, articles, excerpts, etc. 
Produces automatic bibliographies. Initial data 
base included. $69.95. 

CONTOl lR i\L\PPl'IG-High quality con
touring system for printer, plotter, or CRT. 
Data and grid transformations, trend surfaces, 
Tesiduals. Data and file manager. 

CFOLOCICAL and GEOGRAPHICAL soft
ware for Apple and other systems. 
l.FOSYSTE!\IS, Inc., 802 E. Grand River, 
Williamston, Ml 48895 (517) 655-3726 

GOLDCOAST COMPUTER 
A new way to do computing. Try before you 
buy is our slogan. Computers, Software, Firm
ware, Hardware. For more information call 
(502) 754-5313. 	Or write: 

GOLDCOAST COMPUTER 
HWY. 181 RT #l BOX 142 
BREMEN, KY 42325 

OPTION INVESTING 
Program analyses return, and guides to opti
mum transactions. Puts, calls, spreads, writing 
vs. stock. Plots, disk stores, prints. Manual dis
cusses strategy. For APPLE II PLUS & III, 
TRS-80, IBM-PC. $125. Brochure. OPTIONS
80, Box 471-B, Concord, MA 01742 

ROBOTWAR Special! With every purchase of 
RobotWar at our regular low price of $33.95, 
you get an official MUSE ROBOTW AR T
shirt for only $1.00! Additional shirts (or sold 
separately)-$5.95. Specify size S M L XL. Send 
check or money order to THE SOFT SPOT, 
INC., Dept. S2, PO Box 212, Corbett, OR 
97019. (503) 695-5770. Please include $2 ship
ping/ handling. RobotWar is a registered trade
mark of Muse Software. 

PROFESSIONAL STATISTICAL 
ANALYSIS 

HS() ANO\' .. \: 8 factors, any combination of 
between and within. 
HSD STATS: 3 t-tests, Chi-Square, frequency 
distribution, data transform, graphics, etc. 
HSD RF:<;tU:SS: multiple regression, descrip
tive stats, graphics. 
Hll:\L\N SYSTE\'IS DYNAMICS, 9249 
Reseda Blvd., Suite 107, Northridge, CA 
91324, (213) 993-8536 

FOR THE APPLE III 

Joystick-driven character set editor. 


Edit. mix. and create system character 

sets for the Apple Ill. 


Requires Pascal and joystick. 

Source code included. $40. 


PowerTools, 1206 Karen Ave., 

Austin. TX 78757 


http:separately)-$5.95
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Guaranteed Lowest Prices on 
All major brands of micro-software 

90-day and product satisfaction guarantee. Soft
ware Galore is a membership buying service. Gi
gantic inventory of old & new releases. Now 
carries hardware. Next day shipping by UPS. 
No per-item handling fee. 

SOFTWARE GALORE 

P.O. Box 10005 Marina Del Rey, CA 90291 


CA (213) 827-1851 (8-5 only) 

800-423-6326 National 


*Member of Better Business Bureau 


GO! GO! GO! 
Play GO on any 48K Apple with I disk drive. 
Enjoy Hires board (I 3x 13) display. $21. MARK 
WATSON, 9969 Via Daroca, San Diego, CA 
92129. 

FANTASTIC PRICES!!! 
We sell all Apple and Atari software at fantastic 
low prices. Call or write for FREE catalog. We 
credit orders $1.00 for the telephone inquiry. 
Fast service. 

FASCINATION SOFTWARE 
PO Box 1299 

Brea, CA 92621 (714) 595-4504 

$1 PER PROGRAM!! 
With the Appleware Users Disk Library, why 
pay more? Expand/ enhance your software with 
hundreds of powerful programs not available 
from any other source. Business, science, games, 
utilities and all other categories are now avail
able. $2 (refundable) bring.5 detailed list of over 
200 superb programs. 2 sided disk special-JO 
for $29.50 + $3 shipping. Appleware, Inc., 6400 
Hayes St., Hollywood, FL 33024. 

NEW! THE AEROBICS MASTER 
Here's a day-by-day diary for exercisers de
signed by a runner. Tracks progress over a wide 
variety of exercise activities. 48K , DOS 3.3 and 
ROM Applesoft basic required. Warranteed 
upon registration. 

SASE for 111ore· information. 
Introductory price $22.95. Incl. shipping. 

FREE LANCE INK 
1806 Wickham 
Royal Oak, Michigan 48073 

FIX'N APPLE 

Apple Repair: $38.95 Disk Repair. $24.95 

Plus parts & postage. Free Diagnostic disk 

CERTIFIED ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN 


#HI-55 

3867 Lovell, Owensboro, KY 42301 


(502) 685-2980 


EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
The most comprehensive catalogue of 
educational and game software for Apple avail
able anywhere only $8.95 credited towards your 
first order. Queue, Inc., Dept. 7S, 5 Chapel Hill 
Drive, Fairfield, CT 06432. 

TEACHERS, PARENTS-Help your kids get 
a better education with THE SCHOOL 
BOARD game using the APPLE II. Game in
creases skills, knowledge in Math, Language 
Arts, Social Studies, Science, Metric Math. Fun 
to play. Fits in with classroom curriculum. Over 
3,100 problems. I to 6 players. 3rd grade to Jr. 
High. Buy at Computerland, or other Apple 
dealers. Mcintosh Software Corporation, Mar
keting Agent, 2418 I st Ave. NE, Cedar Rapids, 
IA 52402. 

FREE SOLAR 

POCKET CALCULATOR* 


w/ $500 order. Complete line of Micro and 

CP/ M software. Atari 800/$670. 16K RAM, 

Wizard board for Apple/ $115.Call:Anadek-Ep

son-Qume-Xerox 630, Amdek-N EC-Sanyo, 

Xerox 820. Call for prices on software. Data

ware Inc., PO Box 1122, Hollywood, CA 90028, 

(213$ 465-0751. *While supply lasts. 

COMPLETE MORSE SYSTEM 
Software decodes Morse without hardware 
interface. Handles speed over 60 wpm. Trans
mit feature has buffered keyboard with macro. 
48K on disk $15. Bob Wiseman, 118 St. 
Andrews Dr., Cincinnati, OH 45245. 

-MAE-
The finest disk-based macro assembler / editor 
available for Apple - $169.95. Also, printers, 
direct connect modems, Zenith monitors, disk
ettes. print wheels. printer ribbons, and much 
more! ! Phone (919) 924-2889. or send SASE for 
catalog to: 

EASTERN HOUSE SOFTWARE 
3239 Linda Drive 

Winston-Salem, NC 27106 

COl\ll'lfTER GRAPHI CS COURSE-40 
HR hands-on course intended for companies 
that would like to create colorful graphics on the 
Apple II. Applications include in-house train
ing, presentations. slide shows, and interactive 
education. Course held in Long Beach, CA, the 
first and third weeks of each month. (4 students 
per class max.) For information contact: 

Mark Wauben 
ISLA ND SERVICES INC. 

920 E. Wardlow Rd. 
Long Beach, CA 90807 

(213) 595-0258 

Are you ready for the football season? OFFICE 
POOL is not for predicting winners, but to or
ganize and process the pool data itself. Up to 20 
games/ week, up to 20 players, with minimum 
key-entry. User-friendly, modifiable, and fairly 
priced at $15 (ch./mo.). Try us at Useful Soft
ware, 325 Ruby, Clarendon Hills, IL 60514. (for 
Apple II+ w/ 48K , 80 col. printer) 

APPLE EDUCATIONAL 

SOFTWARE 


Get more bytes of bug-free, teacher-tested soft

ware for your dollar. Available nowhere else. 

Send for free catalog. INDIAN HEAD SOFT

WARE, 1002 Indian Head Drive, Snow Hill, 
NC 28580. 

SIR ISAAC'S YIELD 
CALCULATOR 

Calculates a portfolio's rate of return when there 
have been additions to and withdrawals from 
the portfolio during the period being evaluated. 
Isaac also calculates the internal rate of return 
on any problem involving cash flow and can ac
cumulate or discount cash flow at a user-speci
fied interest rate. Only $25. Write for details. 
Isaac Software, 841 West Nebraska, St. Paul, 
MN 55117. 

Sofia/k's classified advertising section offers a 
considerably less expensive way than display ad
vertising to reach tens of thousands of Apple 
owners. 

Classified advertising space is available at 
the rate of$10 per line for the first ten lines, with 
a five line minimum. Each line over ten lines is 
$25 per line. Ad copy should be received no later 
than the 10th of the second month prior to the 
cover date of the issue you want the ad to ap
pear. Pay ment must accompany ad copy. 

The publisher reserves the right to reject any 
advertising that he feels is not in keeping with 
the publication's standards. 

Heads will be set in 10 point bold face, all 
capitals only. Italics are available for body text 
only; please underline the portions you would 
like italicized. 

The body text of the ad will hold roughly 45 
characters per line. Spaces between words are 
counted as one character. Heads will hold 
roughly 24 characters per line, with spaces be
tween words counted as one character. Please 
indicate if you would like the head centered or 
run into the text. 

Please write or call for additional informa
tion. 

Softalk Classified Adverti sing 
I 1021 Magnolia Boulevard 
North Hollywood, California 91601 
Attention: Elaine Cohen 
213-980-5074 
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blatantly ignores women also infuriates the Bachs-especially 
Richa rd. 

" Apple Computer manufactures such a brilliant product. 
But to see that company discount women, put them down, turn 
them off-the stupidity of that outrages me." 

Let Richard Bach run Apple for just one week and he prom· 
ises to institute changes that will be like a jump to light speed. 
One of his first memos would read: "Don't ignore half the 
population of this world." 

Bach said it takes much more strength to be an individual 
who happens to be a woman than it does to be an individual 
who happens to be a man. 

"Women must know themselves so well, that they'll say 
when they see one of those stupid ads, 'I know those clods are 
men, and I know they've written this to appeal to men, but I 
don't care. I need this information. I'm going to walk in this di
rection and I'm going to accomplish what I need to accom· 
plish for my own learning and for my own development as a 
human being.' " 

And, added Leslie, "We've introduced a number of hus· 
band-wife couples to the Apple, and it's always been the worn· 
an who uses it more intensely. 

"I had somebody put a computer under my nose just once. 
That's what I'd like to tell all women: Just go put it under your 
nose just once." 

The Bachs realize they have done their share of gnashing 
and fuming at the problems as well as the advertising prob· 
!ems with Apple and Corvus. But at the same time they realize 
and unabashedly admit they want so badly to reach out and 
grasp the world of computing. It's been a stormy love affair, 
but it's still a love affair. 

"We have the capacity within us now, the basic ability to do 
anything. We are unlimited creatures," Bach said. He be· 
lieves people are capable now of teleporting themselves from 
place to place without using our normal modes of transporta· 

tion and communicating psychically with each other over vast 
distances and time. Though we may not be doing this as a com
mon practice for a few years yet, he adds, until we unlearn our 
limits. 

"If we are in fact unlimited creatures, we do not have to 
limit ourselves and our bodies to space and time at all. How· 
ever, the computer is a mechanical step that makes it so much 
easier now, making it possible for us to be in touch with those 
people from whom we have much to learn and to whom I have 
something to give." 

Computers and modems can overcome a great many bar
riers to communication, he explained. It is communication that 
can bypass physical appearance and background; instead, ev· 
erything can be referenced to spirit and intellect: What do you 
think? Why do you think it? What are your suggestions? How 
do you approach this problem? Bach even thinks nuclear war 
would be a simple problem to overcome once enough people 
with computers were in touch with each other. 

"We've always held the ancient idea that a country is de· 
fined by physical borders. This petty nationality. There are 
new boundaries now being drawn through the networks of the 
computers-what startling nations they are-electronic coun· 
tries in which citizens are citizens of shared ideals and ac· 
tions. 

"The only way you can enslave a population is to cut off 
its communication or to control it. But just the opposite is hap· 
pening today. And so I breathe a little easier for the future of 
this country, knowing networks are growing and mushroom· 
ing as they are right now." 

The only other thing left for us to do then, by the word of 
Bach, is to seek out our most impractical dreams and grab at 
those crazy little chances that will spring up unexpectedly in 
our day-to-day lives. Find a gift to give, dare the adventure, 
and the wicker baskets and lemonade will be set before us on 
our way. JI 
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thing like that." 
Such a development appeals to Smith 

for the simple reason that he is a satis
fied Screen Writer customer. He likes the 
service, the relatively modest asking 
price, the compatibility of its command 
format with the IBM 370 and, of course, 
that soft-set character feature that has 
allowed him to process manuscripts , text 
books, presentations and course work in 
a number of languages. 

But that, as the midway barker says , 
is not all. "Screenwriter is one of the 
only word processors that will allow you 
to have a file larger than memory," says 
Smith. "The only other one that has that 
feature is WordStar, which costs more. 
Then, too, there's the fact you don't have 
to invest in an eighty-column board, since 
Screen Writer provides both upper case 
and lower case without one." 

Smith considers the latter a particu
lar blessing, since it has been his experi
ence 80-column boards give more pain 
than relief. "They sometimes cause prob
lems with other programs, and you 
actually have to rewrite some of them 
when you go into the 80-column mode." 
As it is, the reinventor of the Chinese 
typewriter says he prefers to work in 40· 
column anyway, toggling over to the sys
tem's 70-column option whenever he 
wants to check print formats. 

A Combination of Factors. Many who 
listen to Smith's word processing saga 
eventually ask the inevitable question: If 
Chinese is so complicated, why not sub
stitute a simpler, Romanized alphabet? 
Advocates of Pinyin, as this streamlin· 
ing approach is called, claim it would 
modernize the language, making it easi
er to teach, update, and, of course, com
puterize. Chinese science students often 
complain that they spend more time de
ciphering new characters than they do 
learning their disciplines. To accommo
date such twentieth-century marvels as 
the computer and the robot, the Chinese 
don't so much invent a new word as re
combine existing characters. The Man
darin term for computer, for example, is 
"electric calculator." 

"The official dialect of Mandarin only 
has 418 different sounds." Smith ex
plains. "If you go to a Romanized system, 
it creates a problem, because you have 
no way of telling what one particular 
sound might mean. It could have many 
meanings, like the Romanized sound of 
'shr.' It can have forty of fifty different 
meanings and then when you add the four 
different tones on top of that, it creates a 
great many problems.'' 

As Smith and other language special
ists point out, the modernization of Chi· 
nese is as much a political and cultural is
sue as a linguistic one. Chinese thought is 
so bound up with the characters, says 
Smith, he doubts they will ever be aban
doned, as Pinyin advocates within the 
ruling Chinese Communist Party have 
learned. It is customary in the West to 

• 

think of China as a cultural monolith, but 
closer examination reveals it is anything 
but that. 

"There are five major dialect groups 
and they have more spoken differences 
than French, Spanish, and Italian," says 
Smith. What holds this nation together, 
what certifies their Chinese identity, is 
the written language. It is both their link 
with each other and the past, a past rich 

in literary classics that would be lost to 
future generations if the written lan
guage was debased. 

The Price of Relevance. The major 
task as Smith sees it, is raising Ameri
ca's language-consciousness. Foreign 
language instruction was one of the 
prime educational casualties of the 
turbulent sixties. This was a time when 
people were getting it together, getting 
relevant, and dropping language re
quirements in high schools and colleges. 
The economy had yet to be savaged by 
the Vietnam war, Ford had its Mustang, 
and short-sighted accountants every
where had their bottom lines. 

"And then, within a decade, the bot
tom started falling out. The world was 
becoming increasingly interdependent, 
communication satellites were rewiring 
the globe, and our leader, former presi
dent Jimmy Carter, was putting his foot 
in his mouth in Poland. During a state 
visit, an attempt to tell the Poles of his 
eagerness 'to learn your opinions and un
derstand your desires' was rendered his
torical by a translation that came out, 'I 
desire the Poles carnally.' " 

Such stories might be funnier if they 
weren't so sad, betraying, as they do, 
what Smith regards as a serious educa
tional shortcoming. "We're facing the 
same problem the English faced when 
they were a world power, the 'I speak En
glish, you speak English' sort of thing. If 
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The Life 
T.and f

1mes o BY JONAT~AN MILL~R 


Call it fate or opportunity seized, but Apple inventor 
Stephen Wozniak has a plane crash and a brainstorm to thank 
for his latest milestones-graduation from the University of 
California at Berkeley and a second career as a promoter of 
rock and computer fairs. 

As Wozniak tells it, he was at the controls of a private plane 
about a year ago, flying from San Jose to San Diego to collect 
the wedding rings for his then upcoming marriage. For rea· 
sons still unexplained, the craft decided to merge with Mother 
Earth just after takeoff, leaving pilot Wozniak with a busted 
tooth and a busted memory. Five weeks after the fact, the 
whiz with ROMs and RAMs realized he'd been suffering from 
amnesia. Even more surprising, it seemed to be just what the 
doctor of destiny ordered. 

Amnesia to Apple to Alias. "Things were pretty intense at 
Apple back then," the bearded Wozniak explained while din· 
ing at a Berkeley pizzeria not far from his off-campus apart
ment. "They had certain expectations of me and of what and 
who I am. Also, I had to read memos and go to meetings, and 
do all this stuff that was fairly easy but time consuming. I 
wasn't getting down to the problem solving I loved. 

"And then I had the plane crash. I'd been off work for five 
weeks and I said, 'Perfect! There's no way I'm going back. I'm 
taking a year off and combining'it with school.' " 

Assuming the alias of Rocky Clark (he has a Siberian husky 
named Rocky and a wife with the maiden name of Clark), 
thirtyish Steve Wozniak, merry prankster of blue-box fame, re· 
turned to the school he'd dropped out of ten years earlier to 
pursue his computer passion. He didn't need a degree in com· 
puter science and electrical engineering for itself, and certain· 
ly not for career advancement, he conceded. But it would be 
nice , and certainly neat, to be able to tell your kids-he and his 
wife are expecting a child in September-that you'd gradu· 
ated from college. 

Returning to school after a ten-year absence has been an 
education for Wozniak in more ways than one. He's found it a 
lot harder than he figured; he's routinely up until two a.m. and 
sometimes all night. He's determined that academic comput· 
er instruction inhibits creative problem solving and, heresy of 
heresies, has concluded that computers are not a student's 
godsend, at least not yet. 

''The computer cost me a ton of time in school. I felt that 
since I have a computer, I have to use it, so I used the word 
processor for my homework. It was much slower using the 
computer and that's the truth, and I don't care what anyone 
says. Computers have to get a lot simpler to use." 

Computer Illlterate? According to Wozniak, the culprit is 
word processing. While his fellow classmates were finishing 
assignments by hand in a couple of hours, Wozniak was fid· 
dling around with margins, reading proofs, and making cor· 
rections, because some words had to be in bold face and some 
in red ink. 

"I went through so much using it that I would spend eight 
hours where everyone else would spend two. I get every word 
processor that comes out and no one has written one for the Ap
ple that's any good at all. SuperScribe"-ScreenWriter
"comes closest. Format II isn't close and Executive Secretary 
isn't close and Easy Writer is the worst and Apple Pie is un

usable. Nothing has been any good. Apple Writer II is not good 
even. It doesn't do what WordStar does . There are none. You 
have to go CP/M and I'm mad. Everyone of them claims to be 
so great. They're all complicated, they're hard, they don't do 
very much, and they don't work with many printers." 

If Wozniak has reservations-to put it mildly-about word 
processing, he's decidedly more upbeat in his evaluation of his 
alma mater. Ten years ago, circa the Cambodian incursion 
when Wozniak was striking snapshot poses beside smoking 
tear gas canisters, students had only one thing on their 
minds-the war. Looking back, says Wozniak, it's obvious the 
war did more than tear the country apart; it distorted college 
educations as well. Today, swelling ranks of conservative busi· 
ness and engineering majors are positively directed toward, 
as Wozniak puts it, "earning money for life." The inspiration· 
al symbol of Berkeley in the eighties is that of paraplegics and 
quadraplegics tooling around the hilly East Bay ce.mpus in 
their Jennings motorized wheelchairs-Of people, in short, get· 
ting on with the business of living. 

Changing Subject. Cory Hall, the engineering building 
where Wozniak took most of his classes this past year, looks 
very much as it did in 1970, but the instruction in computer sci
ence doesn't. The computers were new; now, they've become a 
part of the bureaucratic problem. 

"Back then," Wozniak explains, "they were teaching by 
saying, 'Here are some problems, find a solution.' They were 
teaching techniques that would lead you to find a solution. Now 
they're teaching the complete solution. It's not as creative as it 
used to be . A lot of good or alternative solutions get passed 
over. " 

But Wozniak isn't down on education; far from it. He 's an 
optimist with seemingly boundless faith in the young and in the 
self·teachability of computer technology. 

"The kids are getting so far ahead of people like me," mar
vels Wozniak. "When you're young, you can learn as many lan· 
guages as you're brought up with, and computer just happens 
to be one of them. It's incredible to see so many people get 
down to the instruction-set level, bit by bit, and understand it so 
thoroughly. They've learned, they've educated themselves, 
just by studying what they could and playing tricks with it." 

Computers are ideal learning machines, according to Woz· 
niak, because they give you feedback. It's the constant repeti· 
tion, the over and over, the backtracking on your own, the re· 
covering from errors. "And," he says, extrapolating uni· 
versally, "repetition seems to be the biggest factor in any· 
thing, whether it's winning the Olympics or designing a 
computer." 

An Apple for the Student. For youngsters, the problem isn't 
designing computers, it's getting their curious little hands on 
them. Which brings us to Apple's offer to give every primary 
and secondary school in the country a bright, shiny Apple, pro· 
vided Congress goes along with a modest tax bill to offset the 
giveaway partially. 

"It's more important for children to get a good education in 
elementary school, and yet that's where the least money 
goes," Wozniak stumps. "Universities get tons of donations, 
fancy computers, and all sorts of tax write-offs that don't apply 
to lower grades. And that's wrong." 



Giving computers away could pay off for Apple one day. To 
Wozniak, it's merely something he likes doing. An unpreten
tious multimillionaire if ever there was one, Wozniak is gener
ous with his time and often with his money. His generosity 
and openness are evident in his development of Apples I and II. 
He built them for the problem-solving fun of it, to be shared 
with fellow hobbyists in the Silicon Valley's Home Brew Com
puter Club. It took the marketing insight of Steve Jobs, Wozni
ak's partner in pranks and computers, to see the commercial 
potential. 

"I wanted an instruction set I could play with and that's all I 
wanted," Wozniak recalls of the inception of the first Apple. 
"That meant a printed circuit board on the floor, some wires 
connected to a keyboard, and a monitor." When it came to the 
Apple II, which Wozniak also designed, he still wasn't thinking 
product, but trying to solve another problem-putting some 
color on the machine. 

Open Roads Go Two Ways. The genesis of the I and II as 
noncommercial designs proved, ultimately, to be a commer
cial blessing, since it led to the opening of the Monitor pro· 
gram to would-be software peripheral designers. "We didn't 
have enough software to write a complicated operating sys
tem at this stage," Wozniak says. "Since there wasn't any· 
thing in existence, we had to give access to the Monitor." 
Given his hobbyist disposition, Wozniak would have liked to 
have seen the III opened through to the Monitor and all the list
ings given out, but several factors conspired against it-among 
them, the numerous inquiries concerning weird calls to the 
Monitor, expected by experience with the II, and a lack of in· 
terest in the system's openness on the part of potential busi
ness users. Having to concede compromises like this added 
much to the impetus Wozniak felt to lay back about business 
and return to school. With the degree as good as gotten, it came 
time to look ahead again. 

The Biggest Bash of All. It was last summer when Wozniak 
was tidying up academic accounts, taking time to get in touch 
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with himself and his ideals, that an idea occurred to him and 
wouldn't rest. Why not combine a computer fair and a musical 
festival on the order of a Woodstock-sans the drugs, of course, 
and the ripoffs and the lack of planning? Throw it on a three· 
day weekend and add activities for participation and you've 
got just the kind of wild and crazy notion that would excite the 
public imagination and dyed-in-the-wool computer hobbyists 
like himself. 

The idea soon evolved, with input from promoters and edu· 
cators, into UNUSON Corporation, founded by Wozniak last 
August to produce educational computer materials, develop a 
national data computer network, and run the fair. UNUSON 
preaches the upbeat technological gospel of the eighties that 
home and school computers can bring people together by rev· 
olutionizing the nation's information and education systems. 
Its fair in Devore, California, this Labor Day weekend, dubbed 
the Us Festival, is meant to usher in a new decade of dedica· 
tion in which computer-literate people, recalling the cadences 
of John F. Kennedy, will ask, "What's in it for us?" before ask
ing, "What's in it for me?" 

"I want to make it big and I'm one of the few people who 
can do it." Wozniak's excited voice rises above the pizzeria din. 
"I really don't care about the bottom line. Sure, I hope to break 
even, but it's got to be done right and it's got to be done well." 

By doing it right, Wozniak means having thirty top-name 
musical groups (rock, country western, and folk-no anti
social punk) ; attracting upward of a half-million visitors; 
providing comprehensive facilities for accommodations, in· 
eluding ample power sources and camping facilities; and top· 
ping it all off with the biggest computer fair ever. The fair 
would feature problem-solving competitions between individ· 
uals, groups, and brands of personal computers; hardware 
and software exhibits; and demonstrations of exciting new ap· 
plications of computer technology in communications, educa
tion, small business, music, and ecology. 

For hobbyist Wozniak, the paramount concern of the mo· 
ment-short of finishing his school work-is getting word of the 
festival out to computer club soulmates and other users. To 
that end, he is offering So/talk readers and other Apple owners 
the opportunity to make reservations beginning June 1, a 
month before tickets go on sale to the general public. (See the 
accompanying announcement for details.) 

Simplicity of Things To Come. A lot of calls to the Monitor 
have hummed along circuit boards since Apple's inception, but 
Stephen Wozniak remains virtually unchanged. Wiser, of 
course, but no less committed to the technological gospel that 
denies the zero sum paradigm that one man's gain is another 
man's loss. 
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"A lot of people tend to think that way about everything," 
says Wozniak, "but I relate to that from a different point of 
view, that there are a lot of cases of somebody doing some
thing really well, where everyone wins out. I'd say Apple is a 
good example of that, that technology is benefiting everyone. I 

think people get rich because they make poorer people richer.'' 
As to the glorious future, inventor Wozniak is playing mum. 

He's got ideas on software, hardware, and even cpus, but 
many are off-the-wall type things. "Whatever I do," he con
fides, "it has to feel good." What will make him feel good, and 
also sell, he strongly believes, is a product that's a whole lot 
simpler to use than anything available today. 

"Computers have to be easier. Computers aren't easy, Ap
ples aren't easy. They're very hard to use. It's hard to pick up a 
manual for any major word processor-command this, com
mand that-and that's got to change. I believe Apple's going to 
be the leader in that revolution. It's going to become so easy, 
you'll know what to do without reading the manual." 

Such breakthroughs may or may not be unveiled at the Us 
Festival, but for Steve Wozniak 1982 is looking like a very good 
year. He's turned 1981's plane crash into wide-ranging oppor
tunities, and come the end of September he'll celebrate the 
birth of his first child. "I get to name the baby if it's a boy," 
says the man who's toying with Karp, Rocky, and leaning to 
Clark, as in Kent. "Like I said, I like simple solutions." JI 

Us Festival Tickets 

The Us Festival will be held in Glen Helen Regional 
Park in Devore, California, in San Bernardino County. 

Readers of So/talk can reserve choice fair locations 
beginning this month-one month prior to public sales
by ordering advance tickets from Us Festival, Box 95108
1157, San Jose, CA 95108. Price is $35 for one to three 
days. Tickets may also be purchased by using the Source 
#TCW 314. 

PLAYING GAMES WITHSTOP YOUR RESOURCES 
Was financial management one of your justifications 

for purchasing an APPLE .. computer? 

Are you really managing your finances or just using an 
expensive calculator to help balance your checkbook(s)? 

It takes a double entry system to do the job right. Why? 

Less than half the financial transactions necessary to 
adequately manage your resources and plan your tax 
strategy can be accomodated with single entry systems. 

How can you use a double entry system without a 
refresher course in accounting? 

You can't, if you use software that simply automates 
the way people do things by hand, .. . but, with 
The ACCOUNTANT, by Decision Support Software, 
the power of your computer is harnessed to offer you the 
advantages of an automated double entry system even if 
you don't know a debit from a credit! 

'BEST PACKAGE EVALUATED' 
"For the home user (and perhaps in some 

less complex small business), the best package 

we evaluated was the Accountant by Decision 
Support Software." 

- Mind Your Business Dept., Softalk, Jan. 82 

Our use rs are equally impressed: 

"The ACCOUNTANT is not only very sophisticated 
and full of surprising features, such as automatic 
transactions and linkages to VisiCalc"" , but is very 
easy to use" . 

The ACCOUNTANT includes 

these user oriented features: 

• Menu driven 

operations 


• Comprehensive 

prompting 


• User defined 

account names 


• User defined 

code names 


• Reference to 
accounts and cod es 
by name or number 

• Ability to cancel 
operations or queries 
when desired 

• Ad hoc queries 

The ACCOUNTANT 
Finance Data Base System 
The ACCOUNTANT is a decision support tool that 

provides an individual or business with timely, accurate 
data to plan, monitor and control their finances. The 
detailed records contained in The ACCOUNTANT's data 
base will enable you to itemize each and every legitimate 
tax deduction. DBCALC, a VisiCalc" interface, r e trieves 
data from The ACCOUNTANT's data base and creates 
a VisiCalc '" file of actual and projected fin ancial data 
which can be used for financial simulations and tax 
computations. 

The ACCOUNTANT requires an APPLE II 
with 48K, APPLESOFT and single or dual drives. The 
system includes a master disk and a newly released utility 
disk (both in standard DOS 3.3 format), hardware key, 
and a comprehensive, easy to follow user's guide in an 
attractive binder ...... .. .... .. ... .. ................ $129 

DBCALC (with 1040 model included) 
requires VisiCalc '" .. .. ... .. ......................... $20 

Find out why APPLE™ owners are 
switching to The ACCOUNTANT. Order 
from your APPLE™ dealer or call DSS 
at (800) 368-2022 (in VA (703) 241-8316). 

Decision Support Software 

1438 Ironwood Drive 

McLean, VA 22101 


APPLE'" is a trademark of APPLE Computer Inc., Cupertino , CA , 

V1siCa!c '~ 1s a trademark of Personal Software Inc., Sunnyvale, CA 


Use your Visa or Mastercard. Jn dude S3.00 shipping and handling. VA residentsadd 4% 




Phone

And Find Out. 


Find out why there's a rush to Strictly specials raise eyebrows. Our everyday 
Soft Ware. Why our customers find us prices bring smiles. 
one-of-a-kind. And you'll find the right selection . No 

You'll find the right service. Attention turkeys. No tricks. No limits to what you 
to your interests, answers to your ques want, when you want it. 
tions, reports on new developments, So phone and find out. Call now (toll
suggestions for your needs. free) for our free catalog. 

You'll find the right prices. Our 

ti SPECIALS • MORE THAN JUST GAMES • SPECIALS ti 
•Arcade Machine • Master Type • Star Blazer 
• Wizardry 11 • Screen Writer 11 • Inter. Grand Prix 
• Ribbit • Home Accountant • Jellyfish 
•Time Zone • Home Money Minder •Deadline 
• Swashbuckler • Desk Top Plan II •Falcons 

Arcade Games 
ABM 
Apple-aids
Apple Panic 
Arcade Machine 
Autobahn 
Beer Run 

Bug Attack
Compucube
Computer Air Combat 
Computer Baseball 

F · Caunty air
Crossfire 
Cyber Strike 

Dark Forest 
Dogfight
Epoch
Falcons 
Firebird 
Flight Stimulator 
Galactic Attack 
Gamma Goblins 
Genetic Drift 
Golden Mountain 
Gorgon 
Hadron 
Hi Res Soccer 
Intl Gran Prix 
Juggler 
Minotaur 
Missie Defense 
Mouskattack 
Outpost 
Pool 1.5 
Pegasus II 
Phantoms Five 

Pulsar 11 
Reversal 
Ri bbit
Robot War 

Rus ki Duck 
Snack Attack 
Sna ke Byte
Sneakers 
Super Invaders 

Star Blazer 
Star Thief 
Space Eggs
Space Quarks 

Swashbuckler 
Thief 
Threshhold 
Trac k Attack 

Trick Shot 
Warp Attack 
Warp Destroyer 
Adventures 
Adventures 1-12 
Alkemstone 
Akalabeth 
Apventure to Atlantis 
Castle Wallenstein 
Crush , Crumble , Chomp 
Cyborg 
Galactic Empire 
Lords of Karma 
Creature Venture 
Mystery House 
Napoleon 's Campaigns 
Oldorf 's Revenge 
Oo Topos 

The Prisoner 
Race for Midnight 
Southern Command 
Space Adventure 
Swordthrust 
Talawa 's Last Redoubt 
Stone of Sisyphus 
Tarturian 
Temple of Apshai 
The Terrorist 
Time Zone 
Ulysses / Golden Fleece 
Ultima 
Wizard I Princess 
Wizardry 
Zork I 
Zork II 

Business 
Accounting 

Continental 
Peachtree 
Broderbund 

The Apple Speller 
ASCII Express 
Creative Financing 
Data Capture 
Data Factory 
DB Master 
DB Master Utility 
Desk Top Plan II 
Easywriter 
Eduware 
Financial Partner 
Graphtrix 
Letter Perfect 

Above titles are partial selection. Call for prices and catalog. 

We take Maste r Card or VISA (include card 
# and exp iration date) . O hio residents add 
5 .5% tax . Include $2. 00 fo r postage . 3% 
d iscount if check accompanies order . 

Send fo r free ca talog . Prices subject to 
change. Hrs.: 9-9 weekdays; 9-6 Sat .; 12-5 
Sun. 

Strictly Soft Ware 
Post Office Box 338 
Granville , Ohio 43023 
order by phone 800-848-5253 
in Ohio 614-587-2938 

Magic Spell 
Magic Window 
The Mail Room 
The Merger 
Menu Generator 
Micro Courier 
PFS 
PFS Report 
Real Estate Analyzer 
Spellstar 
Super Text 11 
TASC Compiler 
Tax Manager 
Tax Preparer 
Versaform 
Visiblend 
Visicalc 3. 3 
Vis id ex 
Visifacto ry 
Visifi le 
Visischedule 
Visiterm 
Visitrend / Visiplot 
Wordstar 

Home/Personal 
Decision Master 
The Correspondent 
Home Accountant 
Home Money Minder 
Master Type 
Financial Management System II 

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer , I nc. 

IBM 1s a reg iste red tradema rk of Internationa l Business M achi nes Corporation . 




Tools of the Craft, Part 12 
Old Business: Last Month's Challenges. Here's hoping you 

spent at least part of this past month working on the exercises 
that were provided for your amusement. Before moving on to 
anything else, here are solutions to those problems: 

1. You were asked to rewrite the function Yes, which we de
veloped last time, to eliminate its dependency on Capital, an
other function that already dwells within your Pascal tool kit if 
you've been keeping up with the Path. This was an easy prob
lem (we think) ; here is one solution, which involves replacing 
the call to Capital with actual Pascal code that performs capi
talization: 

FUNCTION 

Yes 


:Boolean; 

(* Waits for case-independent 


'Y' or 'N' response from 
console keyboard, and returns 
True as function value far 
'Y', False far 'N.' <RETURN> 
is taken as equivalent ta 'N.' 
THIS VERSION IS INDEPENDENT OF 
ANY OTHER PROCEDURE OR FUNCTION . 
*) 

VAR 
Ch 

:Char; 
BEGIN (* Yes *) 

REPEAT 
Read(Ch); 
(* AT THIS POINT, OLD VERSION INCLUDED 

THIS LINE: 
Ch := Capital(Ch); 

*) 
(* THE FOLLOWING CODE REPLACES THE ABOVE: *) 
IF ((Ch > = 'a') OR (Ch <= 'z')) 

THEN 
Ch := Chr(Ord(Ch) - Ord('o') + Ord('A')); 

IF EOLn (* <RETURN> pressed *) 
THEN 

BEGIN 
Ch := 'N'; (* Was blank *) 
Write('N');{* Blank was echoed by Pascal *) 

END; 
UNTIL ((Ch = 'Y' ) OR (Ch = 'N')); 
(* Gal response, new report it! *) 

CASE Ch OF 
'Y': 

BEGIN 

Write('es'); ( * Finish "Yes" *) 
Yes := True; 

END; 
'N': 

BEGIN 

Write('o'); {* Finish "No" *) 

Yes := False; 


END; 

END (* CASE Ch *); 

WriteLn; 


END (* Yes *); 

2. Next, you were challenged to rewrite last month's Echo· 
ASCII program so that it would cease execution not on receipt 
of an at sign (@).as in the original version, but whenever the 
user pressed control-C. As you'll remember, ~the average Pas
cal program has only one way to determine whether or not the 
user presses control-C, and that is to read a character and 
then, if the character read is blank, to examine the value of the 
built-in function EOF. An EOF value of True at this point im
plies that the "blank" received by the program actually corre
sponds to a control-C, the "end of file" character for Apple 
Pascal's console device. Here's the new version of Echo· 
ASCII , which uses EOF to satisfy the new specification: 

PROGRAM 

EchaASCllVersion2; 


(* 	Reports the ASCII Integer volue al 

each character typed at the keyboard, 

until user presses cantrol-C 


*) 

CONST 


Blank= 

VAR 


Ch 

:Char; 


BEGIN (* EchaASCllVersion2 *) 

REPEAT 


Reod(Ch); 

WriteLn(Blank, Ord(Ch)); 


UNTIL ( (Ch = Blank) AND EOF (* Cantrol-C *) ); 

END (* EchaASCllVersian2 *). 


3. Finally' we asked the hardy reader to write a program 
that guesses, using the function Yes in an interactive dialogue, 
an integer number between 0 and 20 which the user has in 
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mind. The Guess program, shown below, uses a simple strate
gy: It starts out by assuming that the user's number can be 
taken from the entire specified range of numbers. It then asks 
a series of carefully formulated questions. With each answer, 
the program is able to whittle the range of possible numbers 
down to about half its previous size, until the range shrinks to 
exactly one. That one remaining number should be the one 
chosen by the user, provided that the user is always honest in 
arii;iwering the program's yes or no questions. (As you'll see, 
this program recognizes, but tolerates, inconsistent or dishon
est users!) 

PROGRAM 

Guess; 


(* Plays a guessing game with the user; 

to see haw ta play, read the Writeln 

statements in "PROCEDURE Instructions." 


*) 

CONST 


lawerlimit= O; (* Arbitrary restriction: User's 

number may not be negative. 


*) 

VAR 


Upperlimit, (* User can define initial range. *) 

lawBaund, (* At any time, number connat be less. *) 

HighBaund, (* At any time, number cannot be mare. *) 

MidPaint (* Of the range lawBaund .. HighBaund. *) 


:Integer; 

FUNCTION 


Capital(Ch 

:Char) 


:Char; 

(* Return Ch, converted ta upper case 


(capital) if Ch is lower case. 

*) 

BEGIN (* Capital *) 


Capital : = Ch; (* Na change unless lower case *) 

IF ((Ch >= 'a') AND (Ch <= 'z')) 


THEN (* It's a lower-case letter-transform it! *) 

Capital := Chr(Ord(Ch) - Ord{'a') + Ord{'A')); 


(* 	 Otherwise, it's not a lower-case letter, 
sa leave it alone. 

*) 

END (* Capital *); 

FUNCTION 


Yes 

:Boolean; 


(* Waits far case-independent 

'Y' ar 'N' response from 
console keyboord, and returns 

True as function value far 

'Y', False far 'N.' <RETURN> 

is taken as equivalent to 'N.' 


USES FUNCTION Capital, which 

must be declored prior ta 

this function! 


*) 
VAR 

Ch 
:Char; 

BEGIN (* Yes *) 
REPEAT 


Reod(Ch); 

Ch := Capital(Ch); 

IF EOln (* <RETURN> pressed *) 


THEN 
BEGIN 

Ch := 'N'; (*Was blank *) 
Write('N'); (* Blank was echoed by Pascal *) 

END; 

UNTIL ((Ch = 'Y') OR (Ch = 'N')); 

(* Got response, now report it! *) 

CASE Ch OF 


'Y': 
BEGIN 


Write{'es'); (* Finish "Yes" *) 

Yes := True; 


END; 
'N': 

Let Us Stuff You with Apples and 


We'll Help Pay for a College Education 

Jim Ganz is a high school senior from West Hartford, Connecticut, and o Saltdisk subscriber. 


He wrote an Applesoft program called Recipe.File that stares recipes an diskette. 


Softdisk osked subscribers ta send in their favorite apple recipes. 


The result is a cookbook an diskette full of woys to prepore apples (the eating kind). 


The July issue of Saftdisk will include the apple cookbook on a separate disk os o bonus. Far each order received before July 1, 


1982, Saftdisk will send Ganz $2.00 packet money far college next foll. 


Help put the next Budge through college and enjoy the American way of life with the apple cookbook. 


Softdisk is on interactive monthly publication contained entirely an a two-sided floppy disk. Subscription cost is $10 for the first 


issue ordered and $5 per subsequent issue when the previous diskette is returned. 


Ta order, send $10 ta: 


s 0 F T 

DI S K 


3811 St. Vincent 
Shreveport, LA 71108 



IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR A SYSTEM 


that has the most sophisticated and powerful free-form report generator on the market, with 
standard features like: 

date arithmetic (for aging reports. elapsed time calculations, etc.) 

options for floating dollar signs, commas. leading or trailing signs. and negative amounts with 
brackets or CR 

12-digit accuracy 

IF...THEN .. . ELSE statements to 16 levels, GOSUBS, and statement labels 

fast key sort, with keys built from portions or all of any fields 

interactive report processing, with rewrites to the file 

record retrieval and selection using combinations of any data 

Job definitions 

...and much more 

that is already working (and proven) on hundreds of CORVUS and PROFILE hard disk 
installations, and both the Apple II and I 11 

that supports concurrent access - with many users in a network environment updating the 
same files at the same time 

that allows you to redefine and restructure an existing database 

that generates Pascal source code for fast file update programs with up to 16 database files 
open and accessible simultaneously, 17 different input and display screens per program, and 
extensive editing 

that can combine any two databases to produce a third 

that allows you to retrieve data and update files from remote locations 

that interfaces to DDS 3.3 systems, including VISICALC 

that has a first-class text file formatter to produce form letters or other finished, word
processing quality documents from your data 

that offers extensive user support. including hotline, training, upgrades and even custom 
development services 

YOU'VE FOUND IT. 
AND IT ALL WORKS NOW. 

Ask your dealer about TOM - The Data Machine 
or call us at (415) 321-0761. 

PASCAL SYSTEMS, INC. 
830 MENLO AVE. SUITE 109 

MENLO PARK, CA 94025 

Apple and Profile are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. 
Corvus 1s a trademark of Corvus Systems. Inc. 
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BEGIN 

Write('o'); (* Finish "No" *} 

Yes : = Folse; 


END; 

END (* CASE Ch *}; 

WriteLn; 


END (*Yes *}; 

FUNCTION 
PloyAgoin 

:Booleon; 
(* Returns True if user responds in the affirmative 

to invitation to ploy ogoin; Folse otherwise. 
*} 
BEGIN (* PloyAgoin *} 

WriteLn; 

Write('Do you wont to ploy ogoin? '); 

PloyAgoin : = Yes; 


END (* PloyAgoin *}; 

PROCEDURE 
Instructions; 

{* Disploy gome's ploying instructions on 
·console screen 


*} 

BEGIN (* Instructions *} 


WriteLn('You pick o number, from O'); 

WriteLn('to some upper limit that'); 

WriteLn('you define, then onswer'); 

WriteLn('my "yes-or-no" questions.'); 

WriteLn('lf you onswer honestly, I' ); 

WriteLn('will eventually guess your'); 

WriteLn('number.'); 


END; (* Instructions *) 

BEGIN (* Guess *) 
WriteLn('THE GAME OF GUESS'); 
WriteLn; 

Instructions; 

REPEAT (* Ploy one game *) 

WriteLn; 

REPEAT (* Get on upper limit *) 


Write('Your number ronges from 0 to what? '); 

Reod(Upperlimit); 

IF EOLn 


THEN (* Skip to next input line *) 

ReodLn 


ELSE (* Keep the screen neot *) 

WriteLn; 


IF (Upperlimit <= Lowerlimit) 

THEN 


WriteLn('The high limit must be larger than ', 

Lowerlimit: 1); 


WriteLn; 

UNTIL (UpperLimit > Lowerlimit); 

(* lnitiol ronge, Lowerlimit .. Upperlimit is now 


defined . 

*) 

(* Current ronge is LowBound . . HighBound, 


first current ronge is initiol range 

*) 

LowBound := Lowerlimit; 

HighBound := UpperLimit; 


REPEAT (* Ask question, restrict range by approx. half. *) 
MidPoint : = (HighBound - LowBound + 1) DIV 2 + LowBound; 
Write('ls the number less than ', MidPoint: 1, '? '); 
IF Yes 

THEN (* Number is in lower holf of current range *) 
High Bound : = Mid Point - 1 

ELSE (* it's in the upper holf *) 
LowBound : = MidPoint; 

UNTIL (HighBound = LowBound) (* Only one number possible *); 

(* Commit to o guess. *) 

Write('ls ',LowBound ' your number? '); 

IF Yes 


THEN 

WriteLn('I knew it!') 


ELSE 


BEGIN (* User onswers were inconsistent, or 
even dishonest; still, be polite, 
or you might suffer damages *) 

WriteLn('I must hove misunderstood you, then.'); 
WriteLn('I lose.'); 

END; 
UNTIL (NOT PloyAgoin); 

END (* Guess *). 

Notice that this program did more than the assignment re
quired, letting the human player specify the upper limit, in· 
stead of fixing it at 20. Also , if you enter, compile, and run this 
program, you'll note that its guessing strategy is somewhat 
different than that implied by the "sample program output" 
that was presented as a model for you last time. The program 
that mirrors that output is less efficient and slightly more dif
ficult to explain than the one shown here. If you took the time to 
develop a program according to last month's model, and would 
like it verified, feel free to send a listing. Remember that your 
program need not conform to the example, a variety of cor
rect solutions were possible. Anyone whose Guess program dif
fers substantially from this one is invited to send a listing for 
verification and critique. Send all listings to Jim Merritt, in 
care of Softalk magazine. 
Advanced Input and Output: Files 

If you've succeeded in completing the last batch of exer
cises, then you've followed the Pascal Path to a mastery of the 
simplest input and output mechanisms offered by Apple Pas
cal. To be specific, you can now write programs that use the 
built-in procedures Read and ReadLn to acquire numeric and 
character data from the console keyboard, while employing 
Write and WriteLn to display such data on the console screen. 
Now, it's time to move ahead and learn to store data on, and 
retrieve it from, floppy disk, as well as how to move informa
tion between your Apple and your printer, modem, or other pe
ripheral devices. 

What Is a File'? In all but the most exceptional cases, Apple 
Pascal programs collect input data from (and can also deposit 
output data into) objects called files. According to the classi· 
cal Pascal definition, a file is an indefinitely (but not infinite· 
ly) long sequence of data items, all of which share the same 
data type. For instance, a Pascal file might consist of a se
quence of characters, or a sequence of Integers, or a sequence 
of Booleans, but not a random intermingling of characters, In
tegers, and Booleans. 

Files resemble pipelines insofar as your programs are con
cerned. You may consider the program as sitting at one end of 
the pipe, accepting input data as it plops out, one item at a 
time; or shoving output data into (and down) the pipe, datum 
by datum. Output data that is sent down the pipeline by a pro
gram eventually emerges, in the exact order of transmission, 
at its final destination. This might be a floppy disk, a hard disk, 
or the display of a CRT terminal, for example. 

The console is treated by Pascal as a file, as is any other in
teractive input/ output device that is hooked into the system. 
Information on disk is also organized in the form of files. The 
console device and a disk file certainly have many differences 
between them, but they have at least one characteristic in 
common: you can acquire input data from either of them, one 
unit at a time, in sequence, and you can transmit output data to 
either of them in the same fashion. 

To a Pascal program, a file is a variable, albeit one with 
special properties. Here are declarations for three files, CFile, 
BFile, and !File. The type of data each can hold should be ob
vious from its declaration: 

VAR 

CFile 


:Fl LE OF Chor; 


BFile 

:FILE OF Booleon; 


IFile 

:FILE OF Integer; 
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F1le Type Descrip tor 

Figure 1. 

Pascal syntax to declare file variables is remarkably like 
plain English. To indicate that a variable is a file containing 
items of type T, you simply declare it as being a "FILE OFT." 
The examples given earlier fit this pattern, which is rendered 
as a railroad diagram in figure 1. Note that a declaration such 
as "FILE OF T" is a type descriptor, just like the identifiers 
Boolean and Char, or the enumeration (Red, Yellow, Blue) . 
This means that not only can you declare variables to be files, 
but you can also declare your own file types. To illustrate this 
principle, let's declare CFile, BFile, and !File again. Note that 
CFile remains a FILE OF Char, BFile remains a FILE OF 
Boolean, and !File remains a FILE OF Integer. 

TYPE 

ChorFile= 


FILE OF Chor; 


BoolFile= 

FILE OF Booleon; 


lntFile= 

FILE OF Integer; 


VAR 

CFile 


:ChorFile; 


BFile 

:BoolFile; 


I File 

:lntFile; 


Apple Pascal predeclares to file types for you, Text and In
teractive. A Text file is exactly the same as a FILE OF Char, 
and the two type descriptions are synonymous in Apple Pas
cal. So, whenever you see the identifier Text used as a type de
scriptor, you may mentally translate it into FiLE OF Char, and 
vice versa. An Interactive file is also considered to be a se
quence of characters, but it isn't quite the same as a FILE OF 
Char. This month we'll study regular Text files, leaving Inter
active files and non-Text files until our next excursion down the 
Path. 

Opening Files: Reset and ReWrite. A file variable is the 
mechanism-the "window"-through which you gain access 
to the data in a physical file. A physical file corresponds to a 
magnetized area on disk or to an entire peripheral device, such 
as a printer or modem. Before attempting any access, your 
program must associate a file variable with a physical file. 

The Apple Pascal operating system acts as an intermedi
ary between your program and a physical file. That is, in or
der to access a given physical file, your program must notify 
the operating system of its intentions; the operating system-if 
it can-responds by opening and maintaining the necessary 
links and communications pathways. All these links and path
ways lead into or away from the file variable. 

The operating system knows each physical file by its file 
name. You have been using file names ever since we took our 
first steps along the Pascal Path; these are the names that you 
give to the Editor in order to recall or store text, to the com
piler in order to compile a program, or to the operating sys
tem in order to execute a program. 

To associate a file variable with a physical file, you issue a 
call to one of the built-in procedures Reset or ReWrite, whose 

Reset Call 
TH IS PATH TO BE DISCUSSED 

CHARACTER 
CH ARACT ER STR INGS WILL BE DEFINED STR ING 

COM PLETELY IN A FUTURE COLUM N 

ReW rite Call 

(FI LE VARIABLE) CHARACTER 

IDENTIFIER STR IN G 

ciase c a11 

I 
I 

THIS PATH TO BE DISCUSSED IN A FUTURE COL UM N : /"' ---.... : 
I 

'"-\CRU NCH\_.,.... 
, /I

Figure 2. 

syntax diagrams are given in figure 2. Either procedure re
ceives two parameters. First is the identifier for the file vari 
able. Second, is a character string. Reset and ReWrite cause 
the Pascal system to associate the file variable with the physi
cal file whose file name is contained in the character string. 
This association process is known as opening the file. Reset 
opens an existing physical file, through the specified file vari 
able, for the purpose of input. Once Reset has been called, your 
program may get data from a file. ReWrite opens a physical 
file, which may or may not already exist, for the purpose of 
output. If the physical file does not already exist, ReWrite 
creates it for you. If the physical file does exist when ReWrite 
is called, it is erased completely, if possible (so, be careful 
when using ReWrite!) . After a call to ReWrite, your program 
may put data into a file. 

Except in special, highly controlled situations, you should 
not try to get input data from any file into which you are also 
writing data, and vice versa. Apple Pascal enforces this phi
losophy by prohibiting you from reopening a file that is al
ready open. The following code, for example, is illegal in Ap
ple Pascal (though the compiler will permit it) : 

(* ILLEGAL PASCAL - RESULTS IN RUN ·TIME ERROR *) 

(* Open file for reeding *) 


Reset(CFile, 'INDY500.TEXT'); 

(* Now, open it for writing, too *) 


ReWrite(CFile, 'INDY500.TEXT'); 


Apple Pascal recognizes this error condition not at com
pile-time, but at run-time (execution time), and informs you of 
"I/ 0 Error #12 ," ("File not closed") . The call to Reset opens 
CFile. The subsequent call to ReWrite is, to Pascal, another at
tempt to open CFile. Because CFile is already open (not 
closed) , the second open operation must-and does-fail. 

Don't make the common mistake of assuming that there is 
any relationship between the name of a file variable and the 
name of the physical file to which it may be associated at a 
given instant. For example, you may declare Source as a Text 
variable, but you need not associate it with a physical file 
named SOURCE.TEXT. On the other hand, you're free to do 
so, if you wish. The name of the variable and the name of the 
physical file are entirely independent, in much the same way 
that the name of an Integer variable remains separate and dis
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tinct from the contents of that variable. 
Closing Files. Suppose a program declares a file variable, 

opens the file, and proceeds to access it. What happens to the 
physical file when the program ends? We might also ask the 
same question about the physical file that is associated with a 
file variable which is local to a certain procedure or function. 
What happens when the procedure or function ends? 

If the file was opened for reading-in other words, If Reset 
was used to open the file-nothing happens on exit from a pro· 
cedure, function, or program. The physical file and its con· 
tents remain unchanged. However, if the file was opened for 
writing (with ReWrite), one of two things may happen. If the 
file was newly created by the ReWrite, It disappears at the end 
of the procedure, function, or program that uses It. If the file 
existed prior to the ReWrite, any changes made to it are for· 
gotten; the physical file reverts to the state it was in prior to 
the ReWrite. 

A newly created file, or changes to an existing one, can be
come permanent only if you use the built-in procedure Close. 
Close takes as its first (and perhaps only) argument a file var
iable identifier. An optional second argument determines the 
fate of the physical file. To illustrate, let's assume you have 
opened a file variable named FVar. Then, Close(FVar), 
Close (FVar, NORMAL), Close (FVar, LOCK), and 
Close(FVar, PURGE) all mark FVar as being closed. This 
means that FVar is free to be opened again, later during pro
gram execution, and may even be associated with an entirely 
different physical file the next time around. Beyond this, the 
only difference between these several calls to Close Is in the 
way each handles the disposal of the physical file linked to 
FVar. As far as the physical file is concerned, Close (FVar) 
and Close(FVar, LOCK) are identical to no Close at all, as de
scribed in the last paragraph. Close (FVar, LOCK) makes a 
new file---0r recent changes in an existing file-permanent. 
Close(FVar, PURGE) results In the destruction of the physi
cal file that is linked with FVar. 

Note that the option names NORMAL, LOCK, and PURGE 
need not be completely capitalized, as they are shown here. 
Feel free to use lower case, or a mixture of the two, in specify
ing Close options. 

Old Dogs Learn New Tricks. In a previous jaunt down the 
Path, we used the built-In function EOF to test for the (logical) 
end of the standard input character stream, which occurs 
when someone presses control-C on the keyboard. EOF also 
works for other files, but to use EOF to check the status of any 
file, other than the standard Input, you must supply the func
tion with an argument: a file variable identifier. For example, 
EOF(CFile) will be True as soon as the last datum has been 
read from the physical file that Is associated with the file vari 
able CFile. 

The built-in function EOLn, and the procedures Read, 
ReadLn, Write, and WriteLn, also accept a file variable Identi
fier (declared as Text, Interactive, or FILE OF Char) as their 
optional first---0r only-argument. Without It, they deal with 
the standard input or output; with It, they apply to the physi
cal file that is associated with the specified file variable. They 
will not, however, work with files that store other types of data 
(Integer or Boolean, for example). Of the built-In file-oriented 
procedures and functions we have studied so far, only Reset, 
ReWrite, Close, and EOF work for all files. 

Let's look at some examples that Illustrate the concepts just 
presented. Suppose CFile has been declared as type Text. 
Then, EOLn(CFile) will be True at the end of any text lines 
within CFile. If IntNum is an Integer variable, then 
Read(CFile, IntNum) acquires the value of IntNum from the 
file associated with CFile, while Read(lntNum) acquires Int
Num's value from the console. WriteLn(OutFile) sends a 
blank line to the physical file associated with OutFile. Read
Ln(MyFile) forces Pascal to skip to the end of the current line 
in the file associated with the variable MyFile, then to prepare 
to acquire subsequent input from the following text line (as
suming, of course, that both OutFile and MyFile are declared 
as Text, Interactive, or FILE OF Char). 

A File Lister. Here is a program that lists Its own source 
file: 

PROGRAM 

Listerl; 


(* Disploy the contents of file LISTER l .TEXT 

on the console screen 


*) 

VAR 
Source 

:FILE OF Chor; 
Ch 

:Chor; 
BEGIN (* Listerl *) 

Reset(Source, 'LISTER l .TEXT'); 
WHILE (NOT EOF(Source)) DO 

BEGIN (* Get and display next line *) 
WHILE (NOT EOLn(Source)) DO 

BEGIN (* Get ond disploy next chor *) 
Reod(Source, Ch): 
Write(Ch); (* To console *) 

END (* WHILE NOT EOLN *); 
(* Finish reoding current line *) 

ReodLn(Source); 
( * Show end of line on console *) 

WriteLn; 
END (* WHILE NOT EOF *); 

(* No Close necessary, we were only reading. *) 

END (* Listerl *). 

Let's look closely, to see how Lister! works. First, It calls 
Reset, to associate the file variable Source with the physical 
(disk) file "LISTERl.TEXT." Reset assumes that "LIST
ERl.TEXT" exists; if you give the source program file a dif
ferent name and do not change the Reset call accordingly, 

Lister! may fail in its attempt to open Source, and you will 
receive an error message. Once Source has been opened, 
Lister! can get at the text that is stored in the physical file by 
going through Source. From this point on, Lister! simply 
scans the file, line by line (and character by character within a 
line), displaying each character on the console screen In turn 
until the scan reaches the end of the file. This strategy is em
bodied in two WHILE-loops, nested one inside the other. 

The body of the first loop corresponds to the acquisition and 
display of an entire line of text from Source, and is repeated so 
long as the end of the Source file has not been reached. The 
body of the inner loop gets a single character from Source and 
sends it to the console screen so long as the end of the line has 
not been reached. When the end of line occurs, the Inner loop 
terminates, a call to ReadLn Is issued In order to ready the pro
gram to read from Source's next text line, and the console's 
cursor is positioned at the start of a new display line by virtue 
of the call to WriteLn. 

Exercise 
Write a program named CopyText that copies the text In 

some physical file (for example, LISTERl.TEXT) into a 
physical file named CLONE.TEXT. After your program Is fin
ished, you should be able to access CLONE.TEXT with the 
screen Editor. Next month's Pascal Path will Include a ver
sion of CopyText. Before you sit down at the keyboard to write 
this program, consider the following points: 

1. 	You will need to use file variables to solve this problem; 
how many are necessary, and what should their type(s) 
be? 

2. 	 How should you open each of the file variables? Should 
you Close any of them? How? 

3. 	Can you use previously developed programs to solve 
part or all of your problem? If so, which, and how easy 
will it be to adapt it (or them) to the task at hand? 

4. 	 Do you anticipate ever again using CopyText, or a pro
gram like it, perhaps on behalf of a different set of files? 
Might you ever need to Include a file-copying function 
within a larger program? JI 



• • . Computer Portrait Subsystem for the Apple II 

Computer Station has put it all together. The 

portrait subsystem allows Apple II owners to 
create computer portraits that may be heat 
transferred to create customized T-shirts, 
posters, and other novelty items. The portrait 
system Is now available for fun or profit. 

The Portrait Subsystem requires a 48K Apple II 
with Applesoft. one disk drive, game paddles, at 
least one monitor, and either an Epson MX-80 
printer with graphics option, or Centronics 739 
printer. The subsystem include~ the means for 
creating the portrait on the screen by focusing a 
video camera on the subject. Two monitors are 

recommended to view the regular video on one 
and the digitized image on the other. The game 
paddles are used to control intensity and contrast 
so as to be able to create interesting effects as well 
as clear portraits. The composed digitized picture 
may be frozen on the screen at any time to view the 
finished result. The picture may also be saved to 
disk, if desired. The portrait software allows the 
digitized picture to be dumped to the printer by 
simply pressing the "P" key for print. Prior to prin
ting, the entire image is reversed on the screen so 
as to print a "mirror image" suitable for heat 
transfer. The printed picture is approximately 9 
1 /2 by 8 inches. 

The entire portrait subsystem includes the 
Dithertizer II TM with video camera for input, the 
Station Master IM printer interface card with 
cable, portrait software, and starter supply set in
cluding special ribbons. Suggested retail for the 
Portrait Subsystem is $1175.00. 

Computer Station, Dithertizer II, and Station Master 
are trademarks of Computer Stations, Inc., 11610 
Page Service Dr. St. Louis, Mo. 63141 

Apple II and Applesoft are registered trademarks of 
Apple Computer Inc. 
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Applesoft Basic has some nice built-in commands for using 
hi-res graphics. Although they're described in the Applesoft 
manual, a little repetition doesn't hurt. 

Each example used in the manual has a line number, as it 
would appear in a Basic program. The line numbers used are 
arbitrary, though. All the commands can also be used without 
line numbers as direct commands, so you don't even have to 
write a program to draw on the screen. 

The command hgr sets the display to show whatever is in 
the hi-res page 1 memory area (addresses 8192 to 16383). It al
so clears the screen (sets all values in that address range to 
zero) and sets a pointer that tells all subsequent hi-res com
mands to draw on page 1. The syntax is: 

10 HGR 

Another command, hgr2, sets the display to show what's in 
hi-res page 2 (16384 to 241'i71'i), clears the screen, and sets the 
draw pointer to page 2. You'd type it: 

10 HGR2 

Hcolor sets the color of subsequent draws and plots to the 
hi-res screen. Colors are: 

0--black 4---black 
I-green 5-orange 
2-violet 6--blue 
3-white 7-white 

Remember that white and black have twice the resolution 
of the other colors (280 dots across, as opposed to 140), and 
that colors from the left column may affect colors in the right 
column (and vice versa) when positioned close together hori
zontally (within the same byte). Here's how you set color: 

20 HCOLOR = 5 

Hplot x,y sets the point x,y to the current hcolor (the last 
one specified with an hcolor command) . Since hcolor sets only 
a single point, though, either white will appear as a different 
color. White3 will appear green if xis odd, and violet if xis 
even, and white7 will be orange if xis odd, and blue if xis even. 
X can be from 0 to 279, with 0 being the left edge of the screen 
and 279 the right edge, and y can be from 0to191, with 0 the top 
and 191 the bottom of the screen. Any arithmetic expression 
can also be used for x and y, as long as the resulting values are 
in the ranges given. If not, you'll get an error in the program. 

30 HPLOT 30, 120 
40 HPLOT R*2, (T-5)/ 3 

Hplot x1, y1 to x2, y2 draws a line from point xl,yl to 
point x2,y2 in the current hcolor. The same restrictions apply 
to the range of the x and y values as in the hplot x, y com
mand. The color restrictions of the Apple show when lines are 
vertical or near vertical. If both x values are the same and the 
hcolor is white, you'll get the same color results as explained 
with hploting a single point. If you try to draw a vertical orange 
or green line with the x value even, nothing will happen (since 
orange and green only appear in odd columns) . Likewise, if 
you try to draw a vertical blue or violet line in an odd column, 

it won't work. Lines that are near vertical will often appear 
broken or in multiple colors for the same reasons. 

35 HPLOT 5, 10 TO 260, 1 BO 

40 HPLOT 2*D,5+F TO 3-N,L/2 


Hplot to x, y draws a line from the last point specified in a 
previous hplot command to x,y. All the above comments about 
hplot commands apply. 

45 HPLOT TO 45,50 
50 HPLOT TO A+l9,B-B 

The above Applesoft commands just outlined take care of 
setting the individual bytes in the hi-res screen area appropri
ately. Considering the examples in last month's column, in 
which we were poking values into various bytes of the hi-res 
screen, this is a real nice convenience. There are several hi-res 
commands dealing with Applesoft shape tables, too, but we'll 
talk about those later. In the meantime, here are a few pro
gram examples that use the hplot commands. 

The programs in figure 1 all draw a rectangle on hi-res 
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10 HGR 
20 HCOLOR = 7 
30 HPLOT 10, 10 TO 250, 10 
40 HPLOT 250, l 0 TO 250, 150 
50 HPLOT 250, 150 TO 10, 150 
60 HPLOT 10, 150 TO 10, 10 

10 HGR 
20 HCOLOR = 7 
30 HPLOT 10, 10 
40 HPLOT TO 250, 10 
50 HPLOT TO 250, 150 
60 HPLOT TO 10,150 
70 HPLOT TO 10, 10 

10 HGR 
20 HCOLOR = 7 
30 HPLOT 10, 10 TO 250, 10 TO 250, 150 TO 10, 150 TO 10, 10. 

Figure l. 

screen 1 in white. If you try them, note that the vertical lines 
will not appear in white. Try changing white7 to white3 to see 
the results. Each program uses a slight variation on the hplot 
command to achieve the same result. Note that the usage in 
the third of the examples is legal and works just fine. 

Use of the hplot command also lends itself well to use of 
read and data in Applesoft. Figure 2 shows first a program for 
obtaining the same results in figure 1, then shows a program 
for a more complex figure. Notice that the variable I is a count
er for the number of line segments used, and that the coordi
nates and the endpoints of the lines are put sequentially in the 
data statements. 

If you're into mathematics and want to play around a little 
with the coordinates, you can even read them into an array 
and perform some functions on them before plotting. For a few 
examples, see figure 3. A GOSUB was used for plotting the fig
ure so that it wouldn't have to be repeated for each example. In 
lines 100 and 140, you may want to try some other mathemati
cal functions, even things line sin and cos. The only restric-

TRIPLE YOUR 

DISK ACCESS SPEED 


No hardware modification required. 

fastDQS Fast Disk operating system for APPLE I [ computers. 

Completely compatible with DOS disks 


Loads and saves standard DOS files. 

Completely compatible with all DOS/BASIC programs. Compatible 

with all machine language programs that access DOS through the 
standard entry points, including FID and MUFFIN . 

Executes all standard DOS commands. Has the same entry points and 
occupies the same locations as DOS in memory and disk. In short it is 
interchangeable with DOS but it is three times faster. 

Comparative timings: DOS FOOS 
Bloading integer basic 14 sec 5 sec 
Starting a catalog 2 sec 1 sec 
Saving a 10 sector program 6 sec 2 sec 
Saving a 100 sector program 34 sec 7 sec 
Loading a 100 sector program 24 sec 7 sec 

Apple I [, 48K., Equivalent to Dos 3.3. 

$29 Dealer enquiries Invited. $17.40 per package for dealer 
orders of two or more. 

WYTAND P/L 60 Golian Avenue, Dundas, 211? 
Australia 
Pleese send cheque for $29, ore company purchese ordar, by airmail. FOOS will ba sant to you 
eirmeil. 

Telephone enquiries after 8 a.m., Australian time, (3 p.m. US time). Phone international 
61-2-630 3807 
Available from some U.S. dealers and mail order distributors. 

10 HGR 
20 HCOLOR = 7 
29 REM Recd ond Set Starting Paint 
30 READ X,Y 
40 HPLOT X,Y 
49 REM Recd Endpoints ond Drow Lines 
50 FOR I = l TO 4 
60 READ X,Y 
70 HPcOT TO X,Y 
80 NEXT I 
90 DATA 10, 10, 250, 10, 250, 150, 10, 150, 10, 10 

10 HGR 
20 HCOLOR = 7 
30 READ X,Y 
40 HPLOT X,Y 
50 FOR I = 1 TO 37 
60 READ X,Y 
70 HPLOT TO X,Y 
80 NEXT I 
90 DATA 

12, 5, 11, 4, 8, 4, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 
8, 4, l l, 3, 13, 3, 16, 4, 18, 6, 
20, 8, 21, 7, 21, 5, 22, 7, 
23, 9, 23, 9, 21, 10, 
23, 12, 23, 13, 22, 12, 21, 10, 
21, 12, 19, 14, 16, 14, 13, 
13, 10, 8, 11, 15, 7, 12, 5, 
8, l l, 7, 8, 6, 12, 6, 17, 8, 
21, 10, 21, 12, 17, 12, 12, 8, 11 

Figure 2. 

tions are that the results must be in the range 0 to 279 for x, and 
0 to 191 for y. 

There are other handy-dandy commands you can use from 
Basic to affect what's happening on the graphics screen. The 
most common is poke -16302,0 (example: 20 POKE -16302,0), 
which clears the text from the bottom of the screen after you 
use hgr. To get the text back, use poke -16301, 0. This is vir
tually irrelevant when you use hgr2, since the four lines of text 
at the bottom of the screen are associated with page 1 of hi-res 
graphics. To try it out, use poke -16302, Oas line 15 of any of the 
sample programs above. 

Another command that you may find useful is call 62454 
(exampie: 30 call 62454) . This clears the screen to the most 

10 HGR 
20 HCOLOR = 7 
30 DIM X(5), Y(5) 

39 REM Recd the Endpoints 
40 FOR I = l TO 5 
50 READ X(I), Y(I) 
60 NEXT 
70 DATA 10,10,25,10,25,15,l0,15,lO,lO 

79 REM Draw ii Normol 
80 GOSUB 500 

89 REM Ploy with the Endpoints ond Draw it Agoin 
90 FOR I = l TO 5 
100 X(l)=X(l)+30 : Y(l)=Y(l)+5 
110 NEXT 
120 GOSUB 500 

129 REM Ploy some more... 
130 FOR I = 1 TO 5 
140 X(l)=X(l)/2+50 : Y(l)=Y(1)*2 
150 NEXT I 
160 GOSUB 500 
170 END 
499 REM This Subroutine Drews the Four Lines Specified 

by the Current Endpoints in the Arroys 
500 HPLOT X(l), Y(l) 
51 0 FOR I = 2 TO 5 
520 HPLOT TO X(I), Y(I) 
530 NEXT I 
540 RETURN 

Figure 3. 
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recently hploted hcolor. Since the hgr commands clear the 
screen to black only, this is a way to choose a different back
groilnd color. To try it, use the following in any of the 
examples: 

18 HCOLOR = 6 : HPLOT 0,0: CALL 62454 

A couple of other pokes affect the hi-res screen, and may be 
useful at one time or another. They are listed here only for ref
erence-if they don't sound useful to you now, just ignore 
them. 

You can use pokes to switch between hi-res graphics and 
text without clearing either screen (the hi-res graphics screens 
and the text screen are independent and are always updated in 
memory, even though they may not be displayed at the time). 
Poke -16303, O switches from graphics to text mode, and poke 
-16304, Oswitches from text to graphics mode. Neither clears the 
screen memory. Examples of using these are the hi-res ad
ventures from On-Line Systems and Adventure International 
that let you switch between viewing the text descriptions of a 
location and the hi-res picture of a location without erasing 
either screen. 

You can also switch between the two pages of graphics 
without erasing; poke -16299, O switches from page 1 to page 2, 
and poke -16300 switches from page 2 to page 1. 

Some good reference material to keep on hand for the vari
ous graphics pokes and calls are the Applesoft Reference 
Manual, pages 131-134, and the Apple II Reference Manual, 
pages 12 and 13. You'd have to be crazy to memorize all the 
various numbers to peek and poke, so it's nice to keep these 
within arm's reach. 

Machine Language Entry Points for Applesoft Graphics 
Routines. This is a bonus for bit-flippers who want some infor
mation that's not in the manuals: 

For those of you who tinker in machine language and who 
are getting itchy to try out some machine-language graphics, 
here are the access points for the Applesoft graphics routines. 
The hi-res line routine comes in handy when you don't want to 
write your own ... or when you don't have the space for one. 

Command Equivalent JSR 

HGR JSR $F3E2 

HGR2 JSR $F3D8 

HPLOT JSR $F457 


needs Y value in accumulator, X-low in X register, X-hi in Y 
register. 

HPOSITION JSR $F411 

sets the starting point for a line, as does hplot, without actually 
plotting a point. Hplot or hposition must be used to start draw
ing with a new hcolor, and should be used before the first hplot 
to. Y-value goes in the accumulator, X-low goes in the X regis
ter, and X-hi goes in the Y register. 

HPLOTTO JSR $F53A 

takes Y value in Y re'gister, X-low in accumulator, X-hi in X 
register. 

H-res Clear JSR $F3F2 

clears the hi-res screen to black. 

Background Set JSR $F3F4 

clears the hi-res screen to the color in the accumulator. In
stead of 0-7, use 00, 2A, 55, 7F, 80, AA, D5, and FF. These are 
the hex values that correspond to the various bit masks used 
for the colors. You can actually use any value, but you'll get 
different color results. 

A couple of locations that are of interest are E4, which holds 
the current hcolor value, as above, and E6, which tells which 
hi-res page to draw on. The latter is useful for changing the 
page on which drawing is done without actually displaying it. 
Changes can be made on the hi-res screen that's not dis
played, then you can use the switch to show that page while 
drawing on the other (the hex values for those switches, given 
in decimal as -16300 and -16299 in the main article, are COM 
and C055). E6 contains $20 if hi-res page 1 is being drawn on, or 
$40 if hi-res page 2 is in use. In Basic, you can use poke 230,32 
and poke 230,64 for the same results. JI 

EVERYTHING YOU WANT 

IN AN INTEGER BASIC COMPILER. 


•The FLASH compiler 48k Apple II or Apple II 
Plus using DOS 3.3. To edit Integer BASIC pro
grams, you need Integer BASIC in ROM or a 
language card. Compiled programs will run with
out Integer BASIC. Six demos included on disk. 

•FLASH compiled programs run incredibly fast. 
Far faster than compiled Applesoft programs. 
Speed is why people buy compilers. 

•33 Powerful Extentions added to BASIC inclu
ding: DATA, READ, DRAW, SDRAW, HOME, 
HPLOT, HGR, CHR$, HCOLOR=, HBACK, 
HF/ND, TONE, NOTE, GET, 16 bit PEEKs and 
POKEs, hex input/output, strings to 32767 char
acters and more . ..... . 

•FLASH can print paginated Assembly Language 
listings so you can see the code that FLASH 
generates. Complete with full symbolic labeling 
for line numbers, forward references and user 
labels. 

•FLASH can write assembly language sources 
files to the disk. These can be assembled with 
the S-C Assembler II 4.0 and the FLASH Runtime 
Source Code. 

•FLASH can compile object code files to disk or 
to memory. No need to 'BSA VE' after compiling 
as with other compilers. 

•FLASH can position a program in memory where 
you want it to be. Skip over hires display buffers 
or machine language routines easily. 

•Full support for DOS 3.3 commands. 
$79 for FLASH compiler with 60 page manual. 
$39 for FLASH Runtime Source Code. (Run

time Source Code requires the FLASH 
compiler and the S-C Assembler II 4.0) 

$55 for S-C Assembler II 4.0. 
$80 for S-C Macro Assembler. 

WE WELCOME MASTER CARD AND VISA 
ORDERS, CALL: 
Laumer Research 
1832 School Road 
Carrollton, Texas 75006 
(214} 245-3927 

•APPLE is a trad emark of Apple Computer , Inc. 
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Al2: Activity E: 12 Boalean 
Al 3: Poths E: 13 logic 
B 12: Total F: 12 Cr iticol 
B 13: Doys F: 13 Poth 
C l2: Booleon A:l7 " 1-2-6 
C l3: logic A:lB " 1-3-4-6 
Dl2: Boolean A:l9 " 1-3-5-6 
Dl3: logic 

Note that you need to include the quotes with the last three 
la bels, so Vis iCalc won't treat them as values . 

In order to fill in the total days column, we must add the ac
tivity days and trans time for the activities in each path. Here 
are the formulas : 

Bl5: +B5+C6+B6+C lO+B 10 
Bl6: +B5+C7+B7+CB+BB+ClO+B 10 
817: +B5+C7+B7+C9+B9+ClO+BlO 

There should be forty-three days for each path. (Now you 
understand the need for twenty-one activity days for activity 
two; to ensure there is no single critical path yet. 

The Boolean logic columns are the place where we will set 
up the information we will need to determine the critical paths. 
It may seem as though you could simply use the path with the 
largest number in the total days column to determine the criti 
cal path (and you could, more about this later!). But, because 
there are three possible paths, we can't do a simple single com
parison. In addition, there may be more than one critical path. 
Look at the model now. The total days column shows there are 
three critical paths. 

In columns C and D, we'll do comparisons. In column Ewe 
will compare columns C and D . All this sounds a bit compli
cated, but it isn't; this procedure demonstrates a method of us
ing Boolean functions. 

Cl5: +Bl5>=Bl6 

,,-, 

.......
......---· ..~-...~ 

,~ AccuRec '" ~ 

the integrated Time Recorder/Wage Summary \I Program for Apple II business users: 

I 

I >Easy to use. Enter initials and personal ID code ' 


to clock in and out. 
 I 
>Displays daily and weekly records . 

> Eliminate time-consuming 10 key conversion of time f
I cards into paychecks. 
>Prints an accurate record of attendance and a 

gross wages. .. 
\ > 	 Structure your workweek / 


an~ paydays. Set overtime $179 95 

variables. . 1 d h. . /
'th inc u es s 1pp1ng 

.. > Idea I t o use WI charges. , ~ 
~ payroll software. (Calif.res. add 6% y 

' 11·~,;;·;;,;;;::;d~; 
1~
9

INDIVIDUALIZED OPERAND 
Io 	 A Division of Cassidy Research Corporation 

P.O. BOX 3030, San Rafael , CA 94912 • (415) 459-3383 

Name________________~ 0 check enclosed 

Address D ~nef~~~~,1~~onal 
Attn . _ ___ _ _ _ Phone _ _ ___ _ _ 

Apple II is a reg. trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 

We entered a logical operator that asks whether the value 
in B15 is greater than, or equal to, the value in B16. If Bll} is 
greater than, or equal to, B16 the cell will return true. If Bll} is 
less than B16 it will return false. Do the same for the other 
paths: 

Cl6: +B16>=Bl5 

Cl7: +B17>=Bl6 


The second Boolean logic column is similar to the first . The 
first column compared the total days for each path against an
other path. The second column compares the total days 
against the third path. 

Dl5: +Bl5>=Bl7 

Dl6: +B16>=Bl7 

Dl7: +B17>=Bl5 


In the two columns, we have compared each path against 
the other two. Now it is time to compile the information in both 
columns to help determine which paths are critical. We will 
use the @AND function to compare the values in the other two 
columns. If both columns are true, the @AND function will 
also return true, indicating that the path is critical. If one of the 
cells is false, the function returns false because there is an
other path that takes more time. 

El5: (a AND(C 15,D 15) 

El6: @AND(C16,Dl6) 

El7: @AND(C 17,D 17) 


This has been a good way of learning to understand Boo
lean functions, but it has limitations. If you build a PERT chart 
with twenty or more activities, you will go to a lot of trouble de
termining critical paths using this method. There is an easier 
method that can be used in a PERT chart with any number of 
activities (limited by VisiCalc's memory of course). 

The purpose of using the Boolean functions in columns C, D, 
and E is to determine if there was more than one critical path. 
We know that the critical path will be the path or paths with the 
maximum number of total days (as shown in column B). By 
using the @MAX function we can determine what the total 
days for the critical path will be. We then use the logical op
erator = to compare each path against the @MAX value and 
thus determine all critical paths. For example, the formula 
@MAX(B15 .. . B17)=B15 replaces the formulas in Cll}, Dil}, 
and E15. Each formula that returns true denotes a critical 
path. 

With a large number of activities it is better to enter the 
@MAX in a separate cell and then compare each activity 
against that cell (for example, B18=BHi). If you have to add or 
delete activities in the future, you will only have to change the 
@MAX range in one cell . 

There is also an easy method of determining which of the 
individual activities are critical. You can determine critical 
activities by finding those activities with the minimum activ
ity slack days. When we complete the activity slack column 
later in this article, you will be able to use the @MIN function 
on that column and then use the logical operator = to again de
termine critical path. 

You can then use the method below to display graphically 
the critical path and/ or each individual critical activity. 

Displaying the Critical Path Graphically. It is a simple 
matter to display the critical path graphically. 

Fl5: / F*@ IF(El5,20,0) 

Fl6: / F*@IF(E 16, 20,0) 

Fl 7: / F* @IF(E 17,20,0) 


All three cells have asterisks indicating that all are critical 
paths. If you change the values in the activity days column 
(with the exception of activities one and six) the graphic indi
cators will change to show the critical path. Changing the ac
tivity days for activities one and six won't affect the critical 
path because they are on all three paths. Changing either of 
them will affect the early complete date, however. Experi
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ment with the critical path indicators. After experimenting, 
ensure that cell B6 has a value of twenty-one and the remain
ing cells have values of ten. 

An interesting note: the formulas in column F could com
bine the functions in columns C, D, and E. The formula in Fl.7 
would be @IF(@AND((B17>=B18), (B17>=B19)),20,0). 

You can probably see how difficult it might be to find any 
problems in this formula . It is better to complete the problem 
solving in a number of different cells, as we have done, and 
later combine the functions into a single cell if you desire. 

If you look at last month's article you will see how we com
pleted a graphic representation of the PERT chart (similar 
to figure 1) with the critical path graphically displayed. If you 
want to complete another graphic PERT chart, you can use 
VisiCalc's graphics to draw the activity paths by replicating 
the formulas (replicate with no change) in cells Fl.5, Fl.6, and 
Fl.7. The only difference will be in those cells that indicate 
more than one path (for example, the path between activity 
one and activity three). 

The formula used in the common cells for paths 1-3-5-6 and 
1-3-4-6 is: @IF(E16,20,0)+@IF(El7,20,0). It is nothing more 
than the addition of the formulas for the two individual paths. 
If you had a third path, as you would just prior to activity six, 
you simply add the formula in Fl.5 also. 

If you want to try something interesting with the @IF for
mulas used to indicate the paths, find a free cell outside the 
PERT chart and enter 1. Replace the oat the end of every @IF 
statement used to indicate the paths, with the cell coordinate of 
the value 1. An example would be: @IF(El6,20,K10) . Now, 
whenever you have a critical path displayed, the remaining 
paths will be indicated by a single asterisk in each cell. If yo• · 
want more or less asterisks simply change the value 1. 

Figure 1 shows a graphic representation of the complete 
PERT chart. Figure 2 shows the same PERT chart with a crit 
ical path displayed. 
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Project and Activity Slack. Last month we learned that 
project slack is the difference, in days, between the estimated 
completion of a project (early complete) and the required 
completion date (late complete ) . Activity slack is the excess 
(or free ) time that an activity has before it becomes part of the 
critica l path. It is the difference between the early complete 
and la te complete dates for an activity. To compute the proj
ect slack, enter the following: 

819: PROJECT 
Cl9: SLACK 
019: +GlO-FlO 

The project slack is five days. We can check the accuracy 
by subtracting the early start from the late start. Enter at 020 
the formula + E5- D5. The values at 019 and 020 should be 
equal. 

There are many forward references (see last month's arti 
cle for an explanation) in this template. To ensure that all the 
values in the template are accurate , press ! four or five times 
every time you enter a new value. If the values in 019 and 020 
are still not equal, recheck the rest of the formulas in the tem
plate. 

Enter activity in H2 and slack in H3. In the cells in column 
H enter the late complete cell minus the early complete cell. 
For example, at H5 enter the formula +G5- F5. 

We have now completed the PERT table. It should look like 
figure 3. 

Resource Costs. The man/ days required to complete a proj
ect and the resource costs are also important indices for man
agers . Now that we have completed the PERT, we have most 
of the information necessary to complete these analyses. The 
simplest method of determining the costs is to develop another 
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Activity Trons Eorly Lote Eorly Lote )' 

Doys Time Stort Stort Complete Complete 
One 10 l l 7 11 17 
Two 21 12 18 33 39 
Three 10 12 18 22 28 
Four 10 23 29 33 39 
Five 10 23 29 33 39 
Six 10 34 40 44 so· 

Activity Toto I Booleon Booleon Booleon Crith 
Poths Doys Logic Logic Logic Pot 

1-2-6 43 TRUE TRUE TRUE **"j 
1-3-4-6 43 TRUE TRUE TRUE •••1 
1-3-5-6 43 TRUE TRUE TRUE •••1 

Project Slock 6 Doys 
Slock Check 6 Doys 

PERT Tobie 
Figure 3. 

People Activity Mon/ Activity 
Assigned Doys Doys Cost 

Activity One 4 
Activity Two 2 
Activity Three 5 
Activity Four l 
Activity Five 4 
Activity Six 3 

Mon/Doy Cost $240 Totol Cost $ 

Activity Costs 

Figure 4. 


table. Rather than giving you specific cell coordinates for. 
necessary information, find a clear section of the worksi 
(preferably below the tables you have already completed) .: 
enter the chart shown in figure 4. 

Filling in the activity days is simple. In the first cell oi 
site activity one , enter +B5 . Replicate that down the remi 
der of the column (using relative reference) to duplicate a n 
activity days in the PERT table . 

Man/ days and activity cost columns are equally et, 
Man/ days is nothing more than the number of people assi(!' 
times the activity days. You can replicate it through the1 

maining entries in that column. Activity cost is the numbe 
man/ days times the man/ day cost (at the bottom of the a<1 
ity column). You can total the costs in the activity cost coll! 
by using the @SUM function. 

The completed resource expense table should look like\ 
ure 5. 

Cost Analysis Bar Charts. Figure 5 shows the costs in t f 
lar form. Bar charts would show the same data in a rt1 
more visually understandable manner. This one gets a l 
tricky, but there are many ways to accomplish it. Find'. 
other dear section of the worksheet (again preferably be 
the resource cost table), and enter the table shown in figlll! 
The numbers in the cost row should be placed such that E 

number defines the end of one cell and the beginning of· 

People Activity Mon/ Activity 
Assigned Doys Doys Cost 

Activity One 4 10 40 9600 
Activity Two 2 21 42 10080 
Activity Three 5 10 50 12000 
Activity Four l 10 10 2400 
Activity Five 4 10 40 9600 
Activity Six 3 10 30 7200 ' 

Mon/Doy Cost $240 Totol Cost $50881 
Activity Costs 

Figure 5. 
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Cost $ 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 
Activity One 
Activity Two 
Activity Three 
Activity Four 
Activity Five 
Activity Six 

Cost Comparison 
Figure 6. 

next cell. (for example, the number 4000 should be divided so 
that 40 is in one cell and 00 is in the next cell.) 

Now comes the fun part. We want to take the activity cost 
for each activity from figure 5 and gTaphically display it on our 
gTaph. First, a little theory. We have divided our gTaph so that 
each cell displays $2,000. The 0 to 2000 cell should take the ac
tivity cost for the activity and apportion it over the nine avail
able asterisks in the cell. If our activity cost is $1,000, it should 
show 4.5 asterisks . VisiCalc won't display one-half asterisks; it 
truncates decimals and in this case will display four asterisks. 
That is sufficient for our purposes, but if you desire gTeater ac
curacy, you could change the column width and dollar range 
for each cell and have a very accurate method of displaying in
formation. If you made the cell width 11 (VisiCalc displays one 
less asterisk than the cell width) and the range $1,000, each as
terisk would be worth $100. 

The first cell (0-2000) should be formatted for gTaphics 
(/F*) and contain the following formula: 

(Activity Cost CELL COORDINATE/2000)*9 

Enter that formula in the 0-2000 cell for each activity. We 
have taken the activity cost and divided it by 2000 to determine 
the number of cells required and then multiplied that value by 

nine to determine the total number of asterisks required. 
Next, consider the remaining cells. The formulas will be 

similar. Suppose the cost is $9,600. We can look at the chart and 
determine that the asterisks will continue from O almost to 
10000. The second cell should take the value in the first cell 
(which is the total asterisks that should be displayed), and sub
tract the number of asterisks displayed (or used) in the first 
cell. The formulas should read: (PRIOR CELL 
COORDINATE) - 9. Replicate that formula throughout the re
mainder of the chart (using Relative references) and you have 
completed the cost comparison bar chart. It should look simi
lar to the chart in figure 7. 

Cost $ 0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 
Activity One ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** 
Activity Two ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** 
Activity Three ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** 
Activity Four ******** * 
Activity Five ******** ******** ******** ******** ******** 
Activity Six ******** ******** ******** ***** 

Cost Comparison 
Figure 7. 

Days versus Dates. There is another capability that you 
might consider adding to your PERT that would make it even 
more useful. We have completed a PERT chart that will com
pute gToss days based upon a starting day. Wouldn't it be nice 
to be able to enter both early start and late complete date and 
have the dates for the start and completion of each activity 
computed? This isn't exactly a trivial process, especially since 
you probably won't want to count weekends as work days. If 
you are interested in learning something about calendars 
(there are a number of methods), please write and let us 
know; we will try to discuss them in a future column. That 
goes for anything else you want to know about. JI 

contemplating 
a byte 

Robots are here and they are changing the world we live In. From bulky Industrial 
welders to fantastically complex planetary probes, robots are sure to make our lives a little 
easier. Robots will get much more sophisticated In the decades to come; by the next cen
tury they may be our model citizens. 

But wlll robots be Immune from the human weaknesses that usually attend a high level 
of Intelligence? On the cover of our August 1981 Issue we fantasized what a humanoid robot 
may look like in the future. We also gave this highly developed mechanical man the hard
est task we could devise-contemplating an object and Its significance. 

Will robots ever be able to sit and think about something that Is not directly related to 
performing a task? 

So/talk can't answer that question for you, but we can help you contemplate the un· 
known future In a special way. We commissioned graphics artist Robert Zralck to do 
August's cover with a poster In mind. The robot contemplating a bite Is evocative both of 
Rodin's The Thinker and the Genesis passage on the Garden of Eden . . . not to mention the 
possible significance to our favorite technological fruit. 

The artist and So/talk are sharing In the profits from the poster. So/talk will distribute 
Its proceeds to Individuals developing Apple tools to help the handicapped. So/talk guaran
tees 100 percent distribution of Its monies. 

In addition to the posters, which are sold at $6.00 (plus $1.50 to cover shipping and han
dling) , some of the two hundred artist's proofs, signed by Robert Zralck, are still available 
at $75 each. 

The size of the poster is 24 inches by 34 Inches. The artist's proofs are hand-numbered and 
hand-signed, and each Is accompanied by a certificate giving Its number and guarantee· 
Ing that only 200 are being dlstrl buted. 

Robert Zralck's art will grace any computer room, and your purchase wlll help others 
become more self-sufficient. 

Orders may be sent to : 

~O~TALI£ 

Soltalk Poster 

11021 Mognolio Boulevord 
North Hollywood, Colilornio 91601 California residents add 6 percent sales tax. 
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Sitting down to his new adventure game, the player finds 
himself on his way back to Earth with an antiplague serum 
among his other cargo. But his ship is overtaken by an alien 
race, forced down onto their planet, stripped down to the hull, 
the pieces are scattered over the alien planet, and he's impris
oned. Can he find the keys to reversing that process'! 

If that sounds more like the plot of a science fiction novel 
than an adventure game, that's probably because it's a de
scription of Oo-Topos, an adventure game written by Michael 
Berlyn, a programmer who was a science fiction novelist be
fore discovering micros. 

Berlyn's story reverses many of the trends shown by other 
writers who use small computers for word processors. Always 
an independent spirit, the thirty-two-year-old novelist, whose 
credits include Crystal Phoenix and The Integrated Man with 
Bantam Books, and Blight under the name "Mark Sonders" 
with Ace Books, actually became a writer because, as he puts 
it, "I hate working. I don't work well for other people. I need to 
be doing something creative. I paint, and I'm a musician-I 
played electric violin and guitar for a rock group called Taylor 
Mills Road in New York for a while." 

But more was involved than creative laziness. Always an 
avid science fiction reader, Berlyn took a course in science fic
tion as literature while an undergraduate at Florida Atlantic 
University. "My professor said that for our final exam we 

could write a short story," Berlyn recalls. "So I figured, 'Okay, 
what's so hard about that?' Little did I know." 

But when the professor told Berlyn that his story was worth 
publishing, it gave the young rebel something to ponder. "I 
thought, if it's possible for me, I'd much rather make my liv
ing doing something by myself for myself in which I'm my own 
boss than work for someone else." 

An Apple II proved the catalyst that transformed Berlyn 
the writer into Berlyn the programmer. "I was going full blast 
as a science fiction writer-when I decided to purchase an Apple 
to use as a word processor. I figured that it would save me a lot 
of time and work in not having to retype anything. 

"My first word processor was Dr. Memory, which was 
really all that was around then," he recalls. "I struggled along 
with it as best I could--0r as best as it could-and while I was 
doing that, I was playing games for my own amusement. I 
found myself enjoying the games more and more and trying to 
figure out whether or not I could write them myself." 

Soon Berlyn found himself splitting his time "about fifty
fifty" between writing on his Apple and writing for it. 

"That's how I got started in it in the summer of 1978. I was 
getting more and more involved in the Apple. Writing a pro
gram is very similar to writing a book in that there are prob
lems that must be overcome, and you can see when it's work
ing and when it's not working, and there are levels and layers 
of complexity," Berlyn says. 
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"The amount of satisfaction that I can achieve from writ

ing a good program is-I will not say the equal of writing a 
good book, but it is similar. The more I got involved with pro· 
gramming, the more I wanted to learn about assembly and 
Forth and the different languages that were out there." 

A "laser learner," Berlyn set his sights on what he wanted 
to know, and went straight for it. He started absorbing com
puterese at an incredible rate and, within six months, was an 
adequate programmer. "Having an Apple at home full time 
and having nothing else to do was a help," he admits. 

But as he eased into programming, Berlyn stayed close to 
familiar ground-he wrote a science fiction adventure game. 
"Oo-Topos was my first program, and I think I bit off more 
than I could chew at the time," he says. "I liked the original 
Adventure so much that I wanted to do something like it, a lot 
larger, a lot more intelligent, a lot larger vocabulary, but 
basically in the same format. 

"I started on it just about the time I got Dr. Memory, and 
worked on it for a year and a half, until I got it into the shape 
that it is now. It turned out to be 150 rooms and about four hun
dred-some-odd vocabulary words-it really grew into some
thing huge." 

Oo-Topos is still doing very well, Berlyn says. "People 
seem to like it. It was the first real science fiction adventure 
with any kind of a plot, any kind of tone, with any kind of 
science fiction consistency in it." 

In 1980 Berlyn and his new wife, Muffy, left West Palm 
Beach, Florida, and relocated to Aspen, Colorado. "I sold my 
Apple," he says. "I had no real plans to stay with computers, 
but when we got here, I just happened to walk into a computer 
store in town and ask if they needed any programs written." 

The store's owners almost leapt upon him, he says. "They 
really needed a programmer in the area. It's a pretty isolated 
little town, although very sophisticated, and there wasn't a pro
grammer here, especially for Apples. It was a tailor-made sit
uation." 

He began working at the store and within a short time de
cided to found a software company with some other people in 
the area. "When we started, we set our sights on outdoing Visi
Corp, which was then Personal Software. We're dedicated to 
high-quality programs and national distribution-that whole 
trip. We've been working really hard at doing that." 

For Berlyn, the key to high-quality programming is inter
activity. "Actually, the name of our company is Sentient, and 
sentient means 'aware,' "he says. "In a science fiction sense, 
when you call an alien creature sentient, you mean that it's an 
intelligent, feeling, aware creature, almost as if it had human 
qualities. And that is what our goal is for all of our programs. 
To make the user feel as if he's interacting with a partner 
rather than a machine." 

Berlyn is in charge of games development at Sentient and 
still writes games himself. Other games projects are pres
ently jobbed out to freelance programmers, and Sentient 
boasts a business line coming out with a general ledger, ac
counts receivable, and accounts payable. "We've also spent a 
long time developing a job-cost and accounting package for 
hard disk," Berlyn says. 

Today he programs almost entirely in assembly, he says. 
"Oo-Topos is an all-Applesoft program. "Cyborg, my second 
adventure game, is about 75 percent Applesoft and 25 percent 
assembly, and two graphics games I just finished, Congo and 
Gold Rush, are all assembly. The differences between the Ian
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extended puzzles have probably had their day-they just can't 
compete with graphics games," he says. "But the adventure 
games are evolving into interactive novels, the first all-com
puter aesthetic development. 

"Oo-Topos is the start of an interactive novel, but Cyborg is 
an interactive novel. Cyborg isn't even an adventure, although 
we bill it as one, and it's being reviewed and played as an ad
venture. The program itself is about the same size as Oo-Topos 
is, but there's an excuse, a reason for the computer being 
there. 

"It really creates another persona, a character in the com
puter, and that is your cyborgan half. As a player, you are only 
half the player. You have a partner that is the computer, and 
you can ask opinions of it on locations, on objects, on situ
ations; you can have it scan objects for you using its cyborg 
powers." 

What makes a program an interactive novel? The same 
thing that makes a book interactive, Berlyn says: total ab
sorption into the characters, the situation, and the plot. 

"What takes people away from being absorbed in games is 
the lack of sophistication of the user interface," he says. "So a 
program becomes an interactive novel when playing. It's no 
longer simply a question of walking through situations and solv
ing puzzles. Instead, there's something that unfolds, that il
luminates the player. 

"So instead of identifying with a hero you read about, you 
become the hero as you play. And the role that the hero plays is 
different in an interactive novel than in an adventure game. 
Both the player and the plot evolve as the game is played." 

In that respect, Berlyn has managed to achieve a unique 
synthesis of the programmer and writer into a new breed of 
artist. "I'm involved in two projects that are cutting new 
ground," he says. "I really can't discuss one of them, but the 
other is going to bring the adventure another step closer to the 
interactive novel." 

Interactive? Yes, Berlyn says, with both his artist's and his So Michael Berlyn is back over the keyboard of one of the 
businessman's natures showing. "Pure adventure games as two Apple Us or the Apple III at Sentient, but whether he's a 

guages is really incredible in getting results, and I find assem
bly easier to work in now than Basic. Besides, I enjoy it a lot 
more. I'm starting to look at Forth as a real viable language, 
especially for the kind of interactive adventures I want to 
write." 

LOCK-IT-UP 4!1 

Copy-Protection System 


for the Apple II 

by Jeff Gold 


If you are serious about selling software for the Apple II, piracy is the leading problem which you 
will face. According to an article which appeared in SOFTUNE magazine, January 1982, page 21, 
software piracy increases the distribution of programs by a~ much as five or six times. This 
process is facilitated by many of the "nibble" copy programs now available which claim to copy 
almost all software. 

Double-Gold is now introducing a solution to this problem, Lock-It-Up 4.1. This program will 
take a standard DOS 3.3 diskette, copy-protect it, and then allow rapid duplication of the product. 
Not only does our software protect against all standard copy programs, it also protects against all 
"nibble" copy programs currently available, including: Locksmith 4.1, Back-It-Up, Clone, Omni 
Copy, Nibbles Away, and Copy II+, among others. Our system incorporates over thirty state-of
the-art copy-protection features making it highly unlikely for "nibble" copiers to be able to copy 
these diskettes in the near future. Our product also includes an optional "semi-hardware" 
modification, making it unlikely for anyone to successfully copy the protected program even 
in the future. 

Our low one-time fee of only $195 is a small price to pay in order to increase your sales by up to 
six-fold! We will also give extensive support should you have any special needs, or should any 
problems arise. 

DOUBLE-GOLD
The system will run on a 48K Apple II or II+ with SOFTWARE 
Applesoft in ROM or language system, and DOS 3.3, 13126 Anza Drive 

Saratoga. CA 95070and is available now from Double-Gold. COD, 
(408) 257-2247Mastercard and Visa holders may call 408-257-2247. 



pictu~~/object builder that lets you store hundreds of 100-color pictures 
on a single disk and recall them quickly from your own programs. These 
~xact routines are being used in the new graphic adventure games from 
Scott Adams' Adveniure International . Plus, a new shape editor greatly ex· 
tends the capabilities of Apple shape tables with multicolors and angles 
that are preserved on scaling. All des ign of graphics is done through menu· 
driven editors; to use in your programs, just attach our machine language 
routines. Extensive documentation makes this package easy to use for the 
beginning programmer, yet flexible enough for the most advanced. 

Add a New Dimension 
to your Apple! 
with THE SPACE TABLET 

a 3-D Graphics Tablet 

This incredible new device pro· 
duced by Micro Control Systems, 
Inc . functions as a standard graphics 
tablet in two dimensions, until you 
decide to expand to real-world 
3-dimensional input. Now you can 
trace 3·D objects, either real or 
imaginary, then view and modify 
them in 3·D perspective with your 
Apple computer. The 16"x13" 
tablet comes with a customized 

version of The Complete Graphics 
System, specifically designed to 
accept input from three dimen· 

The Leader in Apple Graphics 

by Chris Jochumson and 
Mark Pelczarski 

Now anyone can put profes· 
sional graphics into their own 
programs. The Graphics Magi· 
cian contains machine language 
animation routines that use the 
same techniques as most of the 
popular Apple arcade games. 
Three animation editors let you 
design your figures, their paths, . 
and assemble animation with up 
to 32 independent objects. 
Also included is a hi-res 

THE COMPLETE 
GRAPHICS SYSTEM 

by Mark Pelczarski II 
lbis improved version of the already pop· 
ular Complete· Graphics System is a com· 
plete and easy to use 2-dimensional and 3· 
dimensional graphics design package for 
the non-programmer. Create color 
screen images with lines, circles, el· 
lipses, automatic 108-color filling, and 
"paintbrushes". Use high-resolution 
text anywhere on the screen in dozens 
of colors. Create and edit shape tables, 
and shrink pictures for multiple dis· 
plays. Amazing 3-D routines let you 
draw the parts of 3-D objects on the 
screen, then assemble, rotate, and edit 
them visually in true 3-D perspective. 
All the software is easy to use, even 
for the novice. Programmers can use 
the graphics, and even our machine 
language routines, in their own soft· 
ware. This one package gives you more 
than most other graphics software 
packages combined.Find out why The 
Complete Graphics System is top rated 
in Apple graphics. 

by Mark Pelczarski 

Like nothing else on the market, this unique softw·are 
package allows you to escape the "coloring book" ap· 
proach to computer graphics, giving you a palette of 108 
colors and 96 different brushes for creating or enhancing 

sions. In addition, the Space Tablet color computer images. Also included is a magnifying 
includes machine language soft· mode that lets you magnify images 2 or 4 times and edit 
ware that allows you to design them point-by-point, a "picture packer" that lets you 
your own programs using 3-D in· store images in a fraction of the space normally taken, and 
put. This unique hardware/software a set of tricks that allow you to reverse colors, perform 
package also comes at a very pal· mirror images, and move parts of screen images around 
atable price •• half the cost of most and to other pictures. Special Effects is great as a stand· 
standard graphics tablets. See your alone package •• or the perfect complement to 
Penguin Software dealer today! The Complete Graphics System. 

The Complete Graphics System II 

paddle/joystick version $69.95 

Apple Tablet or Hi-Pad version $119.95 All Products Now on Non-Protected Disks 

Additional Fonts and Character Sets 
for The Complete Graphics System for your Convenience 
(SO fonts on two disks) $19.95 

All products require an Apple II with Applesoft, 48~, and a disk arive. 

PnhdUl·n~ 830 4th Avenue 
See your dealer, or contact us. ~~ 'LJ Geneva IL60134 software (312) 232-1984 

~ .. . 
i· ' .Ji

• \!ISA and MASTERCARD liccebted. ... "'' Abbi~ II u a <rad~marr. of Abbi~ Combu!Lr. Inc. 
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programmer doing writing or a writer doing programming ls 
hard to tell. Yet despite his achievements, he doesn't consider 
himself particularly unique. 

"The science fiction market was easier to break into than 
any other," he says, "in that It ls one of the only short story 
markets that ls still actively searching out material, and they 
had absolutely no objections to buying a story from an unpub
lished writer. Well, that kind of free and easy attitude exists In 
programming, too. It's getting less and less like that, but it 
sure was like that last year, and it was even more like that the 
year before. 

"The level of sophistication In the programs that are com
ing out precludes the home hobbyist from knocking something 
out over. his weekends, and then expecting It to make it In the 
big time. But opportunity Is still wide open. Good program
mers can still find a place even If they're self-taught." 

At Sentient, he says, they're actively seeking out people 
who write programs. "There are people out there In college or 
In high school who don't do anything when they go home but 
write programs. Every software company ls looking for those 
people, and there's a lot of money there to be made by free
lancers, too. It's still wide open In that respect," Berlyn says. 

Software companies need new programmers because of the 
high level of competition, he says. "I just know If you're doing 
a space graphics game, you really have to compete with 
people like On-Line and Sirius, because their work is out there 
and available. Someone would have to be crazy to buy your 
game if It weren 't as good as theirs. The level of sophistication 
is going up as far as the quality of programs that are available 
now.'' 

Nor does he find the dominance of arcade games un
healthy-with some exceptions. "They're fine as long as what 
they're offering is not destructive. Pac-Man Is what I consider 
a nonviolent arcade game. Something like Defender, where 
you're shooting down things and the object of the game is to de

stroy as many things as possible creates a whole different feel
ing while you're playing It. Implied violence Is a negative as
pect of arcade games that really Isn't being dealt with. I'd like 
to see it addressed somehow. 

"My least favorite game Is Missile Command. It 's really a 
sick game. And my second least favorite Is Shark Attack. In 
that one, the player is the shark, and the goal is to rip up and 
destroy divers who are shooting spears at you, with pools of 
red blood In color graphics. It doesn't make it for me at all. 

"Games like Pac-Man I don't see anything wrong with at 
all, or the amount of quarters being pumped Into them. It's a 
phase, but we lived through the hula hoop. It's going to level 
out, I'm sure-especially since I'm In the business now." 

And for Michael Berlyn's future? "I still love science 
fiction. I still like working for myself. So underneath It all, I'm 
still a writer," he says. 

"I'm using SuperText II now. It's my own personal prefer
ence after my experience with all the capitalizing functions In 
Dr. Memory. I find WordStar a bit of overkill for what I need, 
so I never bothered with it. And I've used Paymar's upper/ 
lower case adapter since it came out-of course, his was the 
only one then, so I don't have anything to compare It to. 

"But I can hardly wait for the day I can buy a word proces
sor all my own and sit at home doing nothing but writing. I'm 
being a programmer now, and I'm doing It with a passion, but 
I'm still a writer. I'm 100 percent committed to programming, 
and, when that phase of my life Is over, I'll commit myself to 
whatever's next. 

"I was a musician for seven years, and I was totally com
mitted to that. And when that phase of my life was over, I was 
completely committed to writing. And now It 's programming. 

"So I don't know what lies ahead, but I sure hope I'll go 
back to writing. I look forward to it, but I don't begrudge the 
time I'm spending programming now at all. It's very ex
citing." JI 
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Not in color. f ith cald>r. black 
and white scree.m Confused? You won't b15Vhen yo~v.e useit-1 
the Apple III color table. It operates on colors, and th~ oper· 
ations become logic elements to implement Conway's Game of 
Life. 

Colors' Numbers Are Values, Too. Apple comes with an 
elaborate graphics package that is easily accessible from high 
level languages such as Business Basic and Pascal. In Basic 
programs one employs the BGRAF.INV invokable module, in 
Pascal the PGRAF library unit. Each contains the same set of 
about two dozen graphics utility procedures. These fast ma· 
chine language routines are called up by simple program com· 
mands. They plot lines, dots, and shapes, change colors and 
viewports, and perform many other complex jobs around the 
graphics screen. One of these utility procedures sets the Apple 
III color table, a subtle device whose power seeps only 
gradually into consciousness. 

At any given moment, every dot on a graphics screen has 
some sort of color. In black and white mode each dot is either 
black (off) or white (on). In color mode each dot is one of the 
sixteen colors available on Apple III, which range from black 
to white, with pinks, greens, and other hues between. Of course 
if you 're using a black and white monitor you won't see all 
those lovely colors, just sixteen different shades of gray. But 
the computer doesn't really know or, let's be honest, even care 
what kind of TV you've got. 

Table 1 lists the colors available for Apple ill graphics. In 
Business Basic, colors are referred to by number. In Pascal, 

0 Black 8 Brawn 
1 Magenta 9 Orange 
2 DarkBlue 10 Grey2 
3 Purple 11 Pink 
4 DarkGreen 12 Green 
5 Grey] 13 Yellow 
6 MedBlue 14 Aqua 
7 lightBlue 15 White 

Table 1. Color Numbers far Apple 111 Graphics 

on the other hand, the PGRAF library unit declares a 
screencolor type containing the color names as an ordered set. 
So in Pascal you simply use the color names themselves as 
parameters for graphics procedures. Since these color names 
do form an ordered set, each has an ordinality within the set, 

0 


_J 

!:J 
and the ordinality of a screencolor is the same integer as the 
color nu;i:.ir used in Basic . Thus, in Pascal, x:=ord(orange) 
will assi the value 9, which is the ordinality of orange in the 
screencolor set. 

In actual operation, the color table is a simple affair. Sup· 
pose you send a new color to a particular spot on the graphics 
screen. This new color could be the currently specified pen
color when plotting a dot or a line, or it could be the currentfill 
color as background for a shape or as the wash color when 
clearing a section of the screen. In either case you send a 
source color to a screen dot which is, of course, already oc· 
cupied by some "old" color. 

Normally one would expect the source color simply to re· 
place the old color. But the color table lets you change that. 
The necessary command has the form setctab(SOURCE, 
OLD, RESULT), which alters one element of the color table. 
For example, in Pascal setctab(pink,green,brown) directs 
that, henceforth, any attempt to change a green dot into a pink 
dot will produce a brown dot. No other color combinations are 
affected. In Business Basic the same command would appear 
PERFORM setctab{%11, %12, %8). Note the percent signs. They 
are essential. They direct Basic to pass the parameter values 
as integers, each of which has two bytes of binary code, rather 
than as real numbers, each of which has four bytes. 

Changing Values. Each such command sets only one of the 
256 elements in the color table. Collectively these elements 
specify the result color for each of the 256 possible combina· 
tions of the sixteen source colors and sixteen old colors. On 
power-up, the color table is set to its default condition, which 
is the simple replacement one normally expects. In other 
words the result color is set in each case to be the source color. 
Thus, in default condition, the color table simply appears not to 
exist. But interesting things begin to happen when you reset 
one or more of the 256 result colors to a different value. 

The color table can be used for a variety of purposes. The 
Apple m~nual cites the example of line plotting where the color 
table is used to protect existing lines from new lines subse
quently plotted across them. If you plot a brown line across pre· 
existing orange lines, the new brown line, in default condition, 
will replace orange dots wherever the lines cross. Thus the 
ne\7 line will appear to overlie the old. But if you protect 
orange dots with the command setctab(brown,orange,
orange), the intersections will remain orange and the new 

http:nu;i:.ir
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brown line will appear to run underneath. A more exotic effect 
is achieved with setctab(brown,orange,purple). Now the 
brown line will appear to run under the orange and show 
through as purple. · 

Notice in this example that the user need not figure out just 
where the lines will cross. The new line changes from brown to 
purple automatically when orange dots are encountered. This 
is one of the remarkably powerful features of the color table. 
The user can designate particular dots (or at least dots of a 
particular color) and selectively protect them or change them 
to another color without knowing or being able to predict ex
actly where those dots will be. 

Sixteen Motley Registers. This capability may be illustrat
ed by another example slightly modified from one in the Apple 
manual. Suppose one has a complex graphics "photograph" in 
several colors. Suppose further that one decides to change all 
the light blue dots, scattered who knows where all over the 
screen, from light blue to dark blue, and all the green dots, 
similarly scattered, from green to dark green. The following 
Pascal routine will serve: 

for col : = block lo white do 
cose col of 

lightblue: setctab(brown,lightblue,dorkblue); 
green: setctab(brown,green,darkgreen) 

otherwise setctob(brown,col,col) ["old" = "result"] 
end; [case] 

fillcolor(brown); 
fillport; [washes screen with brown •. . 

only lightblue ond green dots ore chonged] 

This is more graceful, and far quicker, than the brute-force 
method of examining every dot on the screen. 

The accompanying program uses the color table as a logic 
device by assigning numbers to colors. Then, through suitable 
settings of the color table, each screen dot is made to serve as a 
counting register. This makes possible an unusual version of 
Conway's Game of Life in which all calculations occur direct
ly on the graphics screen as manipulations of color. 

Give Me the Simple Life. More than a decade ago, John 
Conway's solitaire game Life was explained in a series of 
Martin Gardner's "Mathematical Games" articles in Scientif
ic American (October 1970, November 1970, February 1971). 

• 
r 

r Pl 

• 
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Life is played with counters on an unbounded checkerboard of 
cells. One begins with any desired pattern of counters called 
the "first generation." The pattern subsequently evolves from 
generation to generation, often producing long convoluted 
histories of amazing complexity. The generations succeed 
each other in accordance with very simple rules . An empty cell 
adjacent (orthogonally or diagonally) to exactly three count
ers is a birth cell and will contain a counter in the next genera
tion. An existing counter will survive to the next generation 
only if it has either two or three neighbors. If a counter has one 
neighbor, or none, it dies of isolation, while with four or more 
neighbors it dies of overpopulation. 

At first glance this game seems readily amenable to the 
simplest sort of computer program. The obvious approach, 
which we'll call algorithm 1, is to scan the screen and look at 
each cell . For each cell, merely count its occupied neighbors 
and plot the corresponding next generation cell accordingly. 
This is quite straightforward and can be roughed out very 
quickly. Early efforts worked very nicely and produced a new 
generation every few minutes. Unfortunately, the execution 
speed had a less than dazzling effect on the spectators. 

The problems were becoming clear. The scan routine had 
to look at every screen location. By itself this isn't too bad. A 
"board" size of 40 x 40 locations contains only 1,600 cells, and 
Apple III can whack out 1,600 spot checks very quickly. But 
each such location requires processing. For each location the 
program must examine at least four and usually all eight of the 
surrounding cells. Thus each location on the screen must, in ef
fect, be checked up to nine times, equivalent to nine separate 
full screen scans. 

Furthermore, the initial scan may calculate, but may not 
plot, each cell's status in the next generation. Counters must 
not be changed during the first scan because, as the scan pro
ceeds, the program will look back from any given row to count 
neighbors in the preceding row. Those neighbors must still be 
of the current generation, not the next. So, during the scan, the 
next generation information must be stored elsewhere. This 
could, for instance, be in an array in memory. But in that case 
the array must later be transposed onto the graphics screen, a 
time-consuming process. A better alternative stores the next 
generation directly onto the graphics screen, but on page 2. 
The two graphics screens are then displayed alternately. This 
scheme works well as long as one has a fast procedure for 
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clearing each page between generations. 

The most serious drawback to the approach just outlined is 
that every available cell on the screen must be processed 
whether occupied or not. Because of the rules of the game, 
many more cells are empty than occupied, even for very large 
patterns. So it would be nice if somehow one could "process" 
only occupied cells. That strategy is adopted in algorithm 2. 

Friendly Neighbors. In the first algorithm we looked at 
each square, occupied or not, and determined how many oc
cupied neighbors it possessed. But it is equally correct to focus 
on occupied cells and say that an occupied cell exerts a "neigh
borly influence" on each of the eight surrounding cells. To ex
ploit the concept of influence, one needs two capabilities. First, 
one needs a very quick and recognizable method of stamping 
this influence on the surrounding cells. Second, one needs some 
convenient method of counting the number of such influences a 
cell has received. Apple III graphics' Drawlmage procedure 
provides the stamping device and the color table does the 
counting. 

In algorithm 2 the initial scan stops at each occupied cell 
and stamps a ring of influence on its neighbors. Since all such 
influences will have been distributed by the end of the initial 
scan, one may, on the second scan, directly plot the next gen
eration. One merely scans the cells, marks "occupied" those 
with the right numbers of influences, and marks "empty" all 
the others. Note that during the initial scan this algorithm does 
not explicitly calculate the next-generation status of any partic
ular cell. But it has the great advantage of processing only oc
cupied cells instead of every cell on the screen. Furthermore, 
thanks to the color table, the second scan can be entrusted to a 
very quick machine language graphics procedure. Thus only 
one high-level language scan is required, and that scan skips 
quickly over the empty cells. 

Have no fear. You still don't have to cope with excessive 
speed. The program still scans through extensive blank areas 
of the screen during which the computer appears to have 
slipped off into never-never land. In a practical program, you 
need to create a search window that limits the scan to the area 
of interest. 

According to Conway's rules, a counter's influence extends 
only to contiguous cells. This means that any particular pat
tern can spread and grow only at the maximum rate of one row 
or column per generation in each direction. So, if one starts 
with a small pattern of a few centrally placed counters, there is 
no point in searching the entire screen. A tremendous increase 
in speed, for either algorithm, is achieved by confining the 
search to an appropriate window that grows and shrinks with 
the pattern. 

Like everything else, this has a price. Manipulating the win
dow involves additional subroutines which themselves add 
execution time. This is well worth it for a small central pat
tern, but as the pattern grows and approaches full screen, the 
additional program lines no longer serve a useful purpose and 
act only as a brake. On the other hand, by the time the pattern 
fills the screen you'll probably be getting bored anyway. 

Through a Cluttered Window. The worst effect of window
ing routines is that they clutter up and obscure the program, 
which is principally designed to illustrate use of the color table. 
About one-third of the accompanying program is occupied by 
window routines, placed there solely in the interest of speed.' 
The reader should pay them as little attention as possible. 

The program is presented both in Pascal and Business 
Basic. The two versions are virtually identical since the pro
gram was first written in Pascal and then translated into 
Basic. Close comparison, however, will reveal a number of dif
ferences that exploit some of the powerful abilities of Apple III 
Business Basic that are not duplicated in Pascal. On the other 
hand, the Pascal version is, as usual, much easier to read, and 
executes faster-in this case almost twice as fast. But the 
Basic version is still quite acceptable. Most important, the two 
versions of the program illustrate the use of machine-lan
guage subroutines common to the two languages. The graphics 
procedures are the same in each, although the two languages 

require slightly different command formats. 
The program uses Apple III graphics' Drawlmage pro

cedure to mark the influence of a counter on its neighboring 
cells. Drawlmage very quickly draws a stored image at any 
designated spot on the graphic screen. The image must al
ready have been created and stored in memory in the form of a 
bit map. In Basic, one uses an integer array, although in Pas
cal a packed array of boolean is more convenient. The Draw
lmage procedure really deserves an article of its own and is 
merely exploited here, not analyzed. 

The stored patterns used by Drawlmage are plotted in two 
colors. The shape is drawn in the currently specified pencolor 
upon a rectangular background of the currentfillcolor. One may 
plot either the entire image or any rectangular subsection. For 
this program the image is a three-by-three square of nine com
plete cells, as shown in figure 1. The outer ring of cells each 
contains a counter and the center cell is blank. If the center of 
the image is superimposed on a preexisting counter, then that 
central cell and the eight surrounding cells are all replotted si
multaneously. The tricky part comes with the colors used and 
their interactions due to the color table. 

x x x 
x x 
x x x 
Figure 1. 

Looping through Generations. The program is a loop that 
accepts a pattern of counters, the current generation, and con
verts it to the next generation. At the start of each loop the cur
rent generation exists as a pattern of counters drawn in white 
on an empty black background. The counters appear as little 
squares, although each is actually one dot wide and two dots 
high. Counters in adjacent cells are separated by a gap of the 
same dimensions as the counter. Thus each cell is an area two 
dots wide and four dots high, and the counter itself occupies 
one-fourth of the cell. At the beginning of a generation-loop, the 
counter area of each cell is either white (occupied) or black 
(empty). During "calculation" the counter may appear in 
other colors, but the rest of the cell always remains blank. 

The program scans until it finds an occupied cell, which it 
recognizes by a counter of white (color number 15) dots (or, as 
we shall see, by dots of any color of number 10 or greater). 
Drawlmage is then centered on the found cell and replots that 
cell and its neighbors in a three-by-three cell area. The pen
color used for Drawlmage is orange (9) with a black (0) back
ground. Drawlmage thus plots a ring of eight orange counters 
in surrounding cells and a black (empty) counter in the center. 
Normally, one would expect the old counter in the middle (at 
the scan coordinates) to be turned black and effectively 
erased. But not so, for we will have rendered black impotent as 
a source color with : 

for col := block to white do setctab(black,col,col); 

This means that when black is a source color, every old color 
will also be the result color. So black isn't going to change any
thing. Thus the central counter, the current focus of the scan, 
will remain unchanged. 

What about counters in the surrounding cells? Let's sup
pose one of them is initially black (0). Normally we would ex
pect this counter to turn orange (9), which is the pencolor used 
by Drawlmage. But even though the source color is orange, we 
will have changed the result color: 

PERFORM setctab (%9,%0,% l):REM 9=oronge, O=block, 1 =mogenta 

Application of one influence will now change a black counter 
(0) to magenta (1). We are beginning to count. Similarly, if the 
color was already magenta (1) we will let the source color 
(orange) change it to number 2, and so on: 

FOR col = 0 to 3: PERFORM setctob (%9,%col,%col+ 1): NEXT col 

So if a counter starts out black (0), each successive applica
tion of influence increments the color number and the screen 
dots have become counting registers. According to the rules, 
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all cells with four or more neighbors die of overpopulation, so it 
is pointless to count past four. We stop counting with the com
mand, PERFORM setctab(o/"9,%4,%4). After reaching dark 
green (4), the color will change no further no matter how many 
influences are applied. 

Suppose Drawlmage stamps influence on a cell that al
ready contains a counter. In this case we decrement the color 
number from Hi to 14 to 13, and so on. 

FOR col = 12 to 15: PERFORM setctob(%9,%col,%col-1 ): NEXT col 

Again we can stop counting after four with PERFORM 
setcta b(%9, %11, %11). 

At the end of the scan all influences will have been dis
tributed. Cells that previously were empty (color 0) will have 
counters in the color range 0 to 4, depending on the number of 
occupied neighbors. Similarly, cells that previously were oc
cupied will have colors 11 to Hi. We are now ready to plot the 
next generation. 

For the second scan we simply change the fillcolor to white 
and wash the entire screen. If the color table were in default 
condition this would, of course, turn everything white and 
erase all trace of the pattern. But we change the color table so 
that the old colors purple (3), green (12), and yellow (13) are 
indeed changed to white, but all other old colors are changed to 
black. Thus all counters with the proper number of influences 
become white, and all others are erased. In Pascal : 

for col : = block to white do 

ii col in [purple,green,yellow) 


then 

setctob(white,col,white) 


else 

setctob(white,col,block); 


PERFORM fillport washes the screen and there's the next 
generation. 

Setting Up a Civilization or Two. The program must also 
provide means for placing the initial pattern, the first genera
tion. A visible cursor is presented that may be moved about 
from cell to cell. Individual counters may be placed in any cell. 
This is also done with Drawlmage, which places single 
counters by plotting only a corner, one cell, of the nine-cell 
image. There is also a procedure for presenting a few instruc
tions at the beginning. These instructions are really rather 
sparse, but knowing how you love to type.... 

The rest of the program is cluttered up with windowing pro
cedures. These should be included and ignored. The program 
is terminated by any keystroke. In Business Basic the KBD in
terrupt acts instantly, but in Pascal the program will run on to 
the end of that generation before keypress is checked. 

As a trial run you might try the R Pentomino in figure 2. 
This pattern has a long complicated history that runs on and on 
for hundreds of generations, possibly forever. 

xx 
xx 

x 
Figure 2. 

The program runs very nicely on a black and white mon
itor. If the brightness knob is turned down to some civilized lev
el, color numbers from 0 to about 10 are too dim to show up, so 
the "influence" squares are invisible, or nearly so. Thus one 
actually sees only the "legal" counters that are supposed to be 
there. On the other hand, with a full-color screen, all those 
magentas and purples of colors 1 to 4 appear. This is a very in
teresting effect. The resulting confusion makes it just about 
impossible to see the pattern of legal counters, so as Life, it 
isn't great. But the colorful influence squares do have acer
tain hypnotic charm all their own. 

Life on the Color Table 
10 GOSUB 200:REM initiolize 
20 GOSUB 400:REM first generotion 
30 GOSUB 600:REM fix colors 
40 ON KBD TEXT:HOME:END 
50 GOSUB lOOO:REM colc nextgen 

60 GOSUB 1200:REM show nextgen 
70 GOTO 50 
198 	 REM············ 
199 	 REM · · (stort) initiolize · · 
200 	 leltedge=2:REM constonts chosen for mox number of whole cells 
205 	 rightedge= 136:REM eoch cell is 2x4 dots 
210 	 bottomedge=5:REM y·coord. ore odd becouse they ore "top" of 
215 	 topedge=189:REM 2 dot counter 0, 1; 2,3; etc. 
220 	 INVOKE"/bosic/bgrol.inv":REM use oppropriote pothnomell! 
225 	 GOSUB 2000:REM disploy instructions 
230 	 GOSUB 2200:REM moke imoge 
235 	 oldlelt= leltedge 
240 	 old right= rightedge 
245 	 oldbottom=bottomedge 
250 	 oldtop=topedge 
255 	 PERFORM grolixmode(o/o3,o/o l):REM color 140x192, buffer 1 
260 	 PERFORM grolixon 
265 	 PERFORM lillport 
270 	 RETURN 
398 	 REM .... - - - .... 
399 	 REM • • ( stort) first generotion · · 
400 	 GOSUB 2400:REM reset window 
405 	 PERFORM moveto(o/onewlelt,%newtop):REM storting position 
410 	 GOSUB 500:REM get pottern 
415 	 GOSUB 2600:REM updote window 
420 	 RETURN 
499 	 REM - - - - - - sub-subroutine getpottern 
500 	 x= EXFNo/o.xloc:y= EXFN%.yloc 
505 	 PERFORM dotot(%x,%y+l):REM cu rsor "!loots" just obove counter 
510 	 GET g$ 
515 PERFORM pencolor(%0):REM block 
520 PERFORM dotot(o/ox,o/oy+ l):REM remove cursor 
525 PERFORM pencolor(o/o 15):REM white 
530 	 PERFORM moveto(%x,%y) 
535 	 IF ASC(g$)=27 THEN TEXT:END 
540 	 IF ASC(g.$)=8 THEN IF x>leltedge THEN PERFORM moverel(%-2,o/o0) 
545 	 IF ASC(g$)= 10 THEN IF y>bottomedge THEN PERFORM moverel(%0,o/o-4) 
550 	 IF ASC(g$)= 11 THEN IF y<topedge THEN PERFORM moverel(o/oO,%4) 
555 	 IF ASC(g$)=21 THEN IF x<rightedge THEN PERFORM moverel(o/o2,%0) 
560 	 IF g$="" THEN PERFORM drowimoge(@pic%{0), %2, %0, %2, %2, %2):REM 

eroses counter by plotting o "blonk" oreo of imoge 
565 	 IF g$="x" OR g$="X" THEN PERFORM 

drowimoge(@pic%(0), %2,%0,%0,%2,o/o2):GOSUB 288:REM plot one 
counter, expond window 

570 	 IF g$="o" OR g$="A" THEN RETURN:ELSE GOTO 500 
598 	 REM - .. - .. - - - 
599 	 REM • • (stort) fix colors · 
600 FOR col=O TO 15:PERFORM setctob(%0,%col,o/ocol):NEXT col:REM render 

block impotent 
605 FOR col =OTO 3:PERFORM setctob(%9,%col,o/o(col+ 1 )):NEXT col:REM these 

ore "count up" colors 
610 	 FOR col=12 TO 15:PERFORM setctob(%9,%col,o/o(col-1)):NEXT col:REM 

these ore "count down" colors 
615 	 PERFORM setctob(o/o9,%4,%4):REM stop counting up 
620 	 PERFORM setctob(o/o9,% 11,% 1l):REM stop counting down 
625 	 FOR col=O TO 15 
630 	 PERFORM setctob(o/o 15,%col,o/oO):REM white cleors screen - - except 
635 	 IF col=3 OR col=12 OR col=13 THEN PERFORM 

setctob(o/o 15, %col, o/o 15):REM these hove right number of "influences" for 
next generotion 

640 	 NEXT col 
645 	 RETURN 
998 REM .......... .. 

999 REM - - ( stort) colculote next generotion • • 
1000 GOSUB 2400:REM reset window 
1005 PERFORM pencolor(%9):REM oronge, on inlluentiol color 
1010 FOR x=oldlelt TO oldright STEP 2 
1015 FOR y=oldbottom TO oldtop STEP 4 
1020 PERFORM moveto(o/ox,o/oy) 
1025 IF EXFNo/o.xycolor> 10 THEN GOSUB 2800:PERFORM 

moverel(o/o-2,%4):PERFORM 
drowimoge(@pico/o(O),%2,%0,%0, %6, o/o 12):REM expond window, plot 
stomp 

1030 NEXT y,x 
1035 GOSUB 2600:REM updote window 
1040 RETURN 
1198 REM ........ - - - 
1199 REM • • (stort) show next generotion • • 
1200 PERFORM viewport(o/ooldlelt,%old right, o/ooldbottom-1,o/ooldtop) 
1201 REM oldbottom is the "top" dot of two·dot counter 
1205 PERFORM lillcolor(o/o 15):REM white 
1210 PERFORM fillport 
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1215 PERFORM fillcolor(%0)1REM block 
1220 PERFORM viewport(%0,%200,%0,%200) 
1225 RETURN 
1998 REM - - - - - - - - - - - 
1999 REM - - (stort) instructions - 
2000 HOME 
2005 VPOS = 2:PRINT USING"78c" ;"Conway's Life Gome" 
2010 VPOS=6:PRINT"Ploce initial pattern:" 
2015 PRINT 
2020 PRINT" <cursors> move obout" 
2025 PRINT" <X> place counter" 
2030 PRINT" <spoce> cleor counter" 
2035 PRINT" <A> occept pattern, stort run" 
2040 PRINT:PRINT 
2045 PRINT" - - ony KEY to continue - -" 
2050 GET g$ 
2055 RETURN 
2198 REM -- ------ - -- 
2199 REM - - (stort) moke imoge - 
2200 DIM pie%( l 2):REM the "%" is essential; it indicates integer orroy 
2205 pic%(0)=TEN("A800'') 
2210 pic%(l)=TEN("A800"):REM see poge 314. Business Bosic Monuol 
2215 pic%(2)=TEN("OOOO''):REM "Creating ond Storing o Bit Arroy" 
2220 pic%(3)=TEN("OOOO'') 
2225 pic%(4)=TEN("8800''):REM creoles on open square "imoge" thus: 
2230 pic%(5)=TEN("8800'') . 
2235 pic%(6)=TEN("OOOO''):REM * * * 
2240 pic%(7)=TEN("OOOO''):REM * * 
2245 pic%(8)=TEN("A800''):REM * * * 
2250 pic%(9)=TEN("A800'') 
2255 pic%(10)=TEN("OOOO"):REM "corner" of imoge (one counter) olso used 
2260 pic%(1 l)=TEN("OOOO''):REM when placing initial pattern 
2265 RETURN 
2398 REM - - - - - - - - - - - 
2399 REM - - (sturt) reset window - 
2400 newleft=CONV%((oldleft+oldright)/2):REM begin "new window" ot center 

of old window 
2404 REM "overage" position moy foll "between" proper cell positions 
2405 IF CONV&(newleft) MOD 2<>0 THEN newleft=newleft-l:REM note"&" 

sign 
2410 newright=newleft+2 
2415 newbottom=CONV%((oldbottom+oldtop)/2) 
2420 IF CONV&(newbottom-1) MOD 4<>0 THEN newbottom=newbottom-2 
2425 newtop=newbottom+4 
2430 RETURN 
2598 REM - - - - - - - - - - - 
2599 REM - - (stort) update window - 
2600 oldleft=newleft-2 
2605 IF oldleft<leftedge THEN oldleft=leftedge 
2610 oldright=newright+2 
2615 IF oldright>rightedge THEN oldright=rightedge 
2620 oldbottom=newbottom-4 
2625 IF oldbottom<bottomedge THEN oldbottom=bottomedge 
2630 oldtop=newtop+4 
2635 IF oldtop>topedge THEN oldtop=topedge 
2640 RETURN 
2798 REM - - - - - - - - - - - 
2799 REM - - (stort) expond window - 
2800 IF x<newleft THEN newleft=x 
2805 IF x>newright THEN newright=x 
2810 IF y<newbottom THEN newbottom=y 
2815 IF y>newtop THEN newtop=y 
2820 RETURN 

Life In Pascal Shades 
program life; 
uses pgrof,opplestuff; [ ollocote l 6K for graphics with "option" command] 
const leftedge = 2; 

rightedge = 136; 
bottomedge = 5; • topedge = 189; 

vor pic:pocked orroy [0 .. 11,0 .. 5] of boolean; 
oldleft,oldright,oldbottom,oldtop:integer; 
newleft,newright,newbottom,newtop:integer; 

procedure reset window; 
begin 

newleft : = ( oldleft + old right) div 2; 
[overage moy lond holf woy between two counter positions] 

if newleft mod 2 <> 0 then newleft := newleft-1; 
newright := newleft + 2; 

newbottom := (oldbottom + oldtop) div 2; 

if (newbottom-1) mod 4 <> 0 then newbottom := newbottom-2; 

newtop := newbottom + 4; 


end; [procedure.reset window] 
procedure expand.window; 

vor x,y:integer; 
begin 

x:=xloc; 

y:=yloc; 

if x < newleft then newleft : = x; 

if x > newright then newright := x; 

if y < newbottom then newbottom : = y; 

if y > newtop then newtop :=y; 


end; [procedure expand.window] 
procedure update.window; 

begin 

oldleft : = newleft - 2; 

if oldleft < leftedge then old left : = leftedge; 

oldright := newright + 2; 

if oldright > rightedge then oldright := rightedge; 

oldbottom := newbottom - 4; 

if oldbottom < bottomedge then oldbottom : = bottomedge; 

oldtop := newtop + 4; 

if oldtop > topedge then oldtop : = topedge; 


end; [procedure update.window] 
procedure initialize; 

procedure instructions; 

vor inchor:chor; 

begin 


write( chr(28)); 

gotoxy( 30, 2); 

writeln('Conwoy's Life Gome'); 

gotoxy(0,6); 

writeln('Ploce initial pattern:') 

writeln; 

writeln(' <cursors> move obout'); 

writeln(' <"X"> place counter'); 

writeln(' <spoce> cleor counter'); 

writein(' <"A"> occept pattern, stort run'); 

writeln; 

writeln; 

writeln(' - - ony KEY to continue - - '); 

reod(keyboord,inchor); 


end; [subprocedure instructions] 
procedure mokeimoge; 

vor x,y:integer; 
begin 


f i II chor( p ic,sizeof( p ic),ch r(0)); 

for y:=O to 2 do 


for x:=O to 2 do 
begin 


pic[4*y,2*x] :=true; 

pic[y*4+ l,x*2] :=true; 


end; 

pic(4,2] :=folse; 

pic[5,2] 1=folse; 


end;[subprocedure mokeimoge]begin [moin of initialize] 
instructions; 
mokeimoge; 
oldleft : = leftedge; 
old right : = rightedge; 
oldbottom := bottomedge; 
oldtop : = topedge; 
grofixmode(coll40, l); 
grofixon; 
fill port; 

end; (procedure initialize] 
procedure first.gen; 

procedure getpottern; 

vor x,y:integer; 


inchor:chor; 

begin 

repeat 
x:=xloc; 
y:=yloc; 
dotot(x,y+ l ); [cursor "floats" just obove counter] 
reod(keyboord,inchor); 
pencolor(block); 
dotot(x,y+ l ); [remove cursor] 
pencolor(white); 
moveto(x,y); 
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cose ord(inchor) of 
27:exit(progrom); 

B:if x > leftedge then moverel(-2,0); 
lO:if y > bottomedge then moverel(0,-4): 
11: if y < topedge then moverel(0,4); 
21 :if x < rightedge then moverel(2,0); 
32:drowimoge(pic,2,0,2,2,2); [plot blonk] 

BB,120:begin 
drowimoge(pic,2,0,0,2,2); (plot counter] 
expand.window; 

end: 

end; (cose ord(inchor)] 


until (inchor='o') or (inchor='A'); 

end;( subprocedure gelpollernJ 


begin (moin of first.gen[ 

reset.window; 

movelo(newleft,newtop); 

getpottern; 

update.window; 


end;(procedure first.gen] 
procedure fixcolors; 

vor cal:screencalar; 
begin 

( moke block impotent[ 
for col:=block to white do setctob(block,col,col); 

[count up colors] 
for col:=block to purple do setctob(oronge,col,succ(col)); 

[count down colors] 
for col: =green ta white do setctob(oronge,col,pred(col)); 

[stop counting at 4] 

setctob(oronge,dorkgreen,darkgreen): 

setctab(arange,pink,pink); 


[proper colors became white in next generation] 
for cal:=black to white do 

if cal in [purple,green,yellowj 
then 

setctab(white,cal,white) 
else 

setctob(white,col,block); 

end;(procedure fixcolorsj 
procedure calc.nextgen; 


var x,y:integer; 

begin 


reset.window; 
pencolar(aronge); 

[unlike Basic, Posco! can only FOR-NEXT with step= l] 
for x : = aldleft div 2 ta old right div 2 do 

far y := (oldbottom-1) div 4 to (oldtap-1) div 4 da 
begin 


moveto(2*x,4"y+ l ); 

if xycolar>lO 


then begin 
expand.window; 
moverel(-2,4); 
drowimoge(pic,2,0,0,6, 12); [plot "square"] 

end; 
end; [for .. for .. begin] 

update.window; 
end;(procedure calc.nextgen] 

procedure shaw.nextgen; 
begin 

viewport( aldleft,oldright,oldbottom- l ,aldtap); 
[oldbattam is the "tap" dot of two-dot counter] 

fillcolar(white); 
fill port; 
fillcolor(block); 
viewport(0,200,0,200); 

end; (procedure shaw.nextgen] 
begin [moin] 

initialize; 
first .gen; 
fixcolors; 
while not keypress da [keypress is not o true interrupt] 

begin [Business Basie's "KBD" is] 

calc .nextgen 

shaw.nextgen; 


end; 
end. 

THE SECRET IS OUT! 

NOW EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT IT • • • 

"A giant step for computerkind!" 
Qoug Carlston, Broderbund Software and Softalk columnist, 

February 1 982 

"The starring attraction of Hi-Res Secrets is it's manual . .. 
professionally produced and very well written . . . a 
pleasure to read . .. this product has no competition on the 
market . . ·." Peelings II, March 1982 

Rated number two of the top five · utilities in Info-World, 
March 8, 1982. John c. Dvorak 

"HI-Res Secrets makes it possible for a programmer to 
write a sophisticated game that will comp~te with anything 
on the-market. How can they sell this for only $125? .. . " 

Stanley Crane, author of DB MASTER**, February 1982 

It's the most complete compilation of Apple graphi<;s infor
mation on the mwket ... we/I worth the price ... the color 
filling routines are the fastest I've seen . . . in a class by 
itself . . . bound to increase the ranks of good Apple 
graphics programmers by a substantial margin. · 

Cary W. Bradley, Softs/de Review, February 1982 

The following packages have routines No Permission or royalties required for 
from Hi-Res Secrets as a basis for their use of Hi-Res Secrets routines in your 
graphics anq are ·available from Avant own programs. 
Garde Cre~tions: 

Ask your dealer or order direct. 
UI,.TRA PLOT by Oon Jones (business 
plotting package) $70 AVANT-GARDE CR~ATIONS 
RAC~ FOR MIDNIGHT by Steven Sacks P.O. Box 30160 
(adventure) $29.95 · Eugene, OR 97403 
HI-RES COMPUTER GOLF by Stuart (503) 345-3043 
Aronoff (computer sports) $29.95 All disks require Apple II* with Applesoft* ROM,
N&Wll ZERO GRAVITY PINBALL by Don 48K, DOS 3 .2 or 3.3. Please specify. 
Fud~e (arcade action ~ame) $29. 95 •Apple, Apple II, and Applesoft are registered trademarks of Apple 

C0mputer, Inc. 
" "DB MASTER is a registered trademark of DB MASTER Associates. 

OOMING!l DEATl1 RACE '82 by Don 
Fudge (only James Bond-type drivers 
will stay alive!) $29.95 VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
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D MicroStand (Tolovana Park, OR), pro
ducers of various hardware accessories 
for microcomputers, welcomes John 
Nicholson to its staff. He brings five 
years of experience in finance and mar
keting to his position as marketing direc
tor for the company. 
D Software Distributors (Culver City, 
CA) has expanded its customer service 
force for its wholesale line of business 
and entertainment software packages. A 
special team will be in charge of main
taining the currentness of the company's 
inventory, monitoring manufacturing de
velopments, and keeping dealers in
formed of software requiring updating. 
The company forecasts a 25 percent per 
month sales growth for the remainder of 
the year. 
D In response to dealer suggestions, Life
boat Associates (New York, NY) has an
nounced a new dealer policy that makes 
a greater number of discountable items 
available from its library of software 
programs with no minimum order re
quirement. Director of business develop
ment ant1;$arketirig ~die Currie notes 
the advantage in bookkeeping reduction 
that the program provides, plus "more 
effective inventory control because it re
quires less capital to be tied up in special
ized programs that have limited market 
appeal." 
D Micro Focus (Santa Clara, CA), pro
ducer of software tools for business pro
gram ming, won six awards at the 
eleventh annual ICP Million Dollar A· 
wards ceremony last April in Scottsdale, 
Arizona. The company won the Interna
tional Computer Programs "~ Million 
Dollar Floppy Award" for CIS Cobol, two 
$1 million dollar awards for Level II Co
bol, and three "Super Sales" awards. 

Among those acknowledged were 
president Paul O'Grady, Paul Adams, 
who opened up the Japanese market for 
the company's Cobol products, and tech
nical director Stewart Lang. 
D Applied Software Technology (Monte 
Sereno, CA), manufacturer of the Versa
Form business form processor, has en
tered into distribution agreements for the 
state of California with Computer Poten
tials of Sunnyvale, Software Express of 
Mountain View, Software Distributors of 
Culver City, and Softsel of Inglewood. 
Computer Potentials has been further 
designated as exclusive regional distrib
utor for Northern California. 

"Due to the diversity of domestic dis
tt?butio.11 channel& , .for microcomputer 
products, there is not one model that's 
right in all or most cases," said Applied 
Software general manager Joseph Lan

dau. "While it is difficult to mix distribu
tors, reps, national account sales by 
OEMs, and privately licensed OEMs, I 
am convinced that no one channel can be 
disregarded." 
D A $1.75 million venture capital funding 
agreement has been entered into by Al
phacom (Campbell, CA) and Churchill 
International (Menlo Park, CA), the 
funds to be invested in Alphacom's fu
ture growth by increasing its work 
capital. 

According to Churchill's managing di
rector Spencer W. Hoopes, "Alphacom's 
thermal and impact matrix printer prod
uct line provides an ideal complement to 
the Churchill computer-family of invest
ments, which include Sanders Technol
ogy, Micromation, and ECS Microsys
tems." 
D Computer Station (St. Louis, MO) has 
introduced a host of new services for its 
dealers, installing a toll-free order num
ber (800-325-4019) and a technical assist
ance line (314-432-7120) for users with 
technically involved problems. The com
pany has also increased its advertising. 

Computer Station's general audience 
products are available through Softsel, 
IIlgh Technology, and Computerland. 
Data sheets are enclosed on request with 
each order. 
D Corvus Systems (San Jose , CA) has 
completed a 25,000-square-foot expan
sion of its manufacturing facilities. Ac
cording to Pat Elmendorf, vice presi
dent of operations, the additional capac
ity will be used to meet increasing de
mand for present Corvus products while 
allowing dedication of facilities to high
volume production of a major new prod
uct line. 

The company reported profits of 
$907 ,000 on sales of $11.37 million worth of 
its local networks and Winchester disk 
mass storage systems for the six months 
ending November 30, 1982. 
D Microcon SoftwareCenters (Water
town, MA) has opened its second store in 
the NC1rtheast, . located in Woburn, Mas
sachusetts, in the Woburn Mall. 

"If this store follows the pattern of our 
Watertown store," said president Barry 
Passen, ''we 'll be pulling customers from 
as far north as Maine and New Hamp
shire." 

The Woburn store is geared to family 
and business markets; additional busi
ness support will be provided by the staff 
of business computer consultants at the 
Watertown store. In response to cus
tomer demand, Microcon Software
Centers has expanded its services to in
clude microcomputer hardware sales. 

Current plans call for the opening of 
twenty-five more stores in the next ten 
months and thirty-five more within two 
years. 

Joanna Tamer has been named 
executive vice president of Microcon 
SoftwareCenters International. She will 
be responsible for all aspects of opera
tions, including staffing, management 
control systems, planning, and corpo
rate development. As president of Small 
Office Strategies since 1976, Tamer has 
provided management consulting ser
vices to entrepreneurs, start-up busi
nesses, and companies in stages of rapid 
expansion, participating in the establish
ment and development of Computer Pic
tures Corporation, the Joy of Movement 
Center, and Elgin International. She de
veloped the Design Log Method, a data 
management system for architects and 
developers, in 1977. 
D MicroGram Systems Group, a San 
Diego software developer, has an
nounced the acquisition of the software 
division of Executive Island, taking over 
marketing and development of further 
enchancements of Executive Island's 
R eal E state Analysis and Listing Sys
tem , a group of CP/M menu-driven in
teractive programs for the analysis of in
come properties, including shopping cen
ters, office buildings, apartments, and in
dustrial complexes. 
D Southwestern Data Systems (Santee, 
CA) is preparing Demo+Plus , a dealer 
support package featuring a software 
demonstration kit containing every soft
ware package SDS has ever produced, in
cluding manuals and all necessary hard
ware, plus publishing information for 
programmers, monthly press releases, 
and price list updates. 

Dealer comments or suggestions for 
improvement or expansion of the pro
gram prior to production are welcome. 
D Digital Research (Pacific Grove, CA), 
the developer of CP /M, has announced a 
general restructuring of its organization. 

Two strategic business centers , or
ganizational subunits that function like 
separate companies, have been formed 
around language and operating systems. 
Each will have its own product develop
ment and marketing departments . An in
ternational SBC has been formed for all 
company sales and support in Europe, 
working with Vector International of Bel
gium. 

Finance and administration has as
sumed responsibility for EDP auto
mation, transferred its shipping and re
ceiving responsibilities to the manu
facturing group, and passed its order pro

http:tt?butio.11
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cessing responsibility to the operations 
group, established to manage inside sales 
and order processing, customer ser
vices, marketing communications, tech
nical support services, documentation, 
training, and legal services. 

The manufacturing group will also 
handle inventory, assembly, and disk 
production. This group will supply all 
company products. 

An external sales group, formed to de
velop the company's domestic OEM and 
distributor sales organization, will estab
lish a technical support organization 
throughout the U.S. 

According to Gary J{ildall, company 
founder and president, "This change is 
the fourth step in Digital Research's de
velopment. The first step was to include 
the participation of venture capital firms. 
Next, we acquired a language company 
and entered into an agreement to ac
quire a second. Third, we added more 
management expertise. Now, we are 
consolidating those steps and formal
izing a tighter structure. Our goals are ~o 
continue to grow and respond to industry 
needs." 

Digital Research recently announced 
the elimination of run-time library 
royalties for their languages, and enter
ed into an agreement with Micro Focus 
to market CP/M-generic-based CIS Co
bol and Level II Cobol. 
D James Lawson has been appointed 
vice president of marketing and sales for 
Evotek, a recently formed designer and 
manufacturer of 514-inch Winchester 
disk drives. He will be responsible for do
mestic and international sales and mar
keting programs, bringing to the compa
ny his experience as vice president of 
sales for the western division of Soft
ware International, national sales man
ager for Honeywell's printer division, 
and three years with Sperry-Univac in 
Houston. 
DA new approach to computer graphics 
has been developed by the Conographics 
Corporation (Newport Beach, CA). 
Called Conography, it allows a number of 
curve parameters to be translated into 
the x, y, and z grid axes, which then de
fine the curve through a couple of 
equations. The resulting figure can have 
any degree of curve and orientation. 

The Conographic company is de
veloping a new board containing Cohog
raphy graphics to replace the graphics 
board in the IBM personal computer, and 
is trying to interest Apple in producing 
a similar board for their computers. 
D Greg Staie, general manager of Conti· 
nental Software (Los Angeles, Califor
nia), has announced several new ap
pointments. Ray Watt has taken the po
sition of account executive, and Mary 
Watt is the company's new accounting 
manager. Jim Densmore and Richard 
West will be complementing the cus
tomer support staff, and Dr. Robert 
Wells is handling technical writing and 
serving as company project coordinator. 
D James S. Campbell, president of Shu

SOt:IAL~il 
gart Associates, presented a gold-plated most types of microcomputers, they will 
version of his company's minifloppy disk custom-design computer systems based 
drive recently to Wes Cantrell, president on the needs of the user and provide cus
of Lanier Business Products. It was the tom software. New Century Data is cur
one millionth drive made by Shugart, rently evaluating the proposals of forty
which invented the minifloppy drive in seven prospective franchisers from 
1976, and has been selling them to Lanier seventeen states and plans to have 137 
since 1977. Campbell said that Lanier consulting groups franchised by 1985. 
was presented the drive in recognition of The ideal candidate for a franchise is, 
a mutually successful customer/vendor not surprisingly, anyone with a strong 
relationship. background in hardware, software, and 
D The New Century Data Corporation of systems, rather than retailing. A fran
Santa Rosa, California, is in the process chise will require an initial $5,000 fee and 
of establishing a nationwide network of a 31/2 percent monthly fee thereafter. As 
franchises that will provide computer part of obtaining a franchise, dealers will 
hardware, software, and consulting ser be provided with training in all aspects of 
vices. The stores will operate under the marketing. NCD will provide on-site start
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ASSEMBLER/TEACHER 

This program makes your APPLE* teach you assembler! We 
assume you know BASIC already, and now you'd like to learn 
APPLE* assembler. You need three things (two heavies and a 
friend) ... 

l. The APPLE II Reference Manual (heavy), 
2. A good 6502 assembler manual (another heavy: ask for both 

at your APPLE' dealer). and 
3. ASSEMBLER TEACHER, a friendly program that takes you 

right through the learning barrier! 

ASSEMBLER TEACHER will soon have you eating those manuals for 
breakfast. And you'll never outgrow ASSEMBLER TEACHER, since it 
has tools an expert can use even more than a novice. Here's how 
ASSEMBLER TEACHER works: 

•ASSEMBLER TEACHER prowls your APPLE's memory page by 
page. drawing a map of what it finds. 

•ASSEMBLER TEACHER shows your CPU running in slow motion on 
your screen, so you can see exactly what the operations are 
doing to the registers and the stack (a great debugging tool). 

•ASSEMBLER TEACHER exposes the mysteries of hexadecimal, 
two's complement, character and other data representa
tions. instantly translating from any version to all others. 

•ASSEMBLER TEACHER gives you the concepts you need to 
cope with assembler. using simple on-line lessons that grab 
you by the keyboard and make you play your way to 
knowledge. 

•ASSEMBLER TEACHER is written by John Fairfield. 

a Ph.D. in Computer Science who regularly 

teaches assembler. A RAM 

Mini-Assembler is included. 


Ask for 
ASSEMBLER TEACHER 

at your dealer, or order from: 
ASSEMBLER TEACHER 

Computer Works, Inc. 
P.O. Box 1111, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 

(703) 434-1120 

'Regis1ered trademark of 
Apple Computer. Inc. $44.95 MC/VISA DOS 3.3 
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oriented. Disassemblies create editable source files with 
ability to use predefined labels. Complete control with 41 
commands, 5 disassembly modes, 24 monitor commands 
including step, trace, and read/write disk. Twenty pseudo 
opcodes, allows linked assemblies, software stacking 
(single and multiple page) plus complete printer control, 
i.e. paganation, titles and tab setting. User can move 
source, object and symbol table anywhere in memory . 
Feel as if you never left the environment of BASIC. Use 
any of the 80 column boards as supported by LETTER 
PERFECT, Lower Case optional with LCG. 

LJK DISK UTILITY APPLE $29.95 
This menu driven program allows the user to manipulate a 
variety of different file types. Binary, Text, and Source 
files may be easily converted into each other. The pro· 
gram may be used with APPLESOFT*, VISCALC*, and 
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PERFECT word processings. 
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Everyone's Guide to Assembly 
Language, Part 21 

Last month we looked at how the Apple hi-res screen is set 
up and at how each dot on the screen is linked to a bit-position 
of a byte in memory. 

This month we'll present a more detailed explanation of 
plotting a point, and more specifically, provide routines for 
some new ways of plotting to the hi-res screen. 

Normal Point Plotting. Last month we saw that the hi-res 
screen colors are mapped out from memory according to the 
scheme illustrated in figure 1. 

You'll remember that we could access either the violet/ 
green or blue/orange dot pairs depending on whether or not the 
high order bit (bit 7) of the byte in question was set. To plot a 
color dot on the screen we need to carry out the following steps. 

1. Use the Y coordinate to determine which horizontal 
screen line to plot on. Because the lines are not mapped con
tinuously, a special routine is used to calculate the base ad
dress. In this case the term refers to the address associated 
with the first byte on the line given by Y. 

In normal Applesoft, this base address is called GBAS 
(for Graphics BASe address) and is stored in the byte pair 
$26,27. Location $E6 (HPAG) is used to indicate whether the 
plot is to be one on page 1 or page 2 of the hi-res screen. 

A few lines were omitted from last month's listing, so here 
it is again : 

l * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ..2 Hl·RES 'SASE ADDRESS' * ..3 CALCULATOR ROUTINE . * 
4 * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5 * 
6 OBJ $300 
7 ORG $300 
8 * 
9 GBAS EQU $26 
10 HPAG EQU $E6 
11 .. 
12 * 

0300: 48 13 ENTRY PHA 
0301 : 29 co 14 AND #$CO ; CALCULATES BAS 
0303: 85 26 15 STA GBAS ; ADDRESS FOR Y·COORD 
0305 : 4A 16 LSR ; IN ACCUMULATOR . 
0306: 4A 17 LSR ; GBAS = ADDRESS OF 
0307: 05 26 18 ORA GBAS ; lST BYTE OF LINE 

0309: 85 26 19 
030B: 68 20 
030C: 85 27 21 
030E : OA 22 
030F: OA 23 
0310: OA 24 
0311 : 26 27 25 
0313: OA 26 
0314: 26 27 27 
0316: OA 28 
0317: 66 26 29 

30 .. 
0319: A5 27 31 
031B: 29 l F 32 
0310 : 05 E6 33 
031F: 85 27 34 

35 * 

STA 
PLA 
STA 
ASL 
ASL 
ASL 
ROL 
ASL 
ROL 
ASL 
ROR 

GBAS 

GBAS+ l 

GBAS+l 

GBAS+l 

GBAS 

; SPECIFIED. 

LOA 
AND 
ORA 
STA 

GBAS+l 
#SlF 
HPAG 
GBAS + l 

0321 : 60 36 DONE RTS 

As it happens, we can use the HPOSN ($F411) routine in Ap· 
plesoft to do this calculation for us, but the above listing is pro· 
vided for your entertainment, and for possible use if you should 
decide to write an Applesoft-independent routine. 

2. Once the base address of the horizontal line has been de· 
termined, the position of the byte relative to the left edge needs 
to be established . Because seven dots are stored on each byte, 
the byte we need to access can be determined by dividing the 
X coordinate by 7. This result is stored in location $E5 (HNDX 
= Horizontal iNDeX) . It will be used later by putting the con· 
tents of $E5 into the Y register for an LOA ($26) ,Y operation
but more on that later. 

3. The color mask needs to be set up . The color mask is a bit 
pattern that shows which bits in a byte are acceptable possi
bilities for a plot. The color mask is stored in location $E4 
(COLBYTE) . Rather than literally calculating, Applesoft 
stores all the possible color masks starting at location $F6F6 
(see figure 2) . 

Ones and zeros are used to indicate which dots are on and 
which are off for the color indicated. Blackl is the simplest; 
black is achieved by turning any dot off. Whitel is its con
verse, achieved by turning on any dot by a plot. Note that bit 7 
does not correspond to a displayed dot and is left a zero (high 
bit off). 

If you compare the color mask for green and violet to the 
chart in figure 1, you'll note that the ones match the available 
dots for the given color in a byte . Remember, the order of the 

Address: $2000 $2001 $2002 

Sit: 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0I G I v I G I v I G I v I G I I I v I G I v I G I v I G I v I 0 I 

Hcolor: 

X-Coord: 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Figure l. 
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For X = EVEN 	 (shifted for X=ODD) 

SF6F6: $00 0000 0000 (Block 1) soo 0000 0000 
SF6F 7: S2A 0010 1010 (Green) $55 0101 0101 
SF6F8: S55 0101 0101 (Violet) $2A 0010 1010 
SF6F9: $7F 0111 1111 (Whitel) $7F 0111 1111 

SF6FA: S80 1000 0000 (Block2) $80 1000 0000 
SF6FB: SAA 1010 1010 (Orange) $D5 1101 0101 
SF6FC: $D5 1101 0101 (Blue) $AA 1010 1010 
SF6FD : SFF 1111 1111 (Block2) $FF 1111 1111 

Figure 2. 

bits is reversed when mapping to the screen, so that bit Oto bit 
7 are mapped left to right on the screen. 

The second set of masks on the left are the colors with the 
high-bit set (bit 7 = 1). The same pattern as before is used, ex
cept that the high bit is set for all four colors . 

Looking at figure 1 again, you'll note that the masks shown 
on the left will work for all even-addressed bytes, that is, such 
bytes as $2000, $2002, and so on. For the odd-addressed bytes 
($2001, $2003, and so on), the colors are shifted one bit position. 
When HPOSN is called, along with determining GBAS, it 
checks the HNDX calculated, and if that is an odd address, 
shifts the color byte . The result, whether shifted or not, is al
ways put in location $1C (HCOLORl). The results of such a 
possible shift are shown on the right side of figure 2. 

(An interesting result of this process is that you cannot 
clear the entire screen to an actual color [green, violet, blue, or 
orange] by filling memory with a single value. Try it. Clear the 
hi-res screen with an hgr, then enter the Monitor with call 
-151. Then type in: 

* 2000:2A 

*2001 <2000.3FFFM 


The screen should clear to alternate vertical bars of green and 
violet.) 

4. Now the actual bit position of interest needs to be select
ed. This actually has already been done by HPOSN. The result 
of the X coordinate divided by seven was put in HNDX and the 
remainder of that division just happens to correspond to the ac
tual bit position within the byte we want. The only remaining 
problem then is that the result is a number from 0 to 6, and 
what we need is a byte with only that particular bit turned on. 
This is again derived from a table within Applesoft (in this 
case starting at $F5B2). The result from this table is then put in 
location $30 (HMASK). For the table at $F5B2 see figure 3. 

Now at last we 're ready to do the actual plot. The plotting 
sequence (normally found at $F45A) looks like this: 

LDY HNDX LDY $E5 
LDA HCOLORl LDA $1C 
EOR (GBAS),Y EOR ($26),Y 
AND HMASK AND $30 
EOR (GBAS),Y EOR ($26),Y 
STA (GBAS),Y STA (GBAS),Y 

This last operation is probably best clarified with an actual 
example. 

Given: 
HGR 

HCOLOR= 1 

HPLOT 15,0 


$F5B2: $81 1000 0001 
SF5B3: S82 1000 0010 
SF5B4: $84 1000 0100 
$F5B5: $88 1000 1000 
$F5B6: $90 1001 0000 
$F5B7: $AO 1010 0000 
SF5B8: $CO 1100 0000 

(Nole: the bits shown here for eoch byte are broken into four bit sets for 
clori ty.) 

Figure 3. 

Procedure : 
1. 	JSR $F3E2 (HGR) 

Clears the hi-res screen. Sets HPAG ($E6) to $20. 
2. 	 LDX #$01 

JSR $F6FO (HCOLOR) 
This puts the mask value %00101010 in HCOLORl ($E4). 

3. 	 LDX X (LOW ORDER BYTE of the X coordinate) 
LDY X +1 (HIGH ORDER BYTE or X) 
LDA Y (Y coordinate) 
JSR HPOSN 

Note that the percent sign (%) in the mask value is used to in
dicate the binary form of a number. This form is used in the re
mark portions of many of the source listings in this series as an 
added aid to the explanations. Although some assemblers al
low binary numbers in the operand, we have limited their use 
here to the remark field to reduce compatibility problems. 

This will: 
a. Calculate the base address using the page index at $E6 

(usually $20) . In this case the result will be $2000. The re
sult is stored in GBAS, GBAS+l ($26,27) 

b. Divide 15 (the X coordinate) by 7. The result (2) is put 
in HNDX ($E5). The remainder of the division (1) is used to 
access the bit mask table . The result of this table lookup 
(%1000 0010 found at $F5B3,X where X = 1) is put in 
HMASK ($30). 
c. Check HNDX to see if the byte offset is odd. If so, shift 

the color byte mask. Since in this case $E5 holds a 2, no shift 
is required. Thus the color mask o/oOOlO 1010 is put in 
HCOLORl ($1C) in preparation for the plot. 

4. JSR $F45A (HPLOT) 
This completes the process with : 

LDY HNDX ($E5) '2' 
LDA HCOLORl ($1C) %0010 1010 
EOR (GBAS),Y ($2002) %0000 0000 

%0010 1010 (EOR'ed) 

AND HMASK ($30) %1000 0010 

%0000 0010 (AND'ed) 

EOR (GBAS),Y ($2002) %0000 0000 

%0000 0010 (EOR'ed) 

STA (GBAS),Y ($2002) %0000 0010 
screen looks like: 0100 000

/\ 
Green dot lights! 

The net effect of step 4 is to say: "Look at the bit mask pat
tern and compare it to the color mask. If there is a one in the 
color mask at the given dot position, turn that dot on (set the bit 
to one) i lf there's a zero at that position, turn the dot off (clear 
bit to zero) ." 

Alternate Plotting Modes. So far , all we have really done is 
to explain further something we were already using. This new 
explanation makes possible some alternative ways of plotting 
to the hi-res screen. In fact, by using the existing Applesoft rou
tines, the new routines are rather short and, best of all, easy to 
explain. If you are unsettled right now about the finer details of 
the masking operations, don't worry. The real point of all that 
is to give you some feel for the general processes involved. 

For starters, let's review some basic problems encoun
tered so far with the normal Applesoft hplot. The first problem 
arises when you are trying to plot using just one color. By set
ting hcolor equal to 1,2,5, or 6, we limit the possible dots which 
can be plotted to every other dot on the normal screen. This 
can be disconcerting when you have a statement like: 

HCOLOR=l: HPLOT 100,100 

and nothing happens. The reasons for this were discussed in 
earlier issues, but now it should be even more obvious that the 
color mask specifies only odd-dot positions for hcolor=1, mak
ing it impossible to plot at X=lOO. 

The second problem occurs when you're plotting with 
hcolor=3 or hcolor=7. Even though we have specified white, an 
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attempt to plot a single point always comes out as a colored 
dot . It is only when drawing more than one point (such as in a 
line) that white a ppears. 

Let's examine possible solutions to these problems. 
140-Polnt Resolution Mode. For the first problem of invisi

ble points, one solution is to accept that there are only 140 
points available for a given color, and to alter our frame of ref· 
erence to recognize that reality. 

An easy way of doing this is to always work with an X coor
dinate value in the range of O to 139, and then to double the 
value when actually doing the hplot. The main drawback to 
this approach is the speed loss during the multiplications, and 
the fact that odd color values must also be shifted by one (since 
odd colors can only plot at odd X positions). The situation now 
would look like this: 

HCOLOR=2 or HCOLOR= 1 
X=lS: Y=30 X=20: Y=30 
HPLOT X*2,Y HPLOT X*2+ l,Y 

Another approach is to create a machine language routine 
to do this for us automatically . Here's the source listing for 
such a routine . 

************************ * 
2 * HI-RES PLOT.140 * 

3 * * 

4 ************************ * 

s * 

6 * 

7 OBJ $300 
B ORG $300 

9 * 
10 CHKCOM EQU $DEBE 
11 FRMNUM EQU $0067 
12 GETADR EQU $E7S2 
13 LINNUM EQU $SO 
14 COMBYTE EQU $E74C 

lS * 
16 x EQU $EO 
17 y EQU $E2 
lB * 
19 HCOLOR EQU $F6FO 
20 HGR EQU $F6FO 
21 HPLOT EQU $F4S7 
22 HPLOT2 EQU $F4SA 
23 COLBYTE EQU $E4 
24 * 

0300: 20 BE DE 2S ENTRY JSR CHKCOM 

0303: 20 67 DD 26 JSR FRMNUM 

0306: 20 S2 E7 27 JSR GETADR 


2B * 
0309: 06 so 29 CALC ASL LINNUM 
030B: 26 Sl 30 ROL LINNUM+l ; X*2 

31 * 
0300: A9 02 32 LOA #$02 ; %00000010 
030F: 24 E4 33 BIT COLBYTE 
0311 : FO 06 34 BEQ Cl ; NO MATCH (COLOR=EVEN) 
0313: E6 SO 3S INC LINN UM 
031S: DO 02 36 BNE Cl 
0317: E6 Sl 37 INC LINNUM+l 

3B * 
0319: AS SO 39 Cl LOA LINNUM 
031B: BS EO 40 STA x 
0310: AS Sl 41 LOA LINNUM+l 
031F: BS El 42 STA X+l 

43 * 
0321 : 20 4C E7 44 GETY JSR COMBYTE 
0324: BA 4S TXA ; PUTY-COORD IN ACC 
032S: A6 EO 46 PLOT LOX x 
0327: A4 El 47 LOY X+l 
0329: 20 S7 f 4 4B JSR HPLOT 

49 * 
032C: 60 SO DONE RTS 

This program is designed to be called from Applesoft, serv
ing as a subroutine for an undefined overall program. The ad
vantage of the routine is that hcolor may be set to any value, 
although white will still only plot one color. Values for the X co
ordinate may range from 0 to 139. 

Assuming that the routine is loaded starting at location $300 
(768 decimal), the syntax for calling it would be: 

CALL 76B, X, Y 

where X and Y are the coordinates for the desired plot. 
Examining the listing, you will see that the first step is to 

use the calls to Applesoft on lines 25 through 27 to retrieve the X 
coordinate from Applesoft. The resulting two-byte representa
tion for the value will end up in LINNUM ($50,51). 

Once we have the value for X, the remaining process is 
very straightforward. The X coordinate is doubled by the pair 
of left shifts on lines 29,30. Next, the color byte is checked to see 
if the hcolor previously selected was an odd or even color 
value . A brief look at the color mask chart in figure 2 shows 
that bit 1 (rather than bit 0) is the key to whether a color is odd 
or even. If the color is odd, LINNUM is incremented by one to 
select the next odd X-coordinate position. 

The Y coordinate is then retrieved using COMBYTE. Since 
Y cannot be larger than 191, the one-byte retrieval routine can 
be used. 

At that point, the usual call to hplot is done with the new X 
coordinate. 

A little rumination on this routine should convince you that 
it is functionally identical to this Basic algorithm: 

0 HGR: HOME: VTAB 22 

10 INPUT "HCOLOR";C : HCOLOR = C 

20 INPUT "COORDINATES:";X,Y 

30 x = x * 2 

40 IF C/ 2 < > INT (C / 2) THEN X = X + 1 

SO HPLOT X,Y 


The machine language routine given can always be used di
rectly from other machine language programs by deleting 
lines 25 through 27 and changing 44 and 45 to read LDY Y. The 
routine would then be called by putting the X coordinate de· 
sired in LINNUM ($50,51), and the Y coordinate in Y ($E2). 

560-Point Resolution Mode. The disadvantage of the 140· 
point method just shown is that the resolution of the graphics is 
obviously limited. This is particularly apparent in attempts to 
draw near-vertical ines; it's easy to observe the degree of 
stairstepping that occurs. Low-resolution plotting modes pro
duce very broken vertical lines. 

If color is not a concern (such as when using a black and 
white monitor), then why not just plot using white? Because 
we won't know that the colors are actually varying depending 
on the X coordinate specified, a black and white display will 
look fine. 

Well, if that's the case, then you might as well go for all you 
can get and use the 560-point mode . The theory to this mode is 
that the high-order bit of each screen byte can be used to 
choose between dots shifted one half position with respect to 
the usual 280-point mode. The argument against this method is 
that the plotting of dots within the same byte can distort the 
first byte plotted. 

For example, if the first dot plotted is on the farthest left 
possible position (high bit off), then a successive plot of any 
hcolor with the high bit set (hcolor=4 through 7) will change 
the color of the dot and shift it to the right. As it happens, this is 
not much of an argument since the same holds true for the nor
mal 280-point mode, and even for the 140-point mode. The ines
capable fact is that plotting two colors with conflicting high bit 
conditions within the same byte will always affect the first dot 
plotted. If the distortion is unavoidable then you might as well 
enjoy the benefits of the higher resolution, especially if you're 
going to have to cope with the distortion problem anyway. 

Without further introduction, here then is the routine im· 
plementing the 560-point plotting mode. 

Like the PLOT.140 routine, this is assumed to be loaded at 
$300 and would be called in a manner identical to that for the 
previous routine : 

coll 76B, X, Y 

The main difference here is that X can now have a range of 
0 to 559, and that hcolor is always set to white. As with normal 
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used that was engineered and tested to get the job done efficiently. 

IT TILTS 
The COOL ST ACK can be eas ily tilted away from the Apple 11 computer allowing easy access 

to the inside of the computer and plug-in cards. 

IT STORES 
Another much enjoyed fea ture of COOL STACK is the effi c ient and attra ctive organization it 

offers for the typic al Apple II system. Either one or two disk drives can be stored on the shelf. 
The COOL STACK, be ing constructed of 16 gauge steel, also ac ts as a shield between the monitor 
and the disk drives, thus helping protect disks from being erased or interrupted by monitor rad iation. 
An adjustable l ibrary rack prov ides convenient storage for manu als and disks. 

COOL STACK·· STANDARD 
For those who do not need the extra security and frequent super easy access to the Apple 11, the 

standard COOL STACK offers the same cooling and system organization as the Sentry 1L 

*CO OL ST ACK is a trademark of FMJ, Inc. APPL E II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 

PfR11 I~ TM 

ALL MODELS HAVE THE FOLLOWING FEATURES 

*STORES PAPER BELOW PRINTER FOR EXTRA CONVENIENCE AND SPACE 
*STEEL CONSTRUCTION FOR STURDINESS AND DURABILITY 
*CABLE CLIP TO KEEP CABLE AWAY FROM PAPER FEED PATH 
*FULLY ADJUSTABLE PAPER SUPPORT BRACKETS 
*ATTRACTIVE BAKED ENAMEL TEXTURED FINISH - BLACK OR OFF-WHITE 
*RUBBER FEET FOR STABILITY AND FURNITURE PROTECTION 
*HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP THROUGHOUT 

MODEL PRICE MEASUREMENTS COMPATIBILITY GUIDE 

P80* $29.95 14 Vi" Wx13"Dx4'h" High Epson MX80, NEC 8023, Okidata 82, Paper Tiger, 
Centronics 739, etc. 

P100* $39.95 21" Wx1 3" Dx5'/2 " High Epson MX100, Okidata 83-84, Paper Tiger 560, 
etc. 

P700* $54.95 23 " Wx16"Dx6 V." High NEC Spinwriter, Diabl o, C. ltoh Starwriter, 
Qume, etc. 

"ALSO AVA ILABLE WITH SLOT FOR BOTTOM FEED. ADD $1 .00 TO PRI CE . 

SEE YOUR DEALER OR ORDER DIRECT 
1'MJ, INC., P 0 . Box 5281, Torrance, CA 90510 (213) 325-1 900 

Add $4.00 per orde r fo r shipping (higher outside cont ine nta l U.S.). Ca li fo rnia res ident s add 6% sa les tax Please be sure to include 
your name, address, zip code and full payment with order Specify color fo r Printer Pa l BLACK o r OFF-WHITE . 
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Applesoft, what this really means is that we'll take any color 	 25 • 

we can get for a given plot, and that true white will only result 	 0309: 46 51 26 CALC LSR LINNUM+l 
030B: 66 50 27 ROR LINNUM ; X/2when dots are plotted adjacent to each other. 
0300: A9 7F 28 CHK LOA #$7F ; %01111111Here's the listing for this routine: 
030F: 85 E4 29 STA COLBYTE 
0311: 90 04 30 BCC Cl ; X=EVEN l ************************ * 

2 * HI-RES PLOT.560 * 0313: A9 FF 31 LOA #$FF ;%11111111 
3 • • 0315: 85 E4 32 STA COLBYTE 

33 * 4 ************************ * 
5 • 0317: A5 50 34 Cl LOA LINNUM 

6 • 0319: 85 EO 35 STA x 
031B: A5 51 36 LOA LINNUM+l7 OBJ $300 
0310: 85 El 37 STA X+l 

9 • 38 • 

10 CHKCOM EQU $DEBE 031F: 20 4C E7 39 GETY JSR COMBYTE 

11 FRMNUM EQU $0067 0322: SA 40 TXA ; PUT Y-COORD IN ACC 

12 GETADR EQU $E752 0323: A6 EO 41 PLOT LOX x 
13 LINNUM EQU $50 0325: A4 El 42 LOY X+l 

14 COMBYTE EQU $E74C 0327: 20 57 F4 43 JSR HPLOT 

15 • 032A: 60 44 DONE RTS 

8 ORG $300 

16 x EQU $EO 

17 y EQU $E2 
 The operation of this routine is also fairly simple. As with
18 • 

the PLOT.140 program, the value for X is retrieved from the
19 HPLOT EQU $F457 

calling program. In this case though, CALC divides the passed20 COLBYTE EQU $E4 
21 • value by two. Note that a left-shift operation is used, not the 

0300: 20 BE DE 22 ENTRY JSR CHKCOM right shifts (for a multiply) that were used in the 140-mode. 
0303: 20 67 DD 23 JSR FRMNUM You'll recall that LSR LINNUM+l (LSR = Left Shift 
0306: 20 52 E7 24 JSR GETADR Right) will shift all bits in LINNUM+1 (the high order byte) to 
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the right one position, forcing a zero at the right-most position, 
and putting the old bit zero in the carry. 

This is immediately followed by the ROR (for ROtate 
Right) instruction which again shifts all the bits in LINNUM 
(the low-order byte), puts the carry into bit 7, and drops the 
last bit 0 into the carry, thus replacing the old value. 

Example: X COORD = 289 = $121 = %0000 0001 0010 0001 
LINNUM+l LINNUM 

LSR LINNUM+l: %0000 0001 -> %0000 0000 (Ccrry=l) 

(C) <--! 

ROR LINNUM: %00100001 -> %1001 OOOO(Ccrry=l) 


/\ 

!-(C) <--! 

The rather coincidental beauty of this is that the carry flag 
will end up being set or cleared depending on whether the orig
inal value for X was odd or even. This is needed because in the 
560-point mode, we'll use the odd or even nature of X to deter
mine whether to set the high bit or not. 

X(560) x (280) Color Mask to Use 

0 0 White 1 (bit 7 = 0) 
10 5 White 1 (bit 7 = O) 

201 100 White 2 (bit 7 = 1) 
501. 250 White 2 (bit 7 = 1) 

Basically what we do is to divide the X coordinate by two to 
get a value acceptable to normal Applesoft, and then force the 
color to be either whitel or white2 depending on how we want 
the high bit set in the final plot. 

Lines 28 through 32 set the color mask to the appropriate 
value by checking the carry flag to see if the original value of X 
was odd or even. Then LINNUM is transferred to our actual X
coordinate bytes. The routine is then completed with the usual 
call to hplot, as was done in the PLOT.140 routine. 

This process could be simulated from Applesoft with the fol
lowing routine : 

0 HGR: HOME: VTAB 22 
10 INPUT "COORDINATES?",X,Y 
20 HCOLOR = 3 : REM WHITE 1 
30 IF X/ 2 < > INT(X/2) THEN HCOLOR = 7: 

REM WHITE2 FOR X=ODD 

40 X = X/ 2 
50 HPLOT X,Y 

It's likely, however, that you'll find the machine language 
routine considerably faster, and certainly much easier to im
plement. 

A Demonstration Program. To give you something to show 
off these routines, here's a program in Applesoft that will call 
both routines and show the differences in their appearances. 

10 0$ = CHRS (4) 
100 REM NORMAL TEST 
110 HGR : HCOLOR= 3 
120 FOR I= OTO 100 
130 HPLOT 1,1 
140 NEXT I 
200 REM PLOT .140 TEST 
205 PRINT 0$;"BLOAD PLOT. l 40,A$300" 
21 0 FOR I = 0 TO 100 
220 CALL 768,1,1 
230 NEXT I 
300 REM PLOT .560 TEST 
305 PRINT 0$;"BLOAD PLOT.560,A$300" 
310 FOR I = 0 TO 100 
320 CALL 768,l,I 
330 NEXT I 

Notice that this program loads each routine from a disk file 
as it's needed. Basically this illustrates the steepest vertical 
a ngle at which a line can be drawn without any noticeable 

stairstepping, or breaking, in the line. It also conveniently 
shows a perhaps unexpected change in the actual visual result 
of the plot, even though all three lines were done with similar 
for-nex t loops. 

Normally, the 280-point mode is conveniently proportional. 
That is to say, a move of five points horizontally on the screen 
is about the same actual distance on the screen as a move of 
five points vertically. This ensures that a square will in fact 
look "square" when drawn on the screen. Thus the first plot is 
at the "proper" 45 degrees when drawn using hplot 1,1. 

When the number of screen points is halved, as in the case 
of the PLOT.140 routine, the result will be to "stretch" the 
screen horizontally by a factor of two. Similarly, packing twice 
as many points (namely 560 versus 240) across has the effect of 
compressing the screen. These effects must be considered 
when doing geometric designs on the screen. 

We'll leave it as an exercise for you to draw three parallel 
lines using each of the three modes. 

By now, you've probably also noticed some minor flaws in 
the clarity of the 560-point line. 

Next month we'll explore the matter further, discovering 
why the faint spots occur, and how to fix them. 

Have fun! 

Please note the following correction to the February 1982 
Assembly Lines. The listing for the Real Variable Sender rou
tine had an error on lines 19 and 20 of the source listing. The 
listing for those lines should have read: 

0303: AD 81 03 19 LOA DATA+l 

0306: AC 80 03 20 LOY DATA 


The listing given had the DATA and DATA+l bytes 
reversed, which would have accordingly reversed the low and 
high order bytes in calculating the final result. JI 
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After memorizing the location of the on-off switch on my 
16K cassette Apple, my main frustration as a beginning pro
grammer became my inability to save keyboard input from 
within a program. I would write a program that asked ques
tions, but then the only way to save the typed-in answers was 
on a printout (very difficult without a printer). Then along 
came a little black and white box called Disk II, and my prob
lems were solv ed. The instruction book said I could create Text 
Files. Oh boy! But then a question arose . .. 

What Is a Text File? A text file is simply a series of words 
separated by carriage returns and stored on disk. The words 
may range in length from Oto 255 characters. All characters 
except carriage returns (control-Ms) are legal. You will rec
ognize a text file in your catalog by the T that appears to the 
left of the sector number. 

You can't run or load text files (you'll get a "file type mis
match" message if you try), but you can read them or write to 
them from within a program. You can also exec some text 
files, as we'll discuss later on. Text files are stored or saved 
onto disk with DOS's write command and retrieved or loaded 
with the read command. Both read and write need the help of 
the open and close commands. 

Some Words about Control-D. We're about to write and use 
a few programs that perform some DOS commands. To do 
this, we'll need to use DOS's control-Dor CHR$(4) command 
character in front of our commands. We'll assume you've read 
your DOS Manual (only the interesting parts, of course), and 
know how to perform simple DOS commands from your pro
grams, like: 

10 DS=CHRS(4): REM (control-DJ 

20 PRINT DS; "CATALOG" 


We'll assume you've run into the problem of this method 
not working in situations like this: 

10 DS=CHRS(4): REM (control-DJ 

15 PRINT "POPSCICLE";: REM (with semi-colon) 

20 PRINT DS; "CATALOG" 


For whatever reason, control-D has to be "printed" (invisi
bly) at the left margin of your screen for the command that fol
lows to be executed. So if your cursor is stranded out at htab 10, 
as in the example, print D$; "catalog" will do just that, print
the word catalog, nothing more, and not catalog your disk. 

We , J.et's fix that problem forever. From now on, use: 

DS=CHRS( 13)+cHRS(4) 

Now there will be a carriage return (CHR$13) or control-M) 
printed before every control-D, always placing the control-D 
on the left side of your screen. 

A Read-Any-Text-File Utlllty! AB you know, you can load 
and list Applesoft and Integer Basic programs and even bload 
and peek at binary files, but what if you have a text file that 

you or some other key-banger wrote, and you want to check it 
out? Well, you came to the right place 'cause here's a way to do 
it. Read along; maybe we'll both learn something. 

First, let's write an Applesoft program that asks questions 
of (gets input from) the Human At the Computer Keyboard 
(H.A.C.K. ?) : 

100 INPUT "WHAT? " ; AS 

110 GOTO 100 


Not bad! Do you realize you could learn everything a per
son ever knew with that program!? What happens in line 100 
is that the human at the keyboard sees the question "What?" 
on the screen, types his answer, and then hits a carriage re
turn. The carriage return, in a way, is the last "character" of 
his answer. 

Now, we're going to expand the program and pretend that 
your disk drive is the human at the keyboard. When we read a 
text file, that's exactly what we're doing; we're getting input 
from the disk. So, let's precede our input routine with open and 
read statements and follow it by a close command. Here's the 
program. Type it in, save it and then run: 

10 TEXT : HOME : PRINT "THIS PROGRAM Will READ ANY TEXT FILE." 
20 FOR I = 1 TO 40: PRINT"-";: NEXT 
30 INPUT " NAME OF FILE:";FS 
40 DS = CHRS (13) + CHRS (4) 
SO PRINT D$;"MONICO" 
60 PRINT DS;''VERIFY ";F$ 
70 PRINT DS;"OPEN " ;FS 
80 PRINT DS;"READ " ;FS 
90 ONERR GOTO 120 
100 INPUT "";AS 
110 GOTO 100 
120 PRINT DS;"CLOSE " ;FS 

This program should read any standard-DOS text tile. Dig 
around; you should be able to find one someplace (there's one 
on the System Master Disk). The text file you read may be a 
list of words of names, a series of commands, or a combina
tion of the two. You may get a few confounded "?extra ig
nored" messages, because of encounters with commas and 
colons (we'll get to this later), but no problem; the commas, 
colons, and words that follow will print . 

Let's see what makes this program do its thing. 
Lines 10-30 print a title and get the name of the text file we 

want to read. Line 40's D$ was discussed earlier. 
Line 50's monico sort of tells the Apple to print what it's 

"thinking about." A better command here might have been 
mon I (MONitor Input) but for now, let's not be choosy. See Ap· 
ple's DOS Manual for more. They'll tell you, by the way, to use 
mon i ,c, o , but who has time to type all of those unnecessary 
commas? 

Line 60's verify is a trick that checks to see if the text file we 
are looking for is actually on our disk. Verify is a DOS com
mand of questionable value (until now)·. If the file you asked 

FILE:";FS
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for in line 30 doesn't exist (maybe you spelled it wrong), the 
program will stop with a "file not found" message; it tried to 
verify the program but couldn't find it. Had we not used veri
fy. the next command, line 70's open, wouldn't have found the 
file either, but it would have created a file for you, a useless 
one-sector empty file (spelled wrong and everything) in your 
catalog. Just what you don't need. 

By line 70, the Apple knows the file exists, so it opens it. 
Text files have to be opened before you can write to them or 
read them. 

Line 80 tells the program to read the text file. After opening 
a text file, we have to say whether we want to read from or 
write to the disk. · 

Line 90, onerr goto 120 is going to watch for the end of our 
text file; more on this later. 

Lines 100-110 are where the real action takes place. The in
put statement asks the question and the disk drive answers by 
reading data from the disk, storing it in memory and (option
ally) printing it to the screen or printer. Every time a carriage 
return is encountered in the text file, the Apple considers the 
question or input answered, so the program continues to the 
next (in this case, the same) question. Incidentally, if you use 
input ""; A$ instead of input A$, you don't get a column of 
question marks printed to the left of the data coming in from 
the disk . You could also use input "data: "; A$ or something 
similar. This would also prevent ?s. 

Sooner or later, the program will encounter the end of the 
text file. Line 100 will ask for more input and the file will have 
nothing left in it. Normally, if you ask too many questions of a 
text file, you will get an "end of data" error message (not 
"?out of data"; that's another story). Instead of a crash, good 
old onerr goto takes over and does a jump to line 120. 

Line 120 closes the file for us. Just as you have to open text 
files when you read or write, you have to close them. You ac
tually don't need to use the file name after close, but it doesn't 
hurt. By the way, close is one of the DOS commands you can 
use in immediate-execution mode. Open, read, and write, how

ever, may only be used in a program (deferred execution). 
Sequential Text Files. Now we're going to write the sim· 

plest kind of text file. Sequential text files best fit our defini
tion-"a series of words separated by carriage returns." Ap
ple's other type of text file, random access files, are just a bit 
more complex. The objective of the two programs below is 
first to get some names from the human at the keyboard and 
then to save (write) the names on disk so we can turn off the 
Apple and retrieve (read) the names next Tuesday after work. 

First, here's a program that will get the names we want to 
store: 

10 REM "WRITE" PROGRAM 

20 TEXT : HOME : NORMAL 

30 MAX = 100: DIM NAMES(MAX) 

40 N=N+l 

50 PRINT "TYPE NAME #":N; 

60 INPUT ":";NAME$(N) 

70 IF LEN (N"ME$(N)) > 0 and N < MAX THEN 40 

80 N= N - 1: PRINT : PRINT 

90 INPUT "NAME OF FILE TO BE WRITTEN:";FS 

100 0$ = CHRS (13) + CHRS (4) 

110 PRINT DS;"MONICO" 

120 PRINT DS;"OPEN ";FS 

130 PRINT OS;"DELETE ";FS 

140 PRINT DS;"OPEN " ;F$ 

150 PRINT 0$;"WRITE ";F$ 

160 PRINT N 

170 FOR X = 1 TO N 

180 PRINT NAMES(X) 

190 NEXT X 

200 PRINT D$;''CLOSE" 


Lines 10-70 get our names from the keyboard for us and 
store them in memory as a name$ string array. If return is 
pressed without typing a name, then the length (len) of 
name$(N) is zero (line 70) the input is discontinued, and N is 
decreased by one (in line 80; because no name number N was 
entered). Line 30's max and dim name$(max) determine the 
maximum number of names allowed by the program. Unfor
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tunately, you have to assign this value first; you can't in
crease it as you go along. 

Line 90 lets you name the text file about to be written. Any 
legal file name is okay (it must start with an upper or lower 
case A·Z or a control character or one of twelve other special 
characters and it must contain no commas). 

Lines 100-140 open our name file almost as we did in our 
"Read Anything" program. Line 130, however, uses a com
mon trick to prevent a common problem. After the file is 
opened, we delete it whether or not it appeared on the disk 
when we started. Nothing is lost; we're about to write (or re
write) the file anyway. 

The thing is that if we are rewriting a text file shorter than 
it was, the end of the file we are writing to will not be overwrit
ten and will appear at the end of our new file. You don't need to 
worry about this when you save an Applesoft program under 
the same name as a longer one, but here you worry. After the 
file has been opened and deleted, we must open it again (line 
140). 

Line 150 initiates the write process. Everything that is print
ed in quotes or outside quotes will now be written to the disk. If 
we want the printed or written words to show on the screen, we 
use the print D$; "mono" or mon ico command. If we don't, we 
use nomono or nomon ico. 

Lines 160-190 write the pertinent information-the number 
of names in our fil~ and the names themselves . It is important 
that we write the number of names as the first piece of data be
cause later, when we retrieve the file, we will be asking for a 
number as the first piece of data. 

Line 200 closes the file . No more lines; end of program. 
After running the above program and entering a couple of 

short test names, catalog your disk. You should see a T (for 
"Text") file, probably two sectors in length, depending on the 
number and length of the names you entered. Save the pro
gram on disk by typing save write program. Now type FP or 
new and we'll write a program that will read our textfile: 

10 REM "READ" PROGRAM 
20 TEXT : HOME : NORMAL 
30 MAX = 100: DIM NAMES(MAX) 
40 INPUT "NAME OF FILE TO BE READ:";FS 
50 DS = CHRS (13) + CHRS (4) 
60 PRINT DS;"MONICO" 
70 PRINT DS;"VERIFY ";FS 
BO PRINT DS;''OPEN ";FS 
90 PRINT DS;''READ ";FS 
100 INPUT "'';N 
110 FOR X = 1 TO N 
120 INPUT "'';NAMES(X) 
130 NEXT X 
140 PRINT DS;"CLOSE" 

Notice how input statements are used in lines 100 and 120. 
We are again asking questions of the disk drive . Assuming our 
read program (this one) and our write program are compati
ble, everything should work fine. Of course, you will want to do 
something with your names; this program just gets them for 
you. Maybe you want to be able to add a few names or delete a 
couple, and write them back into the text file, or alphabetize 
and.... But before you go any farther, you should renumber 
these two programs and append them, giving you the options 
of reading and writing from the same program. As you can 
see, this could be the start of something big. 

The #@&?Extra Ignored Problem. There's a Basic conflict 
here that gets in the way of writing all-purpose textfiles, and 
that's Applesoft's confounded dislike of any input that con
tains a comma or a colon. Any answer you give to an input 
statement is chopped off at the first comma or colon, and to 
make things worse you get an ugly "?extra ignored" printed 
on top of your previously neat screen layout (at least it doesn't 
beep twelve times). Even if you come up with some words or 
strings that already contain commas or colons (as in "Smith, 
John") and write them to a textfile, you can't read them back 
into memory with input statements (thanks to mon ico, you 
can get them printed on the screen) . 

Enough complaining. Let's do something about it. 

60 INPUT " WHAT'S YOUR NAME? " ;AS 
70 ' PRINT " THANKS, ";AS;"!" 

Run this program, and answer "SMITH, JOHN" (with a 
comma) to the question. The Apple prints: 

?EXTRA IGNORED 

THANKS SMITH! 

(instead of "THANKS SMITH, JOHN!") 


Now the solution: There's a nice subroutine built into your 
Apple that can be utilized by a call-651. The subroutine is real
ly sort of an input function that just loves commas and colons. 
The problem is, it sticks your "input" into the input buffer at 
memory location 512 ($200·$3FF) and you have to dig it out. 
Here's one way to do it: 

60 PRINT "WHAT'S YOUR NAME? ";: REM (that's PRINT, not INPUT) 
65 CALL -657: AS = "": FOR X = 512 TO 7671 P = PEEK(X): 

IF P <> 141 THEN AS = AS + CHRS(P): NEXT X 
BO PRINT " THANKS, ";AS;''I" 

A lot of extra work just to get commas and colons, right? 
Line 65 scans each character of the input buffer, adding each 
one to the string A$ until it finds a carriage return (until 
P=141). Use this method in all of your programs if you want. 
Besides solving the comma problem, this routine will accept 
leading spaces as input. You could make line 65 a subroutine 
(with a return in the next line) if you need several inputs in a 
program. 

Mystery of the Month. Another one from Chris Volpe, chief 
Apple mystery man. There is a call called call 42350 that will 
catalog a disk, handy for use with disks where the catalog com
mand word may have been altered . Try it; it works. Just type 
call 42350 (return). Now try it with your drive door open. This 
should produce an 1/ 0 error message, but no-00-00 ! You get a 
rogram too large message (that's "rogram," not "pro
gram") . 

Well, we don't explain 'em, we just find 'em. See you next 
month. JI 



THE APPLE SPELLEI\ fills the void 
that has consistently kept the large 
variety of excellent word processing 
packages for the Apple II Computer 
from approaching the power of a 
dedicated work processor. Finally, 
the first professional quality spelling 
verification program is available for 
the Apple II. The Apple Speller will 
certainly be the standard against 
which all other similar programs are 
compared. 

The Apple Speller interfaces to the 
most popular Apple word processors, 
including Applewriter, Apple Pie, 
Executive Secretary, Letter Perfect, 
Magic Window, and Superscribe II, 
just to name a few. In fact, The Apple 
Speller can analyze the output of any 
editor that writes a standard Apple 
binary or text file to a diskette. In 
addition to this flexibility, the per· 
formance of The Apple Speller will 
astound the microcomputer world. 

The Apple Speller is supplied with 
a 30,000 + word dictionary on a 
single 5%" diskette with additional 
space to easily add another 8,000 
words to suit your individual needs. 

The Apple Speller has built-in utilities 
to maintain the dictionary diskette. 
You can readily add words, delete 
words, and create an unlimited num
ber of modified and/or new diction
aries for specific application. 

The Apple Speller is unbelievably 
fast. The first pass reads your docu
ment and collects all the words it 
contains at a rate of 5,000 words 
per minute. Next, the words are 
compared to the dictionary for spell· 
ing errors at the incredible speed of 
50,000 words per minute. Finally, all 
misspelled words are marked as 
such in your document with a rate 
of 1,000 words per minute. This 
translates to proofreading a 10 page 
document in 1 minute if there are no 
spelling mistakes and 2 minutes, 15 
seconds for an unlimited number of 
spelling errors. 

Numerous options are provided 
throughout the program to enable 
you to completely control all activi
ties of The Apple Speller. These 
include the ability to ignore both 
control codes and formatting com
mands, an alohabetical listing of 

either mispelled words or all the 
words in your document along with 
usage frequencies, multiple options 
for the action taken with each 
misspelled word, and much, much 
more! A verification mode is pro
vided to allow you to examine and 
dispense with misspelled words 
while viewing them in the actual 
context in which they appeared in 
your file. 

The Apple Speller requires an 
Apple II/Apple II+ equipped with 48K, 
DOS 3.3, and 1 or2 disk drives. Two 
disk drives are required to delete or 
add words to the dictionary. 

The Apple Speller is being intro
duced at the incredible price of 

$75.00! 4rni 
~ 
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6619 Perham Drive Dept M 

West Bloomfield, Michigan 48033 
(313) 399-8877 

Visa and Mastercard Welcome 
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0 East Side Story. Leon Watkins is a 
man with a mission in life. For years he 
has been working with gangs in East Los 
Angeles, California. By getting them off 
the street and into a learning environ
ment, Watkins, and many others, be· 
lieve it's possible to integrate gang mem
bers into constructive social behavior. 

Watkins's latest effort in this area in
volve microcomputers . Every Saturday, 
Watkins tours around in an old church 
bus and collects gang members for a trip 
to Data Equipment Supply in Downey. 
Under supervision, gang members learn 
about programming and word process
ing on Commodore computers. 

Working with a nucleus of gang mem
bers who have made the trip before and 
know the ropes, Watkins gathers a few 
new people each weekend. A buddy sys
tem is used wherein two or more people 
work together to learn about the 
computer. 

"I'll try anything once ," explains 
Watkins . "I didn't have any idea that this 
would last so long. Taking the gangs over 
to Data Equipment has been very suc
cessful. We'll keep doing it as long as we 
can.'' 

The program originated when Com
modore loaned fourteen computers to 
Larry Bowder of Data Equipment to help 
start local microcomputer workshops for 
the general public. One workshop was in 
East L.A. and that is how Bowder met 
Watkins. 

Now Saturdays are East L.A. day at 
Data Equipment. Working in conjunc· 
tion with the Los Angeles Police Acade
my, Bowder is striving to provide an 
alternative outlet for gang energy. The 
idea is to find an activity that is more fun 
than running with a gang but is also part 
of the real world. 

According to Bowder, "Dissemina
tion is not the answer. We try to keep the 
camaraderie found in gangs and let it 
carry over into what they're doing here." 

Each Saturday is broken into thirds. 
The first third is spent on general typing 
skills. The second third involves learning 
basic math through CAI. The last third of 
the day is spent in small workshops 
learning programming skills, word proc
essing, and even things like VisiCalc. 

"It's important that they learn some
thing that has to do with the real world," 
explains Bowder. "Their attitude starts 
changing when they think they've be
come involved. The social interaction 
possible with microcomputers is incredi
ble. I sure didn't see it coming and I've 

been in this business for fifteen years." 
The ultimate goal of Watkins and 

Bowder is to have computers in the com· 
munity where the gangs are located. This 
way an individual can take knowledge 
and experience gained at Data Equip· 
ment back to help others learn on their 
own machines locally. 
0 A Fistful of Nickels. Nineteen eighty
two 's first quarter financial reports are 
in and they show the computer industry 
as a whole reflecting the economic slump 
due to the recession. 

International Business Machines 
racked up $7 billion in sales, an increase 
of 9 percent over the same period in 1981. 
Reported profits were $768 million, up 5 
percent from last year. The profit mar
gin shrank from 11.3 percent to 10.9 per
cent. 

The recession and high interest rates 
are bad enough, but inflation drastically 
changes some of the figures released by 
companies. The inflation scoreboard in 
Business Week (May 3, 1982) reports on 
400 companies' profits in 1981 when ad
justed for inflation. 

According to the scoreboard, IBM's 
total sales of $29 billion in 1981, with a re
ported increase of 11 percent, earned a 
far less impressive 1 percent increase 
over 1980 sales. 

The industry composite for office 
equipment companies shows an Inflation
adjusted 2 percent increase in sales, far 
from the 13 percent increase garnered 
before inflation. Figures for the com
posite totals were calculated using the fi. 
nancial results of ten companies with a 
total sales of $66 billion. 

Inflation has also taken its toll on prof· 
its. IBM's little more than $3 billion prof· 
it reported for 1981 becomes a little less 
than $2 billion in 1981 dollars . Further 
analysis of four year growth rates shows 
IBM's reported 12 percent increase in 
sales are actually 1 percent after infla
tion and profits are down 5 percent in
stead of up 5 percent. 

Business Week came to the conclu
sion that industries suffer unevenly from 
inflation. After adjusting costs for the 
consumer price index and for changes in 
specific prices, including depreciation 
and cost of goods sold, the best industry is 
office equipment. The current-cost prof
its as percent of historical cost is 93 per
cent, compared to 83 percent for second
place publishing and television. 

The Wall Street Journal attributes 
IBM's slight first quarter profit to de
mand for the Personal Computer. With

out the Personal Computer, the scene 
would have been even more dismal. 

Apple Computer, on the other hand, 
showed a first quarter profit increase of 
51 percent. Take into account inflation 
and that percentage drops, but Apple is 
still growing at a phenomenal rate. 

With total sales of $335 million in 1981, 
Apple missed the Fortune 500 by about 
$120 million. By contrast, IBM placed 
eighth on the 500, retaining the same po
sition it had in 1980. 

IBM's competitors in the office equip
ment market may be falling on hard 
times. Control Data showed first quarter 
profits of 5 percent before inflation. Hon
eywell showed a profit increase of 8 per
cent, attributable in large part to $36 mil
lion from the sale of its interest in GE In
formation Service . Business Week notes : 
"Without that income , its (Honeywell's) 
profits would have fallen nearly 63 per
cent." 

Burroughs reported a first quarter 
profit increase of 22 percent, but indus
try analysts attribute this to the acquisi-
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tion and exchange of securities. 
The fact remains that the worse the 

economy gets, the more it affects people 
and business. Computers are in many dlf· 
ferent facets of life. When there are few· 
er new cars, houses, banks, manufactur
ing plants, research projects, and 
schools, the demand for computers 
declines. 

The results? A lot of computer com
panies are riding the whirlwind dream of 
future sales. Many studies predict a 
threefold increase in demand for office 
automation equipment in the next three 
years. Some companies will truly floun· 
der if the economy stays bad and signifi
cantly cuts into those dollars of the 
future. 
D C-Orporate Bootstraps. Business and 
consumers are in trouble if they invest 
hard-earned money in a computer sys· 
tem that is quickly outdated. Likewise, 
computer manufacturers are in big trou
ble if they invest in a technological de
velopment that flops or, at best, never 
catches on. 

General Automation (Anaheim, Cali· 
fornia) was the fourth largest manufac
turer of minicomputers in the early sev
enties. An expensive gamble on an exotic 
technology called silicon-on-sapphire lost 
millions of dollars and sent engineers 
back to the drawing boards. By mid dec
ade, things had gone somewhat askew. 

A great deal of money was spent on 

research and development, but no new 
products were forthcoming. The compa
ny's response? Several members of the 
executive staff took up religion and tried 
introducing it to employees. 

One day in 1975, a top executive, at· 
tempting to fix a malfunctioning Gener
al Automation computer, placed his 
hands on it and prayed. Whether the 
prayer worked or not is a moot point, but 
the doubts raised by this incident still 
cloud the image of the once high-flying 
minicomputer firm. 

The second half of the seventies saw 
General Automation's stock drop con
siderably and many investors abandon 
ship. Keeping up a good service depart
ment and customer relations was about 
the only thing the company did right in 
these years. 

General Automation kept publishing 
software, but no new computers saw the 
light of day. A lot of problems can be at
tributed to the solid but unproductive 
engineering base of the company. The 
founders had been engineers; research 
projects with uncertain market value 
proliferated. 

When it looked like things could get no 
worse, in September 1979, founder and 
chairman Lawrence Goshorn was oust· 
ed by the board of directors. A consul
tant was brought in to determine what 
course should have been taken. The con
clusion reached was that the company 
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was worth saving, but that many things 
had to change; a turnaround would take 
at least three years. 

A crack senior management staff 
came with the new president. Many de
velopment projects were axed and there 
was a sizable work force reduction. The 
decision was made to put out a new fami· 
ly of minicomputers to replace the aging 
16/200 and 16/400 series. Just released, 
Series 900 is General Automation's first 
high-cost performance but cost-effective 
product line in a long time. 

Current plans call for an increased ef
fort in software development, as well as a 
microcomputer and a thirty-two bit mini· 
computer due in a year's time. 

General Automation has paid dearly 
for the years of standing still, losing a 
good share of the market. Now they think 
they're on the right road to recovery. It's 
tough playing catchup, but it can be done. 

The second year of a three-year turn· 
around is spent gearing up. The third 
year you go get 'em. 

A General Automation spokesperson 
lamented the economy: "Now it's even 
more of a challenge to get the company 
back on its feet." Regardless, General 
Automation plans to make some signifi
cant waves in 1983. Only time will tell 
how they fare. 
D In Harvard's Way. One of the top 
learning institutions in the country has 
made knowledge of computers manda· 
tory for all undergraduates. Explaining 
the difference between samarium and 
zirconium is still optional, but under
standing simple programming is now 
considered part of getting a good 
education. 

Undergraduates at Harvard Universi· 
ty have to display at the end of their 
freshman year a certain understanding 
of quantitative reasoning. The require
ments call for knowledge of data analy· 
sis-probability, means, and standard 
deviations-basic math through Algebra 
II, and basic computer science. 

Adequate knowledge of computers for 
a freshman is defined by the ability to 
write a short program. Ideally, the pro
gram should involve a loop, inputting and 
outputting data, and a simple function. 
Warren Reed, assistant director of ad
missions, calls it a "folksy" test, not 
"particularly onerous." 

"We're not trying to scare students 
away, but we're very serious about mak· 
ing people do it." 

If a student can't pass this require
ment at first, they attend minicourses for 
basic but detailed instructions on pro
gramming. In cases where the mini
courses don't do the trick, an introduc
tory course in computer science is called 
for. 

"We don't exclude people without 
computer experience, but we keep an eye 
out for some quantitative sense. We're 
encouraging the use of computers as part 
of the academic experience. JI 
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If you had taken an introductory college course in comput
er programming during the sixties or early seventies, the odds 
are the first language you'd have learned would have been 
Fortran . A little later on in the seventies there's a good chance 
you'd have been introduced instead to Fortran's descendent, 
Basic. Nowadays the same class might well offer instruction in 
Pascal instead. 

Basic is still the most popular programming language, by 
far. More people write in Basic than in any other language, and 
this is especially true of microcomputer enthusiasts. Virtually 
every microcomputer on the market offers some form of 
Basic; in most cases the language is built into the machine in 
ROM. 

Nonetheless, Pascal, which was introduced way back in the 
primordial antemicro days of 1971, has attracted an ever-grow
ing following. Its adherents include academics, who like to use 
it as a teaching vehicle, programmers of large-scale business 
applications, and a growing number of ordinary micro hobby
ists and end users as well. 

A couple of major factors account for Pascal's appeal. 
First, because of the way the language is usually imple
mented, programs in Pascal tend to be more easily transfer
able from one kind of computer to another. 

It's Got Steps Appeal. On most computers, including the 
Apple, Pascal is both a compiled language and an interpreted 
one. In the customary scheme of things, a program written in 
Pascal gets compiled into a sort of low-level language called 
p-code, or pseudo-code. Then, when the program is run, the host 
computer converts the p-code into native machine language, 
line by line, just as the Basic interpreter does for a Basic pro
gram. 

The advantage of this two-step process is that it permits a 
high degree of standardization of the front end, the part of the 
system where you write, edit, and debug your programs. 

For example, when you write a Pascal program on the Ap
ple, you use a facility called an editor. The editor works much 
like a word processor. Just as you would create a document on 
a word processor and subsequently edit, rearrange, or other
wise massage it, so can you use the Pascal editor as a develop
ment tool for your programming efforts. The editor offers such 
facilities as automatic indenting-useful for enhancing the 
visual clarity of your code-and automatic search and replace 
functions . 

When you finish writing a program in the editor, or when 
you're ready to take a break from it, you summon another part 
of the system, called the filer, which does some of the same 
functions in Pascal that DOS performs for the Applesoft pro· 
grammer. The filer is a utility program for managing your 
disk files. 

~j' 


Later, when you're ready to run your program, you send 
the text, or source file, off to the compiler, which converts your 
Pascalian words of wisdom into p-code and reports back to you 
on any syntax errors it may have found. The compiler and the 
editor are in close touch with each other, so that if the com
piler does find anything objectionable, it tells the editor where 
the problem is, and the editor (usually) takes you straight to 
the offending word in your source code. 

It's Shy, But It Has Sass. Part of what's nifty about all this is 
that these front-end features-the editor, the filer, the com
piler, and some others-are virtually identical on other Pascal 
systems. The part of a Pascal implementation that varies from 
one computer to another is not the part the programmer sees 
and works with, but the translation of p-code into native ma
chine language. So a program written in Pascal can be 
transported relatively easily from one computer to another, 
and a publisher of commercial software can make programs 
available on a variety of machines without heavy reinvest
ment of development time. 

Ease of portability is not one of Basie's stronger features. 
That's because Basic grew somewhat in the manner of a 
natural language; various groups, using the language on dif
ferent machines, added new features to the original body of the 
language, so that eventually there came to be a lot of related 
dialects, all called Basic, rather than a single standardized tongue. 

A second major reason for Pascal's success is that pro
grammers who use it believe the nature of the language itself 
encourages them to write programs that are better organized 
and easier to maintain. 

Pascal, like Basic, is a general-purpose language, as op
posed to a specialized one for particular kinds of applications, 
such as education or engineering. The two languages have 
similar vocabulary and use comparable command words 
(write in Pascal, for example, does essentially the same thing 
as print in Basic). 

The biggest syntactic difference between Pascal and Basic 
has to do with the way instructions are organized. Pascal is an 
example of what's sometimes called a structured language; it 
might be more correct to say that it's a language that encour
ages structured programming. Let's compare a short pro
gram skeleton formatted both ways. 

Here's a miniscule example of what might be part of a 
Basic program: 

300 STATEMENT 1 

310 STATEMENT 2 

320 ST A TEMENT 3 

330 IF X < Y THEN GOTO 300 

340 STATEMENT 4 
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The computer would begin executing this fragment at line 
300. It would execute statements 1 through 3, then, arriving at 
line 330, it would evaluate two variables, X and Y, which , pre
sumably, would have been defined elsewhere in the program. 
If it found X to be less than Y, it would return to line 300 and 
perform these same sequence of events again; if not, it could 
continue to line 340. This is one way of achieving a loop in 
Basic. 

It Loops to the Future. A Pascal program might do the 
same business in a manner something like this : 

REPEAT 
STATEMENT 1; 
STATEMENT 2; 
STATEMENT 3; 

UNTIL X >= Y; 
STATEMENT 4; 

The result would be the same in both languages , but the 
constructs have different appearances. In Pascal the whole se
quence from repeat to until X> =Y ; is handled as a single unit, 
a compound statement built of several simple statements. 

Suppose now that we make entrance into the loop condi
tional upon some other event. Let's say, for example, that if P 
should be equal to Q we'd like to execute the sequence of state
ments in lines 300 to 330 and if that 's not the case, if P isn't 
equal to Q, we 'll forget the whole thing and go on to line 340. We 
could accomplish that in Basic by adding a line 290, as follows 
(the < > symbol means "is not equal to") : 

290 IF P <> Q THEN GOTO 340 

If we wanted to the do the same thing in Pascal, that is, if 
we wante~ tp make execution of the loop conditional upon the 
equality of P and Q, we would build a larger compound state
ment to enclose the compound statement we'd already made. 
the result would look like this: 

IF P = Q 
THEN REPEAT 

STATEMENT 1; 
STATEMENT 2; 
STATEMENT 3; 

UNTIL X > =Y 
ELSE STATEMENT 4; 

Most programs of any size and complexity have a lot of 
branch points-places where the program will vary its be
havior according to the presence or absence of some condi· 
tion . It's not at all uncommon to find branching structures 
nested within other branching structures. 

It's Cozy with Logic. Basic handles this kind of complexity 
by spinning out a switching network of goto statements. Pas
cal does it by building more comprehensive logical units. The 
result of Pascal's approach is sometimes called block struc
ture , and block structure is one element of what people mean 
when they speak of structured programming. 

Pascal's block-structured approach is at once liberating 
and constraining. It's constraining because it requires you to 
know pretty well where you're going before you begin to write 
code. In Basic it's easier than it is in Pascal to dive right in and 
begin programming and then alter or refine your code on the 
fly. 

But the people who prefer Pascal say the constraint of hav
ing to have a program mapped out before they begin to write is 
an advantage, not an disadvantage. It encourages, if not 
forces, them to develop good organizational habits and there
fore to produce more efficient programs . It urges them, among 
other things, to adopt a top-down approach to problem solving, 
one that starts with large objectives and refines them into suc
cessively smaller subobjectives. 
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A liberating consequence of Pascal's block structure is that 

a Pascal program is easier to read than one in Basic. The way 
the code is laid out on paper (or in the editor) clearly reflects 
the logical organization of the program. 

It might not be fair to say that Basic encourages careless 
programming habits, although it does not do the things that 
Pascal does to encourage organizational discipline; but it 's 
generally fair to say that Basic programs are hard to read. 
Even your own program may be tough to figure out a week or 
so after you've written it . 

A Basic program is a little like one of those pictures you 
draw by connecting numbered dots . Once you sit down with it 
and trace the connections, the gestalt does begin to emerge . 
But the organization is not usually apparent at a casual glance. 

The readability of a program becomes a significant factor 
if the program is large and complex, like a database manager 
or a word processor. It 's an especially crucial factor if more 
than one person is working on developing the program or if the 
program is likely to require modification at some later time. 

It Can Take Action. Pascal programs are always divided 
into two main sections: a declaration area and the main body 
of program instructions. Actually all programs, in all lan
guages, consist of two kinds of statements : those that tell the 
computer to take some overt action and those that provide in· 
formation that will be used by the computer when it takes ac
tion. Pascal separates these two kinds of statements , putting 
all of the nonexecutable , informing kind into the declaration 
area and reserving all the action statements for the main body 
of the program. 

, Among other things, the declaration area must include a 
list of all variables to be used in the program, as well as their 
types . Variables are names used to designate data available to 
the program; P, Q, X, and Yin our examples a few para
graphs ago are variables. As the term variable suggests, the 
values held under these names may change during the course 
of a program run . 

The variable type indicates what kind of data is held under 
a va riable name . The progra mmer needs to specify, for ex· 
ample, whether a given variable is to be used for numeric in
formation or information that may include letters as well as 
numbers . If a variable 's data is to be strictly numeric, it may 
be typed as either integer or real; the former category is less 
consumptive of memory resources but can only be used for 
whole numbers within a certain range . 

Pascal permits programmers to designate nonstandard 
data types. So a certain variable could be declared to be of type 
DayoftheWeek, for example, and the compiler could be in
formed that the Dayof theWeek type has only seven legal 
values: 'Mon, ' 'Tues,' 'Wed,' and so on. The advantage to this 
approach is that it establishes automatic error-checking pro· 
cedures. The programmer doesn't have to write separate code 
within the program to keep a user from entering unusable 
data. 

Also within the declaration area, the programmer may de· 
fine procedures and functions . 

A procedure is a segment of code that the programmer 
wants to identify by name. The instructions subsumed by the 
procedure would be spelled out in the declaration area but not 
executed there . In the main body of the program, the compiler 
would then encounter the procedure name and execute the in
structions specified in the declaration area. 

Usually , but not necessarily , procedures are used for re· 
current routines within a program. So a person writing a 
blackjack program might, for example , want to declare a pro
cedure called shuffle, another called deal, and a third called 
takemoney. 

It Has a Streamlined Body. The provision for named pro· 
cedure serves several useful functions. It streamlines the ap
pearances of the main body of the program, so that a person 
trying to understand what the program does has fewer logical 
elements to look at. Second, it makes the main body of the pro
gram appear more like English; a well-written program that 
uses a lot of procedures m a y consist almost entirely of English 

or near-English words . And third, it makes it easier for a pro· 
gra mmer to create on disk a library of routines that may be 
summoned for duty in various programs. 

A function is similar to a procedure, except that it 's used 
within some kind of arithmetic or other expression. For exam· 
ple, one could define a function called hypotenuse as the square 
root of the summed squa res of two other bits of data. The other 
bits of data, within the context of this function, would be called 
parameters; their values would have to be supplied whenever 
the hypotenuse function was used. 

Functions and procedures are not unique to Pascal. The def 
Jn statement in Basic also allows you to define your own func
tions, and the Basic subroutine has the same effect on the out
come of a program as does the Pascal procedure. 

What's distinctive about Pascal is that functions and proce
dures can be given recognizable names and that they must be 
declared in a separate section of the program. 

Should you learn Pascal? The answer may depend on your 
style and your programming goals. If you mostly want to write 
short programs and want to be able to do them quickly, you'll 
probably find Pascal a real pain in the neck. On the other hand, 
if you want to do more complex things or you're interested in 
developing commercial software to run on other computers as 
well as on the Apple, you might want to consider Pascal. 

It Likes Expansive Tools. If you decide to get into Pascal , 
you 'll need to get two things for your Apple : a 16K RAM card to 
put in slot 0 and the Pascal language and operating system. 
That's assuming you already have 48K on your motherboard ; 
if you don't, you 'll need to bring your system up to 48K as well. 

There are a variety of ways to get this equipment. Apple 
sells the whole package, hardware and software , as its Lan
guage System. You get a RAM card and four disks with the 
quaint names of AppleO :, Applel : , Apple2: , and Apple3: . Or 
you can buy the hardware and the software separately. 

There are also a number of other companies that make 
functiona lly equivalent RAM cards and still others that make 
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Pasca l software . 
The reason you need all this gear is that you 're buying not 

just a language but a whole operating system-a program
ming environment, as they say. The RAM card shares the 
memory space from 49152 to 65535 with the six ROMs on your 
motherboard. A process called bank switching allows the 6502 
to decide which set of chips-the ROMs or the chips on your 
RAM board-it wants to acknowledge as being within Its 
memory domain. When you boot the appropriate member of 
your Pascal software set , the 6502 bids a temporary goodnight 
to your motherboard ROMs and loads an item called Sys
tem.Apple into the RAM board. 

It Keeps Secrets. Because the Pascal operating system In
cludes its won input/ output system, it overrides DOS as well as 
the Basic Interpreter and the System Monitor. Unfortunately, 
the filer's methods of storing data on disk are different from 
those of DOS, so the files you create through Pascal will not be 
accessible to programs you may write in Basic. There are, 
however, utilities available that will convert files from one op
erating system to the other. 

There are several side benefits to having that RAM card In 
slot 0. The first is that you get the equivalent of having the al
ternate dialect of Basic-Integer on an Apple II Plus or Apple
soft on a standard Apple II-in ROM. When you boot your DOS 
System Master disk, the Hello program goes out looking to see 
if you have a RAM card in slot 0. If it finds one, it loads the card 
with a software version of whichever Basic interpreter you 
don't have in firmware . Once the alternate language ls there, 
you can switch back and forth from one Basic to the other by 
typing int for Integer and fp for Applesoft. 

The second side benefit is that certain commercial pro
grams that don't use either Basic interpreter are able to take 
advantage of the extra memory space provided by the card. 
VisiCalc is one notable example. On a 48K Apple without a 
RAM card, VisiCalc offers you 18K of memory in which to de
velop your spreadsheet. With a RAM card you get 34K. 

Still another incidental benefit of having the card ls that It 

makes it possible for you to use certain other languages on 
your Apple, such as Fortran, Pilot, or Logo. Each of these, like 
Pascal, has its own software component that you must buy 
separately, but you need the RAM card as well . 

It Has an Exotic Past. Pascal was published first In 1971, by 
Niklaus Wirth of the eidgenosslsche technlsche Hochschule In · 
Zurich. Wirth was primarily Interested In creating a lan
guage, not an entire operating system. He wanted, among 
other things, to improve a language called Algol and to create 
a vehicle for teaching programming. 

The operating system that was to become standard for Pas
cal users was developed some time later by a group at the Uni
versity of California, San Diego, under the leadership of Ken
neth Bowles. The system came to be known as UCSD Pascal. 

It also became a huge commercial success-so much so 
that the university found it necessary to divest Itself of the 
property. It sold the rights to the UCSD system to Softech, a 
large producer of mainframe system software, which spawned 
a subsidiary, Softech Microsystems, to handle and develop the 
UCSD system. The name UCSD remained with the product, 
though Bowles and some other key people originally associ
ated with it at the university went separate ways. 

UCSD systems were produced for a variety of different 
computers, including the Apple . In the meantime, however, 
before the divestiture, Apple Computer had negotiated an 
agreement that had allowed them to market the system under 
their own name. The end result ls that there are two nearly 
identical Pascal systems available to you as an Apple user. 

The Very First Beginners' Corner Graduating Class. One of 
the hazards of writing a column called Beginners' Corner is 
that the material, as ifofits own volition, presses toward ever
increasing complexity. And, along the way, the readers lose 
their status as beginners. 

This series has now reached the end ofa cycle. N ext month, 
we'll have a new beginning and a new author. Christopher U. 
Light will begin again at the beginning for a new crop ofApple 
owners. Stay tuned or pass the word. Jll 
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Choosing· the right RAM board 

. . 

for your Apple II Computer 
· is easy as 1, 2, 3. 

1. The 64K and 128K RAM boards from Lege.nd Industries are the original 
large memory boards for the Apple. They o re the most widely used and best 
tested. The 64KC and 128KDE ore for more versati le than any of the lesser 
capacity boards that you con buy for the Apple I!. For example - Up to 145K 
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Memory Moster, and many application programs use these RAM boards. 
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applies to provid ing patches to commercia l software so that they con use the 
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3. The warranty on the 64KC and 128KDE has been extended to 1 year. It 
hos been a year since the 64K RAM board was introduced by Legend Industries. 
This experience hos proven our confidence in the product and the technology 
that we introduced. 
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The Schoo\house Apple
by Jean Varven 

lit • er • ate (adj.) 1. Able to read and write. 2. Knowl
edgeable; educated. 3. Familiar with literature, liter
ary. -n. 1. Someone who can read and write. 2. A well-in
formed, educated person. 
Ask most literate people to define the word literate and they 

will probably come somewhere close to the dictionary defini
tion. Put the word computer in front of it, and people's clarity, 
certainty, and unanimity about what this modified term means 
is likely to diminish dramatically. 

But even people who aren't sure what computer literacy 
consists of are becoming convinced of its importance. In fact, 
more and more educators, parents, and students see comput
er literacy includes computer awarenes11 and also means some 
nology that has begun to revolutionize the work world, the 
home, and the educational process. And they are looking to the 
schools and to various other public and private sources to pro
vide instruction that will help them achieve computer lit
eracy. 

Numerous camps, seminars, classes, workshops, founda
tions, institutes, clubs, books, pamphlets, and software pro
grams have come into existence in response to the perceived 
need for computer literacy. And it won't be long now before 
coin-operated microcomputers in libraries, in community cen
ters, and in pizza parlors become the norm rather than the 
town curiosity. 

At a time when so much is happening, the need for a clear 
idea of what computer literacy is becomes more apparent. A 
definition might serve as a sort of road map through this in
creasingly populated territory, and help individuals to be more 
focused in their pursuit of computer literacy. After all, as the 
not-so-old saying goes, "If you don't know where you're going, 
it doesn't much matter where you start from." 

Dueling Dictionaries. The definition of what it means to be 
computer literate seems to have changed somewhat over the 
years, or maybe it just depends on who's doing the defining. 
Some would say that being computer literate basically means 
having a general understanding of various aspects of informa
tion processing technology, an awareness of how computers af
fect society, and a knowledge of how computers can be used to 
solve problems. 

So far, so good. But as technology moves ever faster and its 
effects become more powerful and far-reaching, a case can 
certainly be made for the view that more is needed if one is to 
call oneself computer literate. In an effort to take this into ac
count, some people (some of the time) make a distinction be
tween computer literacy and a less sophisticated state known 
as "computer awareness." The "Apple Educator's Informa
tion Booklet" from Apple Computer offers concise definitions 
of both terms, delineating the difference between them in the 
process: 

"Computer awareness usually means becoming aware of 
the extent to which computers are a part of our lives. Comput
er literacy includes computer awareness and also means some 
ability to program or control the computer. Computer literacy 
can only be achieved by hands-on experience and practice." 

Wise Fingers Do the Walking. Dr. Arthur Leuhrmann, an 
authority on computer literacy and cofounder of Computer Lit
eracy, Inc., wholeheartedly agrees that hands-on experience is 
essential. When asked for a definition of computer literacy, he 
makes the connection between this kind of literacy and the 
other literacies. People who are literate, says Leuhrmann-in 

math, in language skills-are "in control, in charge." Because 
they can read and write, they can do things for themselves, 
"work things out for themselves," without relying on others to 
tell them what's going on. People who are literate can commu
nicate their own ideas and can read and comprehend the ideas 
of others. 

Then, bringing the whole issue of definition down to an even 
more basic, no-nonsense level, Leuhrmann asserts, "If you can 
tell a computer to do what you want it to, you are computer lit
erate. If you can't, you're not." 

Although he feels that the perspective gained by knowing 
about the history of computers is a valuable one, he strongly 
believes that the primary focus in computer literacy instruc
tion needs to be on improving people's abilities to express their 
ideas and to understand and make use of other people's. He 
points out that the schools have been the place in our society 
where literacy training has gone on in other areas and be
lieves that they are also the best place for computer literacy 
training to occur. 

In Leuhrmann's view, junior high is the ideal time for kids 
to be offered a "serious course" in computer literacy. At this 
age, they are developmentally capable of conceptualizing
they have the ability to create a picture in their minds of what 
memory is, what input is, what output is. 

What would students in Leuhrmann's "serious course" be 
doing? Well, it helps to backtrack a little and say what they 
would not be doing. What they would not be doing is spending 
all their time sitting in front of the computer learning tradi
tional basic skills. Leuhrmann does not mean to diminish the 
importance of kids learning the basic skills. Far from it. He 
stresses especially the importance of basic math skills, math 
reasoning, and estimation skills; without them, you are just 
"taking the word" of the calculator-you are not in control at 
all. 

Rather, what Leuhrmann objects to is the prospect of stu
dents becoming slaves to the computer for everyday lessons 
and drill, rather than learning how to tell the computer to do 
what they want it to. 

In a serious computer literacy course, students would meet 
every day, but would spend only every other day in front of the 
computer, experimenting and doing projects. In between, they 
would work with a teacher, whose role would be to provide a 
frame of reference for the ideas they were learning. Students 
in such a course would learn a programming language, al
though it doesn't especially matter to Leuhrmann which one. 
There are much larger issues to be concerned about, he be
lieves, than promoting the use of one language over another. 

One thing that disturbs Leuhrmann at times is the empha
sis in teaching on the grammar of a programming language
the properness of a statement-with the result being that there 
is insufficient stress on the thinking processes involved. Learn
ing programming helps students learn a way to write, a way to 
think-a way to organize their ideas and to decide how to solve 
a problem in a logical, step-by-step fashion-and, in many sit
uations, this aspect of programming is not stressed sufficiently. 

Programming Your Personal Best. Precollege Computer 
Literacy: A Personal Computing Approach, published by the 
International Council for Computers in Education (ICCE) and 
written by David Moursund, editor of The Computing Teacher 
and current president of ICCE, is now available from ICCE (% 
Department of Computer and Information Science, Univer
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sity of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403) for a single-copy price of 
$1.50. You're likely to find this concise, literate booklet a most 
valuable resource/ reference if you are interested in attaining a 
perspective on computer literacy and in clarifying your own 
ideas on what it is and how it can be achieved. 

Rather than attempting to specify course goals and objec
tives, the author approaches computer literacy "based upon 
the idea that a computer can have a personal impact upon the 
student, and that the student will be self-motivated to acquire a 
certain level of computer literacy because of the personal 
value of computers." Moursund stresses the importance of 
functional knowledge, and feels that students need easy, ev
eryday access to computers if they are to become computer lit
erate . 

Moursund has views similar to Leuhrmann's about the con
nection between programming and problem solving and about 
the place of programming skills in the definition and develop· 
ment of computer literacy. He suggests that the definition of 
programming be expanded to include the use of "information 
retrieval, word processing, statistics, and other applications 
systems." 

He also makes the important points that the definition of 
computer literacy must vary depending upon the age and 
other characteristics of the person involved (just as does the 
definition of traditional literacy) . He maintains that the re
quirements for literacy will change over time as the capabill· 
ties of the available hardware and software change and as the 
technological advancements we achieve are applied to vari· 
ous fields. It would seem that when it comes to computer liter
acy, whoever coined the phrase lifelong learning was right on 
target, because, in fact, progress and change create new 
knowledge to be learned, new skills to be mastered. 

Vanishing Tunnel Vision. If we are parents, our more im
mediate concerns about computer literacy education-our own 
and our children's-sometimes lead us to overlook some very 

significant aspects of the overall picture. We may be so fo. 
cused in on our present efforts to meet the demands of the fu· 
ture that we don't recognize the implications that this present 
may have for the rapidly approaching future. 

One vital piece of the computer literacy puzzle must be put 
into place-who is teaching the teachers? How are teachers 
keeping up with the pace of technology, and with the pace at 
which our microkids (as a recent Time cover story dubbed 
them) are learning? 

The Apple Education Foundation has named teacher train· 
ing as one of the areas to which it will give the highest priority 
and interest when it comes to grant support. Already funded by 
the foundation is a teacher training project at Iowa State Uni
versity. 

Other organizations and individuals share this awareness of 
the importance of teacher training. The Microcomputers in 
Education program, jointly sponsored by the School of Educa
tion at Stanford University and Interactive Sciences, a non
profit corporation, has an especially creative way of address· 
ing this concern. 

As Jeff Levinsky, a member of the workshop faculty and 
vice-president of Interactive Sciences, describes it, this in
depth workshop is designed for teachers, many of whom don't 
have much computer background, who want to establish and 
operate microcomputer learning centers in their districts. 
Teachers who participate in the six-week in-depth workshop 
come away with experience, knowledge, and a feeling of com
fortableness with technology that will help them operate such a 
center when they return home. In addition, they're likely to be· 
come computer resource people for their districts. 

Course work in the first three weeks emphasizes computer 
literacy, Basic programming, and learning and practicing the 
peer tutoring techniques that will be so essential to the estab
lishment of a learning center. Included in the second three
week session are such advanced techniques and topics as 

AT LAST...!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

SOFTWARE THAT TEACHES READINC 

PAL is the only diagnostic/remediation program ever written 

for. reading education. PAL actually diagnoses the cause of 
reading problems, and provides remediation directly targeted at 
those problems. 

PAL covers the entire scope and sequence of reading educa· 
tion for each grade 2 through 6, and evaluates up to 40 major 
skills and 160 subskills per grade level. 

The PAL MASTER DISK PACKAGE (required for use with the 
Curriculum Packages) operates the PAL system. It includes an 
upper/lower case chip for the Apple 11, so that lessons are 
presented in a 'real world' format. $99.95. 

The PAL READING CURRICULUM PACKAGES provide the 
diagnosis and remediation. $99.95 per grade level. A two-disk 
demonstration package is available for only $9.95. 

If you are uncertain about which grade level to purchase for 
your child , order the PAL PLACEMENT TEST (includes a $10.00 
coupon good on your next PAL purchase). $29.95 

System Requirements Apple II w11h Appl~tt. 48K RAM, 
one or two disk drWes 
VISA, Mastercard, checks, COD accepted Colo<adoTHE WAY TEACHERS residents add 3% sales lax 
uni.....I 5ystoms '°' Eduation, Inc. 
2120 Ac.odemy Cifclo, Suite E 
Colorodo Spri..,, Colorodc> 80909 
(JO)) 574-4575WANT READINC TAUCHT. 

Trademark applied for 
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graphics, computer music, video disk technology, robotics, 
turtle graphics, and use of the Source and database systems. 

One of the first things to which educators become exposed 
when they start the program is peer tutoring methods. Almost 
from the outset, they are given plenty of opportunity to try out LOGO 
their new skills-they teach what they have learned to junior 
high-level kids who are attending a five-week computer sum
mer camp known as Computer Tutors at Stanford. Mean
while, the teachers-the ones who are learning peer tutoring
are also being tutored. 

The teachers' tutors are young people who have been espe
cially selected for their jobs-they are chosen from among the 
students who have completed the Computer Tutors course pro
gram. According to Levinsky, besides having completed six to 
ten weeks of initial training, the young people chosen to tutor 
the teachers have experience tutoring other students and have 
had a certain amount of advanced training as well. 

The scheduling and coordination of a program such as this 
one could well be a nightmare, but the enthusiasm of the peo
ple involved suggests that it's all worth it . Sound premises 
seem to underlie it; namely, that people learn by teaching and 
teach by learning, and that human resources are our most val
uable ones. 

Be the First on Your Block. Not all computer literacy ef
forts are directed at educators or at students in a school set
ting. Welcome to ComputerTown, USA! This nationwide expe
rience involving people of all ages had its beginnings in Menlo 
Park, California, in 1979 and has since taken root in Illinois, 
Texas, Wisconsin, and Washington, D.C., and in Germany and 
the United Kingdom, as well as in other California towns. 

ComputerTown, USA! is actually the name of the nation
wide dissemination project funded by the National Science 
Foundation, and its job is to help new, local ComputerTowns 
get started by providing them with information that will sup
port and guide them in their progress. A formal implementa
tion package containing information on how to start and man
age a successful ComputerTown is also planned but is not yet 
available. 

As the story goes, the first ComputerTown came to be when 
Ramon Zamora and Bob Albrecht, coauthors of numerous self· 
teaching books about computers, began taking their own com
puters with them to public places like bookstores, pizza par
lors, and parks to give people who were interested in comput
ers a chance to use them. So many people expressed interest 
that the two men approached the city librarian and arranged 
to have weekly computer sessions in the library's community 
room. This provided a safe place for the computers to reside on 
a permanent basis. 

It was a three-year National Science Foundation grant 
awarded to Zamora and Albrecht in September of 1980 that al
lowed them to get ComputerTown going on a larger scale . 
Since then, classes, workshops, and other events in the com
munity have gotten thousands of people involved with using 
computers. 

According to Fritzi Lareau of the People's Computer Com
pany, a nonprofit educational foundation involved in Menlo 
Park's ComputerTown, the basic purpose of ComputerTowns 
across the country is the same as that of the original imple· 
mentation. ComputerTowns attempt to help people become 
more comfortable with computers, to help them feel friendly 
toward computers rather than afraid of them, and to help them 
move toward integrating and accepting microcomputer tech
nology into their lives in the same way they have accepted and 
feel at home with telephones. 

The original ComputerTown USA! in Menlo Park serves as 
one model of what a ComputerTown can be, but each time a 
group of individuals comes together to start a ComputerTown, 
the results are different. What takes shape depends, of course, 
on a variety of factors, including the level of interest and ex
pertise of the people who participate, the level of funding avail
able, and the level of involvement of local corporations and 
businesses. 

The main things the different ComputerTowns would seem 

© M.l.T. 
Krell's LOGO for APPLE II* 

Includes: our new low price and 
1. Two copies of Krell' s LOGO for Apple II• 
2. A UTILITY disk containing M.l.T. ·s extremely valuable dem
onstration material, a series of pre-defined shapes which may be 
substituted for the LOGO TURTLE, and Krell's timesaving librarv 
of pre-defined procedures . 
3. ALICE IN LOGOLAND, a twenty program tutorial series tor 
intermediate and experienced programmers new to the LOGO 
language . 
4. The technical manual LOGO for Apple II* by H. Abelson & 
L. Klotz . This is the official technical manual issued by M. I. T. 
5. LOGO FOR THE APPLE 11• by Harold Abelson, Byte Books. A 
complete instructional manual for intermediate and advanced 
users of LOGO . 
6. THE ALICE IN LOGOLAND PRIMER, a step by step. lavishly 
illustrated introduction to LOGO for those who are new to both 
programming and to LOGO, (available in May' and sent free to 
all purchasers of Krell 's LOGO for Apple II*) . 
7. A comprehensive wall chart that portrays , explains and graph
ically illustrates the LOGO commands in action . 
8. A one-year 's free subscription lo the LOGO & EDUCATIONAL 
COMPUTING NEWSLETTER. (Regularly $30.00 per year) . A new 
authoritative source of information about the structure, classroom 
application and capabilities of LOGO, plus an up to the minute forum 
on the most significant new ideas and issues in educational 
computing . $149.95 

College Board SAT• Prep Series 
TRS-80 , APPLE, PET , ATARI, CP/M , PDP-11 Based on past 
exams , presents material on the same level of difficulty and in 
the same form used in the S.A.T. 
S.A.T., P.S.A.T ., N.M.S .Q.T. - Educator Edition set includes 
25 programs covering Vocabulary , Word Relationships , Reading 
comprehension, Sentence Completion, and Mathematics . S229 .95 
INDEPENDENT TESTS OF S.A. T. SERIES PERFORMANCE SHOW 
A MEAN TOTAL INCREASE OF 70 POINTS IN STUDENTS ' SCORES. 
GRADUATE RECORD EXAM Series - Educator Edition includes 
28 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships, Reading 
Comprehension , Sentence Completion, Mathematics, Analytical 
Reasoning and Logical Diagrams . ·$289 .95 

Micro-Deutsch 
MICRO-DEUTSCH set includes 24 grammar lessons . covering 
all materials of an introductorv German course . Four test units 
also included . Grammar lessons use substitution transform
ation drills. item ordering. translations and verb drills . Drill 
vocabulary based on frequency lists . Suitable for use with 
any high school or college textbook . Extensively field tested 
at SUNY. Stony Brook . APPLE* . PET* . $179 .95 

Isaac Newton+ F.G. Newton 
Perhaps the most fascinating and ~aluable educational game 

ever devised - ISAAC NEWTON challenges the players to 

assemble evidence and discern the underlying .. Laws of 

Nature " that have produced this evidence . Players propose 

experiments to determine if new data conform to the " Laws 

of Nature" . FULL GRAPHICS NEWTON • presents all data 

in graphic form . This game 1s suitable tor children . Players 

may select difficulty levels challenging to the most skilled 

adults . Both Games $49 .95 


li'll Krell Software Corp. :::=: 
"The State of the Art in Educational Computing" 

1320 STO NY BROOK ROAD I STONY BROOK NY 11790 I (5 16) 751 ·5139 
Krell Softwar• Corp has no offina l Ii~ with thv Coll f>ge f.nlrann• F.xamma tmn 
Board or thtt Educational Testing S.. rvir.- . Krell I!., however, a supphf>f of pmdu<" b 
to the E .T.S. N Y.S res id .-nl s add sales tax 
PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR THE TR S80, APPLE II . PfT & ATARI 
•Tradt>ma rks of Apple Comp Corp, Tdndy Corp . Commodore Corp., Alan Corp 
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to have in common is the desire on the part of participants to 
become more aware and literate about computers and tech· 
nology and an emphasis on informal learning settings in which 
people share their knowledge, their expertise, and their ques
tions and inexperience with one another. 

Looking Ahead-Progress Has Consequences. In his arti
cle , "Computer Literacy," which appears in the March 1982 Is
sue of Th e Computing Teacher , Arthur Leuhrmann points 
some possible consequences of today's computer literacy ef· 
forts at the junior high and high school levels . 

One basic issue seems to be this- the more successful we 
are at getting microcomputers in our junior and senior high 
schools (if the number of computers in secondary schools con
tinues to increase at the current annual rate , there will be ap
proximately one computer for every sixteen students), and the 
more successful we are in creating environments in which chil
dren can gain literacy skills, the greater the need becomes for 
us to anticipate and set in motion the necessary next steps at 
the college level. Students who have gotten hands-on expe
rience at the precollege level will not (and should not) be con
tent with less adequate facilities and instruction at the college 
level. 

According to Leuhrmann, such inadequacy is likely to take 
one or all of three forms : poor access to computing, over- .. 
crowded computer science courses, and unprepared general 
faculty. Dealing with the new problems our advancement 
creates, including the vast gap between those who have had 
and taken advantage of computer literacy opportunities and 
those who have not-will be among the major challenges of the 
coming years. 

Conference Corner. The School of Education at the Univer
sity of Oregon will hold its third annual summer conference 
July 21through23 at the Eugene Hilton Hotel. The conference, 
entitled "The Computer: Extension of the Human Mind," will 
explore and share current developments and future trends in 
computer-assisted teaching and learning. The three-day con

ference is expected to draw teachers, parents, and students. 
Dr. David G. Moursund, a computer and information sci

ence professor at the university and president of the ICCE, will 
give the opening address . Appropriately, his top~c is "The 
Computer Literate Student." Other scheduled conference 
speakers include representatives of various educational insti
tutions and of the business community who are recognized for 
their knowledge of the computer field . Their presentations will 
explore such topics as preparing teachers to teach with com
puters and the ethical and social issues associated with com· 
puter use. Small group sessions will cover using computers in 
home instruction, in lab science courses, and as career coun
seling tools. There will also be a workshop on using computers 
with gifted students, and one on using computers in the early 
grades. 

There will be an exhibit area in which a variety of comput
ers can be seen and used by participants, a demonstration 
room, and an on-site theater for computer films. 

Enrollment is limited, so preregistration is suggested. Ad
ditional information about the conference or about how to reg
ister can be obtained by contacting Jude Ridge, College of Ed
ucation, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403; (503) 686
3405. 

Legislation Pending. The Technology Education Act of 
1982, otherwise known as H.R. 5573, could have a powerful im
pact on computer literacy in the United States. This is the bill 
that would make it financially feasible for Apple Computer and 
other manufacturers to donate microcomputers to elemen
tary and secondary schools. H.R. 5573 had its hearings in the 
Senate Finance Committee on May 7th. As of that date, the bill 
had sixty-seven cosponsors and had the support of both Re
publicans and Democrats. Next stop is hearings in the House of 
Representatives . Some decision will have tp be made before 
Congress adjourns in the fall or the bill will die. 

Company capsules w ill r esume next month. JI 
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"PowerText 
makes word 

processing a· 


piece of cake!" 

Cal l- A.P.P.L.E. review 

With everybody else's wo rd processing soft
ware, you write, and edit, and move the copy 
around the screen until you get the style you 
want. 

With PowerText, you write, ed1t...and then 
watch while the system prints every word where 
you want it. Automat1cal/y. 

IT DOWS YOUR STYLE 
PowerText knows exactly how you want your 

letters to look. And your memos. Reports. 
Presentations. Scripts. Every kind of docu ment 
you write. All details are stored in the system's 
style file s. 

You never worry about printed style. Just bat 
out your copy, and tel l PowerText what kind of 
document you want. 

EVERY DETAIL UBDER CO?lTllOL 
You get perfect copy placement, margins, 

indents, spacing, columns, justification, super
scripts, subscripts, centering, variable pitch, 
pagination, table of con tents. And truly mte/
ligent page breaks. Plus: 
• Form letters • Print macros 
• Automatic headers • 14 columns 
and footers • Par. title repealed 1! par 
• No limit to document runs to 2nd page 
length • Automatic footnote # 's 
• 132-characler lines • Automatic title page, en
• Vert . and hor1z. velope, label 
border lines • Boilerplate inclusion 
• Boxed copy 

FOR APPLE D OR m 
Run-time bootable diskette plus manual /tutorial: 


$299 

If you have Pascal...diskelte plus manual/tutorial: 


$199 

AND l'IOW...FOR IBM PC 

Run-time, bootable diskette with extended 

operating system, plus man~al/lutorial : 


$399 

Either manual /tutorial alone: $25 


Available through selected dealers, or directly 
from Beaman Porter, Inc. 

Postage paid. VISA and Mastercard accepted. 

Full 5-year software warranty. 

For more information write or cal l. 

~ BEAMAN PORTER, INC. 
~ High Performance Computer Products 

Pleasant Rid ge Road , Hamson . NY 10528 
1914 ) 967·3504 

The readers' choice for first place in Softalk' s Art Gallery: Chuck Arnold's Lost Horizon won for hand-drawn art 
and Ben Lanterman's Specter for computer-drawn work. 

from Softalk for winning the computer 
graphics portion of Art Gallery; $150 
worth of any software advertised in Sof
talk from Penguin, and his second-place 
prize for the animation portion of Pen· 
guin's contest, a copy of Penguin's 
Graphics Magician. He figures he'll put 
the money toward a new VisiCalc-which 
he can use as a flight engineer. What we 
have here could be another da Vinci, for 
Leonardo was designing flight machines 
as well as his art work back during the 
Renaissance. 

More Art Gallery Winners. Lanter· 
man didn't walk away with all the prizes. 
Softalk's readers voted for Chuck Arnold 
(Dalton, GA) as first place winner in the 
hand-drawn category for Lost Horizon, a 
modernistic eye in an Apple . Arnold will 
also be awarded $100 worth of software at 
his local computer store , Compu-shop. 
He'll probably apply it toward the pur· 
chase of Hi-Res Football, Hi-Res Com
puter Golf, and Pool 1.5. The runners-up 
in both categories will receive $10 
credits: Eddie Moore (Mesquite, TX), 
for Master Blaster; Jeff Coyle (Ana
heim, CA), Rat R ace ; Nathan Jensen 
(Austin, TX), War; MaryClccolella (Pis
cataway, NJ) , Pharaohs and The Wind; 
Bob Martin (Boulder, CO), Infamy; 
Wendel Kirkbride (Idaho Falls, ID), 
Climber II; Mildred Edwards (Water
loo, IA), Conquest of the Cosmos ; Brian 
Taylor (PasadenB;, CA), Dragon Slayer; 
and Ben Lanterman (haven't you heard 
that name somewhere before?) for his 
Stalker. 

There was one more part to that con
test: Softa.lk's readers, who were asked 
to judge the contest, had their ballots 
numbered and our random number gen
erator chose Lonny Zwickle of Hooper, 
Nevada. For helping Softalk judge this 
tough contest, Zwickle receives a $100 
credit at his local computer store. 

Guest Qmtest: The Penguin Com
puter Art Competition. Mark Pelczarski 
of Penguin Software also had the oppor
tunity for a little bit of art appreciation 
with his guest contest, which ran in the 
January issue of Softalk. The contest had 

three parts : for best computer picture, 
best computer animation-moving pic
ture, and for best computer calligraphy
character generated font. First prize in 
each category is $150 toward the pur
chase of any software advertised in So/
talk; second prize winners receive copies 
of Penguin's Graphics Magician; third 
place prizes are copies of Penguin's Spe
cial Effects. 

Softalk readers were able to enter the 
competition using any graphics pro
gram on the market . Pelczarski judged· 
on originality and execution. 

And now for the envelope please, Mr. 
Pelczarski : · 

Computer Art: first place, Way Out, 
Ben Lanterman (Bridgeton, MO) ; sec
ond place, Sea , Elizabeth Riggle (Louis
ville, KY); and third place, Edge, Chuck 
Bilow and Bob Casey (Electronic Easel, 
Madison, WI). 

Animation: first place, Choo Choo, 
Margaret Park (Pullman, WA) ; second 
place, The Present, Lanterman; and 
third place: Cristoforo Columbo, Bilow 
and Casey. 

Fonts : first place, Laughs, Riggle; 
second place, Creepy, Doug Smith (Oak 
Park, IL); and third place , Elvish, 
Wayne Mascarena (Chapel Hill, NC). 

Guest Contest: The Great Trick Shot 
Tournament. Trick Shot was a long shot, 
but Don Hoffman of Innovative Design 
Software came up with three winners in 
IDSI's guest contest from last January, 
The Great Trick Shot Tournament. The 
object of the contest was to find the con
summate shot-the most artistic, the 
most imaginative, the most innovative, 
and the most difficult pool shot that could 
be conceived. The stakes were high: first 
prize was $1,000 followed by prizes of $600 
and $250 for runners-up. 

Pool shark Stanley C. Stockdale 
(Daley City, CA) won first prize; Harold 
P. Zimmerman (Fairloom, OH) took sec
ond place; and Daniel A. Hammond (El 
Paso, TX) came away with third place. 

You play hard and you win hard in 
this game. Pool 1- 5 and Trick Shot may 
be better than the real thing. JI 





by Peter Fokos 

You haven1 lived until yourve died in space. 

And here's your chance. 
Software author Peter Fokos has created Alien 

Ambush, a space age nightmare. This hi-res, full-color 
arcade game is written completely in assembly 
language to give those nasty aliens every advantage. 

So if you have access to a 48K Apple* with DOS 
3.3, and you're hot for some new thrills, Alien Ambush 
was written for you. But be warned : It just got a lot 
tougher to survive in space. 

Available at finer computer stores everywhere. *Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. 

Distributed exclusively by Micro D, 17406 Mt. Cliffwood Circle, Fountain Valley, CA 92708 (714) 540-4781 
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Softalk Presents The Bestsellers 

Dan Bricklin and Robert Frankston have forsaken the lofty 

heights. The authors of VisiCalc have been in the enviable po
sition of watching while the competition tried to catch up with 
their innovative speadsheet program. 

Now they've announced software that will compete with 
MatheMagic (MatheWho?) in the contest to turn your com
puter into the most sophisticated calculator possible. For the 
first time, the pair will demonstrate whether the genius that is 
VisiCalc is transportable to other software. 

But that program won't be out until late this year-as soft
ware schedules usually go, that probably means sometime 
next year. Until then, Bricklin and Frankston remain the un
challenged champs of microcomputerdom. VisiCalc for the 
Apple II continues nearly to double the sales of its closest com
petitor. VisiCalc for the Apple III took a clear-cut lead over Ap
ple Writer III in sales of Apple III software. And indications 
are that the program is equally as dominant in other personal 
computer markets. 

The rest 	of the top ten bestsellers received a shakeup in 

Apple Ill 

This Last 

Month Month 

1. 	 2. VlslCalc III, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and Robert 
Frankston, VisiCorp , Apple Computer 

2. 1. 	 Apple Writer III, Paul Lutus, Apple Computer 
3. 	 3. Personal Filing System, John Page , Software 


Publishing Corporation 

4. 	 PFS: Report, John Page, Software Publishing 

Corporation 
5. 5. 	 Apple III Business Graphics, Apple Computer 
6. 	 Word Juggler, Tim Gill, Quark Engineering 
7. 6. 	 Access III, Apple Computer 
8. 7. 	 Apple Business Basic, Apple Computer 

10. Mall List Manager, Apple Computer 
10. 	 9. Great Plains Accounting Software, Great Plains 

Software 

Business ID
Thi• La•t 
Month Month 

1. 	 1. VlslCalc, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and Robert 
Frankston, VisiCorp 

2. 	 2. Personal Filing System, John Page, Software 

Publishing Corporation 


3. 	 3. DB Master, Alpine Software/ Stanley Crane and 
Jerry Macon ; and Barney Stone, Stoneware 

4. 	 4. VlsiFlle, Creative Computer Appplications/ Colin 
Jameson and Ben Herman, VisiCorp 

5. 	 5. PFS: Report, John Page, Software Publishing 

Corporation 


6. 	 6. VlslTrend/VlslPlot, Micro Finance Systems/Mitch 
Kapor , VisiCorp 

7. 	 7. BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken Debower, 
Apple Computer 

8. 	 9. Accounting Plus II, Software Dimensions, Systems 
Plus 

9. 	 DBase II, Ashton-Tate 
10. 9. 	 Data Factory, Bill Passauer, Micro Lab 

sales in the month of April. Home Accountant took over sec
ond place, Snack Attack moved up to third, Wizar dry rose to 
fourth and P ersonal Filing System dropped from second to 
fifth. 

Apple Writer II, the Paul Lutus upgrade to the old stan
dard, jumped from nowhere to sixth; DB Master rose to sev-

Word Processors 5 

This Last 

Month Month 

1. 4. 	 Apple Writer II, Paul Lutus , Apple Computer 
2. 2. 	 WordStar, MicroPro 
3. 5. 	 Super·Text II, Ed Zaron, Muse Software 
4. 	 3. Magic Window, Gary Shannon and Bill Depew, 


Artsci 

5. 	 Word Handler, Silicon Valley Systems 

enth, Star Blazer dropped to eighth, Pinball A2-PB1.· Night 
Mission made ninth in its first month on the list , and VisiFile 
moved up to tenth. 

other programs new to the Top Thirty were Bag of Tricks 
in seventeenth, Taxman in twentieth, Microwave twenty-sec
ond, and Kabul Spy twenty-fifth. Bag of Tricks is the superior 
disk utility from Quality Software. Taxman is a home-arcade 
eat-'em-up, and Microwave is a home-arcade pick-'em-up. The 
May Softalk review of M icrowave failed to credit Jay Zim
mermann as coauthor. Kabul Spy is Sirius Software's success-

our DAISY puts out. .. 
With more data analysis power at a lower price ... 

Sl A 1\S1\CS 
w\th 

OA\S'l 

"... one of the best Statistical " It covers 65·70 percent of my
packages vet to be released for needs for data analysis and It 
the Apple. For the price, provides me With options for 
perhaps the best .. .'' · data entry and manlpulatlon 

- Cider Press that make It easy to prepare 
for the other 20-25 percent.'' 

- The Computing Teacher 
Requires an App1e• 48K With 

anv porcn.l!ie ornerwrSe sencl S2 oo u s I S!. !JO Applesott ROM and DOS 3.3 
Foreign ro cover ..n1 ooing J ncl nanaonQ As1c 
at>Out our S[)(!(lal BONUS Off et'" 

F~EE comorenens.ve ca1c>100 anc:i Newstetter w ith 

. . . . ..... . . .. .. . .. . . . $79.95 


Ideal for business, scientific, 
and social science appllcatlons. 

Pnone orders only tNeed Mastercard or vtsal 
Us A. lexc~t Callf 1'800l 423·5441 
ca11f, and Foreign C21!l 349-0300 
For lnformaUon or technical 
QuestlOns 12131 349·5560 

Mall Order Dept NO ST ooen T!Jf'I'\ HI 
19517 Business Center or. 

Nortnr1e1o e, caMf 91324 


Aaa s2.so u s / S 10 00 Fore19n l or V'l lPPlf19 cahfotn1a reslt1cn cs .xia 6'kt sales l.lx 

http:comorenens.ve
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ful challenge to the dominance of On-Line Systems in the genre 
of hi-res adventure programs. 

Returning to the Top Thirty after various periods of ab· 
sence were Zoom Gra/ix, DOS Tool Kit, Super-Text, and Typ· 
ing Tutor. 

But outside of the continuing dominance of VisiCalc, the 
most notable thing about April's poll was not what programs 
made the list, but what program would make the list next 
month. Almost unanimously, retailers reported Knight ofDia
monds, the next Wizardry scenario, as outselling all other 

Strategy 5

This 1 .~ut 

M onth Month 

1. 1. 	 Castle Wolfenstein, Silas Warner, Muse Software 
2. 2. 	 Flight Simulator, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic 
3. 5. 	 Sargon II, Dan and Kathe Spracklen, Hayden 
4. 4. 	 Robot War, Silas Warner, Muse Software 
5. 	 Warp Factor, Paui Murray, Strategic Simulations 

Adventure 5
Thi s Last 
Month Month 

1. 4. 	 Kabul Spy, Tim Wilson, Sirius Software 
2. 	 Deadline, Infocom 
3. 	 1. Time Zone, Roberta and Ken Williams, On-Line 

Systems 
4. 	 2. Hi-Res Adventure #4: Ulysses and the Golden 


Fleece, Bob Davis and Ken Williams, On-Line 

Systems 


5. 	 Hi-Res Adventure #2 : The Wizard and the Princess, 
Ken and Roberta Williams, On-Line Systems 

Fantasy 5
Th is Last 
Month Month 

1. 	 1. Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert 

Woodhead, Sir-tech 


2. 3. 	 Ultima, Lord British, California Pacific 
3. 	 2. Apventure to Atlantis, Bob Clardy, Synergistic 


Software 

4. 4. 	 Upper Reaches of Apshai, Automated Simulations 
5. 	 Empire Builders, David Mullich, Interactive 


Fantasies/ Edu-Ware 


products early in May. Outlets that seldom report more than 
ten or fifteen units of a title as being their top seller were re· 
porting sales nearing fifty for the sequel to the popular Wiz
ardry. 

In Apple III software sales, VisiCalc III took over the lead, 
deposing Apple Writer Ill. The only new program on the list is 
Word Juggler from Quark, which jumped into sixth place. 

Sales of both Apple Writer Ill and Mail List Manager from 
Apple are being depressed by a lack of communication within 
the company. Apple brought out a 256K Apple III, but Apple 
Writer III is incapable of recognizing the additional 128K of 
memory. Likewise, Apple has been successfully moving Pro· 
File hard disks; but, alas, Mail List Manager looks at the de· 
vice as simply another single-density floppy. 

It can be anticipated that sales of both products will rise 
when Apple remedies these deficiencies. 

The big news in the word processor area was that the last of 
On-Line 's SuperScribes were finally sold. The program that for 

Allyour needs 

in one basket. 


Bite-soft offers over 1.000 items. wi th all the Softalk Poll 
best-sellers in stock for immediate shipment In fact. 
if what you want appears anywhere in this magaz ine, 
chances arc we have it in stock or on order. 

Call our toll- free numbers any time 24 hours a day to 
request our free catalog or to place your order for just 
about any Apple"'-compatible product. We ship ASAP 
first class mail with n< >postage or handling charges .. . 
plus free bonus diskettes with every software shipment 
over $50. 

More than 100 publishers represented, including: 

r\u\'L'lllun~ In t"! l'ontin.:nl<il I~ 1za s~·:;km> Hi\'erhank 
Arbci l><1ki115 l.l'\'d-111 I.ink S~·:;tcms SL'n>ihk S11ftwarc 
Astar IJ;it;11rn1st I.JI\ J-:nll'll'li:il'S SL·nliL·nt S11flll';1rc 
A-;tn1 (;raphic:i I J;1t<1!'.l 1ft .\ l;l:ill'IWI irks Sil'ITil Sofl\\'<trl' 
Aun 1ra Sy>ll'lll:i I lata 'Il·;111sf11r111s .\lirrn I ~ 1h Si r-'It:rh 
,\\·; tl1111 lli ll lil'lll'L'r Soft\\';in· ,\lino I'm Sirius Snfl\\'<trc 
1k111t t:arul' Edu-\\'<trl' ,\J krnsoft Solbpc 
lk ;1glc Hros. I laydl'll S11fl\\'arl' .\J USl' Soft\\';trc I'uhl. 
H1illig S~·sll'ms I Iigh 'kd11111l11gy .\lytupi;i S IJS 
I3rodcrhu11J llighbnds :\ikrom St• >lll'\\'<trl· 
Hubhll'soft I !11\\';tnl Soft\\';1re f lmrga ,\I icrn\\';m· Str;1tL·gic 
Buugl'rn ll SI > (Jn-I.inc S~·s t cms Suh I.11gic 
Calif. l'arilic ll 'S I 'cnguin S11ft\\'arl· S)'lll't).\ist ir 
ca,·;tlicr 1111111,·atiw l'l'rsonal Soft\\';trl' Sysll'ms I 'I us 
CESoft\\'<trl' lns11ft l'h11l'n ix Soft\\':trl' LIS1\ 
l'omputl'k lnt l'rludl' I'icradi lly \ i 1y;1gcr 
C1111tl'XI I ,S:S l'• 1111pull't"'arc I )uality S1 1f1\\"<trl' \\t:st\\';tn: 

plus accessories, books, furniture, monitors, printers, and 
many hard·to·find computer supplies. 

'\i~e-1of~ 
has a new name. 

ALL YOUR NEEDS 
IN ONE BASKET. 

To place your order call, 
Toll-free /Operator 608: 
(800) 824-7888 
(800) 852·7777 in California 
(800) 824-7919 in Alaska/Hawaii 

For personal selection assistance, phone (213) 841-8411 
Or, write P.O. Box 7460, Burbank, CA 91510 

Bright-side is a d1vis1on of Bi t e·s iz~ Computer Sy!Hem. Inc. 
Apple is a reitislcr('d t r~dem:irk of Appl l' Computer, Inc. 



NEW 

from 

CONTINENTAL 

SOFTWARE 


The year is 2112. The sacred "Emerald of Syrinx" has been 
entrusted to you by the High Priests of the Solar Federation. You 
must protect the Emerald from those who would use its powers 
for evil instead of good Your mission in th is episode of the 
GUARDIAN saga 1s to see that the gem gets safely through the 
six levels of the Dungeons of Kailyn. You have been selected as 
the GUARDIAN 

CROSS COUNTRY RALLYE 
You have been contracted by the Ferrari Racing Team to 


test their new prototype racer in an upcoming Rallye. The 

object of the Rallye is to maneuver your car over the course, 

proceed to each of the eight checkpoints in numerical 

sequence c:; ,1d return to the starting area with the fastest 

time possible . You must be careful, however, as there are 

also three other cars on the course running the Rallye at 

the same time as you are. 


The course 1s a treacherous one. Winding through 

forests, crossing seemingly end less expanses of 

desert and through the heart of major cities, each of 

these providing its own hazards. Get readyl! The 

Cross Country Rallye is ready to begin 


fl: 
GUARDIAN and CROSS COUNTR Y RA LLYE re
quire 48K Apple II o r 11Plus Compu ter DOS 3 2 or 
3 3 and are available now for S29 95 each from 
your local computer store or order directly from 

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE 

11223 S. Hindry Ave ., Los Angeles , CA 90045, (213) 417-8031 
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a time looked like it would take a virtual monopoly position in 
the Apple market now awaits release as ScreenWriter II, but 
it'll have a long hard pull to regain its once dominant position. 

Apple Writer II is a significant enhancement of Apple's be
ginners' word processing program. WordStar continues to 
make inroads among Apple's forty thousand CP/M users. The 
enhanced eighty-column version of Super-Text is making a 
strong run. Word Handler and Executive Secretary are con
tinuing to gain strength, with Word Handler, a program simi
lar in concept to SuperScribe, gaining the charts. In all, the 
task facing Screenwriter is formidable . 

Apple Speller from Sensible Software is leagues ahead of 
the other word processing proofreading programs. These pro
grams will be combined with word processors in an expanded 
listing next month. 

The Business 10 stayed exactly the same through the first 
seven positions in April. The biggest change was the appear
ance on the list of the powerful but expensive DBase II pro
gram from Ashton-Tate. As with WordStar, DBase II is capi-

Home ID

This Last 

Month Month 

1. 	 1. Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry Grodin, 
and Steve Pollack, Continental Software 

2. 4. 	 MasterType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning Software · 
3. 	 3. Personal Finance Manager, Jeffrey Gold, Special 

Delivery Software, Apple Computer 
4. 5. 	 Typing Tutor, Image Producers, Microsoft 
5. 	 7. Data Capture 4.0, David Hughes and George 


McClelland, Southeastern Software 

6. 	 The Source, Source Telecomputing Corporation 
7. 	 Dow Jones Portfolio Evaluator, Apple Computer 
8. 2. 	 Tax Preparer, James Howard, Howard Software 
9. 	 VlslTerm, Tom Keith, VisiCorp 

10. 	 8. ASCII Express, Bill Blue, Southwestern Data 
Systems 

BLAST 


Hobby ID

This Last 

Month Month 

1. 5. 	 Zoom Graflx, Dav Holle, Phoenix Software 
2. 	 8. Bag of Tricks, Don Worth and Pieter Lechner, 


Quality Software 

3. 3. 	 DOS Tool Kit, Apple Computer 
4. 1. 	 Utility City, Bert Kersey, Beagle Bros 
5. 10. 	 LISA 2.5, Randy Hyde, On-Line Systems 
6. 	 2. DOS Boss, Bert Kersey and Jack Cassidy, Beagle 

Bros 
Graphics Package A2-3Dl, Bruce Artwick, SubLogic 

8. 4. 	 DOS 3.3, Apple Computer 
9. 	 7. Program Llne Editor, Neil Konzen, Synergistic 


Software 

The Inspector, Bill Sefton, Omega Microware 


talizing on the large CP/M user base within the Apple market. 
Home Accountant continues to lead all other Home 10 prod

ucts by a three-to-one margin. Interesting, however, Is the 
charge of MasterType into second place. Bruce Zweig's pro
gram is proving that software with an educational purpose can 
be both fun and profitable. 

Biggest revision to the Home 10 sees the demise of the tax 
packages. Tax Manager and Tax Beater dropped off the list, 
while Tax Preparer slumped to eighth. Among the products 
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taking up the slack was the information utility, The Sour.ce, 
which was the sixth largest seller in this category. Data Cap
ture 4. 0 has now taken a commanding lead over its communi
cations counterparts. 

The Hobby 10 list reflects the sophistication with which soft
ware publishers are now approaching the utility market. Zoom 
Grafi.r. the universal graphics dump, took over first place. Bag 
of Tricks, a compendium of four programs, any one of which is 
probably worth the price of the entire disk, grabbed second. 
Utility City continued to fare well in the market and Randy 
Hyde's revamped LISA assembler has surged to fifth. 

Outside of Wizardry and Castle Wofemtein, the specialty 
entertainment software sales have not kept pace with the 
growth of the market. For example, On-Line Systems once 
could be counted on to provide two or more hi-res adventures 
for the Top Thirty. Now Kabul Spy from Sirius leads that gen
re and sits in the lower echelon of the Top Thirty. 

Not only did Kabul Spy depose On-Line from the top of the 
hi-res adventure list, but Deadline, the no-res text mystery 
from Infocom, grabbed off second. Time Zone, On-Line's epic, 
was third. 

Trailing Castle Wolfenstein in the Strategy 5 list were all old 
favorites : Flight Simulator, Sargon, Robot War, and Warp 
Factor. 

There was nothing much new in April in the Fantasy 5 list, 
although Ultima bestedApv enture to Atlantis for second place. 
The May sales, which will chart Knight of Diamonds, will 
bring more substantial revisions to this list. 

The current economic depression has not yet seemed to af
fect ,'3ystem sales . Apple sales remain constant while the up
starts, IBM and Osborne, continue to sell well. But software 
sales are definitely soft. April was a particularly anemic month, 
reversing the usual trend in which April starts a sales resur
gence from the weak winter market. 

Some retailers attribute part of the weakness to the spate of 
me-too, look-alike arcade products. Buyers are having diffi

appla®compatibla appla®compatibla 

SELECT-A-PORT 
Pro1t1drs swnch selectable sockeu to ex1end the fle1111b1ltty of 1he APPLE 's 

0 
9ame polt 

• F oti tom e n1ently 1n th• h•nd 

• Ea lr• lont&o u1eh to1d1 

• Pl1>111 d irn1ly i nto !hr 1•mt \OeloU 

• Au rulove nw m•ICh H lhf color •nd tUtwlt o l the Apple" 

• M.-.. hM1 9 conwen1 tntly on t llht r 11M ot 1ht App!t" or WI 
tl,uonnon1l11d1ubbff ' " ' 

• J ' "'' t ch wlPCtabt. todi.-t t n<M•l.d by d1odl'S lo onturr 
..,a1mtHw1c• IOdu1tt1n1t rlt• l'nct 

• 1 1w11ch \elecuohll' IOCh1 whtdl .utom .111utly rnochlot-t the 
Joy~ 1 ck °' p.oidd let lg °""''t" •I !he ... cond um! In d u al 
Joy tl1ck opm*t cir lour I""'• p•ddl• 1.1mu 

• Socket w1lh no nol•tton fo1 tho~ 1?«1<11 h 19h.ly ~ntltt o 

d"' IUJ 

• E•tr.NI lmn ld1u11 men11 t o pPrftctly m• tch the Ufl •t 
toyou 11ppt1ahon1ndcompi.i1u 

• Self unte,.nq on bot h u n lm•Y ~ d1ubl~I 

• f WO l1r91 P1nhbul!on1 
• H1,hnt 1ndunr ill quJll11Y co mponrnu th1ouqhout 
• Cornp!rlfly linnr pu 1e 1ttnt1v• c1ra11t 

GAME CONTROLLERS 
Available at your dealer or order direct 

TeA3S R1..~ 1den 1 s adds •;, ta • 

7GPRODUCTS 
1104 SUMMIT AVE , SUITE 106 

PLANO, TEXAS 7S074 
• (214) 424-8568 

culty distinguishong one new product from another and are 
therefore sitting on the sidelines or buying such products as 
Wizardry and MasterType that are clearly distinguishable 
from the pack. 

Applications software is not nearly as susceptible to that 
kind of buyer confusion, which partially accounts for the 
strength of those products vis-a-vis entertainment software . 

Likewise, the addition of strong new entries, such as Soft- . 
ware Arts's forthcoming calculator, lend strength to that seg
ment of the marketplace. Unless, of course, Bricklin and 
Frankston turn out to be mere mortals after all. 

TheTop Thirty 

This Last 

Month Month Index 

1. 	 1. 171.81 VlslCalc, Software Arts/Dan Bricklin and 
Robert Frankston, VisiCorp 

2. 	 3 . 96.49 Home Accountant, Bob Schoenburg, Larry 
Grodin, and Steve Pollack, Continental 
Software 

3. 4 . 95.11 	 Snack Attack, Dan Illowsky, DataMost 
4. 	 5. 80.87 Wizardry, Andrew Greenberg and Robert 

Woodhead, Sir-tech 
5 . . 	 2 . 79.83 Personal Filing System, John Page, 


Software Publishing Corporation 

6. 	 59 .01 Apple Writer II, Paul Lutus, Apple 


Computer 

7. 	 9. 56.92 DB Master, Alpine Software/ Stanley Crane 

and Jerry Macon; and Barney Stone, 
Stoneware 

8. 	 6. 51.37 Star Blazer, Tony Suzuki, Broderbund 

Software 


9. 	 46.86 Pinball A2-PB1: Night Mission, Bruce 

Artwick, SubLogic 


10. 	 11. 44 .08 VlslFlle, Creative Computer 
Applications/ Colin Jameson and Ben 
Herman, VisiCorp 

11. 	 8. 42.00 Castle WoHensteln, Silas Warner, Muse 
Software 

12. 	 12. 38.88 PFS: Report, John Page, Software 
Publishing Corporation 

13 . 37.83 	 Zoom Graftx, Dav Holle, Phoenix Software 
14. 	 37.83 VlslTrend/VlslPlot, Micro Finance 

Systems/Mitch Kapor, VisiCorp 
15. 	 12 . 36.10 Apple Pante, Ben Serki, Broderbund 

Software 
16. 17. 32.28 	 WordStar, MicroPro 
17. 	 27 . 31.93 Ma.'3terType, Bruce Zweig, Lightning 

Software . 
31.93 	 Bag of Tricks, Don Wortl} and Pieter 

Lechner, Quality Software 
19. 20. 29 .16 	 Swashbuckler, Paul Stephenson, DataMost 
20. 28.46 	 Taxman, Brian Fitzgerald, H.A.L. Labs 
21. 18. 27.07 	 Gorgon, Nasir, Sirius Software 
22. 	 25.69 Microwave, Jim Nitchals and Jay 

Zimmermann, Cavalier Computer 
23. 24.30 	 Super-Text, Ed Zaron, Muse Software 
24. 	 10. 23.26 David's Midnight Magic, David Snider, 


Broderbund 

25. 21.52 	 Kabul Spy, Tim Wilson, Sirius Software 

16. 	 21.52 BPI General Ledger, John Moss and Ken 
Debower, Apple Computer 

27. 20. 20.13 	 Raster Blaster, Bill Budge, BudgeCo 
28. 	 25. 19.78 - Personal Finance Manager, Jeffrey Gold, 

Apple Computer 
29 . 23. 18.74 Crossfire, Jay Sullivan, On-Line Systems 
30'. 18.05 Typing Tutor, Image Producers, Microsoft 



WiaiiMi'~iAI 9irT1e. a whole new hne 
e Strategic S1mulat1ons Inc 

give ~ ltie best in computer 
1n1ng the best of two worlds. the fast-

n and pure excitement of ar<:ade games with 
ge and soph1st1cat1on of strategy s1mulat1ons 

in point. CYTRON MASTERS':' 
r\ the far-flung future, small armies of CYTRO NS -

(.\ibemetic Electronic Devices  have replaced large
~le warfare by sentient beings as the instrument for 
setthng planetary disputes. Each army consists of shooter 
units wielding laser cannons, kamikaze-like mine cytrons, 
and devastating missiles. Bunker cytrons and ant1-m1ssiles 
serve to shield against enemy assaults 

To command these deadly but mindless machines 1s a 
m1htary genius, who after long and rigorous training, has 

earned the revered title of.. CYTRO N MASTER! 
Such 1s the power of the Cytron Master that the fate of 

an entire world hinges on his finely-honed skills. 
Here, then, 1s your challenge - to become one of the 

Cytron Masters. The path may not be easy, but 1t 
sure 1s a lot of fun! 

To get started today, simply travel to the nearest 
computer or game store on your planet 

$39.95. On m1rn ftoppy disc for your 48K Apple'"ll w ith Applesoft 
ROM card or Apple Ill ATARI® version coming this fa ll! 

Also available now : GALACTIC GLADIATORS7 
another RapidFire game! 

-----------~ -

.. 

\ 
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'W-----------



n 48K Apple II/I + OS 3.3 o y , 
5 on disk from your local c mputer 

· ctly from ... 

Ranch Road • Coarsegold. CA 

SA, MASTERCHARGE, C.O.D. or CHEC 

\ : y
f • -

l 
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